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Read and Write Short Stories 1000Keyboards is a website created for writers to submit, share, 

critique and communicate in an environment tuned to promote growth and exposure. 

http://1000keyboards.com 
Tags: share,create,communication 

 

Online Time Tracking 14dayz is a simple web based time tracking tool for groups of loosely 

connected individuals that collaborate on a professional basis. It is easy to get into because there is 

nothing to install. All you need is a web browser and an Internet connection. That means you use it from 

almost anywhere in the world and use it whenever you need. Your data is kept secure and nicely 

backup-ed on a daily basis as part of the service.  

http://www.14dayz.com 
Tags: collaboration,track,organize,tool,group 

 

Create and Share A List of your Favorite Books 22books is dedicated to the creating, sharing, 

and viewing of book lists. Start out by browsing some of the featured lists to the left and then open a free 

account and start creating lists of your own. 

http://www.22books.com 
Tags: book,share,list 

 

Free Group Based Enterprise IM 24im is a smarter, faster, easier way to deliver enterprise-grade 

IM to your private group. For Free. 

http://www.24im.com 
Tags: IM,chat,group,download 

 

Web based means freedom-Europe's 1 internet business system 4SevenOffice delivers 

online business systems to more than 1,000 customers in Europe. Get full control over your business 

today with an integrated online business system. 

http://www.24sevenoffice.com/webpage/en 
Tags: office 

 

A Fashion and Nightlife Network 2threads is a fashion and party based social network which 

provides a portal allowing the socialite in all of us to be kept in the know about the hottest parties, the 

freshest music artists and only the most cutting edge fashion news with just a click of your finger. 

http://www.2threads.com 
Tags: photo,social,network,lifestyle 

 

A powerful on-line Calendar 30 Boxes was created for people looking for a robust yet simple social 

calendar that is easy to share with family and friends. 

http://30boxes.com 
Tags: calendar 

 

30 GigaByte Mailbox 30Gigs.com started off with the idea of creating a "All in one" site for the 

webmaster and avid computer users. Combining personal file storage, GD2 signatures and anonymous 

email all in one service, which would be free. Our main goal is to provide as much space as possible for 

today's webmail users where tons of storage space is needed. 

http://www.30gigs.com 
Tags: email,hosting 

Bringing Chat to the Blogosphere 3bubbles is a team of social technology enthusiasts with a 



 

simple, unified mission: connecting people to meaningful conversations. 3bubbles taking the web 

beyond chats, beyond discussions, beyond collaboration, and pioneering solutions in conversational 

intelligence. 

http://www.3bubbles.com 
Tags: chat,social,deadpool 

 

3D Box Maker 3d package is a 3d-box graphic generator. 3d package lets you instantly create 3d-box 

images online, free. Just upload pictures for cover and sides and then get 3d-box in you favorite image 

format (JPG, GIF, PNG supported). Post them in your blog or anywhere else. 

http://3d-pack.com 
Tags: generator,3D 

 

Life Videopedia 5min is a place to find short video solutions for any practical question and a forum 

for people wanting to share their knowledge. 5min aims is to create the first communal Life Videopedia 

allowing users from all over the globe to contribute their knowledge by sharing visual guides covering 

variety of subjects. 

http://www.5min.com/ 
Tags: knowledge,video,share,tool,Israel 

 

Project Management on time 5pm is a web-based service for managing projects and tasks. The 

unique dual-panel interface takes advantage of your screen size. Simple project/task tree navigation - on 

the left, anything relevant to it - on the right. All functions within a click or two. 

http://5pmweb.com 
Tags: management,task,organize 

 

Image Hosting Features 72photos is an intuitive way to host, manage and share your images. 

Featuring standard to advanced manipulation features in a very functional control panel, editing and 

sharing your images online has been redefined. 

http://72photos.com 
Tags: photo,storage,edit 

 

It's your Social Life 8hands is a small and friendly desktop application that presents a concise 

summary of all your online social networking activities (your MySpace & Flickr profiles, your blog, etc.) 

with useful statistics (the number of friends in each network, activity meter, etc.). With 8hands you can 

always stay connected to your favorite networks and your network friends without having to check your 

various profiles on each and every site. 

http://8hands.com 
Tags: desktop,social,network,download,Israel 

 

Universal Media Player abazab is an Internet service for social websites, allowing people to share 

life when it happens and where it happens with instant video, pictures or voice. abazab catalyzes web-

based social media via instant publishing in a easy, no download, and no plug-in process via cell 

phones, web cams, or other devices. 

http://www.abazab.com 
Tags: media,share,video,social 

 

Send Messages Online AbbyMe is a new way to create and send phone messages using the Internet. 

With AbbyMe you can: 

-Broadcast phone messages to many friends at once 

-Schedule reminder and birthday calls in advance 

-Upload media to create, mix, and share phone playlists 



http://www.abbyme.com 
Tags: messaging,mobile,fun,tool 

 

Getting Business Done Businesses and projects don't fail from a lack of reports, charts, graphs or 

stats. They fail from a lack of clear communication and transparent information. Actionize takes a fresh, 

simple and integrated approach to contact and project management. It improves the communication and 

collaboration between all the people working on your internal and external projects. 

http://www.actionize.com 
Tags: management,collaboration,communication,business 

 

Project Management ActionThis is a simple, web-based team management solution that helps teams 

and small businesses get things done on time. It improves team productivity and control of day to day 

operations by providing a centralized system for managing projects, work assignments and other key 

business information, and works in conjunction with your everyday business tools. 

http://www.actionthis.com 
Tags: management,office,tool,organize,business 

 

Teaching Kids Dollars and Sense 

Active Allowance is a revolutionary web service that helps you create a thoughtful and 

sustainable allowance and responsibilities system for your kids. Active Allowance provide 

easy-to-use online tools and an easy-to-maintain process to help you teach your kids, as part 

of everyday life, about responsibility, values, making choices and appreciating things. 

http://www.activeallowance.com 
Tags: e-learning,kids,parent,money,family 

 

Create, Manage, Organize, Schedule any event ActiveCiti is an extremely simple, easy to use, 

no-nonsense event management application which lets people create, plan, organize and manage events 

with the utmost ease. ActiveCiti provides features required to address the major pain points while 

organizing any event. From sending out invitations, tracking guests, sending automatic event updates to 

them to allowing the event owner to add more organizers, customize the event page, etc 

http://www.activeciti.com/ 
Tags: organize,create,event,track,management 

 

Buttons to Help your Visitors Collect and Promote your Content AddThis helps you 

promote your content (web pages, feeds, products, podcasts, etc) online by making it easier for your 

visitors to collect it, save it, and distribute it to social services. 

http://www.addthis.com 
Tags: button,blogging,content,feed,RSS 

 

Social Wine Discovery Adegga is a Social Wine Discovery service. The idea is to take the complexity 

out of wine and allow people to discover wines based on other people’s choice. Adegga also helps you 

organize your wines. You can keep track of wines you taste, make a wish list or organize your home 

cellar. 

http://www.adegga.com 
Tags: wine,social 

An easy and powerful way for you to unlock the revenue potential of your website or 

blog AdGenta is a powerful way for you to monetize your content – you are free to choose when and 



 

where your ads are placed, what they look like, and what ad is displayed. You can use them as little or 

as much as you want. Earn money on your own terms. 

http://www.adgenta.com 
Tags: e-commerce 

 

Video Ads that Work for you AditAll is a video advertising community where users can 

quickly, simply and inexpensively create, produce and distribute video ads. AditAll brings low 

cost, high quality ad production capabilities to anyone. AditAll patent pending platform lets 
advertisers choose a "Pre-Packaged" ad from an inventory created by our producer 

community and quickly customize it. Advertisers can also select video and music clips and 
combine them into a unique ad using AditAll "Start from Scratch" feature. 

http://aditall.com 
Tags: advertising,create,tool,marketplace,video 

 

The Online Advertising Marketplace AdJug is an online advertising marketplace. It connects 

buyers and sellers of online advertising and provides them with transparency, control and choice. 

Publishers can take control of their online inventory to increase their earnings and advertisers can run 

better campaigns because they know where each conversion and traffic is coming from. 

http://www.adjug.com 
Tags: marketplace,buy,sell,advertising,track,money 

 

Build, Run, and Optimize Banner Ads AdReady is an advertising technology company focused 

on making online display advertising accessible and effective for advertisers of all sizes. Through 

AdReady’s data-rich library of proven creative, real-time ad customization tools, and intuitive web-

based interface, marketers are learning that AdReady makes it easy to build and run effective online 

display ad campaigns in minutes. 

http://www.adready.com 
Tags: advertising,create,tool,marketplace 

 

Online Storage and Backup ADrive is free online data storage community, offering the largest 

amount of free storage on the Internet. ADrive provide their users with secure solutions for storing, 

backing up, and accessing files from virtually anywhere, at any time. ADrive serves as an online, 

centralized vault for all file types including: music, videos, photos, documents, and more. 

(50GB storage for free) 

http://www.adrive.com 
Tags: storage,community,file 

 

Integrating Voice with Advertising ADS-click is an innovative and disruptive company 

developing technologies that unite online advertising and voice over IP. ADS-click supplies services to 

large media groups, small and medium sized companies and individuals who wish to monetize their 

editorial content and knowledge. The company's search and contextual advertising technology is used 

by major Internet players in Europe, Japan and Australia. 

http://ads-click.com 
Tags: advertising,audio,media,group 

 

Africa's Talking - Are you Listening? Afrigator is a social media aggregator and directory built 

especially for African digital citizens who publish and consume content on the Web. You can use 

Afrigator to index your blog, podcast, videocast or news site (i.e. any site that publishes an RSS feed) and 

market it to the rest of Africa and the world. You can also use it to discover new sites in the Afrosphere. 

http://afrigator.com 
Tags: social,media,aggregator,podcast,audio 



 

Ratings and other Social Features on your Search Results A meta search engine that 

incorporates a voting system to rank search results from Google, MSN and Yahoo. Included in search 

results are domain age, page rank and alexa ranking. Also able to digg result, add to del.icio.us and 

email it. 

http://www.aftervote.com 
Tags: search,engine,social 

 

Read what Matters AideRSS is an intelligent assistant that saves time and keeps you on top of the 

latest news. AideRSS research every story and filter out the noise, allowing you to focus on what matters 

most. 

http://www.aiderss.com 
Tags: RSS,feed,tool,content 

 

It is Not Just an IM AirTalk is a flash based Instant Messenger chat that connects to 

MSN,GTalk,Yahoo!, ICQ, AIM,YouTube, Flickr. You can also view your buddies profile on myspace, 

flickr, friendster, and latest blog and twitter entries. 

http://airtalkr.com 
Tags: messaging,IM,chat,social,share 

 

Javascript and Xml Instant Messenger ajax im is a browser-based instant messaging client. It uses 

the  

XMLHTTPRequest object in JavaScript to send and receive commands to and  

from the server. No refreshing of the page is ever needed for this web  

application to work, as everything is updated in real-time via JavaScript. 

 

http://www.unwieldy.net/ajaxim/ 
Tags: messaging,chat,IM 

 

Web Besed Ajax Applications-All in one Place Ajax13 is a software development company that 

introduces web-based applications written using the AJAX based methodology. 

http://www.ajax13.com/ 
Tags: WORD,EXCEL,music 

 

Simple Ajax-Based Chatrooms Ajchat is a simple online chat system which uses AJAX. Ajchat also 

allows sharing or embedding of chat rooms into websites. 

http://ajchat.sourceforge.net 
Tags: chat 

 

Web navigation Alexa Internet grew out of a vision of Web navigation that is intelligent and 

constantly improving with the participation of its users. Along the way Alexa has developed an installed 

based of millions of toolbars, one of the largest Web crawls and an infrastructure to process and serve 

massive amounts of data. 

http://www.alexa.com 
Tags: engine,navigation 

 

More Than Just CD and DVD Covers AllCDCovers strives to bring you the ultimate user 

experience with a friendly interface and complete music and movies information. Browse AllCDCovers 

album art collection and download your favorite CD covers. 

http://www.allcdcovers.com 
Tags: music,video,collection,album,download 



 

Unlimited free storage! Allmydata harnesses the power of grid storage technology to securely store 

your email, photos, music, movies and more. 

http://www.allmydata.com 
Tags: hosting,storage 

 

Sport Events in Bars and Pubs Allomatch is the website that gives you "All the sports close to your 

place". It tells you where to watch a sport event with friends. 

http://www.allomatch.com 
Tags: sport,game,meet,mapping,event 

 

Share Webpages,Photos,Videos, Music or any other files with Friends and Family Share 

100KB, 100MB, 100GB, it does not matter! Create your own sharing community. FireFox users only. (at 

the moment) 

http://allpeers.com 
Tags: P2P,share,firefox,community,download 

 

The Search that Never Stops Allth.at will keep looking for your item on the sites you select and 

report new search results back to you. You can also choose to have new results emailed to you or, you 

can subscribe to the RSS feed and have your new search results delivered right to your RSS reader. 

http://allth.at 
Tags: search,engine,track 

 

Personalized Search Alpha is a new beta product from Yahoo! With Alpha, you can search across 

many different search indices all on one page. Also, if you have a Yahoo! ID, you can log in to 

personalise your experience by moving the search sources around to suit you, or adding completely new 

ones of your own. 

http://au.alpha.yahoo.com 
Tags: yahoo,search,engine 

 

Online shopping from the earth's biggest selection of.. every things! 
http://www.amazon.com 
Tags: e-commerce 

 

Your Independent Music Fix destination for buying and selling independent music, a place where 

fans and artists are in control. Amie Street uses a community based pricing model for selling music: All 

songs start free and go up in price the more they are purchased. Artists take home 70%, they are not 

required to sell exclusively on Amie Street, and Amie Street does not take any ownership of their music. 

http://amie.st 
Tags: music,download,community 

 

Family Tree + Photo Album, Videos/Calendars/Maps Amiglia is a social software site for 

families, focused particularly on sharing photos and building a family tree. 

http://www.amiglia.com 
Tags: social,share,photo,family 

 

Bring your Family Stories to Life Building your family tree has been a labor of love. Now you can 

bring it to life with AncestryPress free, easy-to-use publishing tool. Create beautiful pages or family tree 

posters that showcase your documents, photos and charts. You can print your pages at home or order 

professionally printed, coffee-table quality books or high quality prints suitable for framing. 

http://ancestrypress.ancestry.com 



Tags: family,tree,create,tool 

 

The Online Animation Competition For all you animators out there, this paragraph is for you. 

aniBoom obligated to keep aniBOOM a place for interaction between you, the mass audience, producers 

& distributors of the animation field. We will do so by providing easy and efficient tools for Social 

Networking. Hence the BOOM ZONE. 

http://www.aniboom.com/ 
Tags: social,media,network,video,Israel 

 

The end of Slideshows Animoto is a web application that automatically generates professionally 

produced videos using their own patent-pending technology and high-end motion design. Each video is 

a fully customized orchestration of user-selected images and music. 

http://animoto.com 
Tags: video,create,share,tool,mix 

 

Online Dictionary Answers.com is an ultimate answer engine, with quick accurate dictionary, 

thesaurus, encyclopedia, bios, tech terms, news, sports, weather, and much more. 

http://www.answers.com 
Tags: search,engine,answer,question,Israel 

 

Play and Share Wherever you go Anywhere.FM is a powerful music player that makes it easy to: 

- Upload your entire music collection 

- Play it anywhere on the best web music player 

- Discover new music through Friend Radio 

http://www.anywhere.fm 
Tags: music,player,share,discover,collection 

 

Your Portal on the Web AOL connects you to the world of information you are looking for online. 

AOL is a Web portal that provides a variety of custom content on top of linking you to relevant 

information available on the Internet. 

http://www.aol.com/ 
Tags: music,chat,AOL,video,article 

 

AOL New Web Mail (beta) AOL is the first and only free email provider that lets you make up 

your own unique, personalized email address from scratch. Not just the part before the @ -- they talking 

about the whole thing -- like you@thenameyouwant.com. Store up to 2GB of data per mailbox, 

enough to keep tons of old messages and attached files. You can also use your personalized email 

address to send and receive instant messages on AIM. 

http://beta.webmail.aol.com/ 
Tags: AOL,email,storage 

 

Your Custom Application in Minutes app2you allows users to create their own, custom, hosted, 

interactive web applications. Unlike other products on the market, app2you requires no programming 

experience or knowledge of web technologies. Instead, users simply outline the pages of their 

application and app2you does the rest. 

http://app2you.com 
Tags: create,tool 

Buy and Sell Facebook Apps APPMRKT is a marketplace for Facebook applications. You list your 

application, people bid, and you sell to the highest bidder. The goal is to provide Facebook developers 

with a marketplace that is safe, efficient, and legitimate and allows them to find the best price for their 



 

application. 

http://appmrkt.com 
Tags: marketplace,facebook 

 

Proofing Made Easy Approvr has created a web-based Approval Workflow Manager to give users a 

faster, more efficient way to manage proofing and approval of documents. Approvr’s simple workflow 

allows organisers to quickly send documents for approval, and reviewers to easily review and comment 

on those documents. Approvr brings simplicity and ease-of-use to a traditionally difficult and time-

consuming process. 

http://www.approvr.com/ 
Tags: management,file,business 

 

Online Web Charts Archimy is a service for drawing the graphs of all kinds of functions. 

With Archimy, you will draw the graph of any function and form, just use your imagination 

http://www.archimy.com 
Tags: chart,tool,draw 

 

Business Networking in Asia ArenAsia is a good way to get ahead in Asia. Professionals use 

ArenAsia to cultivate business relationships, promote their skills or services, and share insights, opinions 

and information through discussion groups, event listings, marketplace and knowledge base. 

http://www.arenasia.com 
Tags: business,network,knowledge 

 

Webmasters, need content for your site? Get FREE articles from ArticleOnRamp.com. Use a few 

items at a time or subscribe to a variety of feeds. All articles are royalty-free. Establish yourself as an 

expert in your industry by submitting articles in your area of expertise. 

http://www.articleonramp.com 
Tags: article,share 

 

The Internet More Accessible to the Arts Industry ArtistsOnline.org.uk is a web site designed 

to make the internet more accessible to the Arts Industry and to make art more accessible to the public. 

An ideal place for art enthusiasts to keep track of events, new work and exhibitions and for visual artists 

to promote their work. 

http://www.artistsonline.org.uk 
Tags: art,art,track 

 

World Opinion while you Watch Ask500People built to gather input and opinion data in minutes 

instead of days, and to create a platform that other applications can integrate. Users can ask a question 

and see other people answers in real-time. (like a living pool) 

http://www.ask500people.com 
Tags: poll,mapping,question,ask 

 

The New Web 2.0 Search Engine The Web 2.0 Search Engine, Ask Alexia and get your answers. 

http://www.askalexia.com 
Tags: search,engine 

 

Ask it - Find it - Answer it Ask it - Find it - Answer it 

Askeet is a community based Q&A repository. Anyone can post a question about any subject, or answer 

an existing question. Registration and use are completely free. If you need an answer, ask your question, 

register to its RSS feed of answers, and just wait until your news aggregator pops out with an answer. 

Questions and answers can be rated, so that the most interesting questions and the most useful answers 



come first. If you have knowledge to share, pay askeet a visit from time to time, you might even earn 

some money. 

http://www.askeet.com 
Tags: knowledge,collaboration,answer,question 

 

Need answers? Ask It Online! AskItOnline is a cutting edge online tool that allows you to 

efficiently create surveys and have others take them online using features like: -Drag & drop interface -

Numerous themes to choose from, or create your own -Cross-platform support -Free & paid options to 

suit your requirements 

http://www.askitonline.com 
Tags: knowledge,share,answer,question 

 

What are you going to Solve Today? Got a problem that is better seen and heard, than just read? 

Forget about all the chatter in old-fashion message boards or forums. With AskSolvers, just show your 

photos or your videos. AskSolvers is a community for problem solvers. It's fun and easy to use. 

http://asksolvers.com 
Tags: ask,question,answer,share,community,video 

 

Simple, Free Online-Mapping - Create a high-quality online map in a few seconds. - Embed a map 

on your page in any size or format. - Allow readers to plot comments & photos on maps. - Download 

your data in KML format. - Add Wikipedia content to major cities. 

http://fmatlas.com 
Tags: create,mapping 

 

Business Class RSS Readers Attensa's integrated collection of software tools and servers distribute, 

organize and process RSS and Web feeds to help businesses improve collaboration, solve problems, 

spark innovation and improve decision-making, while helping information workers cut through 

information overload. 

http://www.attensa.com 
Tags: RSS,business 

 

Watch What People are Watching AttenTV is the media network for what people are paying 

attention to. Broadcast your own channel. Tune into truly original programming. AttenTV turns one 

person's or group's clickstream data into another person's entertainment. 

http://atten.tv 
Tags: visual,channel,video,TV,network,media,download 

 

Store, Search, Sort and Share your Sound Audiofarm lets you create unlimited pages with 

information about your sounds, equipment, releases, gigs, netlabel etc. The site offer new ways for music 

fans to discover, manage and listen to their music from anywhere in the near universe. 

http://www.audiofarm.org 
Tags: audio,music,share,discover,organize 

 

Show the World what's got you Grooving With audiozue you get real-time iTunes satistics 

posted to your MySpace, Blog or Website. Show you friends what you're listening to. audiozue have a 

great selection of soundtrack templates for your blog or website. One click sends your friends to the 

iTunes Music Store where they can preview and download songs from your soundtrack. 

http://audiozue.com 
Tags: music,iTunes,share,download,blogging 

Universal Music Community AUPEO! to offers a fresh way to listen to and discover music with 



 

friends and communities both near and far. 

http://aupeo.com 
Tags: discover,music,community 

 

Present and Share PowerPoint authorSTREAM is an online presentation sharing service that 

allows viewers to view and share PowerPoint files that have been uploaded by its registered members. 

authorSTREAM retains animation, transitions, timings and narrations of PowerPoint files. You can 

Upload and share the link with your friends; embed in your blog, discover presentations on just any 

topic or post a comment. 

http://www.authorstream.com 
Tags: presentation,share,storage,blogging 

 

Finally a Place to get it off your Chest B*SH was started to let people complain about what was 

on their mind on a day to day basis. Created as a way to vent to the vastness of the internet. B*SH away! 

http://ilovetocomplain.com 
Tags: knowledge,share 

 

The Next Generation TV Over the Internet Babelgum is a desktop client that allows their users 

to watch videos on their computer in a very TV-like experience. You can browse through the channels 

and choose your favorites show. You can rate the movies, add them to your favorites and watch them 

later on the video channel. Babelgum provide you with an AWESOME movie player which have some 

great innovative navigation tools. You can also watch a full screen movie with high quality streaming in 

it. 

http://www.babelgum.com/ 
Tags: TV,video,show,download 

 

Create and Share your own Baby Album Baby Grapevine is a web and telephony-based birth 

announcement service which allows friends and family to keep up-to-date with all the latest 

developments as they happen. The service uses email, text and voicemail simultaneously to ensure 

everyone can hear the news and share the joy. 

http://www.babygrapevine.com 
Tags: baby,tool,photo,album,create,share,mom 

 

Baby Names Tool Baby Namey is the fun and interactive way to find a name for your new baby. It is 

an easy way to search for names, along with their origins and meanings. 

http://babynamey.com 
Tags: tool,baby,search 

 

We've Got your Back Backlinked.com backlink monitoring simple free solutions to organizing and  

validating your paid and exchanged incoming links.  

 

http://www.backlinked.com 
Tags: organize,track 

 

Social Bookmarking Statistics Backtags is a new 'Social Ranking', based on the popularity of 
websites across leading social bookmarking services. Enter a domain name to check the 
social popularity of any domain or enter a keyword to search for relevant sites. 
http://www.backtags.com 
Tags: rate,social,bookmarking,domain,tool 

Easily Add Social Networking Badges to Any Web Page, Blog, etc Badged.net, a social 



 

networking badge generator for web sites and blogs. A free service launched by MyMediaRoom, 

includes badges to 16 of the most popular social news, bookmarking, and networking sites. 

http://badged.net 
Tags: social,network,blogging,generator 

 

Create and Share your Profile Badoo is a truly worldwide online community that provides its 

members with the ability to communicate and share their lives with people both locally and around the 

globe. Its many features include the next generation in photo/video sharing and social networking. More 

importantly, though, Badoo allows its users to gain an instant mass audience for themselves and their 

work. 

http://badoo.com 
Tags: photo,share,profile,discover 

 

The Best Stories, The Biggest Fans Ballhype pulls in content from thousands of sports blogs. If 

other writers are linking to a story, it gets surfaced to the top of the list as newsworthy. If enough 

Ballhype users hype it up, the story will make it to the home page. You can also write your own post or 

submit a story that you think should be required reading. You can also write your own post or submit a 

story that you think should be required reading. 

http://ballhype.com 
Tags: sport,blogging,game,rate,content 

 

Get the Buzz on New and unknown Bands.. BandBUZZ was developed to enable millions of 

internet users to discover new, independent music without the intervention of slick marketing reps or 

data analysts. You won’t find any algorithms here trying to mimic your taste while secretly collecting 

your preferences to sell to record companies. You won’t be solicited by corporations posing as teenage 

girls in bikinis who want to be your friend. And, most importantly, as an artist, you retain the rights to 

your music. BandBUZZ puts the power back in your hands. 

http://www.bandbuzz.com 
Tags: band,music,discover,share 

 

Harness the Mobile Web to Drive your Business Forward With Bango, content providers can 

market, sell and deliver their content and services directly to mobile phone users across all networks 

using the mobile internet. This 'direct-to-consumer' approach operates alongside the mobile operator’s 

mobile portal. 

http://www.bango.com 
Tags: management,tool,marketplace,sell,business,mobile 

 

Your Online Pet Community Barkley and Paws is an online pet magazine for animal lovers. Join 

the community and enjoy blogs posts, tips and all the information you need to know about pets. Also, 

create your pet page (upload pictures, video, etc,.). 

http://www.barkleyandpaws.com 
Tags: pets,fun,blogging,community 

 

Free Uncensored Image Hosting You can upload about 140 different formats. There's even support 

for .RAR and ZIP-archives. If you upload an archive with multiple images, you'll also get an album-

address for all the pictures inside of it. Tags are separated by spaces, removal code is a password to let 

you remove images you upload. 

http://www.bayimg.com 
Tags: photo,file,storage,album,share 

Help Costomers Build your Business Bazaarvoice provides online brands with a managed 



 

solution to enable, encourage, and monitor online customer ratings and reviews. This solution 

empowers customers to share opinions on your web site, influencing each other to make more informed 

and rewarding purchase decisions. 

http://bazaarvoice.com 
Tags: business,rate 

 

Access Television Programmes with BBC iPlayer The BBC is launching a new easy-to-use 

service that lets you access television programmes via your PC. Initially, BBC iPlayer is offering "seven-

day catch-up television" meaning that BBC TV programmes can be downloaded for free up to a week 

after transmission. The programmes will be free for UK licence fee payers, at high quality and with no 

advertising. BBC iPlayer plans to incorporate radio and live streaming of TV at a later date as well as 

looking at offering BBC iPlayer on a range of platforms including cable and mobile. 

http://www.bbc.co.uk/iplayerbeta 
Tags: TV,video,download 

 

Version Control for Team Leads Beanstalk is a hosted Subversion system, making it easy for 

anyone to setup, browse, track, and manage Subversion repositories. Beanstalk has built-in integration 

with your favorite tools such as Basecamp, FogBugz, and Lighthouse. 

http://beanstalkapp.com 
Tags: business,management,task,to-do,track 

 

Find gig tickets in UK & Ireland bebop has an easy way to find gigs, tours and tickets. they made 

it simple for you to find events by using your iTunes Music Library. 

http://www.bebopular.com 
Tags: audio,ticket 

 

Prove your Identity BeenVerified provides Internet users with a way to prove their identity and 

accomplishments on places like social networks, blogs, online dating, and job sites. Getting your own 

BeenVerified Seal and Profile is quick, easy, and free for 6 months. 

http://www.beenverified.com 
Tags: identity,soical 

 

Greenify your Lifestyle A web application that will allow you to offset your carbon emissions from 

your car, home or work and become a green citizen. The website features an AJAX carbon calculator and 

full social networking capabilities. 

http://www.begreennow.com 
Tags: car,network,social,health,green 

 

Easily Create Chart Best4c (Best for chart) is a Web-based, online diagram tool that allows you to 

create, edit and share charts anytime, anywhere. Offers you a way to create and share charts online. No 

software installation. No downloads. Create many types of diagrams such as: Flowcharts, Floor plans, 

Network diagrams, or any other simple drawing or diagram. 

http://www.best4c.com 
Tags: chart,create,share,tool 

 

Find Nearby Vendors, Places and Supplies BestPartyEver has made it easy for you to plan you 

next event. Simply enter your party type and a location in the Search box above, and be presented with a 

list of vendors in your location relevant to your paty type. BestPartyEver is the online party planner 

service. Event Planning and Party Planning Made Easy. 

http://bestpartyever.com 
Tags: party,search 



 

Track and Discover New Software Beta Marker is about keeping track of software you like and 

about discovering new software. It revolutionizes software rating by shifting the power to the 

community of software lovers. Beta Marker simply keeps you update with all the newest releases every 

day. 

http://www.betamarker.com 
Tags: track,community,share,rate,software 

 

Bet on Anything. Against Anyone. Anywhere BetsGoWild is a cash-free, on-line betting 

community offering a fun alternative for users to bet against other users and friends on anything. By 

using an advanced points system and weekly prizes and draws the user is encouraged to compete 

against others through dares and bets. 

http://www.betsgowild.com 
Tags: game,vote,money,community 

 

Online Travel Search Engine for the Asia Pacific Region Bezurk.com is a new kind of search 

engine which specialises in travel products such as flights, hotels, rental cars, package holidays and 

tours. An independent search engine that will help you to quickly compare the latest deals across 

hundreds of travel websites with just a few clicks. 

http://www.bezurk.com 
Tags: travel,engine,hotel,search 

 

Social Tools and Services Big In Japan helps them connect to their clients. By combining 

community experience and cutting edge tools we help make companies big in Japan, big in Jersey, big to 

anyone who matters to them. Big in Japan operates multiple data center and network operation facilities 

with personnel in more than six countries around the globe. 

http://www.biggu.com 
Tags: social,tool,community,podcast,email,feed 

 

A web 2.0 contact manager Big Contacts was created to put contact data and notes and history and 

access it whenever and wherever you are. BigContacts goal is to build a user friendly, easy to use, web 

service. Over time, your Big Contacts data will be accessible in many different ways including mobile 

phones. 

http://www.bigcontacts.com 
Tags: contact,office,calendar 

 

Big Files Storage Made Simple BigFilebox is designed to eliminate problems frequently 

encountered by businesses when exchanging large files or folder structures. When email, FTP or sending 

via the post is not an option you can easily subscribe to one of BigFileBox four flexible plans and get that 

data sent within minutes. 

http://www.bigfilebox.com 
Tags: file,storage 

 

It's Time to Get a Handle on your Bills billQ is a new web-based application that gives you an 

easy way to keep track of your bills. With billQ, you always know exactly what you have to pay, and 

when you have to pay it. 

http://www.mybillq.com 
Tags: money,track,invoice,finance 

Organize your Personal and Shared Expenses - Record and report on your personal and group 

expenses - Make you very popular with the opposite sex - Save reoccurring expenses, even those with 

direct debits or standing orders setup - Send reminders, either automatically or fired off by you, 



 

whenever you want to remind people who owe you money or to remind yourself about a payment - 

Automatically email you with a summary of the expenses you've put through billster 

http://www.billster.net 
Tags: organize,money,share,secure,invoice,finance 

 

The World's Most Advanced Video Search Engine blinkx fed by automatic spiders that crawl 

the web for audio video content and content partnerships with over 60 leading content and media 

companies, blinkx uses visual analysis and speech recognition to better understand rich media content. 

Users can search for content, create personal TV channels that automatically splice relevant content 

together and even use blinkx download feature to automatically download content to mobile devices. 

http://www.blinkx.com 
Tags: video,search,engine 

 

Do not forget to say Happy Birthday to the ones you love Set alerts to remember your friends 

and relatives birthdays. It's a simple two steps process and it's FREE. 

http://www.birthdaytime.com 
Tags: alerts,birthday,email 

 

Open Source. Simplified BitNami stacks make it incredibly easy to install your favorite open source 

software. Application stacks include an open source application and all the dependencies necessary to 

run it, such as Apache, MySQL and PHP or Ruby. All you need to do is download the Stack, provide a 

few pieces of information when prompted by the installation wizard, and that's it. By the time you click 

'finish', your new application will be ready to run. 

http://bitnami.org 
Tags: download,opensource,tool,build 

 

Keep Track of your Favorite Web Stuff 

Bitty Browser helps you keep track of your favorite Web stuff by enabling navigable windows directly 

within your favorite sites — it's like Picture-in-Picture for the Web. 

1. Reach a wider audience by making your content/service available out through windows on other Web 

sites.  

2. Maintain closer relationships by enabling your content/service within personal start pages.  

3. Provide your visitors with extended content/services, without driving them away from your site. 

http://www.bitty.com 
Tags: browser,track,widget,blogging 

 

Trusted Advice from Real People BitWine is a privately-held company operated by a team of 

professionals who believe deeply that each one of us possesses talents that can be shared beyond our 

own immediate boundaries. BitWine also believe it is possible that by sharing these skills they can profit 

from those hard-won talents. Connecting skilled individuals with the people seeking to learn from those 

skills is what BitWine is all about. 

http://www.bitwine.com 
Tags: knowledge,share,community 

 

Online karaoke Share your voice with the rest of the world. 

http://bix.yahoo.com 
Tags: video,voice,yahoo 

Web Analytics Tool Bizak quantifies & aggregates website performance metrics to create 



 

comparative benchmarks for analysis by entrepreneurs, investors, advertisers and businesses.  

Bizak aggregates web data to create comparative benchmarks for: 

- Entrepreneurs to compare their business to peers 

- Future startups to research profitable and popular markets 

- Comparative earnings analysis for investors 

- Comparative traffic analysis for advertisers 

- Internet market analysis for the media. 

http://bizak.com 
Tags: track,aggregator,search,business,tool 

 

The World Wide Open Business Directory Bizwiki is the UK's free business listing site that 

anyone can edit. Add, review, discuss and find the best companies around you. With rare exceptions, 

Bizwiki articles can be edited by anyone with access to the Internet, simply by registering and clicking 

the 'edit this page' link. 

http://www.bizwiki.co.uk 
Tags: business,discover,list,share 

 

Free Visual Advertising Directory bla.st is a unique, experimental, community driven advertising 

website. 

bla.st cards can be online from 1 day to 10 years and can be placed into any categories. Payment is totally 

optional, and how much you choose to pay per day decides your card position. 

http://bla.st 
Tags: advertising,visual,card 

 

Select. Sift. Read Blastfeed is an on-line service that lets you aggregate, remix and filter RSS feeds. 

And Blastfeed can immediately notify you of any results of such filtering. Blastfeed will only collect 

items that match your criteria in each feed. The results will be amalgamated into a single file and sent to 

you by email, Instant Messaging or as a new RSS feed, when and where you want it. 

http://www.blastfeed.com 
Tags: RSS,feed,aggregator,content 

 

Soical Networking on the Move bliin YourLIVE! is dedicated to creating a fluid social network for 

sharing personal experiences - photos, videos, sound & text - in real-time, located on a world map. 

http://bliin.com 
Tags: mapping,soical,network,mobile,media 

 

Send Good Videos to your Friends At blinkBox you can play with movies and TV. Find a scene, 

add your message, send it to everyone you know. You can also put "blinks" in lots of other places or buy 

& rent pretty much everything they got. 

http://www.blinkbox.com/ 
Tags: video,TV 

 

For All the Websites You Want to Get Back to... -Make lists & share with others! Or keep em' 

private. -Save websites for reference, research, or for fun! -Read those sites later! When you have the 

time. -Have them appear in your links on your blog instantly! 

http://www.blinklist.com 
Tags: bookmarking,social 

The Easiest Way to send Invoices Online Blinksale is perfect for anyone who needs to invoice 

clients for services or products sold. Blinksale is an excellent choice for attorneys, accountants, designers, 

IT professionals, software developers, journalists, contractors, engineers, architects, videographers, and 



 

more. Basically, if you need to send invoices, Blinksale can work for you. 

http://www.blinksale.com 
Tags: invoice,organize,money,finance 

 

Your Video - Your Way blip.tv is a video sharing site. blip.tv mission is to make this even easier by 

taking care of all the problems a budding videoblogger, podcaster or TV producer would run into. You 

should have to worry about creativity. blip.tv will take care of the servers, the software, the workflow, 

the advertising and the distribution. 

http://www.blip.tv 
Tags: share,create,video,TV 

 

The Daily Photo Journal for Everyone Blipfoto is an online daily photo journal which lets you 

publish one image each day, starting on the date you sign up. Most people use this as a challenge to take 

and publish one picture every day of their lives, others just add entries as and when they feel like it, 

leaving empty days in between. Blipfoto insist that any photographs you upload are taken on the date 

you're uploading them against. That means if you upload an image and date it 1st January, the picture 

must have been taken on 1st January. 

http://www.blipfoto.com 
Tags: photo,share,community,gallery 

 

The easiest place to buy or sell digital content Blish is a new online marketplace designed to 

enable consumers to quickly find and immediately purchase a wide variety of products as expansive as 

digital content itself. 

http://www.blish.com 
Tags: e-commerce 

 

Work. Relax. Play With BLNK you can share video and audio and other sorts of media from 

YouTube, Flickr, Photobucket or where ever. Keep in touch with your friends and see what are they 

saying on BLNK.. 

http://www.blnk.com 
Tags: community,media,share,fun 

 

A Directory of Recently Updated Weblogs blo.gs is a directory of recently updated weblogs and 

tools for tracking interesting weblogs, in the spirit of services like weblogs.com and blogrolling.com. 

http://blo.gs 
Tags: blogging,yahoo 

 

Matching Service for Buyers and Sellers of Property Blockhunter is a new way of finding a 

place to live. If you want to move, you can let people in the area know you're looking. If you want to sell 

or let a place, you can find interested people quickly. No hassle, no obligation, no estate agents. 

http://www.blockhunter.com 
Tags: realestate,discover,share,buy,sell,shopping 

 

Blog Statistics for Free Blog Tracker It is an invisible tracker that will track stats of your blog and 

calculates the rank of all tracked blogs. This product is completely free. 

http://tracker.icerocket.com 
Tags: blogging,track 

 

Audiocasting for the Masses Blogamp is a fully customizable solution with lots of features that 

include: built-in Podcasting options; Single-Play for blog posts; multiple linking; customizable user 

interface; branding; optimized playlist management and more. 



http://www.blogamp.com 
Tags: blogging,podcast,audio 

 

Got A Great Blog? Get big Time Exposure Increase your reach, visibility, and readership by 

making your blog available to BlogBurst network of leading publishers. BlogBurst is a syndication 

service that places your blog on top-tier online destinations. You get visibility, audience reach and 

traffic, while publishers weave the rich and diverse fabric of the blogosphere into their sites. 

http://www.blogburst.com 
Tags: blogging 

 

A Social Community for Bloggers BlogCatalog's purpose it to list Blogs available on the Internet. 

The goal is to provide a service that drives traffic to Blog owner's sites as well as give users searching for 

Blog's an easy way to find them. 

http://www.blogcatalog.com 
Tags: blogging,search,engine,widget 

 

Who Am I Going to Read Today? BlogCode.com is a fast, easy and intuitive source of blog 

recommendations based on the StoryCode.com model. It allows you to start with your favourite weblog 

(or perhaps even your own) and find others like it. Recommendations are based not only on subject 

matter, but also on the style and input of the bloggers themselves - and their readers. Plus the 

recommendations are formed by the collective view of those who have read and enjoyed these same 

weblogs. 

http://www.blogcode.com 
Tags: blogging 

 

The Search Engine for RSS and Blogs Blogdigger uses state of the art syndication technologies, 

such as RSS and Atom, to index blog content and make it available for search. Blogdigger also makes all 

search results available in RSS or Atom, so users can subscribe to keyword searches and automatically be 

notified, via the News Aggregator of their choice, of new content pertaining to their interests. Blogdigger 

searches thousands of RSS and Atom feeds, and is built-in to many popular News Aggregators, such as 

FeedDemon and NetNewsWire. 

http://www.blogdigger.com 
Tags: search,engine,RSS,blogging 

 

Webcam snapshots BloggerSnap is a little tool which allows your visitors to easily post on your blog 

or website a snapshot taken with their webcam. Different gallery options are available, in order to store 

the snapshots posted and to display them nicely. BloggerSnap offers smooth integration with major blog 

engines such as Blogger, WordPress, DotClear, etc. 

http://www.bloggersnap.com 
Tags: blogging,webcam 

 

Directory of blogging professionals categorized and rated by their peers Whether 

you&apos;re sharing your unique expertise or tapping into the insights of others, bloggoggle is the 

communications tool that makes it all relevant. A customized directory of blogging professionals, 

bloggoggle helps you bring true expert resources into focus. 

http://www.bloggoggle.com 
Tags: blogging 

 
Bloglet offers an email subscription service for your blog -offer email subscriptions to your 

blog that keep your users coming back -simple and seamless integration into your existing blog -easy 

setup and hands-free maintenance -receive daily stats of total new subscribers. 



http://www.bloglet.com 
Tags: blogging,deadpool 

 

Content Worth Clicking You select the categories that you want your readers to see, and instead of 

content-less sales pitches and discounted products, your readers will see links to blogs in the categories 

you've selected, and you'll get paid for each click. You'll even get paid when people click ads on blogs 

that you've referred to bloglinkr. 

http://beta.bloglinkr.com 
Tags: money,content,blogging,advertising,finance 

 

Publishing to your Blog Made Easy BlogMailr is all about making publishing to your blog easy. 

There is nothing to download, nothing to install, it’s free for personal use, and works with all popular 

blogging software. BlogMailr allows you to publish to your blog from anything that can send an email 

whether it’s your PC, Mac, Phone, PDA … you name it. If you can send an email you’ve got everything 

you need to use BlogMailr. 

https://www.blogmailr.com 
Tags: blogging,email 

 

Enlarge your Bookmarks BlogMarks is a collaborative link management project based on sharing 

and key-word tagging. Build on a blog basis, BlogMarks is an open and free technology. Now, you can 

access your favorite URL's from any computer. And with BlogMarks, you share your favorites with 

other users. 

http://blogmarks.net 
Tags: bookmarking,share 

 

The Bird's Eye View of the Blogosphere Everyone has heard the buzz about blogs, but finding 

the best information is a real challenge without the right tools. That's where Blogniscient comes in. with 

categorize and rank blog articles and blogs in real time, it's providing up-to-date information on the 

hottest blog entries. 

http://www.blogniscient.com 
Tags: blogging 

 

Blogging Made Easy Blogonize is the ultimate blogging solution with an extensive list of innovative 

features to create one heck of a blog. Blogonize is an entirely free service which offers a series of blog 

tools, as well as blog hosting all for free. 

http://www.blogonize.com 
Tags: blogging 

 

Your Space for Photos, Videos, Podcasts and your Blog blogr is a web service that provides 

you space to store and share your photos, videos, audios and blog-entries in just a few clicks. 

http://www.blogr.com/ 
Tags: blogging,photo,share 

 

Your Blogs Delivered - Wherever you Browse Download BlogRovr’s browser plug-in and tell 

Rovr what blogs you like. While you browse, Rovr will show you posts from them about the page you’re 

on. Rovr’s tray slides in briefly showing summaries of the posts it finds. Click on the summaries and 

read the full posts, hovering right on the pages they discuss. 

 

http://www.blogrovr.com 
Tags: blogging,browser,content,download 



 

Your Blog Syndication Network BlogRush is a free service that was created to help bloggers solve 

their #1 need: 

More Readers For Their Blog. By adding the BlogRush Widget to a blog, a blogger can get instant 

distribution for their latest blog post titles across a network of related blogs. 

http://www.blogrush.com 
Tags: blogging,network,sync,tool 

 

Your Blog Syndication Network BlogRush is a free service that was created to help bloggers solve 

their number one need: More Readers For Their Blog. By adding the BlogRush Widget to a blog, a 

blogger can get instant distribution for their latest blog post titles across a network of related blogs. 

http://www.blogrush.com 
Tags: blogging,widget,network 

 

A Free Web Hosting Site for Blogs Be a part of a process that is changing global communication. 

Blogging is a way for individuals to publish material on the internet for everybody to read. You can do it 

right here, right now. BlogSome is the fastest growing blog host in the world. 

http://www.blogsome.com 
Tags: blogging,hosting 

 

Stickers for your Blogs Blogsticker is a new and original service that allows you to display 

stickers on your blog. 

By placing a single sticker you can: 

- support any topics 

- support specific campaigns 

- support your favorite teams 

- support your favorite brands 

- tell the world what you are up to 

- tell the world what you are against to 

http://www.blogsticker.net 
Tags: design,blogging 

 

Secure corporate blogging and business networking on demand Blogtronix is a novel 

corporate blogging and business networking company, enabling businesses, universities, web portals 

and government agencies with secure on-demand services built on the Microsoft’s .NET platform. 

http://www.blogtronix.com 
Tags: community,blogging 

 

Broadcast your own TV Show place where you can show off your talent, build a fan base and 

share your opinions LIVE! You bring the webcam, BlogTV bring the stage. BlogTV here to help you get 

your 15 minutes of fame. Broadcast your own live shows, just plug in your webcam and Start 

Broadcasting 

http://www.blogtv.com 
Tags: TV,video,build,create,share,webcam,live,Israel 

 

Manage Mobile Phone via Web Bloove is an online phone management service. It allows you to 

edit address book contacts and speed dial settings, initiate calls and work with messages - all from your 

favorite browser. It is like PC Suite for the web. 

http://www.bloove.com 
Tags: management,mobile,addressbook 

Follow the Concerts you Love Blue Bunny is a concert inspiration service that tracks your moving 



 

about to the concerts at Vesterbro Festival. Every time you join a concert, the Blue Bunny will know, and 

your concert pattern will be gathered in a database, along with data from your co-followers. Based on 

this information, the Blue Bunny will guide you - via SMS - to the concerts he believes suit your taste. 

http://bluebunny.imity.com 
Tags: track,reminder,mobile,SMS,event,lifestyle 

 

My Place on Mobile bluepulse is a whole new world for you and your friends to explore. Get 

bluepulse on your phone and discover all the places it can take you, all the messaging and chatting you 

can do, and all the new friends you can make. You can sign in and see who is chatting and what they are 

chatting about. You can see what photo's, video's and content your friends have added. You can check 

your messages and send out individual or broadcast messages. You can meet your friends' friends and 

see what they are up to on bluepulse. 

http://www.bluepulse.com 
Tags: messaging,chat,mobile,meet 

 

A Free, Addictive Trivia Game Challenging you to Identify Statements as True or False 
A new trivia-type game that hopefully gets people of all ages addicted to learning obscure facts. There's 

no evil agenda. Just play and keep playing. Each bluf shows the percentage of people who were fooled 

by it. 

http://www.blufr.com/ 
Tags: game,share,deadpool 

 

Free Tool for Quick Access to your Favorite Web Services via your Bookmark Toolbar 

It's a kind of drop down menu consisting of widgets (called blummlets) that provide rich functionality. It 

works on almost every page on the web*. Just click on it at your toolbar. 

http://www.blummy.com 
Tags: bookmarking,tool,social 

 

Unlimited Free Calls bOK is the new way to make cell phone calls in order to avoid hefty charges 

from your cell phone company. Most cell phone companies will give you a limited number of minutes 

per month. If you ever use more than the number of minutes allocated to you, your phone company will 

charge you very expensive rates. Now, there is a way to avoid this. You can sign up for a bOK plan and 

extend the number of minutes you get per month or even subscribe to an unlimited plan for prices that 

are 10x cheaper than what you get with your phone company. 

http://www.boknow.com 
Tags: communication,mobile,money 

 

Change the way you Advertis on your Blog A booBox is a tiny little box that will bring to your 

audience the wonderful world of e-commerce, without leaving your blog, using your words or pictures 

as a path to a shopping cart . Each item sold through your booBox will give you instant money, send to 

you through your affiliate program with big players such as Amazon or Ebay. 

http://booboxland.com/ 
Tags: photo,advertising 

 

Student-Instructor Schedules Management Book a Lesson allows you to enhance your lesson 

experience by giving instant access to your favorite instructors and their schedules. No waiting for voice-

mail, callbacks, dropped cell phone calls and other annoyances of the old ways. Book A Lesson is like 

having your instructors schedule in your hands at all times. 

http://www.bookalesson.com 
Tags: e-learning,student,share,management 



 

Your Online Bookself Booktagger is an online bookshelf application to list the books you've read 

and to share them with others. Discover books to read by browsing others' bookshelves, list the books 

you've read and want to read and much more. 

http://www.booktagger.com 
Tags: discover,book 

 

Your Garage Online Boompa.com is a community driven online vehicle encyclopedia devoted to 

showing off, tweaking and catalouging anything that drives, flies, floats or pedals. Registered users can 

showcase their vehicles in their boompa "garage" as well as write guides dedicated to vehicle tweaking, 

maintenence and humor. 

http://www.boompa.com 
Tags: community,car,garage 

 

Get in the Mix! BoomShuffle is an online music experience that lets you and your friends collaborate 

to create great music mixes you can stream from anywhere on the Web. It’s a fun way to make cool-

looking mixes that play back all the hottest tracks, in their entirety, for free. Think of BoomShuffle as an 

Internet radio station where you and your friends are the DJs. You all choose the songs that make up the 

mix. 

http://www.boomshuffle.com 
Tags: collaboration,music,playlist,player 

 

Unlimited Creativity BootB is the on-line marketplace that connects your Brand to the world's 

creative talents. With BootB you can get responses to your ideas. Brands put creative challenges in the 

BootB box and you solve them. The best idea wins, and its creator wins a substantial cash prize. 

http://www.bootb.com 
Tags: create,share,marketplace 

 

A Platform for Free Speech Boredat is a place for free speech where users could post their thoughts 

anonymously. what makes boredat unique is that there are no signup requirements, accounts, profiles to 

fill out, or personal information to divulge. students or employees who are physically on campus or in 

the office can instantly post, chat, and share videos, links, photos, and listings. a thumbs up / thumbs 

down voting system lets users surface the top content. 

http://www.boredat.net 
Tags: college,student,content,share 

 

Photo Battle Community BATTLEOUT is a free online service that allows anybody to battle out. 

Simply upload an image, put it into competition with another user's picture and let the site visitors 

decide which image they like the most. 

http://www.battleout.com 
Tags: rate,community,photo 

 

Share Wine with Friends Bottletalk is a free online service for people who love wine. Bottletalk 

makes it easy to: -store details of the wines you have drunk and what you thought of them in your 

personalised area. -share your wine experiences with friends, family and other wine lovers. -rate and tag 

wines for easy reference. -discover new wines you'd like to drink and store these in your wanted section. 

-buy wines easily from online retailers. 

http://www.bottletalk.com 
Tags: wine,share,discover,lifestyle 

Bounce MixedResults Search Bounce base is an aggregation of many sources of many 



 

verticals...search, blog, video, jobs, shopping, etc. Bounce base listen to the Internet and then broadcast it 

out using a simple API to any destination. 

http://bouncebase.com/ 
Tags: aggregator,search,engine 

 

Free online storage Box want you to sleep soundly at night, knowing that no matter what happens to 

your computer, your files will always be safe. Box want you to be able to travel across the globe on a 

whim without having to worry about taking cumbersome storage devices with you. Box want you to be 

able to easily and instantly share files that are important to you with others who feel the same way. And 

Box don't want you to have to rack your brain or break the bank to do so. 

http://www.box.net 
Tags: hosting,file,storage 

 

Easiest way to share files with Clients and Coworkers BoxCloud is a dead simple way for 

design and media professionals to share files with clients, vendors and colleagues. It's faster and easier 

than email and can handle files and folders of any size. 

http://www.boxcloud.com 
Tags: download,file,media,share 

 

Get More Readers for Free Brandmyblog allows you to boost the readership of your blogs in a few 

minutes, by adding a small roll on your blogs sidebar. The idea is simple: Brandmyblog provide a free 

opportunity for you being a blogger to refer your readers to other blogs which publish something 

related to your own blog. In return, you get more interesting content on your blog, and you get your 

own posts exposed on thousands of other blogs similar to yours. Brandmyblog blogroll includes 3 blog-

resumes which means that everytime a person load a page on your blog, you get your own blog-resume 

shown at 3 other blogs all around the world.  

http://www.brandmyblog.com 
Tags: blogging,tool,content 

 

Earn Money from your own Marketplace. Bravisa is a fast and easy way to earn 20-40% profit on 

sales from your free personal online bStore. In just 3 clicks you can add Bravisa's product catalog to your 

bStore with your own price markups. Plus get tools and widgets to attract buyers. 

http://www.bravisa.com 
Tags: money,marketplace,create,buy,sell 

 

Create your own Great Looking Emails Breeze is easy to use tools, you can add your own 

content, select recipients and schedule your delivery. Breeze live editor allows you to see your email as 

you build it. You can add your own text and images to your template and even change the order in 

which any items appear. The moment you add your own content we'll automatically save your draft so 

you can come back and finish it later. 

http://www.feelbreeze.com 
Tags: tool,email,build,create 

 

Create an Internet TV Channel Brightcove lets you realize the potential of online video with the 

most comprehensive Internet TV service available today. Brightcove empowers content owners from 

independent producers to major broadcast networks to reach their audiences directly through the 

Internet. At the same time they help web publishers enrich their sites with syndicated video 

programming, and give marketers more ways to communicate and engage with their consumers. 

http://corp.brightcove.com 
Tags: TV,video,download,create 



 

Notifications - The New Way Notifications, the way you want them Notifications remixed and 

redefined. Brightkite puts you in control, and notifications will never be the same again. 

http://brightkite.com 
Tags: riminder,email,SMS,tool 

 

Changing the Way the World Find Images BrightQube’s unique approach to finding images 

utilizes a Dynamic Mosaic which allows users to view all image possibilities at once. The Dynamic 

Mosaic’s interactive zoom, pan and filter controls enable users to find the perfect image quickly and 

easily, making browsing through hundreds of pages of results a thing of the past. 

http://www.brightqube.com 
Tags: photo,search 

 

UK's Growing Online National Estate Agency BrightSale allowing the community to post, edit 

and control their own ads and sale of their property. Viewings can be arranged through the intelligent 

AJAX powered calender system, users can even talk directly with each other using the messaging 

system. BrightSale trust our users enough to allow them to communicate in this way, and so far it has 

proved incredibly successful. 

http://www.brightsale.co.uk 
Tags: community,sale,marketing 

 

Inspiring A New Generation of Philanthropy BringLight is a fun, interactive and secure place 

where people can see where their donations are going, and multiply their impact by building Giving 

Groups around the causes they care about. For charities, it’s a quick, simple and cost-effective way to 

fundraise and build relationships with new donors. 

 

 

http://www.bringlight.com 
Tags: donation,community 

 

An easier way to Web Conference Brio is a personal web meeting service that enables you to 

instantly communicate and collaborate using your own online meeting room. To start a meeting, just go 

to your meeting room and invite others to join you at the same URL. As the host, you will need to 

download a small Brio add-in in order to share your screen. Meeting attendees will not need to 

download any software unless they will also be sharing their screen. There is no need to schedule 

meetings in advance. 

http://labs.adobe.com/technologies/brio 
Tags: webconference,meet,adobe 

 

Leading the Next Browsing Revolution Browster, Inc. is a premier provider of search and 

browsing enhancement technology. Browster is committed to developing easy to use products that 

improve the way we surf the internet. Our breakthrough product, Browster, is a free Internet Explorer 

and Firefox plugin which can cut in half the time it takes to browse through search results and other lists 

of links. 

http://browster.com/ 
Tags: search,deadpool 

 

Browse the Web Together Browzmi is a social browsing network where you can browse the web 

surrounded by all of your friends and the ability to chat, share, discover and experience the Internet 

together in real time. 

http://www.browzmi.com 
Tags: discover,chat,share,social 



 

Easy to Make Flow Diagram bubbl.us, a nice flash based application that will let you build flow 

diagrams, the easiest way. Simply sign in and start create your desirable diagrams. Also you can print 

your work when you're done. 

http://www.bubbl.us/ 
Tags: visual,create,diagram,mapping 

 

Directly Engage your Web Site Visitors Whether you have a business site, blog, or online 

educational course, with Bubble Guru you can easily improve communications with your web site 

visitors and provide important information in a straightforward and engaging manner. 

http://www.bubbleguru.com 
Tags: business,blogging,record,communication 

 

Think in Bubbles - Create Mind-Map Easily Bubble-Mind is designed to help you sort your 

knowledge in a visual, simple and efficient way. With this application you will be able to create 

mindmaps in seconds, store them online and retrieve them at anytime. 

http://www.bubble-mind.com/ 
Tags: mindmap,mapping,visual,build,create,knowledge,share,deadpool 

 

User-Generated Pop-Up Video BubblePLY allows users to easily make creative additions to any 

online video, much like a user-generated pop-up video.The Bubbles creation process is based on a 

simple and intuitive web-based interface. 

http://www.bubbleply.com 
Tags: video,fun,tool,Israel 

 

Your Photos + Your Voice = Your Story Every photo is a story - an adventure, a piece of solitude, 

a relationship, or a tell tale. BubbleShare's mission is to help your tell your story using fun web based 

tools that make your photo sharing experience easy and entertaining. 

http://www.bubbleshare.com 
Tags: share,fun,photo,voice 

 

Let your Pictures do the Talking Bubblesnaps pleased to provide a service that is really just about 

you having a laugh and sharing the joke with your friends and family. Add bubble to your pictures. If 

you are a user of Flickr, You can quickly select one of your images by entering your username. 

http://www.bubblesnaps.com 
Tags: flickr,create,fun,share 

 

Organise and Share your World, your Life, your Bubble Simplify your digital life with 

Bubbletop. Focus on a personalized view of the Web, and keep on top of what interests you. You are the 

designer - organize/access/slice/re-slice/re-discover all the content you are interested in so that you can 

keep up-to-date in a fast and easy fashion. You are the insider - discover new stuff that you may actually 

fancy through the people that really matter to you: your friends and your like-minded peers. 

http://bubbletop.com 
Tags: organize,edit,content,design,media 

 

Get to your Favorites form any Place in the World BuddyMarks allows you to store all your 

favorites on-line and be able to get to them from anywhere. Home, school, the library... at work, leisure, 

even on vacation in Tahiti. You can easily upload the favorites you already have, and adding new ones is 

as easy as the way you bookmark things now, and you can do it anywhere. 

http://www.buddymarks.com 
Tags: bookmarking 



 

Meet Up, Hang Out, Be Friends Simply text: ping me to buddyping, use the website, or the mobile 

WAPsite and buddyping will find you. Once they know where you are, they will let you know where 

your friends are via text message. 

http://www.buddyping.com 
Tags: mobile,meet,SMS 

 

A Platform for People who want to Study or Tutor Online. 

BuddySchool is an opened education platform. The main assignment of the platform is to establish and 

to maintain contact between a tutor and a student. The service gives the teachers both opportunity to 

represent their offer and number of functions supporting the education process and settlement. The 

platform offers also other helping functions such as lesson reminder, the notebook, chat with the 

possibility of saved session edition, the calendar, message system, grade system, the possibility of 

keeping a few profiles by the teachers or students. 

http://www.buddyschool.com/ 
Tags: e-learning,teacher,student,share,community 

 

I search, Therefore IM buddystumbler allows you to search for new friends with similar interests. If 

you find someone you'd like to be friends with, and they in turn want to be friends with you, you 

exchange IM sign-on names. The rest is up to you. 

http://www.buddystumbler.com 
Tags: chat,IM,meet,social 

 

A Social Web Browser BuddyWave is just like Internet Explorer but built exclusively for Myspace 

users. Whether you are the coolest cat on the net or your sputtering social life is in need of a jump start, 

Buddywave will take you to that higher level. 

http://www.buddywave.com 
Tags: browser,social,myspace,download 

 

Simple Online MoneyTracking and Budgeting BudgetPulse is a new financial management 

service in closed beta that aims to simplify the way you manage your money and track budgets. It's built 

on principles of simplicity, user friendliness and comprehensiveness. As the application is easy to use, it 

is especially useful for people to manage and monitor their financial condition. 

http://www.budgetpulse.com 
Tags: management,money,track,organize,finance 

 

Help, has anyone seen this Error? bug.gd is a humanity's last remaining hope against computers. 

Here you join forces with other lost souls in the fight for sanity. Just submit an error message you've 

seen and bug.gd will try to find other people who've seen the same error and lived to tell the tale. 

http://bug.gd 
Tags: share,community,tool,discover 

 

Web Page Technology Profiler BuiltWith is a web site profiler tool. Upon looking up a page, 

BuiltWith returns all the technologies it can find on the page. BuiltWith’s goal is to help developers, 

researchers and designers find out what technologies pages are using which may help them to decide 

what technologies to implement themselves. 

http://builtwith.com 
Tags: tool,search,discover 

Chat with People who are Visiting the Same Web Page as you are BumpIn lets you discover 



 

people with similar interests, chat with them and make friends. BumpIn will redefine the concept of 

social browsing and networking. 

http://bumpin.com 
Tags: chat,discover,social,comment 

 

Find Places to Go and Things to Do Burrp! is an online urban lifestyle guide that helps people 

find places to go and things to do. Burrp! is driven by a vibrant and active community of users that share 

their opinions on lifestyle related businesses, events and other mediums. Burrp! provides a good 

platform for you to share what’s great and not so great about your lifestyle experiences. 

http://mumbai.burrp.com 
Tags: food,business,search,discover,lifestyle,restaurant 

 

Simple. Secure. Anytime. Anywhere Business IT Online offers free online small business software 

applications that take away the need for a costly networked IT solution. Businessitonline host it, 

maintain it, upgrade it, secure it and back it up so all you need to do is use it. Enjoy the freedom and 

productivity of Business IT Online. 

http://www.businessitonline.com 
Tags: business,tool,network,calendar,marketing,contact,office 

 

The Easy way to Find Domains Bust a Name is a tool to help you find domains and manage them. 

It's combined linguistic data with a unique interface to let you quickly search through thousands of 

domains and see which are available. 

http://www.bustaname.com 
Tags: management,tool,discover 

 

Collect, Redlining and Share Webpages ButterFly started of as a Master graduation project from 

Lammert Postma. After been graduated Lammert Postma went on developing the ButterFly application. 

The goal of ButterFly is to develop new tools to interact with hypertext. 

http://www.butterflyproject.nl 
Tags: bookmarking 

 

Know your Wine BuyersVine connects wine consumers directly with wineries. BuyersVine mission is 

simple: enable a lower price to consumers and a higher margin to wineries. Find wines using the 

Buyersvine tags search, watch the best-of-the-web wine videos and more 

 
http://buyersvine.com 
Tags: wine,search,buy,shopping,video,lifestyle 

 

Applying the Science of Influence to the World of Social Media BuzzLogic provides a 

means for marketing and communications practitioners to engage with social media in order to manage 

their brands, reputations, products and customer relationships. As a result, the confusion that has 

characterized social media is replaced by clarity – marketers can make sense of the conversations they 

care about. And they can do something about them. 

http://www.buzzlogic.com 
Tags: social,media,marketing 

Open Web Search ByKaee is a search engine with 3 different layers for your search. Robot mode - A 

spider gets new web pages contents every day. You search by keywords and the engine shows you the 

results. Human mode - Webmasters put into Bykàee new resources every day. An engine shows you this 

resources after your search. Sos function - You submit a query to search something and use the "Click 



 

here to send an SOS request" link. 

http://www.bykaee.com 
Tags: search,engine 

 

Share any Link from any Browser Bzzster allows you to recommend about cool videos, news 

stories, blog posts to friends easy and something you look forward to doing. Bzzster goal is to make 

Bzzster the best way to recommend links. 

http://bzzster.com 
Tags: share,link,content,community 

 

A Place for Moms CafeMom is a safe place for moms to share and connect with each other. -Stay in 

touch with friends and reconnect with old friends -Make new friends - you may want to connect with 

moms who share your interests, age of kids, or live nearby -Personalize your homepage - express 

yourself. Upload photos. Post journal entries. Have a good time. -Browse around and see what other 

moms are doing and saying. 

http://www.cafemom.com 
Tags: mom,meet,share,connection,kids,create 

 

Shop, sell or create what's on your mind Our Marketplace is jumping with creativity, ideas, 

favorite causes and every imaginable interest - all designed by people like you. Find products that speak 

to you, or create your own products to sell for profit or fun. 

http://www.cafepress.com 
Tags: e-commerce 

 

Create a Calendar that you can Access from Anywhere -Create multiple personal or group 

calendars -Find local events and add them to your calendar -Get reminders by email or on your phone -

Invite others to your events -Ajax-based drag & drop interface -RSS feeds for any calendar view -

Subscribe to public calendars (e.g. iCal) -Import/Export (e.g. Outlook, Yahoo) 

http://www.calendarhub.com 
Tags: calendar 

 

Find, Use, and Share Calgoo is free online/offline software that lets you: 

- Find the calendars, schedules and appointments you need 

- Use them and arrange them your way 

- Share calendars and appointments with those that need to know 

http://www.calgoo.com 
Tags: calendar,download,share,create 

 

Think Outside the Phone With CallWave, you can start experiencing the convenience of managing 

your mobile phone voicemail on your desktop - FREE. And you will be automatically notified when the 

CallWave Vtxt beta begins. Sends copies of your mobile phone messages to your email in-box, which 

you can play, reply, save or delete as you wish. Gives your powerful text reply and call back features 

details. And more. 

http://www.callwave.com 
Tags: mobile,desktop,voice,email,visual,text 

 

Simple Web-Based Group Chat for Business Invite colleagues, team members, clients, and 

collaborators to a web site. Chat, share files and images in real-time, review and make decisions. Safe, 

private, password-protected group chat for business is here. 

http://www.campfirenow.com 
Tags: chat,collaboration 



 

Community that thrives on User-Generated Content With CapaZoo It's easy to get started, 

easy to use, and easy to share. Users can create a place for themselves, or a place to meet friends. At 

CapaZoo you have a private place to call your own, and also a public forum you can share. You have full 

control over what you make public, while protecting what you want to have kept private. 

http://www.capazoo.com 
Tags: ,community,share,meet 

 

Investors Helping Investors Beat the Market Motley Fool CAPS operates from a simple 

premise: Working together, people can improve their investing results. This revolutionary new service 

pools the resources of the Motley Fool Community to help you identify the best stocks at the best times 

to buy them -- and which stocks to avoid, too! 

http://caps.fool.com 
Tags: stock,design,broker,trade 

 

Could just be the easiest way to manage your prtfolio online A new online portfolio 

application, Carbonmade. Carbonmade is a simple tool that will help you manage your work and 

display it on an uncluttered canvas. This space will be dedicated to keeping you up to date on what 

we're doing, what we have planned, and how to best use Carbonmade. Thanks for stopping by. 

http://www.carbonmade.com 
Tags: e-commerce 

 

Design and Send Paper Greeting Cards to Anyone Cardvio is a unique and proprietary card 

selection and customization platform. Cardvio allows customers to fully interact with their e-powered 

paper greeting card by adding text, digital pictures and paint directly on the card template all for $2.99 

with postage. Cardvio seamlessly integrates with almost any graphical interface, creates an 

uninterrupted shopping experience for the end-user and elegantly exceeds any e-card or paper greeting 

card offering today. 

http://www.cardvio.com 
Tags: card,create,design 

 

Parents and Caregivers Social Network CareSquare is dedicated to connecting parents and 

caregivers in their local communities. CareSquare was created by parents of young children who 

understand the personal and complex process of finding trusted babysitting and nanny care. CareSquare 

is here to help families and caregivers easily contact, schedule and book childcare. 

http://www.caresquare.com 
Tags: social,network,parent,community 

 

Working to Build the Web Best Video Search CastTV is working to build the web’s best video 

search engine. CastTV lets users find all their favorite online videos, from TV shows to movies to the 

latest celebrity, sports, news, and viral videos. 

http://casttv.com 
Tags: search,engine,video,TV 

 

Launch and Affordable Email Campaign in Seconds Catapltis a web-based middle market 

email solution Catapltis designed it because emailing larger lists from Microsoft Outlook can be painful, 

but larger enterprise solutions are complicated and expensive. With Cataplt, you can email up to 5,000 

recipients for $10. Simply upload your list, cut and paste your text or html message, then send. 

http://www.cataplt.com 
Tags: email,communication 

Virtualization for Mobility Ceedo Enterprise allows corporations to deploy and remotely manage 



 

users digital workspaces, providing a fully self-contained, mission-specific portable desktop 

environment that can be accessed anytime, anywhere. 

http://www.ceedo.com 
Tags: organize,desktop,business,remote 

 

Capture. Publish. Collaborate. Cellblock is a real-time collaborative photo/video  

blogging widget that works with any email-capable device (cell phones,  

computers, PDAs, etc.) Many of Cellblock users embed them on their blogs or  

web pages to connect with their audience through rich media. Cellblock  

owners have complete control over content publication so there is no  

need to worry about inappropriate or unwanted material. 

http://cellblock.com 
Tags: video,create,mobile,photo,widget,blogging 

 

One Call to All Cellcast that allows registered users to call from their mobile phones, record a 

message or song and make it available on the web. 

http://www.cellcast.de 
Tags: mobile,video,podcast,record 

 

Play and Share anything on your Phone Cellfish makes it easy to get the best videos, pictures 

and tunes on your phone and then share them with friends, for free. 

http://cellfish.com 
Tags: mobile,download,audio,video,photo 

 

Play and Share Anything on your Phone With Cellfish you can cownload games, polyphonic 

ringtones and real music ringtones, share free videos and photos with your friends on your cellphone. 

Cellfish have all genres: Alternative Rock, Blues, Classic Rock, Country, Dance & DJ, Hard Rock & 

Metal, Indie Music, Jazz, Latin Music, New Age, Pop, R&B, Rap & Hip-Hop, Reggaeton, Rock, 

Soundtracks and more. They also have thousands of free images and videos posted by users to choose 

from: comedy, funny ads, entertainment, animations... 

http://cellfish.com 
Tags: mobile,share,music,photo,video,media,fun 

 

The eBay of Cell Phone Contracts CellSwapper has developed a system to keep both cellular 

consumers and carriers happy. Through its patent pending system, CellSwapper allows millions of 

unhappy cellular users to transfer their contract to another consumer for the remainder of the contract 

period. The consumer is fully absolved of all responsibility and is free to initiate a new plan with a 

different carrier. This system also provides an exclusive deal for those looking to start a wireless service 

plan a short-term contract with no activation fees that may run as high as $45. 

http://www.cellswapper.com 
Tags: mobile 

 

Empowered Mobile Storytelling Using your Backpack account, you can send voiceNotes from 

any phone (e.g. cell, office or home) or Skype straight to any Backpack page of your choice. 

http://www.celltell.tv 
Tags: skype,voice,note,mobile 

 

Free Content for Mobile Phone Cellware was created to offer the users what the mobile content 

market was lacking - a community environment with a large, diverse selection of FREE mobile content 

providing the ability to create, edit and then offer your content for profit. 

http://www.cellware.com 
Tags: mobile,content,community,rate 



 

Collaborate Anytime or Realtime - Shared Workspaces and Web Conferencing Unified 
Central Desktop is a web-based collaboration tool for business teams and workgroups to efficiently 

share information and communicate with others both inside and outside the firewall. Central Desktop 

provides easy ways to collaborate in real-time (web & audio conferencing), manage projects, coordinate 

tasks, foster group discussion and track documents and files. 

http://www.centraldesktop.com 
Tags: desktop,business,share,collaboration 

 

A Revolutionary Search Engine ChaCha is a revolutionary new search engine and is changing the 

way you search for information on the Internet. ChaCha is the first company to provide the power of 

combining the best results of Google, Yahoo, MSN and Ask… AND includes the best results that have 

been selected by people. Also at ChaCha you can locate difficult to find information by instantly 

connecting to a live person, one of ChaCha Guides that will relentlessly locate the information FOR 

YOU. It’s like having a Free VIP Service at your fingertips! 

 

http://www.chacha.com 
Tags: search,engine,social 

 

What do you want to Change in the World? Change.org aims to transform social activism by 

serving as the central platform that connects likeminded people, whatever their interests, and enables 

them to exchange information, share ideas, and collectively act to address the issues they care about. 

http://www.change.org 
Tags: social,exchange,discover,green,collaboration 

 

Create A Chat Room ChatMaker is an easy-to-use web-service that you can use to create your own 

chatroom. Just type a name, copy and paste the URL to anyone you want, and click go. Free to use. 

http://www.chatmaker.net 
Tags: chat 

 

Live Chat with Web Visitors ChatStat is a service for web site owners to add live chat and 

statistical tracking services to their web site(s) for the purpose of performing sales and support chats and 

monitoring traffic trends over time. 

http://www.chatstat.com 
Tags: track,chat 

 

On the Web, No one can hear you Scream.. Until Now Chatsum is a FREE add-on for your 

web browser that lets you chat with all the other Chatsum users that are looking at the same website as 

you. 

- Chat live with other people who are looking at the same website as you. 

- Leave messages on any website you visit. 

- Read messages left on websites by other Chatsum users. 

- Browse the Chatsum community's favourite websites. 

- Hunt for treasure in our unique online treasure hunts. 

- Find people that like the same sites as you and then chat with them. 

http://www.chatsum.com 
Tags: messaging,chat,social,meet,fun,tool 

 

Local Student Classifieds Chegg.com has a campus-centric focus to its services, so students (on a 

specific campus) can easily buy and sell goods through personal, face-to-face interactions—eliminating 

the hassle and costs of shipping and other fees that plague most used textbook-finding services, as well 

as assuring the customer satisfaction before product purchase. On Chegg.com, students can register for 

FREE with a university email address. 



http://www.chegg.com 
Tags: student,campus,search 

 

Experience the next generation of Online Chess Chesspark was created by chess lovers to bring 

chess to a wide audience of casual, club, and professional players. Chesspark modern and easy to use 

interface makes use of the latest technologies for the Web as well as Instant Messaging in order to make 

online chess accessible to everyone, not just the elite players. However, those elite players will find 

features at Chesspark that are available no where else and made just for them. 

http://www.chesspark.com 
Tags: game,share,chat,fun 

 

Help Make the Internet a Great and Safe Pplace for Children Childnet International mission 

is to work in partnership with others around the world to help make the Internet a great and safe place 

for children. Helping children and young people acquire new “net literacy” skills and giving advice to 

industry, organisations, parents, teachers and carers about Internet and mobile safety. 

http://www.childnet-int.org 
Tags: kids,organize,secure 

 

Creating Real Conversations Chinswing is a global message board where anyone can add voice 

messages to ongoing topical discussions. Share your personal interests or hobbies, debate hot issues or 

find answers to questions. Chinswing combined features of podcasting, text forums and live voice chat 

to create a whole new way to talk. We call it : step-talking. 

http://www.chinswing.com 
Tags: share,create,audio,podcast 

 

Lyrics and Video Search Engine ChizMax is a search engine that allows you to search for millions 

of song lyrics and videos. 

http://www.chizmax.com 
Tags: search,engine,video,music,text 

 

Real Estate for the Rest of us ChoiceA intends to alter the landscape of FSBO real estate. Users are 

encouraged to list their property for sale for free. Buyer's can browse listings with new technologies 

including drag-n-drop favorites, endless scroll searches and can view properties using data, pictures or 

maps. ChoiceA intends to eliminate the obstacles in FSBO real estate, they even provide free 

downloadable real estate transaction forms. 

http://www.choicea.com 
Tags: realestate,buy,search,engine,shopping,marketplace 

 

Chuquet Listens for the Buzz Chuquet regularly scans over a thousand feeds - including stacks of 

Top 100 feeds - and looks for common links that appear within those feeds. 

http://www.chuquet.com 
Tags: bookmarking 

 

Keep your Family Connected Online Cingo is a simple, easy and powerful new way to 

experience the internet and organize your family in one great location! Shared/private calendars and to-

do lists. News, movies, grocery lists, shopping, travel, weather... even local Real-Estate listings and 

more. 

http://www.cingo.com 
Tags: family,photo,movie,share,organize 

Ask a Group a Question via Email A simple, free and easy way to ask questions of any 



 

community you belong to and get back a single organized result to use and share rather than a blizzard 

of emails and instant messages. 

http://www.circleup.com 
Tags: community,ask,answer,question,group 

 

Sell your own Images Citizenimage lets ordinary people become paid photojournalists 

by uploading newsworthy pictures they take – creating a corps of millions of 

photojournalists from all the people walking around the world with digital cameras 

and camera phones. 

http://www.citizenimage.com 
Tags: money,photo,share,create 

 

Find a Business Quick and Easy City Book was designed to make finding a business quick and 

easy. The location based services provide users with information on where good businesses are based 

around their areas, and the deals provided by these businesses. City Book gives users the power to 

recommend good businesses they may have used as well as review hotels and restaurants. This allows 

businesses rated better to show higher up in search results - thus helping other users and good 

businesses themselves. 

http://www.citybook.co.nz/ 
Tags: business,search,rate,community 

 

The Internet is ever Expanding CityPixel, the pixelart-based Internet city created to host and 

facilitate all your relationships. Come lease an apartment, chat with your neighbors, build a profile, post 

your pix, and look for new art and landmarks. 

http://citypixel.com/ 
Tags: fun,create,share 

 

Be City Connected CityTherapy is the new online platform & social planning tool for European city 

life and city travel. The site brings together the 4 pillars of city living, the people, the places, the events 

and the trips in one connected social network. 

http://www.citytherapy.com 
Tags: travel,network,community,social,event 

 

Secure File Delivery for Serious Files Civil Netizen helps you with data transfer for files up to 

4GB in size through a simple drag-and-drop interface. No more FTP clients, zip utilities, encryption 

programs, and download managers. Your files are now 100% private and secure. 

http://www.civilnetizen.com 
Tags: file,secure,download 

 

Experience the Power of Messaging as Access Technology ClairMail extends messaging to 

provide mobile customers and workers with instant, one-click access to all applications and services 

from any mobile device. Text messaging and email become the trusted paths to vital information, 

empowering companies to mobilize user access for a fraction of the time and cost of complex alternatives 

that require development, client software and application changes. 

http://www.clairmail.com 
Tags: mobile,messaging,email 

Project Made Real Clarizen enables on-demand, enterprise-grade project management for everyone. 

Active participation and secure cooperation lead to true team collaboration, while up-to-the-minute live 

knowledge helps align project data with business objectives. These unique benefits are derived through 



 

Software as a Service (SaaS) - which requires no software and no dedicated hardware - and the freedom 

of communication of Web 2.0. 

http://www.clarizen.com 
Tags: communication,management,secure,business 

 

Building, Deploying and Tracking Widgets has never been Easier Clearspring has 

developed the first platform to make widget syndication a snap! Using your existing content, you can 

extend your reach and engage the rapidly growing user bases of destinations like MySpace and 

Microsoft Live, unleashing new opportunities for marketing and monetization. Widget syndication is 

fundamental to your content distribution strategy. Clearspring can help you get there. 

http://www.clearspring.com 
Tags: widget,social,network,tool,create 

 

Application Search Clever Hippo is a search engine for applications and widgets. Their mission is to 

make it easier to find apps and widgets for whatever you're into. With the Clever Hippo application 

search you can search the thousands of applications that are available for your social network, mobile 

device, blog, home page, and desktop. 

http://www.cleverhippo.org 
Tags: search,engine,widget,tool,blogging 

 

Business Web Tools for Clever People CleverTools is an online suite of business web tools aimed 

at small business, especially the web design/web development/artistic communities. There are currently 

6 tools in development: Project Management, Invoicing/Estimates, Bug Tracking, Timesheets/Time 

Clock, Leads Management, and a collaborative Whiteboard. One of the innovative and truly beautiful 

things about the system, is the fact that you don’t have to use every single tool. You only pick and chose 

what tools you need and they then work together. 

http://www.clevertools.com 
Tags: management,business,tool,invoice,track 

 

A new way to build your Google Maps Click2Map is a new rich Internet application. It is an 

easiest way to build and share your Google Maps online. Click2Map goal is to provide an easy to use 

application for create, manage and publish online maps without any knowledge of programming. You 

also don't need to know how to use the Google Maps API.  

http://click2map.com 
Tags: map,share,create 

 

Create Professional Flash Website clickbooq is an easy-to-use website creation, management, and 

hosting solution developed exclusively for professional photographers like you. With clickbooq, you can 

create a professional, fully-featured Flash website in minutes. Customize your site with near-limitless 

options. Even create and upload your own artwork for a truly personalized look. Then change it - by 

yourself - without any technical know-how or previous experience. 

http://www.clickbooq.com 
Tags: create,management,storage 

 

Record audio & brodcast your own show-right from the browser ClickCaster is the simple 

and easy way to find and host Podcasts or record them straight from the web. 

http://www.clickcaster.com 
Tags: audio,podcast 

Helping Students find the Perfect Teachers ClickForLessons makes it easy to find a trusted local 

teacher for music lessons, dance lessons, acting classes, singing lessons, and art classes. ClickForLessons 



 

also provide articles and advice on everything from how to pick a good dance teacher to how to choose 

the right instrument for your child. 

http://www.clickforlessons.com 
Tags: teacher,student,music,discover,e-learning 

 

Share your Photos Online ClickFriends makes it easy to upload, organize and share your photos 

online. You can create unlimited albums, upload your photos to each album, add titles, captions and 

descriptions to your photos for your friends to enjoy. Also you can send the photo links to your friends 

and add mini albums to your Myspace, blog or website. 

http://www.clickfriends.com 
Tags: organize,photo,share,album,storage 

 

A New Way for Modern Advertisers Clickriver Ads is an advertising program that allows 

businesses to place sponsored links on Amazon next to search results and on product detail pages. 

Clickriver Ads presents a unique opportunity to advertise services and products that complement the 

selection on Amazon, an online marketplace with tens of millions of active customer accounts. 

https://clickriver.com 
Tags: advertising,business,marketplace 

 

Record - Watch - Understand ClickTale is a brand new approach to website analysis and 

optimization. While traditional web analytics provide aggregated visitor data across web pages, they 

provide information about individual visitor behavior inside the web page. ClickTale show website 

owners movies of browsing sessions, as well as meaningful reports of behavior inside their webpage by 

aggregating thousands of visitor sessions. 

http://www.clicktale.com 
Tags: record,track,tool,blogging,Israel 

 

World's Largest Video Search ClipBlast technology helps Viewers search, navigate, watch and 

personalize their experience with the Video Web, and helps Video Content Providers, Advertisers and 

Marketers monetize their investments. 

http://clipblast.com 
Tags: video,search,advertising,marketplace,share 

 

A Shopping Search Engine and Community A competitor to shopping websites. Instead, the 

goal of clipfire is to help users find the shopping websites with the best deals. 

http://www.clipfire.com/ 
Tags: e-commerce,community,search,engine 

 

When you're on the web and you find something you want to keep or share... clip it! 
Clipmarks believe that people want a new web experience: search, browse and clip. In creating that 

experience we strive to offer users innovative tools that enable them to achieve their goals within an 

interface they can intuitively navigate.. 

http://www.clipmarks.com 
Tags: bookmarking 

 

Online Password Manager Clipperz is a free and completely anonymous. Local encryption within 

the browser 

guarantees that no one except you can read your data. Nothing to install. 

Clipperz is not just a password manager, but also an online vault for any kind of sensitive data, from 

burglar alarm codes to confidential notes. 

 



http://www.clipperz.com 
Tags: management,secure,storage 

 

Search the Top Video Sites Across the Web 

ClipRoller allows you to search, watch and download your favorites video for free. 

Search the web's latest videos, As you continue to log-in and search for videos, ClipRoller learns your 

preferences and delivers content you like to watch. the ClipRoller ticker to have the power of our search 

and your favorite videos delivered right to your desktop. 

http://www.cliproller.com 
Tags: search,engine,video,download 

 

Search. Choose. Publish. Profit - Now! ClipSyndicate enables broadcasters and other video 

content producers to realize new revenue streams and extend their brand into the Long Tail of the 

Internet by syndicating video clips to thousands of vertical web sites looking for specific content of 

interest for their end-users. 

http://www.clipsyndicate.com/ 
Tags: advertising,video,content,share 

 

Keeping Track your Tasks ClockingIT is a hosted application for tracking all your tasks, issues, 

projects and time spent, with a focus on software development and handling large amounts of tasks. 

http://www.clockingit.com 
Tags: task,track,management 

 

Clock Widgets that you can Easily Embed in your Web Page ClockLink provides fashionable 

clocks that you can easily embed in your web page. All you need to do is simply paste the tag on your 

web page. ClockLink clock will display the city name of your choice if you choose. You can also choose a 

time zone for your clock so it will show the correct time. 

http://www.clocklink.com 
Tags: time,widget 

 

Clear Conversation in the Blogosphere coComment keeps track of all the online conversations 

you're following in one convenient place, and informs you whenever something is added to a 

conversation. Publish your conversations to your blog in a click, or send them to your friends via email. 

Check out the top commenters, what articles and posts are generating the most comments, who's 

commenting on the same conversations as you. 

http://www.cocomment.com 
Tags: blogging,comment,track 

 

Think it. Build it. Share it. Coghead empowers tech-savvy business people to develop applications 

for common business problems. By combining the benefits of zero infrastructure, drag and drop tools, 

powerful development features and more, Coghead is changing the app development game, in your 

favor. 

http://www.coghead.com 
Tags: share,business,create 

 

Wikipedia of Organization Charts CogMap is the Wikipedia of organization charts. An 

organization chart wiki! This means that it is a collection of organization charts online that anyone can 

edit, add to, and help maintain. CogMap is a tool for sales people, entrepreneurs, and recruiters to 

understand organizations and keep information up to date. 



http://www.cogmap.com 
Tags: wiki,chart,organize,tool 

 

On Demand Team Collaboration Software Collabnow is like your intranet on steroids. Team 

blogging, planning, project management, and document sharing. With full customization and 

professional services, this is enterprise-class collaboration. 

http://www.collabnow.com 
Tags: blogging,download,management,collaboration 

 

On the New Web, Popularity Rules Collactive is here to help you make things that are important 

to you known to as many people on the Internet as is possible. Everything you need to get your voice 

heard in this new, democratic Web 2.0 world is here to be had, free of charge. 

http://www.collactive.com 
Tags: social,tool,blogging,link,content 

 

Collage Generator With Collagr you can easily create a collage of all your photos by pasting the URL 

into the box above and watch Collagr work its magic. (works with Flickr and Photobucket) 

 

http://www.collagr.com 
Tags: photo,generator,tool 

 

The Wisdom of your Crowd Collarity began due to frustrations with searching, the status quo. 

Collarity is a search companion that understands your interest areas, preferences and search experiences. 

This information is distilled from the complex interaction of keywords and URLs. Collarity then 

connects you with the successful results of like minded communities of searchers and provides 

contextually relevant results. At the same time, your experience is used to implicitly guide and help 

others. 

http://www.collarity.com 
Tags: search,engine 

 

Stay in the Loop with your Group 

CollectiveX is pioneering a new class of communications and social networking services designed 

explicitly for organized groups. It combines the best of group coordination and communication (a 

category currently occupied by Yahoo! Groups) with social networking capabilities beyond LinkedIn 

and other such services. 

http://www.collectivex.com/ 
Tags: network,social,group 

 

The Best Way to Reach Students CollegeMedium is a classifieds site that lets users target a specific 

school or campus. Anything that can be posted on a campus message board can also be posted on 

CollegeMedium. So, save a tree by posting on CollegeMedium.com 

http://collegemedium.com 
Tags: college,school,campus,student 

 

The Premiere Nightlife and Social Networking Site on the Internet College Tonight, LLC is 

the brainchild of a college student who conceptualized an online network that would actually promote 

socializing, rather than encouraging people to sit behind a computer and dream about human 

interaction. Focusing on the local nightlife that surrounds each college, College Tonight is so much more 

than a source of nightlife information. This site is a social sidekick, a purveyor of dreams. 



http://collegetonight.com 
Tags: student,meet,date,social,network,college 

 

Color Revolution COLOURlovers is a resource that monitors and influences color trends.  

COLOURlovers gives the people who use color - whether for ad campaigns, 

product design, or in architectural specification - a place to check out a world of color, compare color 

palettes, submit news and comments, and read color related articles and interviews. 

http://www.colourlovers.com 
Tags: color,management,rate,design 

 

Tell your Story Comeeko lets you take your photos and put them into nice photo strips. Create your 

own photo strips and share them online.Photo strips are your photos made into comic strips.  

http://www.comeeko.com/ 
Tags: photo,share,comics,create,fun,tool 

 

Track Your Favorite Comic Creators ComicScout keeps track of your favorite comic book creators. 

Every week you can see which of their books are shipping. Once a week, ComicScout provides a list of 

comics made by your favorites (your Pull List). You can even get your Pull List as an RSS feed. 

http://comicscout.com 
Tags: comic,book,list 

 

Draw complete comic strips directly online Comics @ Mainada is probably the first web 

application in the world to allow users to draw complete comic strips directly online. It’s free to 

everyone and can be a great showcast for humor sketch artists to show their art : you can draw online 

and immediately everyone else in the world with a net connection can see it. 

http://www.mainada.net/comicssketch 
Tags: comics,draw 

 

Making it Easy to Map your World CommunityWalk is a website that is dedicated to providing a 

powerful yet simple and easy to use interface for creating informational, interactive, and engaging maps. 

http://www.communitywalk.com 
Tags: community,mapping 

 

Receive a Snapshot of Every Site you Visit helps you personally benefit from clicksharing. 

Whether it's protecting you from a dangerous site, profiling each website you visit, or showing you 

promo codes that will save you money at check out, Compete wants to help create a more trusted, 

transparent, and valuable internet. 

http://compete.com 
Tags: search,engine,tool,track 

 

Know your Compettiton Having accurate information about competitors is vital to your company's 

ability to maintain its competitive advantage. With a structured way to gather competitive intelligence, 

your company can maximize opportunity in your market while minimizing the threat of current and 

potential competitors. Competitious is an easy, confidential way to discover and share competitive 

information globally across your organization, and stay up-to-date on the competition. 

http://competitio.us 
Tags: share,track 

Show Where You're At Comwat members create their own meta profile including links to all of their 

other community and network profiles, blogs or homepages. When they enter a webpage by using one 

of those links, all friends or all Comwat members or the whole world will know where they can be found 



 

at that moment. 

http://www.comwat.com 
Tags: create,track,blogging,community,social 

 

Idea Sharing Made Simple Share your designs with others and generate meaningful visual 

feedback over the web. 

http://www.conceptshare.com 
Tags: design,share 

 

Social Bookmarking for the Enterprise Connectbeam Incorporated makes enterprise social 

software for bookmarking and tagging. Connectbeam software gives users simple, new ways to create 

and share knowledge. It helps people find colleagues with similar interests and the knowledge they 

need. It enables your organization to build a living, always up-to-date intranet. 

http://www.connectbeam.com 
Tags: bookmarking,share,download,create 

 

Organise your References. Share them with others. Discover new Leads Connotea is a 

place to keep links to the articles you read and the websites you use, and a place to find them again. It is 

also a place where you can discover new articles and websites through sharing your links with other 

users. By saving your links and references to Connotea they are instantly on the web, which means that 

they are available to you from any computer and that you can point your friends and colleagues to them. 

http://www.connotea.org 
Tags: bookmarking 

 

Video Sharing Online Community Hub for Football Fans Worldwide ConsoleGoals is a 

personal video sharing service that allows people to connect, converse and share their Fifa, Pro 

Evolution & Winning Eleven goals scored on various gaming consoles. 

http://www.consolegoals.com 
Tags: video,share,sport,game 

 

Find people that you like to date Dating site that use the ideas of tagging to help people find one 

another. 

http://www.consumating.com 
Tags: community 

 

Professional Virtual Office Easily manage your data (emails, contacts, meetings, documents, tasks, 

...) in your virtual office from any computer with a Web browser and an Internet connection. Share your 

data and access shared data efficiently in the context of work or leisure groups. Your data are safe and 

available anytime on the Web, on a PDA (online or offline) or on a WAP capable cell phone. 

http://www.contactoffice.com 
Tags: share,organize,virtual,office,organize 

 

Express Yourself ContainU is an exchange platform enabling web surfers to trade information and 

opinions in a wide range of subjects. Express yourself on People, Products, Business and current events. 

http://www.containu.com 
Tags: identity,discover,share,comment 

 

Create Albums, Receive Comments from Others, Rate Pictures and More! Contakme is a 

new photosharing service with comments and ratings. Upload your favorite pictures and create your 

own albums without limits and start commenting and rating others pictures and receive comments and 

rating as well. 



http://www.contakme.com 
Tags: social,photo,comment,rate,create,album 

 

Online FLV Converter This service allows you convert an Online Video like 'YouTube videos' to 

more popular formats like wmv, mov, mp4, mp3, 3gp etc. converttube.com converts FLV to the selected 

format faster and less lossy than a typical transcoder. 

http://converttube.com 
Tags: convert,video,download 

 

Job Listing Board At TechCooktailSpecials you can post job listing or find a job that suitable for you. 

http://jobs.techcocktail.com/specials 
Tags: job 

 

What are you Craving? Cookthink is a personalized cooking and recipe website that helps you find 

recipes to suit your cravings. Most of the recipes at the site are for everyday meals that are easy to 

prepare and cook during a busy work week. 

http://www.cookthink.com 
Tags: food,recipe,share 

 

Provides Advanced Tools and Widgets for eBay Buyers and Sellers Buyers can shop eBay 

with superior presentation, performance and value-add shopping features not available elsewhere, for 

free. Sellers can advertise their entire eBay inventory anywhere on the web with Cooqy customizable, 

eye-catching showcase widget and new Storefront widget. 

http://www.cooqy.com 
Tags: widget,ebay,advertising,sell 

 

Search for Copies of your Page on the Web Copyscape is dedicated to defending your rights 

online, helping you fight against online plagiarism and content theft. Copyscape finds sites that have 

copied your content without permission, as well as those that have quoted you. 

http://copyscape.com/ 
Tags: search,engine,discover,tool,content,rights 

 

A Smart way to work together on a Documents Coventi Pages is a collaborative utility for 

document authoring and review that runs in the web browser. Supporting a standards-compliant 

document lifecycle from first draft to final approval, it's a smarter way to work together on documents. 

https://www.coventi.com 
Tags: collaboration,office 

 

Coworker Reviews, Ratings and Feedback Coworkers to give people the freedom to share their 

honest opinions about coworkers.  

Coworkers gives you real, balanced, detailed feedback about your professional reputation, and lets you 

share the truth about your coworkers - positive, negative, and in between. And because you can remain 

anonymous, you need not fear retribution. Coworkers acts as a central repository of peer review from 

throughout your career, and it is trusted by employers as a legitimate source of information. 

http://www.coworkers.com 
Tags: share,office,blogging 

 

Time Media Collaboration Cozimo to provide the most advanced, professional tools available to 

support creative collaboration for both business and artistic endeavors. Save time and improve 

communication by holding live online interactive review sessions and consolidating independent 

feedback. 



http://www.cozimo.com 
Tags: collaboration,tool,create,business 

 

The Time of your Life CricaVie is a place to celebrate your life in an exciting new way, 

cronologically through an interactive timeline. Tell your life story or the story of your latest road trip, a 

day to remember, or a trip around the world. Any time, any picture, any video - mark it here and share it 

everywhere. 

http://www.circavie.com 
Tags: create,photo,video,discover,AOL 

 

The More it's Free, the Less you Pay With Crickee, users can send and receive loads of SMS 

totally free and without obligation! Crickee users stay real! Crickee also offers a unique service to all 

types of businesses connecting them with its customer base via a sophisticated multimedia advertising 

solution for increasing brand visibility. 

http://www.crickee.com 
Tags: SMS,business 

 

Autoroll Widget Criteo AutoRoll is a blog widget that displays links to blogs that your readers 

should like. Based on each unique reader's affinity for each specific blog, the Criteo Recommendation 

Engine will compute on a real-time basis the relative affinity of all blogs, and it automatically displays 

the Top 10 unique links on each blog 

 
http://autoroll.criteo.com 
Tags: blogging,search,engine,widget 

 

Music Recommendations Across all Media Every week, artists, DJs, music tv networks, 

newspapers, magazines, retailers, and bloggers recommend hundreds of their favorite new songs. 

Critical Metrics keeps track of recommendations and playlists across all media so you can easily find, 

try, and buy the best new music. 

http://criticalmetrics.com 
Tags: music,network,share,create,playlist,build 

 

A Simple Way to Review and Share Wine Cork’d is a free service for wine aficionados. You can 

use Cork’d to catalog, rate and review wines you’ve tasted. You can also keep track of wines you’d like 

to try and buy as well as subscribe to what your buddies have reviewed. It’s a new way to discover and 

share wine. 

http://www.corkd.com 
Tags: wine,share,discover,rate,lifestyle 

 

Simple Secure Screen Sharing CrossLoop is a free secure screen sharing utility designed for 

people of all technical skill levels. CrossLoop extends the boundaries of VNC’s traditional screen sharing 

by enabling non-technical users to get connected from anywhere on the Internet in seconds without 

changing any firewall or router settings. It only takes a few minutes to setup and no signup is required. 

http://www.crossloop.com 
Tags: secure,share 

 

Simple Secure Screen Sharing CrossLoop is a FREE secure screen sharing utility designed for 

people of all technical skill levels. CrossLoop extends the boundaries of traditional screen sharing by 

enabling non-technical users to get connected from anywhere on the Internet in seconds without 

changing any firewall or router settings. It only takes a few minutes to setup and no signup is required. 

http://www.crossloop.com 



Tags: secure,share,screen,download 

 

Play Chess Together CrowdChess is a new kind of chess concept where thousands of people from 

across the globe, play together against each other, creating the ultimate “wisdom of the crowds” 

battlefield. 

http://www.crowdchess.com 
Tags: chess,game,collaboration,social 

 

Electronic Products Crowdsourcing The CrowdSpirit Community aims to start a revolution in 

manufacturing by creating electronic products driven and inspired by customers wishes & expectations. 

http://www.crowdspirit.org 
Tags: product,community 

 

Looking For A Job? It's the electronic version of the ultimate insider's network. Use CrunchBoard to 

connect with the most dynamic programmers, designers, entrepreneurs, executives, venture capitalists 

and others who are deeply interested in the new web, and looking for their next career step. 

http://www.crunchboard.com 
Tags: network,job,career 

 
Like Gadgets? CrunchGear is a blog covering gadgets and computer hardware. 

http://www.crunchgear.com/ 
Tags: blogging 

 

Thoughts on Web 2.0 Crunchnotes is an informal collection of thoughts on Web 2.0, written by 

Michael Arrington. It is a companion blog to TechCrunch. 

http://www.crunchnotes.com 
Tags: blogging 

 

Independent Original Creativity Independent media creators - musicians, filmmakers, podcasters, 

videobloggers, photographers, visual artists and more - spend significant time and money creating great 

content. Cruxy believe it should be as simple as possible for these creators to get paid for their efforts, 

and for those that value their work to buy it. It doesn't take a distribution deal to get your content online, 

why should it take one to commercialize it? Creators and consumers need tools to manage their online 

digital commerce, and Cruxy, try to provide those tools. 

https://www.cruxy.com 
Tags: video,money,media,tool 

 

You Predict the Weather cumul.us is a place to get simple, accurate, and useful weather 

information. cumul.us is the "wisdom of clouds". Not only is there data from meteorological sources, but 

people can make predictions themselves. 

http://www.cumul.us 
Tags: weather,clothing 

 

Watch your Movies in an Entirely new way - Your own Users can Mash-up two movies into 

an entirely new experience, create their own directors cut by skipping, re-arranging, and adding scenes, 

watch the best parts of a 2 hr baseball game or an hour TV show in 10 mins, enjoy funny/informative 

pop-up style video comments and parents can take control by removing inappropriate or scary scenes. 

http://cuts.com 
Tags: movie,mashup,video 

Search more than 100,000,000 Property Records Cyberhomes valuations give you access to most 



 

of the same information that real estate professionals use to evaluate homes. Whether you own your 

place, are thinking of buying, or even just looking around, you can explore data ranging from property 

facts, value estimates, and a variety of important indicators of local and national changes in the housing 

market. 

http://www.cyberhomes.com 
Tags: buy,sell,realestate,search,marketplace 

 

Create, Store, Share and Publish all your Digital Stuff Cylive gives you “one roof” for ALL 

your digital stuff – photos, music, videos, bookmarks, articles, reviews, and MUCH MORE. Cylive gives 

you the freedom to keep ALL your digital items in ONE place. You are always in control of what you do 

with your stuff and how & when you do it. 

http://www.cylive.com 
Tags: rate,community,content,media,share,collaboration 

 

Build. Collaborate. Manage. Publish cyn.in (pronounced: 'sign-in') is an enterprise bliki service 

that allows teams, companies or communities to manage, organize, store, version, search through, 

collaborate & discuss upon, share and publish any kind of information or data. 

http://cyn.in 
Tags: collaboration,organize,search 

 

Record your Days, Keep Up with Friends and Share what Makes you Special Cyworld is 

a whole new way to connect with the people in your world. Here you'll find friends you know, new 

people to meet, clubs to join and special spaces for your photos, artwork, journals and more. In Cyworld, 

you can meet up, hang out, play, dream and share your world like never before. 

http://us.cyworld.com 
Tags: share,photo 

 

Manage and Explore your Information Dabble DB lets you build database applications with no 

hassle. It's easy to use yet extremely fiexible and powerful. Unlike a spreadsheet, you can save multiple 

views of your data from any angle and re-organize it on a whim. And you can share everything with 

colleagues. 

http://www.dabbledb.com 
Tags: collaboration,tool,share,management 

 

Meet-Share-Blog with Anyone at Anytime on Anypage MEET your fellow website visitors, 

SHARE with them any folder on your PC, leave a BLOG for those that come After you. 

http://dai.sy 
Tags: share,blogging,download 

 

Your Personalized News DailyMe is a news provider and content platform that allows you to 

customize, personalize, aggregate, share, and interact with the news, blogs, columns and stories that 

interest you. 

http://www.dailyme.com 
Tags: news,content,create,aggregator 

 

A Social Biography Network Dandelife is a social network built around the telling of your life's 

stories. You can use Dandelife to create your own personal biography and then share that with the rest 

of the world. Imagine all your own notes on all the people you've met, the places you've been, the events 

you've gone to and the stories you could tell about them all. That's your Dandelife. 

http://dandelife.com 
Tags: social,network,share 



 

A Service which Makes it Easy to Extract Content from any Website Dapper is a service 

that allows you to extract and use information from any website on the Internet. For those familiar with 

web services, you can think of Dapper as an API maker. For the rest of you, Dapper allows you to build 

web applications and mashups using data from any website without any programming. 

http://www.dapper.net 
Tags: create,RSS,Israel 

 

A flexible ecommerce and content enablement platform that also serves as a venue that 

allows anyone to offer, sell, buy, and list just about anything Any product or listing that is 

added to Darmik can be distributed by any other Darmik members even if they are not the original seller 

or the person that created the listing. This feature gives all products and listings that are entered into 

Darmik the ability to have an unlimited amount of distribution and sells channels. 

http://www.darmik.com/ 
Tags: e-commerce 

 

Read Mobile Phone Content, on the Web Dashwire’s free service automatically mirrors your 

mobile phone to the web, making it significantly easier to manage, enhance, and share the memories 

captured on your phone with others - no cables or instruction manual required. Your phone content : 

contacts, text messages, calls, photos, videos, Internet favorites, speed dials, ringtone, and wallpaper - is 

seamlessly uploaded from your phone and safely stored online in your Dashwire account. 

http://dashwire.com 
Tags: mobile,content,storage 

 

Don't Just Tell Someone. Tell Everyone. DayTipper allows the global community to submit and 

share tips, information, advice, and ideas. Every day, content is added to this site that has helped 

someone before. The content here can help you. The editorial staff at Daytipper does not create the 

content found on this site. People like you do. 

http://www.daytipper.com/ 
Tags: content,community,share 

 

An Online Bargain Sshopping Community With DealBurnr you can find and discover the best 

deals around. Users can submit deals to dealburnr where people can vote on these deals with either Hot 

or Cold. The hottest deals rise on top of the queue. 

http://dealburnr.com 
Tags: rate,community,discover 

 

Best Shopping Deals Dealighted analyzes all new deal threads posted to many of the top tier deal 

forums on the web like Slickdeals, FatWallet, Anandtech, and GottaDeal, and it figures out which deals 

people really like and adds each hot deal to the top of its homepage. 

http://www.dealighted.com 
Tags: community,shopping,forum 

 

Music On-Demand Deezer is now the first global website for music on demand with no restrictions: 

listening to all kinds of music is now free, unlimited, legal and accessible to all Internet users via a Web 

browser. 

http://www.deezer.com/ 
Tags: music,audio,playlist,share,create 

 

A Web Desktop Platform Dekoh is desktop platform for applications that deliver integrated 

experience of web and desktop. Along with the free Dekoh Desktop, comes a gallery of personal media 

applications and Dekoh Network service that helps users share content/applications directly off their PC. 



http://www.dekoh.com 
Tags: desktop,management,media,network 

 

A collection of Favorites - Yours and Everyone Else's Del.icio.us let you keep links to your 

favorite articles, blogs, music, restaurant reviews, and more and access them from any computer on the 

web. Share favorites with friends, family, and colleagues. Discover new things. Everything on del.icio.us 

is someone's favorite - they've already done the work of finding it. Explore and enjoy. 

http://del.icio.us 
Tags: bookmarking,yahoo,social 

 

Discover and Share Software Deligio have a mission: to create the largest download exchange... 

worldwide. With seven enthusiastic independent developers we developed a platform where you can 

search, manage, discover and share your favorite downloads on the web.  

Deligi-~ Deligo ; Latin translation for ; to pick, to pluck .. 

http://www.deligio.com 
Tags: discover,search,download,engine 

 

Delicious Search Engine deliGoo is an extension for Firefox (2.0+) and Internet Explorer (6.0+), 

which is built into your browser in the form of an additional button on the tools’ panel. deliGoo searches 

on the sites, indicated in your del.icio.us bookmarks. With its help you can find the necessary page 

according to any phrase or word, which it contains. 

http://www.deligoo.com 
Tags: bookmarking,search 

 

Create Interactive Website Tours In Minutes Create tours that interact with your visitors 

browser by creating area highlights, emulating cursor movements, and even help by filling in forms. 

Demofuse picks up where conventional quicktime and flash tutorials fail. 

http://www.demofuse.com 
Tags: create 

 

Designer Collaborative Community Designer Pages is the Architecture and Design trade’s new 

interactive online connection to the latest design products with up-to-date specifications. This 

collaborative community bridges the gap between designers and suppliers so that professionals can 

spend less time product hunting and more time on their craft. Suppliers post and maintain all product 

listings, so getting in touch with them is just a mouse-click away. 

http://designerpages.com 
Tags: collaboration,design,community,share,create 

 

A Place to Inspire and be Inspired DesignsToLove is an online craft gallery and community 

dedicated to helping craft enthusiasts from around the world connect, showcase their work, share their 

passion, learn from each other and have heaps of fun. 

http://www.designstolove.com 
Tags: share,community,gallery 

 

Project Collaboration and Task Management Software DeskAway is a web-based project and 

task management software for people who want to overcome the limitations of managing and tracking 

their projects or activities by email. 

http://deskaway.com 
Tags: management,office,collaboration 

Your Online Desktop Deskload is a tool that allows you to store your bookmarks online in a same 



 

way that you organize your desktop icons. Move and place your bookmarks, customize your deskload 

appearance and access your Deskload from any computer. Log in and group your bookmarks in 

multiple deskloads, each one edited separately. 

http://www.deskload.com 
Tags: desktop,bookmarking,create,build 

 

Give your Web Applications Desktop Power Desktopize lets users access your web-application 

straight from their desktop. Avoid the clutter of browsers and browser-tabs by giving your web-

application the appearance and usability of a desktop-application. This comes in the form of a fully 

branded, tiny, downloadable installer. 

http://www.desktopize.com 
Tags: desktop,download,track 

 

You Can Bring your Desktop too This new web based computing service will offers you an 

impressive list of well designed features: Hard Drive-Save, backup or share your files and access them 

from anywhere. E-Mail-Import all your accounts into your web mail. Address Book-Search and 

exchange addresses, even with users of other systems. Website Editor. Blog publishing-Let you even 

include music and pictures from Desktoptwo onto your blog. IM client-you can set up your MSN 

account. MP3 Player-Store and play your favorite tunes from anywhere. Programs Admin. Browser. 

http://desktoptwo.com 
Tags: desktop,search,startpage 

 

Name Card Designer Deyey providing a web-based management that allow everyone to customize 

professional looking business cards. Free. Just choose or create background, create or upload your logo, 

add information and save to your computer. You can also save your card in high-resolution format 

which good for printing. 

http://www.deyey.com 
Tags: design,buusiness,management,community 

 

Easy to Make Gallery to use in your Website Ever wanted an easy inline gallery on your 

website? Then dhonishow is for you. Just throw some images into your HTML source and let Java Scripit 

do the rest. 

http://dhonishow.de 
Tags: gallery,photo 

 

DietTelevision Help you Lose Weight and be Healthy DietTelevision built the first part of the 

site to help you find the diet that best matches your needs. Go and add your own review or use the 

handy "Diet Finder" tool. You probably don't need to know that the Diet Finder uses all the latest and 

greatest Web 2.0 technology, complex algorithms, etc. Really, all you need to know is that it's easy and 

fast, and it works. 

http://diettelevision.com 
Tags: health,share,diet 

 

Technology News Website Combined with Social Bookmarking Digg is a technology news 

website that combines social bookmarking, blogging, RSS, and non-hierarchical editorial control. With 

digg, users submit stories for review, but rather than allow an editor to decide which stories go on the 

homepage, the users do. 

http://digg.com 
Tags: bookmarking,social,community,news 



 

Store and Access your Files DigitalBucket provides a web interface that can be used to store and 

retrieve data, at any time, from anywhere on the web. It gives any user a highly scalable, reliable, fast, 

inexpensive remote data storage platform. Free 1GB storage space, during the public Beta testing. 

http://digitalbucket.net 
Tags: storage,file,secure 

 

Users Publishing News for other Users Digital Journal evolved into a printed publication in 2001 

and began to engage and inspire readers across North America. Digital Journal Magazine lives and 

breathes at the intersection of technology and lifestyle. Published quarterly, Digital Journal informs and 

entertains readers with fascinating reportage on the technology and culture trends that affect everyone. 

From business, entertainment, politics, travel and health. 

http://www.digitaljournal.com 
Tags: blogging 

 

Social Annotation for Knowledge Users Diigo (dee'go) is about Social Annotation. By combining 

social bookmarking, clippings, in situ annotation, tagging, full-text search, easy sharing and interactions, 

Diigo offers a powerful personal tool and a rich social platform for knowledge users, and in the process, 

turns the entire web into a writable, participatory and interactive media. 

http://www.diigo.com 
Tags: bookmarking,knowledge 

 

My Internet Desktop Diino mission is to provide a single site solution for businesses and individuals 

to securely access, share and store their digital files anywhere they are, any time they choose. 

http://www.diino.com 
Tags: desktop,share,file,storage,blogging 

 

Web Conferencing Dimdim is the Open Source web conferencing company. With Dimdim you can 

show Presentations, Applications and Desktops to any other person over the internet. You can chat, 

show your webcam and talk with others in the meeting. 

http://dimdim.com/ 
Tags: chat,video 

 

A web-based financial management tool you'll actually use -It's cheap: Five bucks a month 

lets you manage an unlimited number of accounts. -It's web-based, so you can log your purchases from 

anywhere. -It's simple: it does exactly what you need, and tells you exactly what you need to know. 

http://www.dimewise.com 
Tags: e-commerce 

 

Artists. Fans.Downloads DiscRevolt provides physical solutions for digital delivery of media. For 

artists, DiscRevolt is a way to sell downloads through artist-specific download cards. Artists upload 

songs to the DiscRevolt site and design artwork for a plastic download card. DiscRevolt prints the cards 

with a unique redemption code on the back, and artists then sell them to fans at live shows. Fans enter 

that access code on the DiscRevolt site and receive credits to download that artist’s media. 

http://www.discrevolt.com 
Tags: media,share,create,sell,design,art 

 

Track your Comments and Replies Disqus is a new, distributed comment system for blogs and 

websites. The comment system works hand-in-hand with a dedicated forum backend, so the 

conversations are never fragmented. 

http://disqus.com 
Tags: blogging,comment 



 

Free File Hosting Service divShare to provide a simple and reliable way to show off photos, 

documents, music, and all your other creations. Whether you’re just posting one file or setting up an 

account and personalizing your download pages, it’s the web’s best way to put your stuff in the 

spotlight. 

http://divshare.com 
Tags: hosting,file,storage,media 

 

Fresh Content Served Daily Divvio creates personal channels of the best relevant 

video and audio to keep you plugged in to your interests. Wake up to fresh 

content served to you every day. Using a unique patent-pending technology, 

Divvio makes intelligent recommendations based on your personal profile and 

viewing habits to bring you premium, popular, and hard-to-find content 

customized for you. 

http://www.divvio.com 
Tags: content,video,audio 

 

The Next Evolution in Digital Media Stage6 by Divx - Improve the experience for finding and 

viewing good media online. It means having access to high-quality video on the web that actually looks 

good in full screen, rather than the all-too-familiar choppy, pixilated, low resolution videos we are all 

accustomed to seeing online nowadays. 

http://stage6.divx.com 
Tags: video,share,divx 

 

Send and Track any size file Dliveo solves the problem of how to easily send and track large files 

over the Internet. The most advanced Internet file delivery service, Dliveo delivers your very large and 

important files to one or many people and you always know when they arrive. No file is too big! 

http://www.dliveo.com 
Tags: track,file,share 

 

Mutant Television DNAStream is a Web based application that allows you to watch video clips and 

shows right from your browser, in a very good streaming. Among the site TV channels you'll find: 

Documentaries, Music Videos, Live Music Concerts, Trailers, Sports, Pixel Perfect Episodes, Animation, 

Ads clips and many more Internet videos from all kinds. 

http://www.dnastream.tv 
Tags: video,channel,TV,share,content 

 

Broadcasting the Best Places Near you Docoloco is a recommendation lists written by friends and 

locals - Ask for recommendations - Add your own recommendations - Search for businesses, products or 

services. 

http://www.docoloco.com 
Tags: discover,business,search 

 

Find and Share Professional Documents Docstoc is a free online document exchange database 

and social networking site that allows users to store, search, and share virtually any type of document 

(word, excel, powerpoint, pdf, illustrator, etc…). Similar in concept to Flickr.com (for photos) and 

YouTube.com (for videos) Docstoc will be the online community for sharing all types of documents. The 

users will post, categorize, and rate thousands of documents that can be reused by other users for a 

variety of purposes. 

http://www.docstoc.com 
Tags: document,exchange,social,network,share,search 



 

Synchronize your Microsoft Office Documents with GoogleDocs DocSyncer is the easiest 

way to synchronize your Microsoft Office Documents with your Google Docs account. After installing 

DocSyncer on your computer, it automatically finds and syncs your document files to Google Docs and 

your DocSyncer account. As you work, DocSyncer monitors your documents for changes, and syncs the 

updated files as well. Install DocSyncer on as many computers as you want and never wonder where 

that document went. 

http://www.docsyncer.com 
Tags: document,sync,office 

 

The Fastest Way to get a Signature DocuSign delivers the final step in the online customer 

relationship - the ability to complete a legally binding agreement over the internet. Get any document 

signed online in minutes, Tamperproof signing process with ID Verification and Support any 

document or process from complex financial transactions to simple quotes. 

http://www.docusign.com 
Tags: secure 

 

Bringing your Phone to Life Tell dodgeball where you are and they will send messages to all your 

friends letting them know, so you can meet up. 

http://www.dodgeball.com 
Tags: phone,mobile,SMS 

 

The Domain Name Search Engine DomainsBot was built to solve a couple of the most annoying 

problems facing anyone who wants to start a website on the Internet - finding decent domain names; 

figuring out who to register them with; and keeping track of them once you do. 

http://www.domainsbot.com 
Tags: search,engine 

 

Friendly Web Analytics Domodomain Professional is an on-demand website lead prospecting and 

generation tool for anyone who would benefit from identifying and profiling the business visitors to 

their company web site. Domodomain's easy-to-use service provides actionable web visitor intelligence 

to enhance any CRM platform, marketing or sales activity. 

http://www.domodomain.com 
Tags: business,tool,management 

 

Don‘t Miss Important Things DontMissAnything enables users to define when they would like to 

be notified in the future without having to fear to receive too much information. It also makes it possible 

for all users to report messages which increases the chances that relevant information will be provided. 

http://www.dontmissanything.com 
Tags: reminder 

 

Free Resource for Parents on Childcare Matters doodledays is designed for parents with young 

children (less than 5 years old) residing in the US. doodledays members can select, track and review the 

quality of childcare services based on their own personal criteria. Members can also use the site to 

communicate with their daycare provider. Members can post their views, opinions, ratings and personal 

buy/sell/exchange/donate advertisements. 

http://www.doodledays.com 
Tags: kids,create,communication,exchange,track,parent 

Free Online Website Builder A free online website creator ,online website builder, online website 

maker - that allows you to manage your website's content, upload photos, create a blog, create a paypal 



 

shopping cart, create forms, build forums and choose different layouts (with different color themes & 

header images) all in one simple interface. 

http://doodlekit.com 
Tags: create,tool 

 

Play Meet and Compete Doof is all about playing games, meeting people, competition and 

expressing yourself. Fusing together Casual Gaming and Social Networking, doof provides a true web 

2.0 Social Gaming Experience. Bursting with functionality, doof offers games, tournaments, leagues, 

profiles, avatars, virtual goods, instant messaging, media sharing and much more, all wrapped in a 

visually stunning, cutting edge Flash based User interface. 

http://www.doof.com 
Tags: network,social,game,fun 

 

Every Click Helps the World Dooniz is a new way to help the world with the power of Internet.  

Dooniz goal is to redistribute a part of the money made on Internet to charity foundations. Who can 

make it happen? You. You can make a difference by using dooniz to search the net or to shop online. A 

simple click can help children in difficulty or bring more money to cancer or climatic changes 

researches... On this website, you can search the web for anything, shop for goods, for travel or for 

online music. You can even sign up for a new credit card or a new cell phone plan... everything is 

possible. 

http://www.dooniz.com 
Tags: money,shopping,donation 

 

Online Career Community that Connects People Through Personal Relationships and 

Affiliations Doostang is a free invitation-only online career community that connects people through 

personal relationships and affiliations. Doostang members use Doostang to share relevant career 

opportunities and to interact with one another. 

http://doostang.com 
Tags: community,share,meet,job 

 

The trusted professional network Doostang is a free invitation-only professional network that 

connects people through personal relationships and affiliations You can use Doostang to: -Reconnect -

Look for a great job -Find relevant candidates to fill job openings -Interact with other members to help 

your professional development 

http://www.doostang.com 
Tags: community 

 

Multimedia Community Dorbit is a vertical portal that reunites the benefits of a social 
network with messenger, microblogging and the support of multimedia files. At Dobit, the user 
can create free collections of videos and photographies, publish thoughts, vote on content 
published by other people and many more. 
http://www.dorbit.net 
Tags: community,network,media,file,share,social,rate 

 

Resize and send your digital photo images online in 3 easy steps Select the images you 

would like to resize. Select the size you would like your new images to be. Send them to your friends by 

email. 

http://www.dosize.com 
Tags: resize,photo,photo 



 

The ultimate iTunes web server DOT-TUNES is a feature-rich Mac OSX and Windows application 

which allows you to share your iTunes music with friends, family and clients across the internet via any 

web browser or with the FREE DOT-TUNES Client Application. 

http://www.dottunes.net 
Tags: audio 

 

What's Going Down 2 Night? down2night is a free, and resource-rich service that allows 
users to receive notifications of local "NightLife" events through text messages to their cell 
phones. 
Subscribed users will receive ongoing SMS notifications of their favorite local nightlife events 
at any venues they choose, including local bars, clubs, restaurants, theaters, concert halls and 
a host of other exciting places. 
http://down2night.com 
Tags: SMS,meet,community 

 

Share your World - Make Beautiful Online Gallery DPHOTO lets you easily share your 

photos with family and friends in your own online gallery, while also creating secure backup of all your 

precious memories. 

http://www.dphoto.com 
Tags: gallery,create,photo,share,storage 

 

Fantasy Sports. For fun or Money Draftmix is a new way to play fantasy sports. They focus on 

allowing you to easily enter a fantasy draft any time you choose, 24/7, throughout a sport's entire season. 

Draftmix also have shorter season lengths so you can play a lot or a little depending on your schedule. 

http://www.draftmix.com 
Tags: game,fun,money,sport,finance 

 

Online Diagramming Made Easy DrawAnywhere is an online diagramming website, where you 

can draw, modify and share any diagram with the look & feel of a desktop application. It runs on any 

browser with Flash 9 installed. There is no need to download and install any custom software. It runs 

entirely on the web, and thus it is an always-on-access-anywhere solution. It meets all your 

diagramming needs without installing, maintaining and purchasing expensive software. 

http://www.drawanywhere.com 
Tags: draw,chart,mapping,create,build 

 

Draw Whil Browsing Use the Draw Here bookmarklet to draw on top of web pages while you are 

browsing the web. If you save your drawings, other Draw Here users will then be able to see your 

drawings when they go to the same page. 

http://drawhere.com 
Tags: draw,share 

 

Learn More Blog Shop DreamCrowd dream was to make to make the first online social community 

based on people's dreams. A place where people could view real-time interpretation using our 

Dreamopedia and interact with others. 

http://dreamcrowd.com 
Tags: community,social,network,share 

 

Create Personalized Web 2.0 Applications DreamFace - Web 2.0 Framework, provides a 

revolutionary new way for web-savvy business people to create Web 2.0 Applications that give users a 

personalized experience. DreamFace Interactive's unique and innovative concept promotes the do-IT-

yourself approach to Web 2.0 applications and encourages and empowers users to play an active role in 



defining, creating and publishing Dynamic Web Applications. 

http://www.dreamface-interactive.com 
Tags: create,build,business 

 

Size Really does Matter DriveWay allows you to select files to park - 500 MB max for each upload, 

unlimited total storage, no download limits. Also, create multi-user capable editable links for your office 

documents for collaborative sharing using Driveway’s patent pending edit widgets technology. You can 

now edit shared documents with a single click from desktop instead of traditional method of saving it to 

your local computer and emailing it back. 

http://www.driveway.com 
Tags: file,share,storage,widget,collaboration 

 

Simple, Private Storage and Sharing Each drop.io is a private place for storing and sharing 

photos, video, audio, notes, docs, etc. Each is accessible only to those whom you tell exactly where to 

look. 

http://drop.io 
Tags: share,video,photo,note,storage 

 

Upload and Download your Files as you Please DropBoks is a little appllication that will allow 

you to upload files from your computer and download them to any computer you want. Each account 

has 1 GB of storage space available. You can upload and download files (any format) as large as 50 MB. 

http://www.dropboks.com/ 
Tags: file,storage 

 

Want to email large files? We've got the answer Send files of up to 1 GB - store files online. 

http://www.dropsend.com 
Tags: email 

 

Sharing Memories made simple DropShots, Inc. was born from a passionate mission: To improve 

the interaction and strengthen the emotional connection between friends and family through the use of 

advanced technologies. DropShots is accomplishing this mission by becoming the leading subscription 

based service for family and friends to connect, converse and share their life experiences captured on 

photo and video. Currently, DropShots hosts over 5 million photos and videos. 

http://www.dropshots.com 
Tags: photo 

 

Fresh Links for Developers dzone.com is a free link-sharing community for developers. anyone can 

submit new links to the incoming queue. members vote on upcoming links to determine what gets 

promoted.everyone can browse, search and comment on links. 

http://www.dzone.com 
Tags: content,share 

 

Never miss an Opportunity to Rock out earFeeder will scan your machine for music and 

automatically detect your favorite musical artists. Once that's done, earFeeder will generate an RSS 

newsfeed just for you. Subscribe to the newsfeed and earFeeder will make sure you're in the know. 

http://earfeeder.com 
Tags: music,engine,RSS,deadpool 

Simple and Quick Image Cropping for the Web EasyCropper is free website for cropping 

images without having to open 

a large software program. EasyCropper allows you to upload an image, 



 

zoom the image in and out, position a crop box around desired image. 

Your newly cropped image is instantly ready for saving, emailing, 

and/or printing. 

http://www.easycropper.com 
Tags: edit,photo,tool 

 

Online Scheduling & Booking easyeikaiwa is a hosted web-application providing an online 

scheduling and booking service for language schools and private teachers. 

http://easyeikaiwa.com/ 
Tags: teacher,management 

 

Write your Letter EasyPost allows you to send regular paper letter mail to any mailbox in Canada, 

through this one simple page. 

An EasyPost letter contains the following: 

- 1 Page letter (or more if you buy more) printed in black on white. 

- 1 Envelope & postage stamp. 

For a limited time EastPost is free, anywhere in Canada. 

http://www.easypost.ca 
Tags: communication,tool 

 

The Easy way to Make a Website Easysite is an incredibly powerful, easy-to-use website builder. - 

Change the entire look and feel of your easysite with a mouse click - Pictures are a piece of cake with 

Easysite - Upload and host your own videos with Easysite - Customize your easysite with the Site 

Admin page - Send all your members an email with Email Blast - Your Home Page is always up to date 

http://www.easysite.com 
Tags: hosting,tool,create 

 

From collectibles to cars, buy and sell all kinds of items on eBay eBay is The World's Online 

Marketplace, enabling trade on a local, national and international basis. With a diverse and passionate 

community of individuals and small businesses, eBay offers an online platform where millions of items 

are traded each day. 

http://www.ebay.com 
Tags: e-commerce 

 

Search, Read and Understend the Bible Anyone can search the bible, read the bible, save their 

bookmarks, and invite their friends to share notes. Free. 

http://www.ebible.com 
Tags: share,search,engine 

 

Web and Mobile Messaging, for Everyone Everywhere eBuddy is a web-based chat 

application that provides access to your MSN, Yahoo and AOL account. To use the web version of 

eBuddy, all you need is a JavaScript enabled browser on your computer and it works even if you are 

behind a firewall. If you are on the road, you can use the mobile version of eBuddy to chat with your 

buddies. Every mobile device (mobile phone, PSP) that supports xHTML or WAP can be used. 

http://www.ebuddy.com/ 
Tags: messaging,chat,IM 

 

A Scure Web-Baset Tool for Signing Documents EchoSign helps you sign, manage and track 

your documents. There is nothing to download or install. It’s easy to use, just like email. 

http://www.echosign.com 
Tags: secure,file,tool 



 

A Sustainable Materials Community Ecolect is a web–based company that provides the design 

community timely, accurate information and news about sustainable materials for product design, 

architecture, furniture design, graphic design, and more. With headquarters in both Providence and San 

Francisco, Ecolect LLC aims to be the place for individuals and businesses to learn, connect, share and 

discover the best in eco–materials. 

http://www.ecolect.net 
Tags: design,communit 

 

Spreadsheets on the Web An online spreadsheet featuring real-time-update and extensive 

collaboration features. 

http://www.editgrid.com 
Tags: ,share,collaboration,spreadsheet 

 

Wiki Hosting the Easy Way EditMe is a wiki hosting service that empowers non-technical users to 

quickly and easily build and host irresistibly editable web sites. EditMe is great for use as a wiki, 

personal web site, company intranet, collaboration site, or blog. Don't take our word for it - read some 

Customer Testimonials. 

http://editme.com 
Tags: collaboration,blogging,hosting,wiki,create 

 

Web-Based Education For School and Home Teachers - Sharing lesson materials, testing, and 

classroom management. Students - Self-paced study and classroom participation. Parents - Reports, 

supplemental activities and networking. 

http://www.edu20.org 
Tags: school,teacher,student,share,management 

 

Rich Online Forum for Educators in India Educatorslog.in is an online community blog (or 

simply put, a forum) designed to give educators a space to CONNECT, SHARE & GROW – Connect 

with other educators and those interested in education in India, Share resources that are contextually 

relevant to teachers and teaching in India, & Grow – through professional development programs that 

cater to the needs of Indian educators. 

http://educatorslog.in 
Tags: knowledge,collaboration,blogging,community,share 

 

E-Learning Community 2.0 eLearningCommunity is a marketplace for Internet Entrepreneurs to 

grow their info business to the next level by leveraging the power of social networking offered by Web 

2.0. It offers FREE-TO-USE platform for Internet Entrepreneurs to create, host and promote their eCourse 

- info products and services through learn-on-demand, live coaching and real-time conferencing. 

http://www.elearningcommunity.com 
Tags: community,e-learning,business,marketplace,share,network 

 

Opening Doors to Education Worldwide Children from 5-12 build and improve basic skills with 

the best quality e-learning courseware. Parents and educators have a pre-screened source of articles, 

research and related links. 

http://www.e-learningforkids.org 
Tags: e-learning,kids,parent 

 

An open source, learning landscape platform It is all about building up your own personal 

space, a personal record of all your work and experience, an aggregation of all content important to you 

- customised the way you want. 



http://elgg.org 
Tags: e-learning,opensource 

 

Community for Media Sharing emokoo is a community that allows you to share other media that 

you have uploaded to other sites such as flickr and youTube and display it in one place. 

http://www.emokoo.com 
Tags: ,flickr,community,media,share 

 

Create Presentations Made Easy Empressr is a web-based application that lets you create, share 

and store presentations online. It goes beyond current presentation applications by enabling you to 

incorporate rich media features, like streaming video and animation, to create the most dynamic 

presentations possible. 

http://www.empressr.com 
Tags: presentation,create 

 

Create, Share and Store your Resume Online for Free Creating a quality resume is a difficult 

task. Keeping track of your various versions is a hassle. Once you have it all figured out, there's the 

worry of formats, hard drive failure and viruses. Emurse allows you to focus on what's most important - 

writing quality content and selling yourself. 

http://www.emurse.com 
Tags: resume,create,share,storage 

 

Electronic Invoice Program for People and Businesses Endeve in an invoice management 

program for people and businesses. With Endeve, you will issue your invoices, manage your clients and 

check your revenues fast and easily. 

http://endeve.com 
Tags: management,business,invoice 

 

Online Gradebook Suite Engrade is a free online gradebook that allows teachers to manage their 

classes online as well as post grades, assignments, attendance, and upcoming homework online for 

students and parents to see. Engrade is free and easy to use. Join over 60,000 teachers, parents, and 

students using Engrade today. 

http://www.engrade.com/ 
Tags: management,teacher,parent,student 

 

Sharing Links Made Easy Register and build a list of friends - This is easily done by specifying the 

email addresses or importing contacts from your web mail. Send the links to your friends - Either 

directly from the Firefox toolbar, while you're browsing, or from ensiting site. Your friends receive the 

links. 

http://www.ensiting.com 
Tags: content,share,download 

 

50 plus everything... 

Eons is a 50+ media company inspiring a generation of boomers and seniors to live the biggest life 

possible. At Eons, you’ll get help to live the biggest life possible – through articles, interviews, how-to 

lists, books, Web sites, and the experience of your fellow Eons members. Enos created a space where you 

can swap tips, share insights, and make friends through your blogs and our community message boards. 

http://www.eons.com 
Tags: blogging,community,create,meet 



 

A True Service Marketplace Created and Driven by Real Value ePERKS, like the name 

suggests, is about providing real value and motivation to consumers. Perks. ePERKS has entered into 

partnerships with some of the biggest names on the internet to construct and provide consumers with a 

revolutionary new marketplace search directory that makes possible an easy and fun process for creating 

meaningful and valuable business relationships with local service providers. 

http://www.eperks.com 
Tags: marketplace,buy,sell,search,business 

 

Shopping Reviews Epinions helps people make informed buying decisions. It is a premier consumer 

reviews platform on the Web and a reliable source for valuable consumer insight, unbiased advice, in-

depth product evaluations and personalized recommendations. 

http://www0.epinions.com 
Tags: shopping,buy,discover,share 

 

Your First Step in Real Estate eppraisal is a free service that allows anyone to quickly and easily 

take the first step to buying, selling, or refinancing a home by providing instant access to property 

valuations, real estate professionals and additional services. eppraisal pulls together public record data 

from over 70 million homes to quickly and easily give you an estimated value range. . 

http://www.eppraisal.com 
Tags: buy,sell,realestate 

 

Take your Buddies with you Whether you're part of an online community and you'd like to keep in 

touch with your buddies from your mobile phone, a mobile service provider poised to reap the benefits 

of presence-enabled social networking, or an online community with the desire to provide rich mobile 

services to your users, EQO has a solution with you in mind. 

http://www.eqo.com 
Tags: community,mobile,IM,chat 

 

Community of Playlists Esfresh, is a mushup from Last.fm, Youtube and LyricWiki.. The site 

enables you to search for music clips and create playlist from your favorites. You can also listen to other 

people playlists and share it with friends. 

http://www.esfresh.com 
Tags: music,video,playlist,search,engine 

 

Send Letters to your Friends and Family for Free Start by addressing the envelope below then 

write a letter to a friend or relative. 

eSnailer will print, envelope, stamp, and send your letter via regular U.S. postal mail 100% free of 

charge. 

http://www.esnailer.com 
Tags: tool,letter,text 

 

Got stuff to share? Give it a home on eSnips and expect the unexpected! eSnips is the one 

place where you can share all your passions; your thoughts, photos, files, stuff you find on the web... and 

you control who you share it with and how. 

http://www.esnips.com 
Tags: community,marketplace,file,storage,Israel 

 

Search Area Real Estate Listings Estately was created with the belief that home buyers need 

context when they're looking for a home. At Estately you can learn about the surrounding area, the 

nearby shops, the character of the neighborhood and the style, size and price of a property. 

http://www.estately.com 



Tags: search,engine,realestate,buy,sell,marketplace,mapping 

 

The Future of Online Shopping esyshopping is the first local shopping site in Canada, by mashing 

up several local data sources from across the web esyshopping helps people browse, compare, and buy 

products from local retail stores near them. 

http://esyshopping.com 
Tags: shopping,buy,marketplace,deadpool 

 

Create Short URLs esyURL purpose is to turn long complex URLs to short easy ones, so they can be 

shared in blogs, forums, e-mails and so on. Furthermore, you can upload files (in a limit size of 2Mb per 

file) and receive an esyURL to acces it, fast and without registration required. 

http://www.esyurl.com 
Tags: generator,file,tool,blogging,storage 

 

Your App. Your Data. Your Business. Etelos provides open source, on-demand Web 2.0 

applications on the hosting environment that you choose. The Etelos Ecosystem for developing and 

deploying on-demand applications is revolutionizing the world of software distribution; you can install 

an application today and then get the source code to customize and mold that application to fit your 

unique business needs. 

http://www.etelos.com 
Tags: business,hosting 

 

Financial Trading Made Simple eToro makes it faster and easier than ever to execute trades, 

watch your trading activity, share, and enjoy financial information - using real or virtual money. It is a 

unique and user-friendly foreign exchange trading platform, which combines multidisciplinary expertise 

from the fields of finance, software development, and design to bring you the next generation of trading. 

http://www.etoro.com 
Tags: money,exchange,virtual,Israel,finance,marketplace 

 

Your Place Online A secure place that only you can access from any PC. Use it to store, backup and 

manage your photos, videos and docs, as well as your favorites web links. Also you can use etribes on 

your mobile phone and send photos and videos from your phone to your etribes web page. 

http://www.etribes.com 
Tags: storage,photo,video,organize,mobile 

 

Your place to buy & sell all things handmade Etsy is an online marketplace for buying and 

selling all things handmade. Etsy lets you shop by color, place, time and material. There are lots of new 

ideas and technologies opening up new ways to shop online. The big corporate sites like eBay and 

Amazon seem to be content with a text-only advanced search. We're here to show the range of 

possibilities, and just what's possible. 

http://www.etsy.com 
Tags: e-commerce 

 

The Easier, Smarter Way to Organize Special Events Event Wax is the easier, smarter way to 

organize special events, from conferences and workshops to parties, gigs, and receptions.  

- Customizable, hosted web site for your event 

- Alternatively, hook up the registration pages with your own site 

- Accept payments through your paypal account 

- Quick, searchable, sortable access to attendee details 

And much more. 

http://www.eventwax.com 
Tags: management,event,organize,lifestyle 



 

Events Made Easy Eventbrite is a good way to publish, promote and sell-out your next event. 

Eventbrite service will save you time, money, and keep you organized to ensure your event is a success. 

http://www.eventbrite.com 
Tags: sell,event,organize,lifestyle 

 

Find. Plan. Enjoy Event Space, a nationwide directory of venues, vendors and services, was created 

to help individuals, corporations and party planners find resources in the event industry by establishing 

trusted relationships with clients and each other. It will provide a broad yet focused reach for event 

spaces, service providers and planners to acquire new clientele through Event Networking and general 

use. Additionally, it will offer event planners and individuals a centralized area for event management 

and promotion. 

http://www.eventspace.com 
Tags: event,create,share,network,tool,lifestyle 

 

Quickly create, organize and find any type of notes on an endless, digital roll of paper 
EverNote Corporation's mission is to give users the ability to instantly create, organize and find any 

notes or content - and to make this information accessible at any time, in any place. EverNote Corp. is a 

provider of note management, digital ink and handwriting recognition software and technologies for the 

PC, mobile and wireless markets. 

http://www.evernote.com 
Tags: note,organize 

 

The real world. Online EveryScape isn't an online world, it's the world online. EveryScape takes 

you from the streets to the sidewalks and through the doors of the world's cities and tours. Letting 

businesses organizations and consumers build and share their world the way they see it. 

http://www.everyscape.com 
Tags: mapping,business,car 

 

E-scape into the Real World EveryScape is the only place you can discover your everyday world, 

your way. Today, you can check out Union Square, San Francisco as the first city to be scaped. You can 

check out restaurants, hotels, go shopping, drive by homes. You can see what other people are saying 

and share your comments as you stroll down the street. 

http://www.everyscape.com 
Tags: virtual,video,travel,discover,3D 

 

Share your Adventures Like Never Before EveryTrail is an online platform that enables you to 

visualize your travel and outdoor activities and share these with likeminded people from all over the 

world. With EveryTrail you can easily upload GPS data you recorded while out on the trail and add 

your photos and notes, to create a visual record of your outdoor activity. 

http://www.everytrail.com 
Tags: travel,photo,GPS,note,create,share 

 

Empower your voice Evoca will change the way we communicate by empowering voices in ways 

never imagined before. We envision people everywhere speaking their minds, sharing their ideas, and 

storing their memories on Evoca. We see voice becoming the next tool for publishing and 

communicating online and through your telephone 

http://www.evoca.com 
Tags: audio,record 

Exalead Search Made Easy This beta version of the Exalead search engine sports an entirely 

redesigned user-interface with lots of exciting new features: The size of the Web Index will grow to 8 



 

billion pages. The number of images in Exalead index will double. It will support old web browsers, as 

well as JavaScript and cookie-disabled browsers. And it will also have addressed your comments and 

suggestions. 

http://preview.exalead.com 
Tags: engine,search 

 

Connect with Family and Friends exaroom is all about no hassle file sharing – anywhere! You can 

browse and download your friends’ shared files through our website without having to install any new 

software or make any configuration changes to your pc. You can share files on your own computer using 

exaroom’s Ground Control, a powerful software download for your pc that lets you share your files with 

your friends privately and securely. 

http://www.exaroom.com 
Tags: share,social,file 

 

Shake your Web To make the most of all the free live content available on the web, Excite MIX 

provides you with a single access point, where you can see all your favourites from just one page. The 

techie term for it is a Feed Aggregator. What you're seeing on your Excite MIX are the latest updates / 

news / content from the websites you choose. 

http://mix.excite.co.uk 
Tags: RSS,feed,desktop 

 

Discover and Share the Web Excites is a social bookmarking site - You can save and manage your 

bookmarks online and have access to them from any internet connected computer. 

http://www.excites.com 
Tags: organize,social,bookmarking,discover,share 

 

Meet People who Understand You It's a community website that builds custom emotional 

support and 

friendship networks for members, based on who they are, not who you 

know. Life experiences are the nodes in the network, and the more one 

has in common with another, the stronger the link. It's also anonymous, 

so people don't have to worry about being judged by others. 

http://www.experienceproject.com 
Tags: community,network 

 

Thinking Guide Creator Exploratree is a free web resource where you can download, use and make 

your own interactive thinking guides. Thinking guides can support independent and group research 

projects with frameworks for thinking, planning and enquiry. Exploratree provided a set of ready-made 

guides which you can print out or use online. All of the guides are completely customizable or you can 

start from scratch and make your own. You can share them and work on them in groups too. 

http://www.exploratree.org.uk 
Tags: mindmap,mapping,group 

 

Video Product Reviews ExpoTV is a largest video-based social commerce network specifically 

tailored for the consumer in control, offering a fun, fast way for real people to connect, share and 

celebrate the products they are passionate about. Think of it as YouTube meets Consumer Reports. 

ExpoTV is home to the world's largest catalog of more than 100,000 "Videopinions"SM Reviews created 

by a fast-growing community of brand influentials. 

http://www.expotv.com 
Tags: TV,video,network,social,community,discover 



 

Spreadsheet Manager eXpresso is a secure, browser-based resource that enables users to share and 

collaborate on any Excel file, regardless of location. eXpresso is complete and immediately usable 

without installation, support or training. Individuals can use it ad hoc with real-time collaboration 

capabilities and version control. Most of the features of eXpresso are available without charge. 

http://www.expressocorp.com 
Tags: spreadsheet,community,collaboration,share,secure 

 

Your World of Friendly Weight Loss 

Extrapounds is an independent weight loss social community. 

This unique website increases the likelihood of successful weight loss and maintenance by providing 

access to a community of people who share a common goal: to lose weight. Extrapounds is here to give 

members access to a user-friendly, convenient and personal space or web log that charts progress and 

stores relevant information concerning weight loss and diet. Extrapounds goal is to help promote self 

awareness for those undertaking a journey towards weight loss and increased self esteem. All of that for 

FREE. 

 

 

http://www.extrapounds.com 
Tags: health,community,share,diet,track,blogging  

 

Video Messaging in a Blink Eyejot is the first, comprehensive, client-free online video messaging 

platform ideal for both personal and business communications. It offers everyone the ability to create 

and receive video messages in a self-contained, spam-free environment. With no client to install, you can 

start using Eyejot immediately with any browser, on any platform. It even features built-in support for 

iTunes (and iPods&trade), mobile devices and social networks like MySpace. 

http://eyejot.com/ 
Tags: messaging,video,communication 

 

Broadcast and Syndicate your Work Eyeka's vision is to take a leading role in this new of Web Tv 

and Mobile Tv. Eyeka's goal is to provide a web and mobile platform and it content to broadcaster or 

brands. Eyeka wants to innovate the traditional media industry by promoting and redistributing that 

user-generated content. 

http://www.eyeka.com 
Tags: video,community,photo,TV,share 

 

Explore and Share Music with your Friends Ezmo is a Web based music player that makes it 

easy for a group of friends to share music. The music player is online rather than on your computer. The 

music is played directly from the web site. It means that once you use Ezmo, you have your and your 

friends music available wherever you find a computer with an internet connection. 

http://www.ezmo.com 
Tags: share,create,playlist,music 

 

An online directory that connects people through social networks Facebook is a social 

directory that enables people to share information. Launched in February 2004, Facebook helps people 

better understand their world by giving them access to the information that is most relevant to them. 

http://www.facebook.com/ 
Tags: social,network,microsoft 

Share your Photos and your Music on any Website! faces make online photo sharing a snap. 

Upload and share your favorite photos and start taking advantage of our multitude of photo sharing 



 

services, including quality digital photo printing, customizable photo galleries, online scrapbooking, and 

much more! Invite friends and family to view animated online slideshows and personalized scrapbooks 

of the special events and occasions in your life. What's more, with faces secure servers and free lifetime 

backup, you can rest assured that your uploaded photos will always be right where you left them. 

http://www.faces.com 
Tags: music,photo,share,create,hosting,scrapbook,gallery 

 

Beautiful Worldwide FaceWorthy is a social discovery network that allows you to upload photos 

and gain recognition. Show your best through photos and get people to vote for you. If you collect lots of 

votes, you get to access special features, and may even earn money. 

http://faceworthy.com 
Tags: social,network,rate 

 

Connecting Families Closer Together The modern family is finding it increasingly difficult to 

stay organized. FamFridge is a quasi-stealth startup that is being developed in Ruby on Rails with one 

goal in mind, to bring families closer together through technology. 

http://www.famfridge.com 
Tags: family,community,social 

 

Where Families Live Online Famiva is a , private social network for families. A place for you and 

your relatives to get connected, collaborate, build your family tree, share photos, events and stories, get 

reminders. With Famiva's innovative technology, you can create your site, invite members, and start 

building your entire family network in just minutes. 

http://famiva.com 
Tags: create,share,collaboration,network,family,social 

 

It's your Family. It's your World. Bring it all together. Famundo is revolutionizing the way 

families manage their busy lives. Famundo is a new concept in family management. Famundo goal is to 

make your life a little easier so you can spend more time enjoying it! 

http://www.famundo.com 
Tags: family,management 

 

Customize your New Desktop FanBox allows members to connect to friends and display their 

content with page customization and communication tools. FanBox AJAX drag-and-drop technology to 

help members quickly & easily personalize their pages with themes, music, video, photos, blogs, and 

other applications such as email, news, instant messenger, and mobile text messaging. The FanBox 

Profile Page brings it all together in one place. 

http://fanbox.com 
Tags: desktop,management,media,tool,widget 

 

Discover and Explor TV shows Fancast combines everything you want to know about TV, movies, 

and celebrities. More than just the latest entertainment buzz, Fancast is also your number one place to 

find what to watch, where to watch it, and when it's available. 

http://www.fancast.com 
Tags: TV,video,discover,media 

 

What are you a Fan of? Fanpop is a network of "social portals" called spots that are created for fans 

by fans. Share your favorite links and meet fellow fanatics. Find out what other fans are surfing on the 

web with "social browsing". We think that it should be easier to get to stuff you care about. Because the 

web should revolve around you. Go pop in and out of a few spots! 

http://fanpop.com/ 
Tags: network,social,portal 



 

Know When to Buy – Airfare Predictions Farecast.com is the first airfare prediction website. We 

help online travel shoppers save money by answering the question; should you buy now or wait? In our 

beta version, we now offer airfare predictions from over 55 U.S. departure cities to top domestic 

destinations. 

http://www.farecast.com/ 
Tags: travel,buy 

 

Online Community for Anyone who Shares a Love for Clothes, Fashion and Dressing 

Stylishly FashMatch is based on two things: The first one is fun. Creating your own looks via the 

terrific brands FashMatch not only provides you with an endless source of entertainment, but also saves 

you time finding the look that is right for you. The second one is sharing the fun! Like a great friend, 

FashMatch is the ideal companion, offering to the visitors an opportunity not to only be their own stylist 

but also an influence and inspiration someone else. 

http://fashmatch.com 
Tags: share,clothing,community 

 

Create your Business Profile Fast Pitch is the fastest growing business networking community in 

the world. The online network provides you with a one-stop shop to network and market your business. 

Make connections, post & distribute Press, market your company, market yourself, promote your blog 

and more. 

http://www.fastpitchnetworking.com 
Tags: business,network,community 

 

Favorit RSS Reader and Blogging Platform fav.or.it brings together feed reading, commenting 

and a community into one simple to use website. fav.or.it is also a blogging platform letting you write 

your own blog posts and publish them out onto the internet. On top of this you can republish any 

content within fav.or.it to build up new and exciting mashups. 

http://fav.or.it 
Tags: blogging,community,RSS,feed 

 

Dot the Web. Connect with Friends Use Faves t to see what your friends find interesting on the 

Web. It's a fun and easy way to stay in touch. Faves’s free Web site allows users to find, save and share 

interesting Web content with friends and family. 

http://faves.com 
Tags: share,community,social,bookmarking 

 

Easy to use Icon Generator Favicon lets you create nice icons. Just choose a color, click on the 

squares and paint your logo. Download when your are finised or publish it to favicon community. 

http://www.favicon.cc 
Tags: generator,create,share,fun,tool 

 

Your personal startpage Favoor is your personalized new start page. Collect your favorite internet 

addresses. Add notes. Simply and elegantly, access your data whereever you are online! 

http://www.favoor.com 
Tags: portal 

Facilitating the Exchange of Helpful Acts Favorville is a social networking tool which provides 

members with the opportunity to help and be helped by others. With Favorville, members can post help 

requests, offer help and help grow the community. Favorville makes it easy to get in touch and build 

lasting connections with helpful neighbors, both in your locale or across the global village. 



 

http://www.favorville.com 
Tags: collaboration 

 

Free Font Directory Fawnt is a resource for designers, developers, and anyone that loves free fonts. 

Fawnt lists beautiful fonts in nice speech bubbles coupled with a scrollable interface to make browsing 

easy. 

http://www.fawnt.com 
Tags: design,search 

 

Make RSS and Podcasting Easy Fedafi makes RSS and iTunes valid podcast feeds easy. It's an 

application that anyone can install on their own website and use to generate valid RSS and iTunes 

Podcast feeds. No technical knowledge needed, no XML to learn, absolutely everyone can now use RSS 

for their business. Add RSS as a marketing channel to your business today. 

http://fedafi.com 
Tags: feed,RSS,iTunes,podcast 

 

RSS via email 

Feed Mailer was created to keep you updated via e-mail. You select feeds that interest you then sit back 

and Feed Mailer will do the rest. You can receive updates every hour, every day or every week. 

If you don't know the addresses of any feeds, check Feed Mailer Global Directory- which holds over 

1000 feeds. Ranging from global politics to farming weekly. 

http://www.feedmailer.net 
Tags: RSS,email,feed,tool 

 

FEED FOR FREE Your favorite site doesn't provide news feeds? This free online service converts any 

web page to an RSS feed on the fly. 

http://feed43.com 
Tags: feed,RSS 

 

Bcomee the Net Next VJ Feedbeat is all about compiling and sharing video-playlists. You can use 

these playlists to: 

- Build up your very own internet-tv channel 

- Bookmark pages containing videos you like.  

- Get your automatically built browser TV. use it within your blog or website. share your new media-

RSS feed. 

http://www.feedbeat.net 
Tags: feed,RSS,video,create,share,playlist 

 

Blend all your RSS Feeds into one Feed FeedBlendr takes the feeds you give it, pulls the 

individual entries from each of them, attempts to sort them in date order (combined across all feeds) and 

then provides you with a new, blended feed of all entries. 

http://feedblendr.com 
Tags: RSS,feed,tool 

Email your blogs, boost your readership FeedBlitz is a service that monitors blogs, RSS feeds and 

Web URLs to provide greater reach for feed publishers. FeedBlitz takes all the headache out of 

converting feed and blog updates into email digests, delivered daily to subscribers' inboxes. NEW 



 

LAYOUT!

http://www.feedblitz.com 
Tags: feed,blogging,blogging 

 

The World's Largest Feed Management Provider FeedBurner Web-based services help 

bloggers, podcasters and commercial publishers promote, deliver and profit from their content on the 

Web. FeedBurner also offers the largest advertising network for feeds that brings together an 

unprecedented caliber of content aggregated from the world's leading media companies, A-list bloggers 

and blog networks and individual publishers. 

http://www.feedburner.com 
Tags: feed,RSS,blogging,tool,track 

 

Feed Readers with a Social Bookmarking Twist Combine a feed reader/aggregator with 
social bookmarking, add more features, and you will end up with Feedest. Feedest intelligently 
learns what readers prefer, making constant adjustments to the ways of presenting the 
content provided by thousands of sources. The variety of feed topics is so vast, that it makes it 
impossible to classify them without creating a complicated and cumbersome directory-like 
structure. Instead, Feedest relies on the members assigning keyword-tags to the feeds. When 
different members use same tags to mark various feeds, these keywords create instant cross-
references allowing other members to find more feeds related to the topic.  
http://www.feedest.com 
Tags: RSS,feed,social,bookmarking,aggregator 

 

Free online Web 2.0 feed aggregator FeedFeeds is a Free online Web 2.0 feed aggregator. Read all 

your favorite feeds (news, blogs, cartoons, etc) all at one place, from anywhere. Get the latest feeds from 

all your feeds. 

http://www.feedfeeds.com 
Tags: feed,RSS,aggregator 

 

Put Feeds Everywhere on the Web FeedFlash is a Web widget, a free online tool to create feed 

readers and place them everywhere on the Web. Suitable for social networks such as MySpace, blogging 

sites such as Blogger or Web pages like Google Pages. Feeds URL automatic detection. 

 

 

 

http://www.feedflash.net 
Tags: RSS,feed,tool,widget,blogging 

 

Too Much Content to Read? Feedhub is a next generation personalization solution that improves 

popular feed readers to save precious time by delivering only the relevant stories people want to read. 

FeedHub cuts through the overwhelming volume of content published today by creating an 

individualized RSS feed that intelligently selects the most relevant posts from a set of feed sources. 

http://www.feedhub.com 
Tags: RSS,feed 

 

Real Time Blog Traffic Feeds FEEDJIT gives you real-time traffic data on your blog. No 

registration required and it's completely free. See where your visitors are located in the world, which 

websites they're arriving from and what they're clicking when they leave your site 

http://feedjit.com 
Tags: track,blogging,widget,tool,share 



 

A Free Online RSS Feed Reader Subscribe to feeds from your favorite web sites and enjoy 

powerful web based feed reading. 

http://www.feedlet.net 
Tags: RSS,feed 

 

A bookmarker and newsreader with tagging Feedmarker lets you bookmark items from the 

Web and read RSS and Atom feeds. It also lets you organize all your stuff (feeds and marks) using an 

open tagging system. Tags are an important part of Feedmarker. When you add feeds or marks, make 

sure to tag them with keywords that make sense to you, so you can find them later. You can also look at 

what other people have saved by using the tags menu on the right side of the page. 

http://www.feedmarker.com 
Tags: bookmarking,feed 

 

Find RSS Feeds FeedMiner is a search engine specifically designed for finding RSS and Atom feeds 

fast and accurately. There are many ways to read feeds, but very few to find them efficiently. 

http://www.feedminer.com 
Tags: RSS,feed,search,engine 

 

Entarnce to Feed Managment World Feedoor is an ultimate feed service where you can create 

unlimited feeds, add unlimited items, and syndicate unlimited feed from outer sources with different 

feed formats (RSS,ATOM,RDF) in one single feed, you can also customize the look and the feel of your 

feed the way you want. 

http://www.feedoor.com 
Tags: feed,RSS,create,tool,management 

 

Personalized Web 2.0 RSS Aggregator Feeds 2.0 is a Web 2.0 personalized RSS aggregator. It 

incorporates a learning engine so that it does much more than show posts as they come in. Instead, it 

prioritizes incoming information according to the user's interests! 

http://www.feeds2.com/ 
Tags: RSS,feed,aggregator 

 

The largest and richest archive of indexed feeds on the web Use Feedster when you are 

looking for timely information from millions of news, blog and podcast sources. Feedster is the largest 

and richest archive of indexed feeds on the web. Subscribe to your search results and always be 

connected to what is important to you. 

http://www.feedster.com 
Tags: engine,feed,deadpool 

 

Mix your Favorite Feeds and Show their Latest Posts on your Website Feedtwister allows 

you to mix up to 50 feeds to generate a new list, with the info you want. 

All feed formats are supported and you can create as many lists as you want. 
You can include the results on your website by including a simple code provided by the 
system (with two options: php include or javascript). There are many features, like the 
possibility to assign an image to each blog, order posts the way you desire, limit the total posts 
and per source, and more. 
http://www.feedtwister.com 
Tags: feed,create,RSS,tool 

 

Image Search Feeling Words Feelimage is not only key words search. It’s corresponding 127 colors, 

and has a technology that quantifies colors like ‘red’ ‘ blue’ in images.. It makes possible to show by 

color orders you feel. 



http://www.feelimage.net 
Tags: color,search,engine,photo 

 

Display Content from Other Blogs at your Website Feevy is a dynamic blogroll that you can 

put on your blog - or on any website - by adding a simple html tag to your webpage. With feevy, you 

can replace static, boring blogrolls with dynamic content and transform your blog into a web portal for 

your network of friends. 

http://www.feevy.com 
Tags: blogging,network,share,tool 

 

Open Innovation and Problem Solving Platform With Fellowforce the power of open 

innovation and problem solving is available to any organization worldwide. This is the first open 

platform in all business areas such as business & strategy, marketing, innovation management, design, 

engineering, IT, and Supply chain. This is the first platform where the best talent can be harnessed for 

both top brand as SME-companies. With fellowforce, innovation talent can work for any organization 

worldwide 

http://www.fellowforce.com 
Tags: share,marketplace,management,design,create 

 

Make Suggestions, Vote on Suggestions FeVote lets you submit and vote on suggestions for the 

sites, services, and products you use. Used by consumers, users; companies, organizations, clubs, 

conferences, developers, designers. Used on products, projects, websites, applications and Used for 

suggestions, feedback, feature requests, customer relationship management, brainstorming. 

http://www.fevote.com 
Tags: management,rate,share 

 

New Way to Discover Stuff on the Web Fichey is a little player that float on top of the page and 

lets you navigate and discover new sites and links from the Web. Display search results from : 

Del.icio.us, Digg, Downfly, Reddit and StumbleUpon. 

http://www.fichey.com/ 
Tags: search,player,discover,tool 

 

Your Social Networking Address Book Bring all your friends and their media together in one 

place with Fidg't. Explore your social network and see what people are talking about learn more The 

People you really care about, wherever you are. 

http://www.fidgt.com 
Tags: social,network,media,mobile,addressbook 

 

We're improving search! Filangy is an exciting new concept in search that caters to the user's 

specific searching needs and provides results that are needed. Users are inundated with search engines 

that flood us with too much information, produce irrelevant results, or "trick" us into selecting links to 

buy a new product or service. Most of the results we get from our current searches are generic and do 

not reflect any of our personal preferences. 

http://www.filangy.com 
Tags: engine,deadpool 

 

Store all your Paper and Digital Files File123 is a secure online storage vault that allows 

businesses and households to store, search and retrieve paper and digital files. Users can fax, scan, email 

or upload paper and digital documents. People can use File123 for data backup, disaster preparedness or 

collaboration. 

https://www.file123.com 
Tags: file,storage,business,secure,scan,collaboration 



 

Free File Hosting and Online Storage With File Den's free file hosting service it's easy to share 

files across the internet with friends, family, work associates or anyone else. File den allows their users to 

direct link to their files also giving you the opportunity to also embed your files into your webpages, 

myspace or other social networking profiles. 

http://www.fileden.com 
Tags: file,storage,hosting,share 

 

Host - Transfer - Deliver FileHo is an online one click file-hosting service. It allows users to upload, 

host and share files for free. FileHo offers unlimited speeds, unlimited file-size, unlimited lifetime of files 

and unlimited disk space for any of your needs. Also, FileHo is an ad-free site! That's why downloading 

process has never been so easy and fast. 

http://fileho.com 
Tags: hosting,file,storage 

 

A Free File Storage Service At FileLabs You just click browse, find a file you want to upload, click 

upload, and the FileLabs file engine will do the rest of the work for you. Of course, there are several 

options for you along the way so you can control the file just a little bit more. 

http://filelabs.net 
Tags: file,storage,storage,deadpool 

 

Upload Anything FileLime is a free file uploader using a swf uploader. It allows you to upload 

ANY file type, multiple files, 30mb space, and has a progress bar when 

uploading. FileLime has all the features most paid services have. 

http://filelime.com 
Tags: file,share,storage 

 

Filemobile is Powertools for Bloggers A good way to store, organize, share, and blog your 

media. 

http://filemobile.com 
Tags: media,share 

 

Search and Download Media FilesTube is a search engine designed to search files in various file 

sharing and uploading sites. As an file sharing search engine FilesTube finds files matching your search 

criteria among the files that has been seen recently in uploading sites by our search spider. This 

information is accumulated in a database. When you execute a FilesTube.com search it delivers results 

from the database. 

http://filestube.com 
Tags: file,media,search,engine,rate 

 

Lay Siege to Hollywood filmforay is where the creative force behind a full scale movie production is 

you! filmforay needs an initial idea before they can move forward. Something ground breaking. All films 

start with an idea. So tap your imagination, observe the world around you and research those who came 

before. 

http://filmforay.com 
Tags: video,create,share,search,film 

 

Post what you Want Flippid matches people who want stuff, with people who have stuff. Name 

your price, and let people sell it to you. Are you looking for something? Post it on flippid for free and 

instantly tell people who have it that you want it. You even get to set your maximum price and let sellers 

compete for your business. 

http://www.flippid.com 



Tags: sell,buy,business 

 

Simple Online Finance Management Financify helps you track and manage your income and 

expenses all around. Financify will track everything and give you basic reports and tracking tools to help 

you improve on your finance tracking habits and as a end result – you will improve on your spending 

habits and also plan better for the future. As a user all you have to do is enter your transactions, 

Financify does the rest. 

http://www.financify.com 
Tags: money,track,management,finance 

 

The Cure for Multiple Web Personality Disorder FindMeOn is an online profile management 

service that connects your identities across social networks, blogs & more. Instead of collapsing all of 

your network identities onto one site, FindMeOn helps you manage your circles of friends, family, 

colleagues and others… respecting the divisions of your real life online. 

http://findmeon.com 
Tags: management,network,blogging,identity 

 

Create your own Playlist, Listen and Share with Others A web based service that lets you 

create playlists that you like, listen to them online and share it with your friends. You can choose from 2 

million sound tracks that already in Finetune library. 

http://www.finetune.com 
Tags: playlist,music,share 

 

Playlist Sharing Community Playlists are everywhere - on the radio, in magazines, on message 

boards and blogs and most importantly in your music collection. As storage increases and the limits of 

the single album are long left behind, it's becoming harder and harder to manage music... and that's why 

why fiql was created . More than just a repository of playlists of all kinds, FIQL is a place to be 

introduced to new music by looking at other people’s playlists and to share with others your playlist and 

music interests. 

http://www.fiql.com 
Tags: playlist,music,share 

 

Your Fitness Success Starts Right Now Fitness Journal offers a complete exercise log for people 

who wish to improve their fitness level, athletes who are looking to set a new personal record, and 

people who just want to lose a few pounds. It's accounting software for the body that is designed to help 

you stay motivated and reach your health and fitness goals. 

http://www.fitnessjournal.com 
Tags: health,sport 

 

To Fit your World Fittron is a comprehensive online database of fitness professionals and facilities 

that users can view at no cost. Fittron elaborate search engine allows browsers to select options such as 

desired service, specialties, training certifications, locations and fees that simplify the process of finding 

a fitness professional or facility. In addition to its extensive roster of fitness professionals and businesses, 

Fittron features an online solicitation board where motivated users can post fitness ads. 

http://fittron.com 
Tags: sport,search,engine,advertising 

Brining the Virtual World to Reality Fix8 is a unique interactive communication application that 

allows people to customize their on-screen virtual appearance in real-time using avatar technology and 

creative accessories. Fix8 integrates human expression analysis and rendering capabilities, avatar/facial 



 

sculpting and animation technology, voice manipulation, and one click 3D facemaker design capabilities 

in one package. 

http://www.fix8.com 
Tags: 3D,virtual,communication,create 

 

Online Picture Editor It's the fastest way to resize and convert your pictures and images. You can 

apply rotation, and some effects like greyscale, sepia, blur, ... It's so simple, select your picture file, 

choose some process to apply, click on OK, and you'll be able to save the picture on your computer. 

Support all popular picture file formats (jpeg, tiff, png, gif, bmp, tga, ...) and camera RAW formats (crw, 

nef, raf, cr2, dng, ...). More than 400 formats supported. (Powered by XnView) 

 

http://www.fixpicture.org/ 
Tags: resize,edit,photo,tool,create 

 

Your Life.. Live With FlixWagon, you can broadcast live or keep videos for later, upload to your blog, 

and much more. All just a click away from the comfort of your mobile phone. 

http://www.flixwagon.com/ 
Tags: mobile,blogging,video,live,Israel 

 

Find All Support Information for Any Consumer Product FixYa aggregate all support 

information that is scattered throughout the internet in a single user friendly location. In addition, FixYa 

is a huge knowledgebase that is constantly updated by a live community of users who share their 

experiences of technical problems and solutions. Through the site's unique rating system, FixYa is 

allowing users to find the best solution for every problem and even offer a new solution. 

http://www.fixya.com 
Tags: support,share,Israel 

 

Bookmark the Real World A flag is a real-world, geographic bookmark that can have a title, an 

address, a description, tags, and even pictures. By default, all flags are public, and specifically delivered 

to the Summary pages of those who count you as a friend. Maps are a way to organize, share, and 

discuss your favorite places under a theme or idea that you define. 

http://www.flagr.com/ 
Tags: bookmarking,community,mapping 

 

A Meeting Tool that works in a Web Browser and Creates instant Web Replays 
FlashMeeting is an application based on the Adobe Flash 'plug in' and Flash Communication Server MX. 

Running in a standard web browser window, it allows a dispersed group of people to meet from 

anywhere in the world with an internet connection. 

http://flashmeeting.com 
Tags: communication,chat,video,group,meet 

 

Connecting Cultures Flashphone is a free-of-charge web-service which allows you to call from the 

internet page. All that is necessary for calls - headset and sufficient bandwidth of your internet 

connection. Never before the IP-telephony was such simple and accessible. 

http://www.flashphone.ru 
Tags: voice,communication 

 

One Click Effects flauntR is a free online photo editor and effects software. Apply 1000s of digital 

photo effects to your images with just one click. Get images directly from FlickR or your PC. Use the 

online photo album feature for photo storage, and access your albums online. Share your creations by 

email, edit pictures online for embedding on your web page and blog. 



http://www.flauntr.com 
Tags: edit,photo,share,tool,flickr,create 

 

Fleck the Web Fleck allows you to interact with pages on the web just as it it were pages in a 

magazine. You can save your annotated page for yourself, send it to friends or colleagues or use it in 

your blog. 

http://www.fleck.com 
Tags: note,organize,share,stickies,create 

 

Rule your Media Flektor was designed to bring quality to the user generated content world, 
even for people who don't have great artistic skills. Flektor allows you to quickly and easily 
create, remix, and share your photos, videos, with others via email, on mySpace, or in your 
blog. Easy to use tool to "mashup" media.  
http://www.flektor.com 
Tags: media,share,create,video,tool,design 

 

The Nation's First Car-Sharing Company You share access to hundreds of Flexcar vehicles, often 

within a five-minute walk of your home or work. You reserve a car online or by phone: you drive - to a 

meeting, to run errands, or to hit the lumber yard; and you return to the car's designated parking space, 

all for one hourly rate that covers gas, premium insurance and unlimited miles. All you pay for is the 

drive. How simple is that? Plus, Flexcar is convenient, affordable, reliable, and great for the planet. 

http://www.flexcar.com 
Tags: car,share 

 

Create Lists with Tasks, Addresses, Todos, Literature, Wishes and more With FLEXlists 

you can create lists (or simple databases) of anything you want, with every field you need. FLEXlists 

allows you share the list with others, invite them to edit the list or just keep it for yourself. Lists can be 

monitored using RSS, imported and exported from and to CSV and integrated in your website/weblog. 

http://www.flexlists.com 
Tags: list,create,build,share 

 

All Chat Services in one Platform FlickIM is a chat application specifically for your iPhone. 

(AIM,Gtalk,Yahoo!, MSN, ICQ and Jabber) 

http://flick.im 
Tags: IM,chat,mobile 

 

The Best Online Photo Management and Sharing Application Flickr want to help people 

make their photos available to the people who matter to them. Maybe they want to keep a blog of 

moments captured on their cameraphone, or maybe they want to show off their best pictures to the 

whole world in a bid for web celebrity. Or maybe they want to securely and privately share photos of 

their kids with their family across the country. Flickr makes all these things possible and more! 

http://www.flickr.com 
Tags: photo,share,album,yahoo,management,storage  

 

Send and Receiv Video Comments on your Profile, Blog, and more Using your web cam, 

you can record videos that you can post to your MySpace profile, blogs, and more. You no longer have 

to worry about how many exclamation marks to put after a sentense, or how many smiley faces are 

appropriate. With flikzor, your friends will know how you feel before you even say a word. 

http://www.flikzor.com 
Tags: video,comment,blogging,create 



 

Send and Receive Video Messages Straight from your Web Cam Send video comments to 

your friends directly on their profile or web site using your web cam. Receive video comments from 

your friends in the same manner. 

http://www.flikzor.com 
Tags: webcam,comment,video,share 

 

Flip your Life It’s a place for you to express yourself, to be creative, to learn and to experiment. It’s to 

post pictures, write poetry, make friends, share thoughts, find inspiration and to just be yourself. 

http://www.flip.com 
Tags: discover,share,create,media 

 

Put your Life to Music Fliptrack is a free service that allows you to easily combine your photos, 

effects and popular music into a video mashup. Filptrack technology allws you to match images to the 

beats or lyrics of songs, so you can create a real sondtrack for your photos. Your creations can be easily 

shared with friends and family. 

http://www.fliptrack.com 
Tags: share,create,video,photo 

 

Video Everywhere Flixn puts video everywhere. Users can record instantly from their webcam and 

post their recordings on blogs, in messages or comments, and even send video emails. Flixn puts video 

everywhere: on Myspace; on Blogger; on eBay. From video comments to video blogs to simple emails 

home to family or friends, Flixn's both the easiest and fastest way to get your message across. 

http://flixn.com 
Tags: video,webcam,record 

 

You Share Videos. We Share Revenue. Flixya differentiates itself by giving back to its users 

through rewards and ad revenue sharing. Flixya brings a new reason to share your videos. Its fun, easy, 

and rewarding. The service is free for everyone. We always encourage our users to contact us with 

thoughts, suggestions, feedback or otherwise random ramblings. 

http://flixya.com 
Tags: fun,video,share,advertising 

 

The Social Browser Flock is an amazing new web browser that makes it easier to share media and 

connect to other people online. Share photos, automatically stay up-to-date with new content from your 

favorite sites, and search the Web with the most advanced Search Toolbar available today. 

http://www.flock.com 
Tags: search,social,browser 

 

Make Flowchart and Collaborate in Real Time Flowchart offers you a way to create your 

flowchart online. No software install. No downloads. No Plugins required. Just sign up and start 

creating your flowchart. Flowchart has an easy to use interface, so you can be up and running in 

seconds. You can collaborate with your colleagues in real-time when creating your flowchart. All 

collaborating parties can chat and design a flowchart at the same time. 

http://www.flowchart.com 
Tags: chart,create,collaboration,mindmap,mapping,visual,build 

 

Mail a Bunch of Flowers! Looking for a special ecard? Arrange your own bouquet, choose a vase, 

write a card and send your free virtual bouquet by email to your friend, girlfriend, boss, grandmother 

etc 

http://www.flowers2mail.com 



Tags: card,fun,tool,email,create,share 

 

Flowseris graphical new sense "Amazon Browser" Flowser is a graphical item browser (image 

browser). Because it is a browser of the image where flower blooms Flower + Browser =[Flowser] It was 

named "Flowser". It is "Flowser On Amazon" to have used this "Flowser" for Amazon. The retrieval, the 

display, and the cooperation of data are good at the commodity that has been treated with Amazon 

according to various angles. The Amazon shopping of a new sense can be done 

http://www.flowser.com 
Tags: shopping,tool,search,amazon,visual 

 

Mobile Email for Everyone flurry is an easy-to-use mobile email and RSS solution that works on 

hundreds of different cell phone models and thousands of email providers and carriers worldwide. It is 

the first service to be introduced by flurry based on flurry Mobile Services Platform, a platform designed 

to provide high-performance, consumer friendly applications. 

http://www.flurry.com/ 
Tags: mobile,email 

 

Community Tools for Websites and Blogs Flux powers the communities on your favorite 

websites and lets you take your profile, friends, and content with you across the social web. If you own a 

site or blog, Flux enables you to add community tools to your website and push your content further. 

 

 

http://www.flux.com 
Tags: media,blogging,tool,social,community 

 

Collect, Organie and Share your Digital Assets fluxiom makes it easy to organize and share 

your digital assets within your company, your colleagues and friends. Manage any kind of file like 

corporate media assets, marketing materials, product folders, contracts, images, text documents, logos or 

artwork – you name it. 

http://www.fluxiom.com 
Tags: share,organize,business,file 

 

Online Video Converter Flvix is a simple free online video converter. Convert and download 

videos from YouTube, Google Video or directly from .FLV file. Run it's on your PC, Mobile, an iPod. 

http://www.flvix.com 
Tags: convert,video,tool 

 

Create an Online Store that Promotes Itself Starting a store with Flying Cart is easy and 

completely free. With no initial cash outlay, anyone with merchandise can start a store. All that is needed 

is a PayPal Business account (which is free). Transaction fees are deducted at the time of each sale, so 

owning the store remains free until products are selling. FlyingCart believes that stores should be able to 

post an unlimited number of products, with no posting fees. This model truly strips away all the 

financial risks of owning a store. 

http://www.flyingcart.com 
Tags: shopping,create,tool,sell 

 

Create free virtual tours Create a tour for every property regardless of its price. You can even tailor 

your marketing message to different groups with multiple tours for the same property. 

http://www.flyinside.com 
Tags: photo,create 



 

New York City Apartment Rental Renting an apartment in New York City is expensive, time-

consuming, and chaotic. It's Flyrig goal to fix these issues by creating a listing service where the 

community has a voice and trustworthy brokers are rewarded. They built a set of tools so you can 

quickly assess a property by map, transportation routes, local interest information, pictures, and 

opinions shared by fellow apartment hunters. 

http://www.flyrig.com 
Tags: community,mapping,tool,search 

 

Share your Files FlyUpload is the industry's leading web site which allows you to share video, audio 

and photos online. You may share anything with FlyUpload. Share files (up to 2GB), Unlimited 

downloads per 24 hours, Unlimited downloads (2000MB). Always free. 

http://www.flyupload.com 
Tags: file,storage,share 

 

Your Work Organized Instantly Communicate with others in context. Secure your vital 

information instantly. Access and Manage your applications, teams, activities and information from 

wherever you are. Notify everyone at the same time when something changes. Share, Organize, and 

Archive your projects and information. Personalize your Foldera experience to match the way you work. 

Save time and Simplify your life. 

http://www.foldera.com 
Tags: share,organize 

 

Get the Mmost from your ADS FoldSpy is a simple tool. It helps those that rely on advertising 

revenue to get the most out of their ads. FoldSpy collects real data from hundreds of FoldSpy users 

around the world and shows it live on your site, helping you tune your ad placement and get the most 

exposure (and clicks) possible. FoldSpy giving all of this away for free but offer a "pro" account for those 

that want stats collected from their site only. 

http://www.foldspy.com 
Tags: advertising,tool,money,track,finance 

 

Do you owe someone a beer? Foamee is a free service that helps track who you owe beers to (and 

vice-versa) using the popular messaging service, Twitter. 

http://foamee.com 
Tags: fun,track,social 

 

Over a Half Million Restaurants to Choose From Foodio54 is an extremely large database of 

restaurants (currently only in the US) that collects rating data about those restaurants. Foodio54 than use 

collaborative filtering to make predictions about restaurants you might like that you haven't visited yet 

(or at least rated). 

http://foodio54.com 
Tags: food,restaurant,discover,lifestyle 

 

Start a Group Call, Immediately, From any Phone-Free! Foonz is a new free way for anyone 

to connect with several people at once, on one call from their cell phone, for free. You can talk to a group 

of your friends at the same time, and you can even jump between groups. It's like having a party on the 

phone. 

http://foonz.com 
Tags: fun,mobile,share,text,call,group,phone 

Access Millions of Original Documents - Most Never Seen on the Web Before At 

Footnote you can view some of the most exciting original source documents available for the first time 



 

on the internet. Easily explore historic documents and photos in fine detail. Easily detail people, places & 

dates you find. Write about what you find & let others in on your discovery. 

http://www.footnote.com 
Tags: share,file,discover 

 

Find Anything you're Looking for fooWHO is a new concept of social networking designed to 

provide web users with statistical information on items suggested by other users who like the same stuff 

they do, something which no other social network had ever attempted befor 

http://www.foowho.com 
Tags: knowledge,community,rate,track,social 

 

Send Reminders to Yourself and Others Easy to use e-mail reminders. Just enter your 

message, the method and a date. forlater will then remind you at the right time. 

http://www.forlater.net 
Tags: reminder,email 

 

Higher Conversion Through Intelligent Analytics FormAlive Beta measures field-to-field 

abandonment on Web forms, indicating where users lose interest on your page. By understanding where 

users abandon, more specifically, the field they abandoned, you can begin adjusting your page to 

improve conversion. FormAlive is here to help you maximize your media spends and convert traffic into 

business. 

http://formalive.com 
Tags: form,create,business,track 

 

Your Online Publishing Tool Create your own online magazines, fanzines, brochures, catalogues, 

portfolios and more. Using the formatpixel online editor you too can design page based projects, layout 

text, upload your own images, add interactivity and customise their appearance. Edit the order of pages 

in your projects by moving, inserting or deleting pages to create multi-page presentations. 

http://www.formatpixel.com 
Tags: presentation,edit,create,tool,design 

 

The Easy Way to Build, Host and Process Online Forms Completely web-based control panel 

so you can create and configure forms with a web browser (supports Internet Explorer 6, Firefox and 

Safari). No need to install additional software. Easily create multi-page forms with skip/branching logic 

to hide non-applicable questions. Use the FormSpring form importer to automatically generate forms 

from an external webpage or HTML file. 

http://www.formspring.com 
Tags: create,form 

 

The Easy Way to Build, Host and Process Online Forms Use FormSpring, the online forms 

maker for contests, promotions, or giveaways. Quickly collect, share, and analyze collected information. 

Create an online survey to see what they are saying and quickly analyze the results. Create easy-to-use 

forms to securely collect orders from your online customers, and easily register customers, volunteers, 

attendees, and clients for events, newsletters, demos, etc. 

http://www.formspring.com 
Tags: share,create,build,form,secure 

 

Online Photo Editor FotoFlexer is one of the most advanced online digital photo editor. It performs 

advanced effects previously only available to professionals using expensive software. FotoFlexer 

integrates with leading photo sites and social networks. Import and export photos with ease. 

http://fotoflexer.com 



Tags: photo,edit,tool,fun 

 

A Great Deal for Stock Photos Fotolia is a worldwide social marketplace for royalty free stock 

images, allowing individuals and professionals to legally buy and share stock images and illustrations. 

Fotolia offers the largest image bank of free and affordable royalty free photos and illustrations perfect 

for any medium, web or print. 

http://us.fotolia.com 
Tags: photo,share,discover,social,marketplace 

 

Make your own Web Photo Gallery fotologue is a web photo album platform that will let you 

store your photos into a beautiful gallery that you can share easily with your friends and family. 

http://fotologue.jp 
Tags: album,photo 

 

Get Inside Your Picture fotowoosh is a web based system to convert 2D photos into 3D worlds. At 

Freewebs believes that the greatest and most powerful ideas have been expressed on a page. The more 

they can transform what can live on a page the more powerful and impactful everyone's ideas can be 

expressed. 

http://www.fotowoosh.com 
Tags: photo,video,3D,convert 

 

Your Stuff Misses you too Search a largest online listing of lost and found items. Whether you lost 

your dog, your cat, your favorite watch ..., FoundBin can help you find it. 

http://www.thefoundbin.com/ 
Tags: search 

 

Universal Personalized Music Mashup Foxytunes Planet is an aggregates music videos, photos, 

news, bios and much more from any number of sources all over the Web into one convenient place. The 

Planet is universal - it can support any music site, service or store. Many great sites are already 

supported, and the list will be growing fast. 

http://www.foxytunes.com/planet 
Tags: music,media,mashup,aggregator,Israel 

 

Music Search Engine FranceRadio is a new search engine that lets you listen to free music right from 

your browser. It brings together at the same time Google, Yahoo! Live and Altavista results. Also it 

enables to grab the song code and embed it in your blog or site. 

http://www.franceradio.net/ 
Tags: music,chat,search,engine 

 

Put your group on the map! Are people in your group spread out across multiple cities, the whole 

country, or even the entire world? Frappr makes it easy to find out where everyone is and stay 

connected. 

http://www.frappr.com 
Tags: community,mapping 

 

Download Free Music from Social Music Services Free music zilla, the first tool specialized for 

social music downloading, enables you download free music from Imeem, Last.fm, Pandora, Myspace, 

eSnips, Mog, iJigg, Radio.blog.club and almost all social music services 

http://www.freemusiczilla.com 
Tags: music,social,tool,download 



 

Shared Database of the World's Knowledge FreeBase It's about film, sports, politics, music, 

science and everything else all connected together. FreeBase contributors are collecting data from all 

over the internet to build a massive, collaboratively-edited database of cross-linked data. . 

http://www.freebase.com 
Tags: knowledge,share 

 

The Marketplace for Ideas At Free IQ, the emphasis is placed on exchanging valuable information 

not frivolous entertainment. A unique feature enables site visitors to make purchases directly from a 

content provider. The product purchased could be additional video information, audio CD’s, E-zines, E-

newsletters or even physical products. Free IQ processes each transaction and collects a modest 

commission. 

http://www.freeiq.com 
Tags: knowledge,search,engine,exchange,content,share 

 

Create Professional Looking Site with Freewebs Freewebs is one of the easiest site building 

tools around that helps you create professional good-looking site for your family, friends, customers or 

just for yourself. Users are given 40MB free space and 500MB bandwidth per month. 

http://www.freewebs.com 
Tags: create,storage,build,tool,management 

 

Find your Buzz Frengo is a community where people share buzz - a steady stream of opinions, 

updates, questions, predictions, games. Find Buzz by checking out our public Buzz directory. Or see 

what other people are doing on the homepage by watching the "What's Buzzing Now" board. Join or 

leave any Buzz through the web or your phone. Read messages online or on-the-go. 

http://frengo.com 
Tags: share,community,discover,text 

 

Create Great Looking 3D Characters Frenzoo brings you a fun and unique online social 

networking experience. We are not an ordinary chat program, it focus on fashion and design - with 

detailed 3D character models that really look great, and can be dressed, accessorized together with the 

perfect apartment. On Frenzoo you can check out and try new styles and looks, chat, gossip and make 

new friends and lots more. 

http://www2.frenzoo.com 
Tags: 3D,social,design,chat,network 

 

Free Web-Based Mapping and Searching Product The geospatial web revolution, simplified. 

http://atlas.freshlogicstudios.com/ 
Tags: search,mapping 

 

Your own Uniquely Designed, and Very Web 2.0 Fresh badge Whether you're creating a 

trendy sticker type badge for your blog, your very web 2.0 website, or your scrapbook (both digital 

scrapbooks and touchable scrapbooks alike) - the creation of badges will surely be a way to freshen-up 

any page. 

http://www.freshbadge.com 
Tags: generator,create,share,design,tool,blogging 

 

Send,Track and Collect Payments Quickly FreshBooks is an online invoicing and time tracking 

service that saves you time and makes you look professional - Fortune 500 professional. FreshBooks is 

easy to use and you can try it for free. 

http://www.freshbooks.com 
Tags: business,create,invoice,track,money,finance 



 

Forms Made Easy frevvo Live Forms Designer leverages Ajax technologies to allow customers to 

easily create rich, dynamic, Web 2.0 forms using just a browser. These forms satisfy the demands of real 

business applications and provide a rich user experience that is far beyond typical forms-based 

applications. Nothing needs to be installed on your computer - the designer runs completely in your 

existing web browser.  

 

http://www.frevvo.com 
Tags: form,create,storage 

 

Stay in touch with your friends With more than 24 million members, Friendster is the best way to 

stay in touch with your friends and it's the fastest way to discover the people and things that matter to 

you most. Headquartered in the Bay Area, Friendster aims to make the world a smaller place by 

bringing the power of social networking to every aspect of life, one friend at a time. 

http://www.friendster.com 
Tags: community 

 

Discover Free Mobile Calls with your 3G Handset Fring gives you simultaneous freedom of 

speech and freedom of movement. Freedom to use your mobile phone to its greatest potential. Freedom 

to seek alternative mobile carriers. Freedom to communicate without boundaries. Freedom to enjoy your 

mobile independence. fring is focused on one simple target. Greater value for the individual. fring does 

this by harnessing the power of the internet to enable simple daily communications at a non-proprietary, 

no-cost level. 

http://www.fring.com/ 
Tags: mobile,communication,Israel 

 

A Safe way to Connect with your Friends and Family FRNDZ is an India-centric social 

networking site to offer variety of services to Indians world-wide. It helps you to create your profile, 

share it with your friends, family and business contacts. FRNDZ is easy to use and can manage your 

appointments, calendar along with tools for managing your photos and events. 

http://www.frndz.in 
Tags: social,network,organize 

 

Got Something to Sell? You can bring shoppers to your store through Froogle, Google's free 

shopping search engine. It costs nothing to list your items, and all you need is either a physical store and 

a web page that contains information about the products you have for sale or an e-commerce enabled 

website. 

http://www.google.com/sellonfroogle 
Tags: e-commerce,google 

 

Be a Smart Shopper Frucall is a new free service that brings you the power of Internet shopping 

when you are in a store or on the street. Frucall does not need any software downloads to your phone, or 

pricy "data" plans. Hover your mouse on the features to see how each of these can make your shopping 

experience more fun 

http://www.frucall.com 
Tags: shopping 

 

The online tool to manage your spending Frugalbetty is launching soon, with Web 2.0 and Ruby 

on Rails sweetness!! Managing your money will never be the same. 

http://frugalbetty.com 
Tags: e-commerce,deadpool 



 

Improve your Video FULLPIX is a powerful and easy-to-use software for enhancing mobile phone 

and internet videos. Poor quality? Block effects, video noise, color fading... FULLPIX software improves 

the quality of your videos. 

http://www.fullpix.tv 
Tags: video,edit,mobile,download 

 

Make Group Action Happen Fundable.org lets groups of people pool funds to make purchases or 

raise money. Similar to online auctions, Fundable's pages, called "group actions," are created by people 

who use this site. Each group action has a description of how much money needs to be collected and 

what it will do. Once enough pledges (not payments) have been collected, Fundable turns them into real 

payments and sends the total to the group action's organizer. 

http://fundable.org 
Tags: group,money 

 

Simplify your Online Life Fuser develops tools that improve Internet user's digital lifestyles. Fuser 

tools make it easier to communicate online, whether that means one web-based inbox for email and 

social networks or some other method the community has yet to dream up. 

https://fuser.com 
Tags: email,social,communication 

 

A Quick way to send Emails Fuzzmail records the act of writing and lets you send it as an email. 

Dynamic changes, typoes, pauses and writeovers are captured and communicated. Fuzzmail created to 

give more emotionally expressive alternative to email, so that an emailed love letter does not have to 

look the same as a business letter. 

http://www.fuzzmail.org 
Tags: email 

 

Fresh Jobs for Web Professionals 

fwjobs is a job board with a declared goal of bringing together companies and professionals who take 

interests in latest web technologies, web standards and web design trends. That's why its audience is 

well defined and consist of best web professionals around the world. 

http://www.freshwebjobs.com 
Tags: job,search,discover 

 

Virtual Computer - Global Hosted Operating System G.ho.st is a Global hosted operating 

system that provides an attractive personal Web desktop that running some good Web2.0 applications in 

a single online file system. But it's not just about Web applications, you can also upload files from your 

PC and have all of your personal data that you need: documents, pictures, music, etc,. accessible 

everywhere you go. 

http://g.ho.st 
Tags: virtual,hosting,desktop,Israel 

 

Create Podcasts to your Blog/Site, Useing your Phone or VoIP Gabcast.com is a podcasting 

and audioblogging platform that offers virtual communities, individuals and organizations an easy way 

to create and distribute audio content. 

http://www.gabcast.com 
Tags: phone,podcast,audio 

Free Video Sharing Without Uploads or Registration The easiest, cheapest, and most 



 

intriguing form of sharing videos I've seen in the last year. All you need to use it is a webcam, a flash-

enabled browser, and some kind of email service, including web-based email.. Best of all: no 

cumbersome registration. 

http://freegabmail.com 
Tags: share,create,video,email 

 

Conference Calling for the Web 2.0 World Gaboogie eliminates the headaches and frustrations 

you experience when booking and attending conference calls, and replaces them with: An intuitive web 

interface for booking, An automated dial-out process to ensure you never need to remember dial-in 

numbers and PINs and A moderator console to help you manage every aspect of a call in progress. 

Gaboogie is designed for busy professionals who don't have time to waste organizing conference calls 

with colleagues, customers and suppliers. 

http://gaboogie.com 
Tags: business,webconference 

 

A place where informed, engaged people share perspectives on everything Gather is a 

place where you can share the things that matter to you with the people that matter to you, too. You can 

connect around a Supreme Court nominee, an Umbrian chicken recipe, a new album by Aimee Mann, or 

your child's soccer game. You can share your thoughts with the entire world, or exchange ideas, 

photography, audio (even podcasts), or video with just your friends, your family, or your work 

colleagues. 

http://gather.com 
Tags: e-commerce 

 

Get Gifts gBox, an exciting portal store and social commerce widget for gift-giving online. gBox allows 

you to create a wishlist of your favorite digital content and have friends, old and new, gift you. Your 

wishlist can be embedded on any social networking site to make it easy for your friends to know which 

gifts you want. 

http://www.gbox.com 
Tags: social,e-commerce,create,social,network 

 

Create your podcast for FREE Podcast your own audio broadcast, you can easily record voice 

messages, mix in your favorite music, and share it all for the world to hear. 

http://www.gcast.com 
Tags: audio,podcast 

 

Free Chat for your Website or Blog Chat adds value to your website or blog, encouraging visitors 

to come back often for more fun. With Geesee Visitors can talk to each other, to you, and to other people 

- all over the Internet - who are interested in the same topics they are. Your visitors chat with a huge 

community of other users who are connected to Geesee from other sites all over the world. Powerful 

search makes it easy to find the most relevant conversations. 

http://www.geesee.com 
Tags: chat,blogging,fun,tool,community 

 

Discover your World Family Through DNA GeneTree is a new category of family networking 

site designed to help people understand where their personal histories belong within the greater human 

genetic story. The GeneTree site creates unparalleled opportunities for unlocking genetic heritage and 

identity, connecting with ancestors and living relatives, and sharing meaningful information and 

experiences to help preserve family histories. 

http://www.genetree.com 
Tags: family,network,tree,identity 



 

Everyone's Related Geni lets you create a family tree through our fun simple interface. When you 

add a relative's email address, he or she will be invited to join your tree. That relative can then add other 

relatives, and so on. Your tree will continue to grow as relatives invite other relatives. 

http://www.geni.com 
Tags: create,family 

 

Linked Family Genoom is a web application to create a meeting place for your family. By forming 

your family tree you can start a family network where you can invite your relatives to join you in 

discovering, remembering and sharing your moments. Both past and present. 

http://www.genoom.com 
Tags: family,tree,create,network,discover,meet 

 

See the Destination... Before you See It A fun and reliable way to learn about your next 

international destination. GeoBeats is an interactive media company whose mission is to inform travelers 

about international destinations through the use of video. 

http://geobeats.com 
Tags: travel,video 

 

Explore, Create and Share Intelligent Maps and Geographic Data GeoCommons allows you 

to build Intelligent maps that visualize the data you care about. Combine any of GeoCommons billion 

data points or upload your own. Tell a story, explore a theory or simply learn more about your world. 

http://geocommons.com 
Tags: mapping,build,visual 

 

Make your Maps Smarter GeoIQ is an open platform for building intuitive geographic analysis and 

visualization tools into web-based mapping applications. It gives people a simple and compelling way to 

filter, analyze and get value from geographic data without ever leaving their web browser. 

http://www.geoiq.com 
Tags: mapping,tool,visual 

 

A Search Engine that Gets it All Gettalink is hoping to be the internet's most comprehensive Web 

2.0 search engine with a constantly growing catalog of the best 2.0 search tools on the web. This is a good 

and new way to search the Internet. 

http://www.gettalink.com 
Tags: search,engine,social,tool 

 

Get the Message GotVoice provides is a voice messaging service that works effortlessly with home, 

mobile and work phone systems to send, receive, and create voice messages from any computer or 

handset. 

http://www.gotvoice.com 
Tags: voice,mobile,messaging,text 

 

A Tool to Create Animated Gifs Online in Seconds You can grab your pictures from Flickr by 

tag and/or Username, or upload up to 10 Jpegs, GIFs or PNGs. You can vary the speed and size of your 

animation, create an animated userpic, put it on your blog or website and even share your animation in 

the Gickr gallery. 

http://gickr.com 
Tags: flickr,create,convert,tool 

Create a gift list that works with every shop on the internet Gift tag things you want & have. 

Find other people with similar tastes and find great gift ideas for your friends and family. Best of all, it's 



 

FREE. 

http://www.gifttagging.com 
Tags: e-commerce 

 

Gif Animation, Avatar Generator GIFUP is your personal GIF animation and avatar generator. 

Simply upload images from your computer or get them from Flickr or any web site and let GIFUP do all 

the magic. You get your animated avatar, banner or GIF slideshow in a sec. You may then save it to your 

computer, share it with your friends or post it on Myspace, Hi5, Friendster, Blogs, Forums, etc. 

http://www.gifup.com 
Tags: file,photo,animation,generator 

 

Upload, Share, and Explore Brilliant Gigapixel+ Panoramas from Around the Globe 

GigaPan aims to help us meet our neighbors across the globe, and learn about our planet itself. GigaPan 

will help bring distant communities and peoples together through images that have so much detail that 

they are, themselves, the objects of exploration, discovery and wonder. 

http://www.gigapan.org 
Tags: photo,share,community,mapping,tool 

 

Give or Get Unwanted Usable Items in your Community Gigoit goal is to provide 

communities with a free venue where users may donate and receive unwanted items within their 

neighborhoods and ultimately keep useful items out of landfills. 

http://www.gigoit.org 
Tags: comment,share,social,donation 

 

Frinds Recommend the Best People GigPark is a place for you and your friends to share 

recommendations so you can all find great service. Say you're looking for a real estate agent. GigPark 

allows you to easily check out recommendations from your friends and from the friends of your friends 

to find an agent that best suits your needs. If you can't find one, you can ask your friends for a 

recommendation through GigPark. 

http://www.gigpark.com 
Tags: search,share,discover 

 

Online Resume Builder Build, post, and manage your resumes, contacts and cover letters online. 

GigTide's easy-to-use interface, resume tracking and stunning layouts will ensure you land your dream 

job 

http://www.gigtide.com 
Tags: build,resume,share 

 

Bosst Widget Distribution and Get Online Tracking Users can keep their email address, or 

use a Gigya account, and create emails with videos, slide shows, music, widgets, games, even their 

MySpace layout. They choose from a selection of thousands of elements or embed code from your their 

favorite sites. 

http://gigya.com 
Tags: email,create,share,fun,Israel 

 

Inspire * Create * Enjoy GirlSense is an active virtual fashion community that offers users a genuine 

web 2.0 experience that is truly safe. Girls can open their own online boutiques, design clothes and 

accessories, and trade fashions with other community members. Additional activities have been 

successfully developed around the fashion community, such as advertising boutiques, member polls, 

forums, and much more. The new site will also offer a whole new collection of games and activities.  

http://www.girlsense.com 
Tags: shopping,create,tool,fun,community,design,clothing 



 

A Free Phone for Your Computer An internet telephone. As simple as an instant messenger. Now 

you’re talking. Make all your calls from the comfort of your desktop. With Gizmo, it’s point, click, talk. 

For free. 

http://www.gizmoproject.com/ 
Tags: phone 

 

Animate Yourself Gizmoz is all about self-expression. Gizmoz adds an eye-popping new twist to 

your social networking and personal messaging experience with fascinating, highly emotive animated 

headz that speak in your own voice, or text messages. 

http://www.gizmoz.com 
Tags: audio,messaging,widget,fun,tool,social,network,Israel 

 

Search your Way Up Gladoo is a career search solution that makes online career search simpler than 

ever before by offering one stop search for jobs and more. Job seekers don’t have to jump from site to site 

any more to find that dream job. Gladoo offers single search access to jobs from all major job portals, 

classified sites, agencies, and company websites.  

 

http://www.gladoo.com 
Tags: job,search,discover,engine 

 

Draw and Share Diagrams Online Application that provide platform independent Internet 

applications with rich user interfaces for collaboration. Diagrammming in your web browser without 

donloading additional software. 

http://www.gliffy.com/ 
Tags: collaboration,create,chart,mapping 

 

Map and Share your Views of Contents on the Web Glinkr lets you create or edit your maps 

through the web using a simple browser. When they are made public, maps can be embedded in Web 

pages. 

http://www.glinkr.net 
Tags: mapping,share 

 

Your Web Filtered Fresh GlobalGrind is a custom web 2.0 home page solution for the hip hop 

generation. This service is free and gives the user the ability: 

- To create a personalized page with the content they like. 

- Select content feeds from our list or put together your own feeds and services from the web with a very 

simple interface. 

- To access your page anytime and from any computer. 

http://globalgrind.com 
Tags: feed,RSS,content,startpage 

 

Create Interactive Flash Poster With Glogster you can create poster or even web-page in few 

minutes without any design knowledge. To start your own Glog just explore the Glogster galleries or 

built your own style while using your own images, videos and sounds. Then share it with your friends 

or the rest of the world. 

http://www.glogster.com/ 
Tags: blogging,fun,tool,content,flash 

A Unique Mobile Social Networking Widget Gloto Corp. is a software company that 

specializes in the design, development, and deployment of rich media online products and services that 



 

integrate mobile devices and computers. Gloto provide robust and scalable user-generated content 

(UGC) infrastructure for immediately capturing, publishing, syndicating, and monetizing photos and 

video on the web. 

http://www.gloto.com 
Tags: widget,mobile,photo,video,download,social,network 

 

Search-Based WebMail Gmail is a free, search-based webmail service that combines the best 

features of traditional email with Google's search technology. Gmail makes locating messages so easy 

that you'll never need to shuffle mail in your inbox again. Besides offering an entirely new way of 

reading and tracking messages, Gmail includes 4.6 GB of storage space. 

http://mail.google.com 
Tags: email,hosting,google 

 

Gnosh is a Meta-Search Tool Gnosh pulls morsels from all over the web and organizes them on 

one plate for you. The Gnosh meta search tool will lets you search amazon, google, google news,msn, 

wikipedia, and yahoo and also social searches like blogpulse, del.icio.us, digg, feedster, flickr, ice roket 

and technorati. 

http://www.gnosh.org 
Tags: search,engine,organize 

 

Your Favorite Sites A Few Keystrokes Away go.nzal.es allows you to jump to your favorite sites 

with just a few keystrokes. When you enter at least 3 characters in the textbox, go.nzal.es searches for 

sites that have those characters in the same order in the url. 

http://go.nzal.es 
Tags: search,engine,tool 

 

Take Control of your Money If you can’t keep track of your money and are tired with it, you will 

love Gobseck. It’ll help you, thanks to an intuitive and customizable, to enter your spendings and 

revenues with a few clicks, and to graphically visualize the distribution of your expenses. 

https://www.gobseck.com 
Tags: money,track,finance 

 

Web Office Suite Web based office suite with presentation, desktop publishing, word processing, 

and spreadsheet functionality. Offers immediate output of documents to PDF format for tangible 

takeaway and printability. 

http://www.goffice.com 
Tags: office,presentation,desktop,WORD,PDF,spreadsheet,share 

 

Easy 3D Web Site Creation Gogofrog allows you to experience the ultimate 3D world in your 

browser. You don't need to download anything to your computer, just sign up to the site and start create 

your own 3D place with unlimited online space. At Gogofrog you can share your art, photos, journals 

and interests with an ever-expanding network of friends and visitors. Chat with your site visitors, 

furnish your environment and change the space to suit your mood. 

http://www.gogofrog.com/ 
Tags: 3D,virtual,network,social,chat,blogging 

 

Make your Messages Memorable GoldMail provides a simple way to help you bring your 

messages to life by adding your voice to anything you send or post to the internet, like photos, images or 

documents. Use your own e-mail to send GoldMail messages and post GoldMail messages to any 

website or blog. 

http://www.goldmail.com 
Tags: communication,email,messaging 



 

Everything Golf, with a Twist GolfscoreTracker aim to provide a comprehensive online golf score 

tracking and analysis system also providing an online golf handicap. You also become part of a growing 

golf community with access to events and societies, golf forums and even your own golf blog. 

http://www.golfshake.com 
Tags: golf,record,track,game,analyse 

 

Grab a meebo button If meebo is your favorite IM client help Meebo spread the word! 

http://www.gomeebo.com/ 
Tags: button,meebo 

 

3D Everywhere for Everybody Goo3D enables the creation and display of interactive 3D models on 

any standard web browser without requiring extra 3D graphics Hardware, Software and/or rendering, 

using Adobe Flash Player. Users can embed the Interactive 3D Model in blogs and web sites. 

The Web Site also enables users to upload 3D models, as well as to create 3D models from Images or 

drawings, and download Flash Interactive 3D Files to Flash, Flash Lite and Screensavers. 

http://www.goo3d.com 
Tags: create,share,3D,design 

 

Number ONE search engine Enables users to search the Web, Usenet, and images. Features include 

PageRank, caching and translation of results, and an option to find similar pages. 

http://www.google.com 
Tags: engine,google,navigation 

 

Documents and Spreadsheets - Free Online Application from Google With Google Docs 

and Spreadsheets you can create basic documents and spreadsheets from scratch. You can easily do all 

the basics, including making bulleted lists, sorting by columns, adding tables, images, comments, 

formulas, changing fonts and more. And it's free. You can also upload your existing files. Google Docs & 

Spreadsheets accepts most popular file formats, including DOC, XLS, ODT, ODS, RTF, CSV, etc. So go 

ahead and upload your existing files; all your formatting and formulas will come through intact. 

http://docs.google.com/ 
Tags: WORD,spreadsheet,google,create,build,share,collaboration 

 

Get content for google's personalized hompage Google's Personalized Homepage (and its API) 

allows you to add all kinds of modules – from weather maps to a Yahoo search box to anything really. 

There was one problem though: there was no place to easily find or submit modules. Google has a 

directory of their own, but it doesn't update with new submissions often and it only shows few modules. 

That's why we hacked up Google Modules for you. 

http://www.googlemodules.com 
Tags: portal,google 

 

A Service that Offers you Simple, Intuitive Tools for Communicating and Sharing on 

the Web Goowy gives you everything you need in a fresh, simple package, including an instant 

messenger that lets you chat with your buddies from any network, powerful e-mail, contacts & calendar, 

customized news, rss, minis, file storage, sharing & finally some fun games when you just want to relax. 

http://www.goowy.com 
Tags: IM,desktop,tool,share,startpage 

 

Online Collaboration and Project Management Goplan is an online project management 

solution. It allows teams and individuals to collaborate through tasks, file management, real-time chat, 

online calendaring, and many other features. As an always-on access-anywhere hosted solution it saves 

companies the trouble of purchasing, maintaining and securing a platform for collaboration. 



http://goplan.info 
Tags: collaboration,management,office 

 

Bioscience Search Engine GoPubMed gives an overview over search results by classifying them 

according to the GeneOntology, a hierarchical vocabulary for processes, functions, and cellular 

components. 

http://www.gopubmed.org 
Tags: search,engine 

 

Online Video Editing Made Easy GorillaSpot is an online video editing application that brings 

premium entertainment content into the hands of users eager to express their creativity. Check out the 

GorillaSpot Mixer and create your own trailer now. 

http://gorillaspot.com 
Tags: video,edit,mix 

 

An Alternative OS with Google Apps for the Masses Imagine a gorgeous desktop that just 

works. All the web, media, and office software you'll need is included. gOS will give easy access to the 

best of Google Apps and products, and other popular Web 2.0 applications. 

http://www.thinkgos.com 
Tags: google,office,desktop 

 

Free Classified Ads Search Engine GoSasa.com is a metasearch engine for free online classifieds 

which crawls more than 52,000 sources and presents results in real time (while deleting expired listings). 

Users can search for merchandise, jobs, real estate, rentals, services, and vehicles 

 

. 

http://www.gosasa.com 
Tags: advertising,search,engine 

 

A Social Video Tagging Application GotuitMedia provide a superior video experience by 

providing consumers with a platform to quickly and easily access the video segments that matter to 

them. Gotuit delivers this superior experience through it’s patented indexing, search, and navigation 

technology, which uses human oversight to create a massive database of deep tagged video assets. With 

this tagging information, Gotuit's patented software constructs multiple indexes or playlists that let 

consumers watch just the program segments they want to see on each media platform. 

http://www.gotuit.com 
Tags: media,playlist,video,search,social 

 

Mobile Television GoTV Networks is the first made-for-mobile television network and studio group 

that is changing the way people use their wireless phones. Created on-demand television programming 

customized to the mobile experience. GoTV believes that the mobile customer demands programming 

that fits today’s busy schedules and time-crunched lifestyles. Their on-demand model lets the consumer 

select and watch up-to-the-minute news, sports, entertainment, and other compelling content. 

http://www.gotvnetworks.com/ 
Tags: TV,mobile,network,video,group 

 

Tracks for Vagabonds With GPSies you can view and download tracks which have been recorded 

by 

a GPS device. Whether you are searching for running courses or Mountain 

Bike Tracks, with GPSies you can see what tracks others have recorded. 

And you can download all the tracks and put them onto your GPS device so 



you won`t lose your way. 

http://www.gpsies.com 
Tags: track,record,search,GPS,mapping 

 

Where Its Fun to Graba Discount A new service that allows users to pick and choose printable 

Coupons, discounts from shopping, travel, dining and attractions from cities across the U.S. grabaloo 

gives the power to the community by allowing consumers to make the decisions on how and where they 

save their money. Once a users chooses their Coupons they save it to Their mygrabaloo page where they 

can Print them, trade them or send them to a friend. 

http://www.grabaloo.com 
Tags: coupon,shopping,community,social 

 

Edit videos online Graffiti is a demo of some of the vidavee technology. It allows users to add effects, 

animations, graphics, and text onto any video. Vidavee hope this helps people think about video in a 

different way, an interactive way. They also hope that it turns into something fun that everyone can 

enjoy. 

http://graffiti.vidavee.com 
Tags: edit,video,fun,tool,animation 

 

One Number for Life Roll all your phone numbers into one. Check your messages by phone, email, 

or online. Keep all your messages online for life. Record and store your phone calls (just like voicemail). 

Send annoying callers to SPAM. Click-to-dial from your address book. Record a custom voicemail 

greeting for each caller. Use RingShareTM to turn your Mp3s into the ring tones your callers hear. 

Forward, download, flag, and add notes to your messages.

http://grandcentral.com 
Tags: phone,mobile 

 

Tag your World Explore the world or your own neighborhood with Grapheety. Share an experience 

for someone else to discover. A site for sharing stories via location. (google maps) The goal being to 

detail people's stories all over the globe, so a person exploring can see what's going on before they go 

there. 

http://www.grapheety.com 
Tags: share,discover,mapping,travel 

 

Charting a World of Data GraphWise is primarily a search engine. That is, it searches the web and 

detects data tables in all sorts of web pages and data files. It is hoped that GraphWise will help you find 

the data you need more quickly, because it is visual. GraphWise does the searching through millions of 

rows and columns so you don't have to. Then it "slices and dices" the data it finds to create meaningful 

plots of that information. 

http://www.graphwise.com 
Tags: chart,search,engine 

 

Sharing the Wealth of Knowledge Graspr is a social media and learning company building an 

interactive, online community that enables people to connect and share their life experiences and 

expertise with people who are seeking it. The community is built around topic-specific videos in a 

variety of interest categories, such as health & fitness, home & garden, crafts, sports, and many more. 

http://www.graspr.com 
Tags: knowledge,community,social,e-learning,video 

Community powered search We know what you're thinking: "Another search engine?!?" But 



 

Gravee is much more than just another search engine or social bookmarking service. Search engines have 

become the de facto content distribution channel for the Internet. 

http://www.gravee.com 
Tags: community,engine 

 

Use the Internet to Create a Greener World GreenInternet is a collective of socially conscious 

individuals and businesses looking to make the web and the world a greener place by offsetting the 

pollution caused by web surfing. 

http://www.greeninternet.org 
Tags: health,social,business,create,green,deadpool 

 

Set of useful Tools for People who use the Web Daily Gritwire Is web based desktop alike 

that provide you with some nice tools to help you organize your feeds,content and other daily reading 

all into one place. 

http://www.gritwire.com/ 
Tags: desktop,organize,RSS,feed,tool,startpage 

 

Visualization Search Grokker, a web-based enterprise search management platform that leverages 

the power of federated content access and visualization to maximize the value of information assets for 

enterprises, content publishers, libraries and other research-intensive organizations. 

http://live.grokker.com 
Tags: visual,search,engine,management 

 

Discover New Music Grooveshark is an online service that rewards you for sharing, reviewing, and 

discovering new music. 

- Get rewarded for sharing your songs and music 

- Keep all of your current songs and import your own playlists 

- Discover music and receive personalized recommendations 

- Sync your library with any player from iPods to iRivers 

http://www.grooveshark.com 
Tags: iPod,share,music,discover,playlist 

 

Your Groovy Custom Search Hompage Groovle - was created so people can customize their 

Internet homepage with images ranging from favorite celebrities or sports teams to more personal 

images of friends and family etc. 

http://www.groovle.com 
Tags: search,engine,create,fun 

 

Get your Groovr on! The Groovr is a cool way to meet new people, find fun new places, and see 

what your friends are doing - right now! 

http://www.groovr.com 
Tags: meet,fun,track,share 

 

Voice & Message Broadcasting Group2call is a voice and message broadcast service for sending 

voice, SMS or email messages to the masses. Group2call makes it extremely simple to broadcast a 

message: users can type in a message and have it converted to speech, or record a message using the 

provided 800 number by phone then watch as their messages are sent out to everyone in their contact list 

or group. Group2call can send/schedule messages as voice, SMS, email, convert text-to-speech, broadcast 

multimedia (video/audio) directly from your cell phone to any group, send voice messages directly from 

any email client and integrates voice reminders into Google Calendar. 

http://www.group2call.com 
Tags: audio,conversation,voice,messaging 



 

Watch, Share and Create Vdeo on the Web Grouper Networks enables its members to watch, 

share and create video on the Web, desktop and connected devices and continues to be the leading 

innovator in the user-generated video space. Members can browse videos on Grouper.com and post 

them to a wide variety of third party Web sites directly from Grouper. With one-click, members can add 

video to their personal pages on MySpace, Blogger, Friendster and Wordpress or download to their 

desktops, iPod and Sony PSP. 

http://grouper.com 
Tags: network,share,video,create,desktop,download 

 

All your Yahoo and Google Groups in one place Grouply aggregates all of your messages 
across all of your online groups into a single, easy-to-use website. Currently Grouply works 
with Yahoo Groups, and more systems will be supported in the future. 
http://www.grouply.com 
Tags: group,aggregator 

 

Recipe and Food Social Networking Group Recipes wants to be the world's neatest food site. 

From meeting other food lovers to nifty recipe predictions and taste compatibility, Group Recipes has 

your grub needs covered. The project's goal is to harness the tastebuds of the masses to create a really 

useful resource for food lovers. 

http://www.grouprecipes.com/ 
Tags: community,recipe,share,group,create,discover,lifestyle 

 

Connect with your People Smoothly Grouptivity's collaborative tool leverages email to collect 

and share information with friends, family, teams and associations, and provides a central location for 

all comments to be posted and viewed. This revolutionary tool works through your regular email so that 

recipients dont have to register and login to respond- it works just like email, only better. 

http://www.grouptivity.com 
Tags: collaboration,share,meet,tool,group 

 

Share,Download and Buy Movies and TV Shows GUBA is a leading online entertainment 

destination helping users browse, download, share and buy user-generated content and hundreds of 

movies and TV shows. GUBA enables rapid download to the PC, iPod, PSP, and other portable devices. 

Users can watch videos in Flash, QuickTime, Windows Media formats, and can stream videos in their 

home network using Windows Media Center and Apple's Front Row technology. 

http://www.guba.com/ 
Tags: share,buy 

 

Create, Manage and Dhare an Unlimited Number of Lists gubb is for any and all the lists you 

can think of: from every day shopping and to-do lists to wishlists, brainstorming notes, personal goals, 

group projects and more. Just about as easy as jotting something down on paper, only better. You'll 

always know where your lists are; you can edit and organize them any time; and you can share with 

friends and co-workers in seconds. 

http://gubb.net 
Tags: organize,to-do,create,note 

 

Play, Earn Points, Cash Out GuessNow is a predictive marketplace where users can earn money for 

guessing the outcome of future events. GuessNow have thousands of questions on a wide variety of 

topics including Sports, People & Entertainment, U.S. & World News, and Business & Finance. When the 

event actually occurs, and the user has correctly guessed the outcome, the total points eligible at the time 

of answering the question will be awarded. At the end of every month, the points that a player has 

earned can be converted in to cash. 

http://www.guessnow.com 



Tags: fun,game,marketplace,money,finance 

 

Connecting Buyers and Sellers Gumiyo provides a totally new way to post, find, and target online 

classified ads that connect buyers and sellers. As an online marketplace and an innovative classifieds 

site, Gumiyo helps you publish ads to a wide yet targeted audience - wherever they are. Gumiyo is 

accessible from your mobile phone or from your web browser. Gumiyo teamed with JAJAH, PayPal, 
Amazon Web Services m-Qube and many classifieds sites such as Froogle, Google Base, 
Edgeio, Trulia, Vast.com, Oodle.com and more. 
http://www.gumiyo.com 
Tags: advertising,marketplace,mobile,Israel 

 

A simpler, safer, smarter way to shop eBay Gumshoo is a free eBay search tool that gives you 

the information you need to make informed buying decisions and save money. 

http://www.gumshoo.com 
Tags: e-commerce,engine 

 

Share your Wine Taste The online wine community gurudelvino.com is a place for people 

passionate about wine where they can learn more, share their knowledge and meet with other people 

who share their passion. It relies on intuitive drag & drop functionality, behaving just like a normal 

desktop. It is especially easy to use for elderly persons, who form a great part of the wine business target 

group. 

http://gurudelvino.com 
Tags: wine,search,community 

 

Share your Music with your Friends Instantly With Guruger, you and your friends can listen to 

your music from anywhere via a web browser. You don't have to upload or download anything to 

anywhere.  

The music will be streamed in no time once you click the play button. 

 

http://www.guruger.com 
Tags: music,playlist,create,share,download,deadpool 

 

Seeking for Knowledge? Guruza allows you to chat with experts until you get an answer to your 

question. Guruza is a marketplace that brings together people seeking knowledge with those who can 

provide it. You don't pay unless you get the answer you are looking for 

http://www.guruza.com 
Tags: knowledge,ask,answer,question,share,deadpool 

 

Travel + Lifestyle Gusto will give you all the tools you need to experience better travel through better 

information. You can read and write reviews and blogs, upload and store your photos and check out 

others photos, and use the Gusto! Grabber to bookmark Gusto content and other Web sites. And while 

you're traveling, you can use Gusto as a handy resource that you don't have to haul along with you. 

http://www.gusto.com 
Tags: travel,blogging,hotel,photo 

 

Fitness Tracking Gyminee is a web-based, personal health and fitness tracking application. Like 

many other web 2.0 sites, Gyminee provides a social element, but also assists users find a workout 

program, track exercise progress, and reach fitness goals. Gyminee also has an iPhone interface for 

tracking workout progress while at the gym and provides video tutorials of popular exercises. 

http://gyminee.com 
Tags: track,health,lifestyle,chart,diet 



 

Share your Virtual World Using your Mobile Phone GyPSii allows users to share their real life 

experiences in the virtual world using mobile devices and the web. It is a UGC (user generated content), 

social networking, search & location based suite of integrated mobile and web applications - for users to 

share, view & upload pictures, video, text and POI (points of interest) with a geo-tag (location data) - 

place and track each other in their select communities. 

http://www.gypsii.com 
Tags: mobile,virtual,social,network,mapping,track 

 

Tell the World your Secrets HappyCampr is a place where you tell the whole world your secrets. 

Create and share your secrets, meet people or friends, and check out what other people or your friends 

are telling about their secrets There are many ways to tell your secrets. Just don't be shy to tell. 

http://www.happycampr.com 
Tags: share,create,community,deadpool 

 

Speak your Mind and go away Happier Happytxt is where you'll find lots of moods. Happytxt is 

a community to vent and be heard. Basically you come in, speak ur mind and hopefully go away 

happier. Every mood is ranked with the 'Give a slap!' or 'Give a hug!' ranking. Register to post a 

comment or post a txt. 

http://www.happytxt.com 
Tags: rate,community,content 

 

Your Search for Health Healia is the premier consumer health search engine for finding high quality 

and personalized health information on the Web. It serves as an independent, unbiased gateway to the 

highest quality health information resources. Healia is optimized for health search by integrating 

cutting-edge technology including health intelligence to provide the best results for health queries.  

http://www.healia.com 
Tags: health,search,engine 

 

Manage your Customer Relationships Simply A customer relationship management (CRM) 

application should make your life simpler not more complicated. Heap is designed to be simple. It has 

simple functions like messaging, calendars and contacts; but it ties them all together so you can see the 

relationships between these items. You can easily run reports on this data, or if you wish, export the 

data. Every piece of data can be exported out of heap. Evey message can be subscribed to by RSS. And 

every calendar can be accessed with the iCal format. 

http://heap.wbpsystems.com 
Tags: calendar,management,messaging,business 

 

Flexible Web Notepad Helipad is a web based notepad that will allow you to write notes and 

organise them with tags, You can easily create to-do lists or save draft documents on any computer wite 

Internet access. 

http://pad.helicoid.net 
Tags: note,organize,share 

 

Post to all Microblogs at the Same Time with HelloTxt a single message can reach different 

services at the same time without writing the message again for everyone of them. You need only user 

name and password and you have not to care for the remainder, it is all automatic. 

http://www.hellotxt.com 
Tags: blogging,text,tool 

Email Support Ticket System Helperoo is your email support system with small in mind. There’s 

no bloat and no complication. That’s perfect for small teams who don't live inside a giant call center. 



 

There's nothing to install and nothing to maintain. Because Helperoo is hosted on a secure servers, your 

support is always up, even if your servers are down. 

http://www.helperoo.com 
Tags: email,ticket 

 

Share your Knowledge and Skills helpfulvideo is a website to share videos about everyday 

knowledge and skills among everyday people. It is beter to see ones than to hear or reed ten times. share 

your skills, how-tos, tutorials, advice, tips & tricks - with friends, family and the whole world. 

http://helpfulvideo.com/ 
Tags: knowledge,video,share 

 

Video Encoding Web Service Hey!Watch provides a simple and robust encoding platform for 

both individuals (B2C) and companies (B2B). You can use the service either via a REST API or a simple 

and intuitive interface. The service allows developers to access a fast, scalable and inexpensive web 

service to encode videos easier. The API can be easily integrated in any web or desktop applications. 

http://heywatch.com 
Tags: video,tool,encode 

 

Build your own Community on your Desktop Hiitch is a desktop software that notifies you of 

people and things that interest you. It is also a social networking software that provides you with an 

array of features that securely connect you from your desktop to the community. 

http://www.hiitch.com 
Tags: community,desktop,download,share,social,network 

 

Honest Conversations with Friends Hikkup is a tool that allows users to communicate with their 

friends anonymously.  

Users can send messages via email, MySpace, Facebook, Tagged, hi5, and various instant messengers. 

http://www.hikkup.com 
Tags: ask,communication,community,social,date 

 

Online calendar and Todo List With HipCal you never forget where you need to be or what you 

have to do. Be reminded of important events via alerts sent directly to your cell phone or email. Join a 

group for your classes at school or create a group for a club, project team, or group of friends. Link up 

with friends and colleagues so you always have each other's contact information. 

http://www.hipcal.com 
Tags: calendar,plaxo,to-do,addressbook 

 

The Audio and Video Podcasting Service Hipcast is your very own recording studio. Whether 

you've got a mobile phone or a web browser, Hipcast. makes it easy to upload, record over the web, or 

phone-in audio and video. If you are a blogger, simply add your weblog(s) to your Hipcast account, and 

everything you've recorded or uploaded can be published in a snazzy, customizable player that virtually 

every web browser and computer user on the planet can view. 

http://www.hipcast.com/ 
Tags: podcast,audio,blogging,record,tool,mobile 

 

Free Online Task Management HiTask is a simple task management application that is designed 

to satisfy both sophisticated followers of David Allan’s 'Getting Things Done" methodology and anyone 

who just needs a quick and easy tool to manage their everyday tasks. HiTask gives you maximum 

comfort with minimum features to make your working day run smoothly and easily. 

http://hitask.com 
Tags: management,tool,to-do 



 

Trade your own Movies, Music, Games, Books and more Hitflip run Europe's biggest P2P 

swap platform for media products (DVDs, games, CDs, audiobooks, and books).Hitflip aims to excite 

their members by making the swap of media products as easy and cheap as possible. All members have 

to do is enter which products they have and which ones they want, and Hitflip does the rest. 

http://www.hitflip.co.uk/ 
Tags: trade,media 

 

Thake a hit - Pass it on hoooka is a free, portable digital locker powered by indie911 that allows 

users to share, promote, sell and play their personal media favorites, via the Web. The hoooka combines 

the community and networking aspects of MySpace with the digital sale opportunities and exposure of 

iTunes. Anyone, from artists to fans, can easily create a hoooka and post it anywhere - blogs, social 

networking pages or Web sites - and instantly become their own mobile media store. 

http://www.hoooka.com 
Tags: music,marketplace,network,player 

 

One Site to Search them All Hotels Combined is a unique free tool that searches multiple hotel 

reservation websites simultaneously to help you find the lowest rate instantly. Hotel Combined 

eliminate the need to search major websites one by one in order to compare prices and availability. 

http://hotelscombined.com 
Tags: travel,search,engine 

 

One Site to Search Them All HotelsCombined is a unique search engine dedicated to finding hotel 

information, rates and availability. It search the world’s most popular hotel reservation websites 

allowing instant comparison of hotel details, rates, taxes and availability information on one simple web 

page. HotelsCombined are committed to showing the "complete picture" for any hotel that can be 

booked on the Internet today. 

http://hotelscombined.com 
Tags: hotel,travel,search,rate,tool 

 

Create your Hot Lists of Songs Select from over 1 million tracks to showcase your favourite music. 

Post your personal HotLists to your online profile, blog or web site and watch the lists sparkle new 

conversations and connect you with music fans. 

http://www.hotlistmaker.com 
Tags: music,playlist,share,create,blogging 

 

The Place to Find your Place At HotPads it should be easier to find rental housing. Through 

HotPads' innovative map-based search, HotPads give people the best communication platform for 

sharing information about available housing. 

http://hotpads.com 
Tags: search,mapping,share 

 

Direct Video to Assist People Selling Cars Hotswap offers people a platform to sell their cars 

with direct video online for free. They host and sell your car at no cost. Hotswap also offer dealers hi-

definition video channels to integrate with their current platforms and feature patented comprehensive 

video search technology to get you results. 

http://www.hotswap.com 
Tags: sell,shopping,color,search,car,video 

 

Improve your Text Life Hotxt is a cool download for your mobile that lets you use the Internet to 

send unlimited texts. Spice up your text life, by accessing features that old school SMS just can't handle. 

http://www.hotxt.co.uk 



Tags: text,SMS,mobile,download,deadpool 

 

An Entertaining Audio Clip for your Life Houndbite collects and broadcasts the best user 

generated audio content anywhere. 

http://www.houndbite.com 
Tags: audio,fun 

 

Cities. Neighborhoods. Apartments. Life Hubbuzz is an apartment search by neighborhood 

website. In addition to finding apartments, users can search neighborhood profiles, photos, interactive 

maps and user generated blogs and events. Hubbuzz is an apartment site that incorporates extensive 

neighborhood information and user generated blogs and comments from anyone in the community. 

http://hubbuzz.com 
Tags: search,community,mapping,realestate,neighborhood 

 

Fetch : Share : Play Hubdog empower publishers to offer compelling media experiences to mobile 

audiences as a new way of monetizing digital content. Hubdog to provide the leading media solution 

tailored to the needs and lifestyles of Windows Mobile consumers worldwide. 

http://www.hubdog.com 
Tags: mobile,media 

 

Project management for Business Huddle is a network of secure online spaces that combine 
powerful document, project & team tools with the simplicity of a social networking site. 
Collaborate on documents (with access control, version management and approval workflow), 
create project milestones and share ideas online. Fully hosted, no special software required. 
Free package (1 project huddle, 5 users, 25MB of storage) and several paid subscriptions 
available. 
http://www.huddle.net  
Tags: management,secure,network,collaboration,business 

 

Get the Hottest Global Green News Hugg is a source for user-generated green news. It's simple-

how many times have you found an article, a video or a website that you’ve wanted to share with all 

your green friends? Well, Hugg lets you to share this stuff with everyone. Plus, it lets other users rate 

shared stories by Hugging them. 

http://www.hugg.com 
Tags: green,share,content,environment,social,network,link 

 

A calendar and mail server Hula is a calendar and mail server whose goal is to be fun and easy to 

use, while scaling effortlessly from small groups to large organizations with thousands of members. 

http://www.hula-project.org 
Tags: email,hosting,storage,deadpool 

 

It's Not Just Your Space Humble Voice is a community of artists and those who appreciate them. 

Get connected to the best new music and art. 

http://www.humblevoice.com 
Tags: music,share,art,video,community 

 

Connecting Blogs, Chat and Social networking into the first Social Ecosystem. Huminity 
is built to facilitate friendships, make it easy for people to find and make friends, find jobs 
faster, make better deals and reach anyone in the world, through combining Instant 
Messaging with Social Networks open a whole range of possibilities to enrich everyone’s life. . 
 
http://www.huminity.com 



Tags: messaging,social,network,visual,meet,blogging,download 

 

Your Online Signature Hyplets are FREE personal IDs and online Flyers, which you can easily add 

to emails and Web pages, allowing you to enhance your online presence and promote your content with 

a single click. 

http://www.hyplet.com/ 
Tags: identity,blogging,widget,social,Israel 

 

Orgainz and Share your Movie Collection A place to organize your DVD collection and view it 

in several ways, share information and discuss films with movie lovers. 

http://iheartmovies.org 
Tags: video,organize,DVD,share 

 

Uplad, View and Share ITookThisOnMyPhone is the easiest way to get photos off of your camera 

phone and make them usable. Once the application is installed on your phone all you need to do is take 

pictures. As the pictures are taken they are wirelessly transmitted to your own personal photo gallery on 

our website. From your photo gallery you can view your photos, download them to your local 

computer, and share them with friends by email. 

http://www.itookthisonmyphone.com 
Tags: mobile,photo,storage,tool 

 

The biggest confession room in the world You have the opportunity to confess on every sin you 

ever committed and be judged by the community if you’re worthy of Forgiveness or Not. 

http://www.i4giveu.com 
Tags: community 

 

Share your Bookmarks Online i89.us offers a free service which allows you to submit and save 

your favorite articles/news/website/links at one location that can be accessed from anywhere. 

http://www.i89.us 
Tags: bookmarking,social,content 

 

Expert-Generated Audio and Video iAmplify owns exclusive rights to a large and growing 

catalog of content, mostly in the short-form audio format, in many categories including: fitness, self-

improvement, gaming, finance, business, parenting, puzzles and gaming. The iAmplify technology 

platform enables content providers or "Amplifiers" who are publishing through the platform to integrate 

the multimedia experience into their own site as well as schedule, build queues, store and edit their 

content. 

http://www.iamplify.com 
Tags: content,audio,media,storage,video 

 

Mix. Share. Play. Create your own customized experience using your content or ours. Pull together 

photos, video, and music from your big party last weekend, or customize a game with music and 

photos. Then, share your creations with the click of a button. 

http://www.ibloks.com 
Tags: mix,video,photo,music 

 

Web Forms Made Chillingly Simple icebrrg allow you to make all kinds of form that you need 

and share them on the web for free. The drag & drop layout makes it very easy to use. You can make 

forms very fast and the results are wonderful. 

https://www.icebrrg.com 
Tags: share,create,form 



 

Real-Time Blog Search Engine Wite Icerocket you can search between blogs, webs, Myspace, 

news, or images. The front page let you see what's hot today and what are people reading and watching 

right now. 

http://www.icerocket.com 
Tags: search,engine,blogging,media,news 

 

Open Innovation Portal Ideawicket is a platform for people with novel ideas, designs, innovations 

and inventions to showcase their creations. Share your ideas for new products, new designs, better 

processes, new uses, new art or your original creative work. You can post solutions for everyday 

products, processes and services that save time, cost and space, increase productivity and efficiency, 

foster easier communication, improve consumer experience, are socially and ecologically responsible, 

delight the senses or enhance quality of life. 

http://www.ideawicket.com/ 
Tags: design,share,art 

 

Save the Moment iDesktop.tv is a cool dynamic web 2.0 application, with a modern design, that 

brings you a better way to search and watch YouTube videos. Not only but you can download YouTube 

videos. iDesktop.tv gives you the chance to create your own environment for watching video clips, 

saving them and sharing them with friends. 

http://www.idesktop.tv 
Tags: search,video,download 

 

Your Magazine idio is a personalised digital magazine that matches quality content with the interests 

of the individual, delivering quality design and music articles within an immersive Flash magazine 

environment. 

http://www.idiomag.com 
Tags: music,magazine,design,media 

 

Beta version of MTV iFilm site IFILM is an online video network, serving user-uploaded and 

professional content to over ten million viewers monthly. IFILM's extensive library includes movie clips, 

music videos, short films, TV clips, video game trailers, action sports and its popular 'viral videos' 

collection. I 

http://beta.ifilm.com 
Tags: video,share,network 

 

Video Recipes, Cooking Tutorials iFoods is a new and hip way of interacting with other food 

lovers worldwide. Not only do you get to upload your own videos, develop your profile and prove your 

culinary genius to everyone but you also have the option of learning a few things from our 

professionally produced video cooking tutorials. 

http://ifoods.tv 
Tags: food,video,community 

 

Keeping Groops Connected iGrOOps is a fresh new take on the 'Internet communities' concept. It’s 

a web-based information sharing, communication, collaboration, and marketing tool for groups (or 

'groops') of any size. iGrOOps is ideal for local communities, large and small businesses, friends and 

families, non-profits and everyone in between. 

http://igroops.com 
Tags: group,collaboration,communication,share,community 

Safer Medicin - Healthier You iGuard is the fastest and easiest way for you to get personalized 

alerts and updates on the safety of your medicines. iGuard facilitate the virtual flow of communication 



 

among patients, physicians, and researchers according to two guiding principles: With iGuard, patients 

can feel safer because they will be sent the drug safety information they need, when they need it. Plus, 

the more people that join iGuard, the faster it can help researchers identify safety problems. 

http://www.iguard.org 
Tags: health,alerts,virtual,communication 

 

Discover New Music If you consider your self as a music artist and would like to expose your 

creation to the world, you should try iJigg. You'll be able to easily upload your music files and share it 

with others on the site itself or via emails, blog/site embed and even post it to your facebook account. 

This great site is not just for artists. It is for every one who like to listen to music and discover good new 

songs. 

http://www.ijigg.com 
Tags: music,discover 

 

Harness the power of reputation We at iKarma, Inc. believe that great businesses are built by good 

people. To bring your good reputation to the world, we have assembled a team of fine professionals who 

feel the same way. 

http://ikarma.com 
Tags: community 

 

Capture the Moment - Share it.. Ikbis is a photo and video sharing service geared for the Arab 

audiences around the world. With Ikbis, you can upload and organize your photos and videos that 

you´ve taken with your digital camera or mobile phone. Moreover, you can share your photos and 

videos with friends and family, interact with other Ikbis users and rate photos and videos. 

http://ikbis.com/?locale=en-US 
Tags: video,share,organize,photo 

 

Rent from Anyone. Rent to Anyone iLetYou is built by its users. Users are encouraged to take 

advantage of iLetYou as a rental and exchange medium. iLetYou users see more movies, play more 

games, save money, make more money and have more fun. The iLetYou platform is truly about fun and 

you can meet users with same interest as you have. 

http://www.iletyou.com 
Tags: movie,share,exchange,money 

 

One Click Transforms your Mouse Pointer into the i-Lighter Marker As you work, 

highlight any information of interest: text, tables or images. The desired information is shown 

highlighted in yellow on the screen. At the same time, your selected information is automatically stored 

in your free i-Lighter.com account. You can retrieve your saved information anytime (and from any PC) 

by clicking on the i-Lighter icon in the Windows taskbar tray. 

http://i-lighter.com 
Tags: download,text 

 

Instant Music Discovery Discover music with friends. iLike will help you find new music based on 

what you and your friends like. 

http://ilike.com 
Tags: music,community,discover 

Create your own Grid from your Favorites Sites iloogo, Polish based company, allows you to 

save all your favorite into a convenient visual map. Each user will be able to easily and quickly access to 

all his frequently visited sites. 



 

http://www.iloggo.com/ 
Tags: bookmarking,share,organize 

 

Free Image Hosting Unlimited Space - for Forums, MySpace, Xanaga, Blogs Upload up to 

25 images at one time. Just fill in Browse fields from top to buttom and then hit the 'Upload!' button on 

the bottom. Mmaximum image size: 3M. 

http://www.imagehigh.com 
Tags: photo,hosting,file,storage 

 

We Support your images. Free image Hosting imagehost let your upload images, photos or 

pictures to share with others. After the upload is complete, you will receive codes to copy/paste on social 

networking sites, online auctions, blogs, forums, and other web sites. 

http://www.imagehost.ro 
Tags: photo,hosting,file,storage 

 

Sell your Art Online ImageKind is a unique free community that provides a print-on-demand 

marketplace for digital artists, photographers and painters to sell their work. It's fun and free! Expand 

your market! Turn your digital photos or other digital files into fine art and wall decor! 

http://www.imagekind.com 
Tags: sell,art,photo,create 

 

Create Cool slideshow with your Pictures With Imageloop you can make great slideshows and 

save unlimited photos for free. For MySpace, blogs and many other communities. 

http://www.imageloop.com 
Tags: photo,storage,create,widget 

 

Your friends. Your stuff. Your social network The first secure social networking and blogging 

destination for kids. 

https://www.imbee.com/ 
Tags: kids,social,network 

 

A web community for video recipe sharing imcooked allows you to watch people cooking in 

their natural environment - their own home. With imcooked members can share their recipes with the 

world, absolutely free. 

http://www.imcooked.com 
Tags: food,recipe,community,video 

 

Find and Share Health Information iMedix is a free website that helps you find and share health 

information. 

At iMedix, you are not alone, coping with fear and confusion regarding your medical condition. 

Whether you're looking for symptoms, diseases, treatments, or simply general health information, you 

will be searching together with many other people. 

http://www.imedix.com 
Tags: community,health,chat,search,Israel 

 

Social Media Networking that will Give you More imeem is a great new social media network 

that will allow you to browse for tags in a different and cool way and will give you lots of stuff to enjoy 

from right from the web. You can search and listen to music, watch videos, find playlists, upload photos 



and share just about everything with your friends online. 

http://www.imeem.com 
Tags: network,social,group,media,music 

 

Linking People Together iMetaMatch is online social dating. At iMetaMatch all your functionality 

is available as soon as you sign up. Site features give you easy controls and update of your profile. This 

means you will find the right people and the right people will find you with ease. 

http://imetamatch.com 
Tags: date,social,discover 

 

Free Image Hosting img.la provides free image hosting for anyone wishing to post images on 

message boards, MySpace profiles, eBay auctions, or anywhere one could need to post an image. It's 

easy to upload your images and photos to share with others. Just pick the image on your hard drive and 

press the upload button to get started with our free image hosting. 

http://img.la 
Tags: photo,hosting,storage,share,file 

 

A Photo Voting Community imgppl created a place where people could easily post interesting, 

funny or amazing photographs found on the web. imgppl came up with an interface designed especially 

for photographs. You don't need to register, or give us your e-mail address, or anything like that. Just 

submit great photographs and vote on other peoples' submissions. 

http://www.imgppl.com 
Tags: rate,photo,tool,discover 

 

Instant Productivity Imified is an instant messenger buddy that works across all major IM networks 

and offers access to a growing number of web applications, as well as productivity tools like notes, 

reminders, and todo's. Imified helps you get things done faster. 

http://imified.com 
Tags: messaging,IM,chat,to-do,note,tool 

 

Instant Messaging and Video Chat imo is a web messenger and video chat service. It lets you IM 

your buddies on AIM, Google Talk, MSN, and Yahoo. It's fun, easy to use, and requires no downloads. 

https://imo.im 
Tags: video,chat,messaging,IM 

 

Stay in the Loop ImThere makes discovering new venues, artists, events, and friends easier than ever. 

Whether they’re at home on their computer or on the town using their mobile phone, ImThere is the best 

way to find something to do. Based on a user’s location and interests, ImThere adapts itself to display 

relevant content that they will truly care about. With ImThere’s social networking abilities, staying in the 

loop with friends is no longer a problem. From planning an evening to recommending new venues and 

artists, ImThere allows users to interact with their friends online in new and truly useful ways. 

http://imthere.com 
Tags: mobile,discover,event,social,network,lifestyle 

 

IMVU - is the worlds greatest 3D instant messenger IMVU is an early stage consumer internet 

startup in downtown Palo Alto. IMVU makes the world's best 3D instant messenger, which is now in 

beta testing with over 500,000 users around the world. The service lets users express themselves by 

creating and customizing a 3D avatar with a wide variety of clothes, accessories, pets, and scenes. The 

service has been live for over a year, and it is generating a rapidly growing revenue stream from the sale 

of virtual currency. IMVU's culture is maniacally focused on rapidly developing and testing features and 

business ideas to learn from our customers what will make a great business. IMVU has top tier venture 



investors and an extraordinarily talented team with deep experience in games and virtual worlds. 

http://www.imvu.com 
Tags: communication 

 

One Search. All Jobs Indeed is a search engine for jobs - with a radically different approach to job 

search. In one simple search, Indeed gives job seekers free access to millions of employment 

opportunities from thousands of websites. Indeed.com includes all the job listings from major job 

boards, newspapers, associations and company career pages. 

http://www.indeed.com 
Tags: search,engine,job 

 

Create a Website Now infogami lets anyone build good-looking, easily-editable web sites. One-click 

editing lets you fix typos instantly. With customizable templates your site looks just the way you want it 

to. Detailed graphs let you see how many people are visiting your site and many more. 

http://infogami.com 
Tags: build,create,share 

 

Find what gets a nod and what doesn't... iNods is a pre-shopping research engine for you to find 

reviews and advice about the products, services, and other things you are looking to buy. In a more 

technical language, iNods is a search engine and aggregator of decentalized review content on the 

Internet allowing you to quickly find review-centric pages for the products or services or things you are 

looking to buy. 

http://inods.com 
Tags: e-commerce 

 

Web Platform for Self-Exploration and Discovery inpowr is the first web platform to provide a 

measurable, ongoing self-discovery and exploration experience that helps people plan, play and 

progress in every area of life.  

Take stock of your well-being and measure the progress you make as you pursue your goals. Choose the 

things you want to change in your life, decide how you’d like to do it and invite others to support you 

and more. 

http://www.inpowr.com 
Tags: discover,tool,rate 

 

Keeping things Simple Create dynamic web pages and update live contents through our content 

manager: articles, e-commerce, newsletters, private areas. without programming a single line. 

http://www.inserit.com 
Tags: create,tool 

 

Find Businesses, Share your Opinions and Ask Questions in your Local Community At 

InsiderPages.com people share reviews of local businesses and find great services they can trust. 

InsiderPages now have over 600,000 customer reviews from across the U.S. and over one million people 

visit the site each month to get the Insider scoop on local businesses. InsiderPages also helping 

thousands of small businesses find new customers over the Internet. 

http://www.insiderpages.com 
Tags: share,business,community,answer,question 

 

Fast, Easy and Shareable Calculator InstaCalc is a new, refreshingly different calculator. Your 

time is important, the computer's time is not. Spend less time waiting, more time doing. See your work 

as you go, just like working on paper. You can see how you got an answer and change the numbers in 

real-time. You don't have to switch between viewing a cell's results and editing the details. 



http://instacalc.com 
Tags: calculator,tool 

 

Comment Box for your Posts InstaComment is a service allowing website owners to add an instant 

comment system to their pages. Use it wherever you think comments would come in handy. 

http://www.instacomment.com/ 
Tags: comment,blogging,widget 

 

Create Animated Slideshow Screensaver Online InstaSaver is as easy as 1-2-3. Just specify the 

name, get photos from Flickr or upload your favorite pictures, and the screensaver with over 150 

animation effects and transitions is ready. You will get a fully standalone distribution package that 

enables you to easily install and/or distribute your screensaver. 

http://www.instasaver.com 
Tags: create,slideshow,photo,tool 

 

Chat with your visitors for Free Sign up, include your code and start chatting with the visitors of 

your web site instantly. It's fast and easy, find out who is visiting your web site and would like to chat 

with you. 

http://www.interactionchat.com 
Tags: chat,share 

 

Find, Manage and Discover Internet Addresses Worldwide Find people on the Internet and 

make it possible for others to find you (together with all your Internet addresses). Create your personal 

Internet Address Book in which to keep all your Internet addresses and those of your friends. Keep up to 

date with the latest (social) networks, internet addresses and websites. 

http://www.internetaddressbook.com 
Tags: addressbook,social 

 

Online Task and Time Management Intervals is a hosted service that enables you to centralize 

your projects, manage your tasks, and track your time in a personalized online space - so you can gain 

valuable insight into your business. 

http://www.myintervals.com/ 
Tags: business,time,management,organize,track 

 

PLAY together introPLAY is the premiere online community for sports, exercise and fitness. Your can 

maintain a daily log of your exercise activities in 90 different sports and activities, create an 

introLEAGUE, a competitive exercise league where your workouts score points during the season, 

update your profile, interact with the introPLAY community, learn and share information and much 

more. 

https://www.introplay.com 
Tags: game,fun,community,sport,share 

 

Upcoming Events involver is a simple way to discover the best of what's going on around town with 

the people you want to see. You'll find everything from nightlife events and concerts to art galleries and 

current affairs talks. And, if you're planning your own shindig, involver has you covered. 

http://www.involver.com 
Tags: calendar,event,create,discover,fun,mapping 

Create your own Site iompi lets you quickly make your own website on your own computer where 

publish your shopping cart website and sell. You will get professional results, fast. 

http://iompi.com 



 

Tags: create,shopping 

 

All into one Page With Ipernity you can: 

- Publish whatever you like : blog, photos, videos, audios 

- Customize your own Ipernity page (like at Myspace) 

- Share what you want with people who matter to you or with the whole world 

- Create a powerful page with only the stuff that matters to you 

http://www.ipernity.com/ 
Tags: photo,video,music,blogging,share 

 

Meta Search Engine iRazoo is a user recommended, points driven, search engine.  

The benefits for using iRazoo: 

- You get excellent search results. 

- You get to help further refine iRazoo excellent search results for others as well as benefit from other's 

refined search results. 

- You get points for each search you preform, each website you recommend/not recommend, and each 

referral you make. 

- Best of all, you get to exchange your points for fantastic prizes. 

http://www.irazoo.com 
Tags: search,engine,social 

 

Call your Buddy List from your Mobile Phone With iSkoot, a mobile phone user gets the power 

of PC Calling as part of their normal communications capabilities. iSkoot eliminates the need for special 

hardware, headsets, microphones, broadband connections, USB phones and even PCs, and consumers 

don't have to go looking for a WiFi hot spot. It is a free small and simple piece of software that connect 

your voice network with a PC-PC network so that you can use your Internet phone service from a 

regular cell phone. 

http://www.iskoot.com 
Tags: mobile,connection,communication,network 

 

Featured Applications and Widgets iSlayer is a small team of focused widget, web and 

application developers. iSlayer sole aim is to build as many impeccably crafted, free or very reasonably 

priced widgets and applications as possible. 

http://islayer.com/ 
Tags: widget 

 

Mobile Scavenger Hunt ispott is a mobile scavenger hunt game played with cell phone cameras. 

Quickly find the items, take your best shots and compete with people around the world. 

http://www.ispott.com 
Tags: snap,photo,mobile,game 

 

Online Fitness, Exercise & Weights Journal iStats allows you to monitor your progress at the 

gym with an easy to use workouts entering interface, reports, graphs. You can join teams with similar 

goals to find others and share tips. There is also an exercise directory where members can share tips 

about exercises etc,. 

http://istats.com.au 
Tags: share,sport,chart,track 



 

Language Exchange and Learning Community italki is a language exchange and learning 

community. It's main goal is to help people learn languages. With italki you can find language exchange 

partners, ask questions, and get them answered. It is a directory of language learning resources with 

multiple language support. 

http://www.italki.com 
Tags: exchange,e-learning,community,language 

 

Family Tree Creator Investigate your family tree at Itsourtree, and find distant relatives. With 

Itsourtree you get completely free and comfortable creation of family trees. Only you and your family 

can see your family tree. At the InfoCentre you can find information on genealogy. 

http://www.itsourtree.com 
Tags: family,tree,create,tool 

 

Help others explore music they might not otherwise find or enjoy at the same time 

iTunesLove is a site for music lovers to share songs they find on iTunes that they think are great & want 

to promote. 

http://www.ituneslove.com 
Tags: audio,deadpool 

 

News by People iubo allows you to easily organize your life. By creating your own powerful personal 

search engine. Using plebsTV slick interface you can easily add lots of different information and easily 

find it at anytime. You can add: Contacts, images, notes, bookmarks, events and objects to your engine, 

quickly and simply. 

http://iubo.uk.to 
Tags: organize,create,search,engine 

 

Application to Automatically Organise and Manage your Emails iwantsandy helps you to 

get organized and stay productive by adding smarts to the email you're already sending: 

- Turn your 'email to self' into an actual to-do and get it done. 

- Maintain an up-to-date address book without even trying. 

- Get appointments into your calendar without wasting time cutting and pasting. 

- Automatically gather the web addresses friends email to you. 

http://iwantsandy.com 
Tags: organize,to-do,email,tool 

 

Social Networking for Grown Ups iYomu is a social networking site for grown-ups. It provides 

an original way to present yourself so you make better matches with people for sharing interests, doing 

business or just living. iYomu offers many useful tools to help you find, communicate and share with the 

people you are looking for. It's easy, fun and you're always in control. 

http://iyomu.com 
Tags: social,network,community,share,business,tool,communication 

 

Time Management Made Easy iZeit is an easy to use online PHP calendar. Unlike other online 

calendars such as Google or 30Boxes, iZeit runs on your own server, so it's totally customizable. 

http://izeit.nu/ 
Tags: calendar,management 

 

Classifieds and Friends izzyMe allows you to take full control over how you sell, buy, local or 

nationwide, cash credit, and or trade. People at izzyMe can connect with other users, sell, and buy 

through personalized social networking groups. 

http://www.izzyme.com 



Tags: social,advertising,network 

 

Ask Questions. Watch Answers Jabbits is the place where People can ask a question and watch 

other people’s answers. If you know the answer to someone’s question let everybody know. Have a 

great idea or thought? Bounce it off others and find out what they think. Watch and listen to other’s 

viewpoints. Broaden your horizons or confirm your point of view. 

http://www.jabbits.com 
Tags: ask,question,answer,share,community,video 

 

Internet Applications Need to Speak Up Jaduka provides Web-integrated communication 

technology that enhances user experience by merging telephony with interactive media. 

http://www.jaduka.com 
Tags: mobile,voice,audio,communication 

 

Create your Mobile Web-Page Jagango is a new cool mobile social networking platform for 
creating and sharing digital content such as photos, music and videos on mobile devices, by 
building free and easy-to-use mobile internet sites.  
http://www.jagango.com 
Tags: mobile,network,Israel 

 

Free Your Voice JAJAH is an innovative and simple way to make cheap phone calls using the Internet 

without headphones, microphones or having to install any software at all. JAJAH connects two standard 

telephone machines, whether they are landline or mobile, local or anywhere else in the world, regardless 

if the owner is connected to the Internet or not. JAJAH is just like using your regular phone, only a lot 

cheaper! 

http://www.jajah.com 
Tags: phone,voice,audio 

 

On-Demand TV Jalipo is an online marketplace for TV and video. It lets content owners use the 

Internet to offer their channels, video-on-demand and live events direct to viewers around the world. 

Jalipo aims to give you the best way to enjoy their content with the minimum of fuss and deliver it to 

you in the best quality your broadband can support. There's no download, just click and watch. 

http://www.jalipo.com 
Tags: TV,marketplace,content,video 

 

Movie Download Service for World Cinema Jaman is the way people discover, enjoy and share 

world cinema. Jaman's global online community is pioneering social cinema. It is a new destination for 

moviegoers to watch and discuss the world's best films. Having curated and assembled one of the 

world's largest online libraries of feature films and documentaries, Jaman provides filmmakers and 

studios a secure way to distribute and market films worldwide. Cascade, Jaman's global peer to peer 

network, delivers movies with better-than-DVD quality to Macs, PCs or home entertainment systems via 

a sleek, device-independent player. 

http://www.jaman.com 
Tags: video,social,discover,film,community 

 

Nothing Beats a Face-to-Face Meeting Jambo Networks letting people who share something in 

common to directly find each other and network face-to-face, when they want to. You don't even need to 

be on the Internet to use it. You just need Jambo, a WiFi device and a common interest. You join Jambo 

through an affiliation you already have - your school, alumni association, a conference you attend, an 

online social network - any trusted network based on a common interest, and Jambo's mobile social 

software will find people from your network when they are nearby.  

http://www.jambo.net 



Tags: social,network,meet,download,mobile 

 

Listen, Share and Download free Music jamendo allows you to listen to free download and 

download it directly from their site. jamendo users can discover and share albums, create playlist and 

share music with friends. Users can also review album or start a discussion on the forums. Albums are 

democratically rated based on the visitors’ reviews. If they fancy an artist they can support him by 

making a donation. 

http://www.jamendo.com 
Tags: music,search,community,download,playlist 

 

Web Based Remixer Jamglue is an online community for creating and sharing original music and 

audio. Jamglue let you upload as much music as you want, create mixes, and share your creations with 

the world. One of the coolest things about Jamglue is the web-based remixer that lets you combine and 

edit tracks right in your browser. 

 

 

http://www.jamglue.com 
Tags: music,fun,share,tool,create 

 

The Online Music Factory JamStudio allows you to mix your own music and email it to your 

friends. Also you can embed your song, and the entire mixer, into your webpage or myspace. Then it can 

be remixed by visitors to your page. 

 

http://www.jamstudio.com 
Tags: mix,music,fun,tool 

 

Freedom Rings 

http://www.jangl.com 
Tags: mobile,community,widget 

 

Social Internet Radio Jango is all about making online music fun, social and simple. A free custom 

radio service that learns from your taste and connects you to others who like what you like. Just type in 

what you want to hear - and Jango we'll play your chosen music and other favorites of Jango users who 

share your taste. You can customize your stations further by adding more artists and rating songs 

http://www.jango.com 
Tags: music,radio,social,community,create,rate 

 

Get two desktops in one Jaxtop saves you time by having two desktops in one, providing web 

content directly on your windows background. Its platform enables your content to be personalized, 

shared, stored and published. Access your web desktop from anywhere since no downloads or plugins 

are required. 

http://jaxtop.com 
Tags: bookmarking,share,personalize,organize,RSS,widget,startpage,deadpool 

 

Link your Phone jaxtr mission to bring voice to social networks and blogs. With the free jaxtr service, 

users can link their phones with their online network to hear from callers worldwide while keeping their 

existing phone numbers private. By adding their jaxtr link to their email signature, global friends can call 

our users on their phone with the click of the mouse – without downloading any software, incurring 

international phone charges or even registering for jaxtr.  

http://jaxtr.com/ 
Tags: mobile,blogging,social,network 



 

Create your own Movies With JayCut you can create your own movies and slideshows, so called 

mixes. It is simple to do and free of charge, alone or together with friends. Finally, you can export the 

creative masterpiece to YouTube, your computer or your blog. 

http://jaycut.com 
Tags: create,video,mix,tool,share 

 

Multimedia RSS Costomizable Search Engine Jamespot is a full customizable search engine 

indexing RSS feeds 

(texts, audio and video). The engine offers research in 33 languages in 248 countries. The site is available 

in 15 languages. Jamespot enables you to identify the sources which correspond to your interests starting 

from the results of your research. You can 

save the address of RSS feeds of your research in XML in order to add them to your reader of flow RSS. 

 

 

http://www.jamespot.com 
Tags: RSS,feed,search,engine 

 

Change the Way you use the Web Jeteye is the Content Manager for the Web. Whether you're 

browsing, searching, networking or just 'watching' the web, Jeteye turns your normal web activity into 

live web pages you can use to remember, share, collaborate, work or simply play with. 

http://www.jeteye.com 
Tags: share, collaboration 

 

Tags that Think Jiglu plugs into your site to automatically create intelligent tags and links for your 

web content. This means that people can dive straight in and read what they want - your most popular 

blog entries or even stuff buried deep within your site. 

http://www.jiglu.com 
Tags: tool,content 

 

Create and Share Playlists JiwaMusic is a new experiment that allows its users to : 

- Search for an artist or a track, 

- Load a track originally composed by them on the JiwaMusic servers, 

- Create some playlists 

- Share their playlists. 

http://www.jiwamusic.com 
Tags: music,search,community,share,create,build,playlist,media 

 

Make your URLS Smaller Jmp2.net is a tool to make urls smaller and easier to pass back and forth. 

Enter any url Into the form below and press "Shorten It". This will generate a very small url for you. 

Enter any url and try for yourself. 

http://jmp2.net 
Tags: generator,tool 

 

Where People Trade Favors for Cash JobFavors connects people who are in need of favors with 

people who are in need of cash! You can search tens of thousands of favors posted by people in your 

community. Doing a little deed for your neighbor is now a profitable adventure. 

http://www.jobfavors.com 
Tags: search,social,money 

Your New Home on the Internet Jooce is your very own, private online desktop - with public file 

sharing capabilities. A highly-secure, online space to keep, view, listen to - and instantly share with 



 

friends – all your files, photos, music and video. 

http://www.jooce.com 
Tags: desktop,widget,storage,file,media,secure 

 

Two-Way - Web Texting Joopz will lets you send and receive text messages (SMS) from the Web to 

any mobile phone for free. Joopz actually enables two-way communications from the web to any mobile 

phone - and back! 

http://joopz.com 
Tags: mobile,share,text,group,communication 

 

A New Way to Watch TV Combining the best of TV with the best of the internet, Joost gives you 

more control and freedom than ever before - control over what you watch, and freedom to watch it 

whenever you like. Joost providing a platform for the best television - a platform that will bring you the 

biggest and best shows from the TV studios, as well as the specialist programs created by professionals 

and enthusiasts. 

http://www.joost.com/ 
Tags: TV,video,show 

 

Easy Made Web Based WYSIWYG Form Builder JotForm is a web based WYSIWYG form 

builder. Its intuitive drag and drop user interface makes form building a breeze. Using JotForm, you can 

create forms, integrate them to your site and collect submissions from your visitors. 

http://jotform.com 
Tags: form,share,create,build 

 

Your Life in Perfect Balance - Online Calendar Jotlet is the easiest way to manage your busy 

life. Organize and share to-do items, important events, meetings, due dates and even bills. 

http://www.jotlet.net 
Tags: calendar,organize 

 

Voice-Powered, Hands-Free Messaging and To-Do Lists Jott goal is to let you easily save and 

share thoughts using that unique and powerful tool, your voice. Jott turbo charges your ability to 

remember and communicate, and thus manage your life.  

http://jott.com 
Tags: messaging,mobile,audio 

 

Easily Host your Photos on the Internet. JPEGr makes it easy for you to share photos with your 

friends, colleagues, and family. With a variety of options, you can upload photos for your blog, 

MySpace, your website, or just to share with someone over instant messenger! You can even create your 

own slideshows to showcase your photos. 

http://www.jpegr.com 
Tags: hosting,file,storage,presentation,share 

 

Gets it Together! Tired of using too many tools to communicate and to share your thoughts? Jubii 

gets it together! Do it your way - email, chat or call Do it together - interact, store and share Do it smart - 

intelligent message filtering and tagging 

http://jubii.com 
Tags: communication,share 



 

It's your Mobile Life JuiceCaster is a rich, multi-media mobile phone and Web blogging and social 

networking community. It enables the user to easily capture pictures and videos on their mobile phone 

(by using the JuiceCaster Mobile application which is integrated directly into the camera function on the 

phone). Then these pictures and videos are quickly posted to the Web, and/or shared with other online 

or mobile phone users. In play mode, JuiceCaster delivers streaming audio/video of user generated 

content to the mobile phone. 

http://www.juicecaster.com 
Tags: mobile,community,network,blogging,social 

 

Juke your Pix - Funny Image Creator JukePix provides you with an awesome tool that will allow 

you to upload your photos and edit them into our templates. Browse through hundreds of templates and 

upload your photo. Customize it by resizing it so it fits perfectly into one of our template. Save your 

JukePix and share it with your friends. JukePix will work with websites like myspace, tagworld, xanga, 

friendster, facebook, blogs or any other websites that allows html code. 

http://www.jukepix.com 
Tags: share,create,photo,tool,fun,design 

 

Check all your Email-Box from one Central Place Jump2Mail is a free web-based email 

retrieval application. You can use your mail box (pop, imap...) and save multiple email configurations. 

All your email are not archived, They can still be retrieved at home or at your office when you want with 

outlook by example. Send, receive, delete, answer or forward an email is very easy and intuitive. You 

can pick up all your email-box from one central place, from any computer, anywhere in the world. 

http://www.jump2mail.com/en 
Tags: email,outlook 

 

Jumpcut Makes Movies Simple Jumpcut.com is a product of MiraVida Media, Inc., based in San 

Francisco, California. "Mira Vida" can be roughly translated as "look at life", and we built jumpCut to 

help you show off your life, your interests, your friends, and your creativity in a completely new way. 

http://www.jumpcut.com 
Tags: community,video 

 

Beyond Social Bookmarking Jumptags is a revolutionary Web 2.0 social bookmarking web service 

for collecting, storing, sharing and distributing web bookmarks, notes, RSS feeds, contacts, and much 

more. Based on AJAX and other next generation web development techniques, Jumptags offers an 

easiest, fastest, intuitive and productive way of maintaining and collaborating bookmarks and other 

internet resources online. 

http://www.jumptags.com 
Tags: social,network,bookmarking,community 

 

The Place to BUY and SELL Everything for your Home Junkdepot A marketplace to find 

materials for your home or your project either personal or professional. 

http://www.junkdepot.com/ 
Tags: shopping,buy,marketplace 

 

A Photo Uploader for Linux, Mac and Windows jUploadr is a cross platform, cross-site Photo 

uploader. Currently it runs on Windows Linux and OS X and supports both Flickr and Zooomr. It allows 

you to set all properties of a photo before you upload it. It also supports batch editing, so you can make 

short work of uploading a bunch of files.

http://juploadr.sourceforge.net 
Tags: photo,file 



 

Make Claims and Share Cred 

jyte allows you to claim anything. If you have something to say, then make a claim and let the 

community vote on it. Make claims about yourself, friends, and family. Put your stake in the ground and 

see where the votes go! Add a new dimension to your social network using Jyte groups and contacts. 

Create groups and share your online cred and claims with the people who matter. 

http://jyte.com 
Tags: rate,community,social,create,share 

 

Live Access to People and What they Know Jyve, live online knowledge exchange where users 

worldwide share experience and expertise. A place for people to meet and professionals to market, Jyve 

is the place to go when you know, or need to know, right now. 

http://www.jyve.com 
Tags: knowledge,ask,answer,question,share,deadpool 

 

The easiest way to collect and share from anywhere on the web Kaboodle's mission is to 

make it easy for you to research and make decisions on the web. We make it easy to collect, organize, 

and share information as well as receive feedback on that information. 

http://www.kaboodle.com 
Tags: knowledge,shopping,bookmarking 

 

Creating Video Project Together Kaltura is the place for group video making. At Kaltura, users 

are given the ability to create rich media together. Like the Wiki platform that enables users to 

collaborate on the creation of texts from any browser, Kaltura enables a group of users to collaborate on 

the creation of a video. 

http://www.kaltura.com 
Tags: group,create,video,collaboration,Israel 

 

Do Something Good Today The Karma Exchange is fueled by Karma Tokens created by the good 

actions of those who initially send them. Each Karma Token is sent from user to user carrying with it the 

fingerprint of each user who has touched or been touched by the goodness of each transaction. As the 

Karma Token travels through the exchange touching and being touched by users, its impact on the 

exchange grows. 

http://www.karmaex.com 
Tags: share,create,exchange 

 

Web-Based Chat Karzi.com is a simple online chat system, done in a web 2.0 style. Its so simple that 

anyone can use. - When your chat program/network is down. - When you need to meet up with your 

friends really quick! (and you don't have a chat program installed) - When you desperately need an 

answer to a question (and you are tired of googling) - Anywhere, anytime, any browser! (Firefox, Flock, 

Internet Explorer, Safari) - You don't need Java! 

http://www.karzi.com 
Tags: chat,meet,create 

 

Life's a Trip Kayak.com is a new kind of website; a travel search engine site. We help people like you 

find travel products from travel suppliers all over the world. This means a better travel search 

experience, more complete search results and best of all, savings for you every day. If you use 

Kayak.com for your travel planning, you are going to save time and money. 

http://www.kayak.com 
Tags: search,travel,engine 



 

Mind Mapping Web App Kayuda is a web-based visual wiki, a mind-mapping tool, and a non-

linear writing tool that allows you to track ideas and the relationships between them. It's free, and any 

number of people can collaborate simultaneously in real-time. 

http://www.kayuda.com/ 
Tags: mapping,tool,visual,collaboration,mindmap,deadpool 

 

Contact Management Easily create, manage, and search an unlimited number of contacts, export to 

vcards, even share contacts with any email address. On the run? Seamlessly download and view your 

contacts on your phone, laptop, or iPod. Keepm is a free, simple contact organization tool. Gone are the 

days of business cards piling up and sticky notes on your desk, Keepm makes everyone you know 

searchable, shareable, and always accessible. 

http://keepm.com 
Tags: management,addressbook,organize,search,contact 

 

The Smarter Alternative to Email Kerika lets you share your ideas, documents and projects with 

friends and colleagues around the world using Graphical Wikis: a unique approach to team 

collaboration that makes it easy for everyone to understand what your project is all about. 

http://www.kerika.com 
Tags: collaboration,mindmap,download 

 

Create and Share Fun Artworks with Friends Kerpoof’s flagship activity, now called the 

Kerpoof Art Studio, allows children to create artwork in a variety of themes and styles that they can 

print, e-mail, create greeting cards or coloring pages. There are more than 45 Kerpoof settings available 

in the Art Studio ranging from wacky cartoon worlds to historical worlds, animal habitats and many 

more. 

http://www.kerpoof.com 
Tags: fun,kids,share,create,email,card 

 

A Great and Simple Calendar for use Right in your Web Browser Kiko provide a better 

online calendar solution: Export your calendar to iCal. Adding support for n-weekly recurrence of an 

appointment. Synchronization service, that implements SyncML, so you can keep your Kiko calendar in 

sync with Outlook, iPod, PDA, mobile phones, and any SyncML device. Printing month, week, and day 

views via PDF. Improved sharing features: permissions by label and contact group, viewing multiple 

calendars at once, calendar subscriptions. 

http://kiko.com 
Tags: calendar 

 

Connecting Families Kincafe is all about connecting, bonding and cherishing loved ones - the ones 

you grew up with, the ones you care for at the center of your heart. Kincafe brings you the latest updates 

from your family and friends to you. You can build and link family trees together, remember birthdays 

and anniversaries, share your photo Albums, blogs and other family treasures such as scrapbooks, 

interests and family news with all who care most. 

http://kincafe.com 
Tags: family,management,blogging 

 

Preschool Learning Kindersay is a web-based program designed to help preschoolers (Ages 1 to 4) 

learn English words. Over 500 words, images and English-speaking videos are featured in Kindersay 

interactive "Word Shows". 

http://www.kindersay.com 
Tags: kids,e-learning 



 

Create your Family Tree Kindo is where families get together, build their tree and grow. It's about 

staying in touch with your loved ones, and finding out what they're up to. 

http://kindo.com 
Tags: family,tree,build 

 

Where the World Finds Love Kisscafe genuinely wants to bring you a useful site, let you connect 

with as many new and interesting people from all over the world as possible, and invite open 

conversation about issues people are passionate about. With this site KissCafe want to help you to make 

fast, real connections with people from all around the world so you can start developing relationships 

for new friends, casual contacts, dates, or serious commitments. 

http://www.kisscafe.com 
Tags: messaging,chat,date,meet 

 

A Better way of Sourcing Online Work ki work is a next generation trusted online marketplace 

and operational platform for clients and professionals of services in the global outsourcing market, 

powered by a network of accredited experts. ki work enables specialised experts to derive substantial 

value from their working relationships by acting as trusted intermediaries between clients and 

professionals within their primary areas of expertise. 

http://www.ki-work.com 
Tags: marketplace,network 

 

The Only Place to Post and Search for your Missed Connections by Specific Location 
Kizmeet.com is the only website entirely devoted to helping you find your missed connections. Kizmeet 

encounters can happen any place, any time. Maybe you chatted with someone at the market but never 

got their email address, or you exchanged glances across a crowded bar but were too shy to approach. 

With Kizmeet, you have already felt the spark, you just need to find the person again. There’s no 

registration. No compatibility forms. No fees. 

http://www.kizmeet.com 
Tags: search,communication 

 

You and the World. Closer. All the message boards, all the people, all communities: All connected. 

This is Klostu. Klostu unites all the message boards, making it easier to meet new people and find 

information in your field of interest. It's easy, fun and not to mention handy. 

http://www.klostu.com 
Tags: community,communication,meet,share 

 

The People have Taken Over Knocka bringing people together on the web, It's social and real. It's 

hyper-interactive and creative. Best of all, it's democratic. Knocka lets the People decide what's on TV, 

playing only original videos from the best web video producers in a professional TV broadcasting style. 

 

 

http://knocka.tv 
Tags: TV,video,create,share 

 

The Ultimate Place to Learn About People Knover, the first-of-its-kind Knowledge Rover, 

accommodates our desire to know, to learn, and to discover. Right out of the gate, Knover is of a diferent 

breed. Part search engine, part social network, Knover answers the who, how, and why, picking up 

where the what (keywords) and where (URLs) of a standard search engine leaves off. The reason? Search 

is not our game: knowledge is. 

http://www.knover.com 
Tags: social,network,knowledge,discover,search 



 

Community for Researchers Knowble is the knowledge community for researchers to connect, 

communicate and collaborate. Knowble goal is to connect researchers by their passions for efficient 

collaboration and open, multidisciplinary research. Knowble is beyond doubt a website which is sorely 

needed in the field of multidisciplinary science and research. 

http://www.knowble.net 
Tags: knowledge,community,search,collaboration,communication 

 

Instant Information KnowNow, a leading provider of Enterprise 2.0 solutions, provides a publish 

and subscribe platform that allows users to specify the information they want delivered, when and 

where they want it, as it is published. KnowNow is the best way for people to manage the massive 

amount of information available to them, by giving them control of the information provided from 

multiple sources. 

http://www.knownow.com 
Tags: management,share 

 

Your Virtual Life Koinup is a social network based on user-generated content. It's for users who want 

to share their work with others users. It allows its members to upload their work and it encourages them 

to review or comment on other members work. From a general point of view Koinup is similar to other 

social networks. But it is also unique, because it focuses only on culture created in virtual environments 

as games/mmorpg/3dworld. 

http://www.koinup.com 
Tags: virtual,content,network,share,3D 

 

Personal Contact Forms Kontactr is a one-click free contact form service. With Kontactr, you can 

fight against the amount of spam that you receive daily. Protect your email address by using our highly 

secure contact form. You can also use Kontactr simple tools to embed the form right into your own 

website. 

http://kontactr.com 
Tags: email,secure,form,share 

 

Creating In-Text Relevance Kontera is a leading provider of In-Text Advertising and Information 

Services based on patent- pending text and content analysis technology that maximizes relevancy and 

yield for online users, publishers, and advertisers. 

http://kontera.com 
Tags: advertising,text,content,tool,Israel 

 

Instant Web Messaging Instant Messaging directly out of the browser using AJAX based 

technology. Consumers and Business users alive will have the capabilities to hold real-time 

conversations with friends and co-workers. KoolIM is a generic IM solution, the initial version will 

support access to 12 IM networks and 4 Content Channels. 

http://www.koolim.com 
Tags: ,messaging,IM 

 

Convert file(s) into PDF Easily Just send your word, excel, powerpoint file as an attachment to 

pdf@koolwire.com 

and you'll get your PDF by return mail. No software to buy, download and install, no time wasted. 

http://www.koolwire.com 
Tags: PDF,file,convert,email 

The Complete How-To Guide for the Web Koonji is an interactive guide that assists you with 

any online activity, for example buying a tv, planning a birthday party, finding a job, etc. It provides a 



 

step-by-step process for accomplishing the task and travels with you to guide you through the process. It 

also learns from the community as they are using it so that it can get better over time. 

http://www.koonji.com 
Tags: knowledge,video,photo,community,deadpool 

 

The Smart and Easy Platform for Managing Business Content Koral is a content 

collaboration company delivering Web 2.0 for Business, launched by 3 serial document management 

entrepreneurs. The Koral solution is purpose-built for end users overwhelmed with documents in email, 

folders or corporate LANs and who need a better solution for sharing content with a salesforce, partners, 

customers or collaborators. 80% of business information lives in documents rather than in databases and 

the majority of these documents have no management system at all. Koral aims to fill this market gap. 

http://www.koral.com 
Tags: business,storage,share,search 

 

Topic-Based Search Engine Kosmix helps you discover everything you need to know about a topic 

by intelligently organizing the best information on the web for the topic. 

http://www.kosmix.com 
Tags: search,engine,health 

 

The First Democratic Search Engine Kratia to make a democratic search engine, in which the 

order of the results are democratically elected by the users. By voting in the results, by giving feedback 

of what you like and don't like, Kratia can maintain a better listing and get rid of those spam-filled, 

illegal, and poor quality websites. 

http://www.kratia.com 
Tags: search,engine 

 

Online WinZip Sort of Tool A simple tool that simplifies the process of compressing and sending 

your files online. Krun.ch isn't a replacement for the traditional desktop compression tools, but its just a 

tool that makes things easier by cutting down all the 'krunching' hassles! 

http://krun.ch/ 
Tags: convert,file,deadpool 

 

Sing, Record - Send to Friends kSolo.com is dedicated to providing you with the ultimate online 

karaoke singing experience. The site is the first Web based sing along application to allow users to sing, 

record, and playback personalized renditions of their favorite songs. 

http://www.ksolo.com 
Tags: music,record,share,create,karaoke 

 

Making Sense of your Money Kublax syncs with all your bank accounts, utilities, and presents all 

the information in a user friendly format so that you an track you incoming and outgoings and start to 

really analysis your personal finances. 

http://kublax.com 
Tags: money,track,management,sync,finance 

 

Thank Different A simple thank you has always been the most direct way to motivate and retain 

employees. Now there is a quick, fun and easy way for any organization to harness the power of 

recognition on an unprecedented scale. Kudos enables anyone to send a virtual pat on the back to 

anyone else in an organization. Now recognition can come from anywhere, anytime, in seconds. But the 

positive effects can last for years. 

http://kudosnow.com 
Tags: business,fun,management 



 

Explore, Create and Share Color Themes kuler is a technology preview from Adobe Labs. It 

helps you explore, create and share color themes for your creative projects. Use it as an on-line 

application or download themes to use with Adobe Creative Suite 2 applications 

http://kuler.adobe.com/ 
Tags: design,management,share,create,tool,discover,color 

 

Send and Receive Money KushCash is a simple way to send and receive money via your mobile 

phone. Eliminate the usual banking hassles with our safe and easy-to-use KushCash interface. You can 

pay bills and settle IOU’S without having to run across town or stand in a boring bank line. 

http://www.kushcash.com 
Tags: secure,money,mobile,finance 

 

A Brilliant Way to Quote Kwout is a new way you quote a part of a web page as an image with an 

image map. Just drag their bookmarklet to your favorite browser then click it on any web page you wish 

to quote, and the screenshot of the entire web page will be popped up. Mark it, cut it and embed it into 

your blog or site. 

http://kwout.com 
Tags: quote,tool,blogging,photo,edit 

 

Planet Earth Needs You KyotoPotato is all about helping the environment.  

Users of the site get credit rewards for producing less idle time than other users of the system. These 

credits can be stored in the users KyotoPotato portfolio or bought and sold on the Idle Exchange Market, 

a market which trades idle minutes from different continents as commodities. 

http://beta.kyotopotato.com 
Tags: marketing,social,stock,health,deadpool 

 

Email the Future l8r is a service that lets you send email later. 

- Prepare up to five year’s worth of happy birthday emails 

- Remind your friends one day before the Bloomingdale sale 

- Remind yourself to buy flowers on your wedding anniversary. etc. 

http://www.l8r.nu 
Tags: email,reminder 

 

Trade the CDs you Have for Music you Really want You can browse member collections and 

playlists, search for specific artists and albums, or sample 'la la' recommendations. There are no upfront 

commitments. Over 1.8 million CD titles to choose from. 

http://www.lala.com 
Tags: trade,music,search,playlist 

 

Your Source for the Coolest Gadgets on the Web LabPixies is a free online directory for web 

gadgets. LabPixies gadgets are available for personalized homepages like Google, Live.com, Netvibes 

and Pageflakes, and can also be embedded on most blogs and web pages. Simply click on the “add to” 

button of your favorite website and start personalizing your online experience! 

http://www.labpixies.com 
Tags: widget,blogging,fun,tool,share,Israel 

 

Powerful Social Music Revolution Last.fm is the flagship product from the team that designed 

the Audioscrobbler system, a music engine based on a massive collection of Music Profiles. Each music 

profile belongs to one person, and describes their taste in music. Last.fm uses these music profiles to 

make personalized recommendations, match you up with people who like similar music, and generate 

custom radio stations for each person. 



http://www.last.fm 
Tags: music,radio,discover 

 

The World According to You LeapTag allows you to define the things you’re interested in using 

tagging. For each interest you create a tag for, LeapTag will produce results that include news and blogs, 

websites and books. Even the ads you see will be relevant to your interest.  

You can use LeapTag to share your tags with friends. 

http://www.leaptag.com 
Tags: share,blogging,discover,create 

 

HR Made Simple LessHR is an end-to-end employee hiring/managing/firing/payroll/review 
(HR) system for small businesses. 
http://lesshr.com 
Tags: business,job,management 

 

Create and Send NewsLetters Online LetterPop will allows you to create and send newsletters 

online. Also you can print the newsletter that you've created. LetterPop owns a real powerful builder 

that help you do it quickly, easily, and with style. 

http://letterpop.com/ 
Tags: newsletter,create,share,build,magazine 

 

Phone-to-Phone Audio Content Sharing With its Talk, Listen & Share phone service, Lexy totally 

enriches the way people - you, for example - communicate and collaborate while using their mobile 

phones. Simple. Lexy gives you all the richness of today's Internet communications on the voice channel 

of your mobile phone. 

http://www.lexy.com 
Tags: mobile,content,share 

 

Provide the masses a place to catalog our media collection In case you couldn't (or wouldn't) 

figure out what we do, we are here to provide the masses (but mostly ourselves) a place to catalog our 

media collection, whether it be books, DVDs, CDs... This allows you greater flexibility with your 

collection. And we're more than just that. We're providing a place for the packrats to commune and 

orate.. 

http://lib.rario.us 
Tags: collection 

 

Your Films. Exposed. Liberated Films is an online film community with three goals that are focused 

around Liberating filmmakers, film enthusiasts, and those less fortunate. 

http://www.liberatedfilms.com 
Tags: film,community,movie,video,create 

 

Same Day Delivery When you search for a product at LicketyShip, they check the inventories of 

stores near you in real-time to find what you need fast! Then, LicketyShip patent-pending software 

matches the product closest to you with the nearest available courier from the instant-delivery network. 

LicketyShip can deliver up to 150 lbs. of stuff in about 4 hours for $19.99 to most locations in the Bay 

Area. The prices increase after 5pm and on weekends. 

http://www.licketyship.com 
Tags: ,delivery,courier 

Live it. Log it. Repeat. LifeLogger is a great way to keep things that matter to you alive and 

sparkling. Post your photos where you and everyone who matters can enjoy them, Share everything 



 

that's music to your ears, Link to your favourite websites and spread the word, Keep the action alive, 

playing, and repeating, and there's much more activities that you can do with LifeLogger. 

http://lifelogger.com 
Tags: photo,music,create,video,share,bookmarking 

 

Your Life. Your Way LifesterBlog is a blogging and social networking site all in one. It allows users 

to customize their blogs, share posts, photos, videos, music and books, and connect with friends. In 

LifesterBlog, not only can users upload and share multimedia content from their own computers, but 

also import content from popular web services. At the current stage, LifesterBlog integrates with Flickr, 

Yupoo (upload photos), YouTube, Amazon, Flixn 

(record video comments), Yahoo! Avatar and Facebook (import profiles). 
http://www.lifesterblog.com 
Tags: network,storage,media,social,blogging,create 

 

A Blogging and Social Networking Site All in One LifesterBlog is a free blogging and social 

networking site. It allows you to customize your blog, share posts, photos, videos, music and books, and 

connect with friends. You can also control your privacy. Besides blogging service, LifesterBlog also 

offers a sense of community. Users can easily connect with friends and families, and expand their social 

networks. They can also create different types of groups and find new people with similar interests. 

http://www.lifesterblog.com 
Tags: blogging,social,network,community 

 

Live Richer, Fuller Life and have Fund doing it Studies have shown that people who write 

down the list of things they want to do are more likely to accomplish them. Thats the first benefit of 

LifeTango.com, they give you a place to make your Life List, the list of things you want to do in your 

life. 

http://www.lifetango.com 
Tags: to-do,create,share 

 

Open Source Blogging Platform LifeType is an open-source blogging platform with support for 

multiple blogs and users in a single installation. The goal of the LifeType project is to create a stable 

multi-user and multi-blogging platform, to strengthen the concept of communities around blogs. 

Writing articles is comfortable with the included state of the art 

WYSIWYG 

editor. Adding pictures and sound files (for Podcasting) is just a matter of browse and click. The 

Dashboard provides you with all the information you need every time you log in. Recent articles, 

comments and trackback as well as brief statistics get you updated about your blog immediately. 

http://www.lifetype.net 
Tags: blogging 

 

A Better Way to Search for Information Lijit Creates a social network search, based on your blog

(s), your opml, and your social networks and web 2.0 sites including digg, flickr, reddit, myspace, 

linkedin, and youtube. It creates a Google CSE using an Google account you provide. 

http://www.lijit.com 
Tags: social,network,blogging,search,engine,create 

 

Do you Like Videos? LikeVid is a free multimedia portal where you can watch hundreds of online 

TV channels, check out the newest videos on the internet... No special software, simply choose a channel 

and watch it. 

http://www.likevid.com 
Tags: media,video,TV,discover 



 

An Ultimate Travel Search and Trip Planning Tool Liligo is a search engine specialized in low-

cost traveling: flights, low-cost, trains, last-minute flights, hotel, etc. Instantly compare all available 

offers and book direct. Personalize your trip-planning experience with Liligo revolutionary tools and 

widgets. 

http://www.liligo.com 
Tags: travel,search,engine 

 

It's about time for LIME LIME connects you to an array of experts and thought leaders as well as 

community members to help you lead greener, more balanced lives. Through TV, radio, online, mobile, 

podcasts, and more, you'll find inspiration from leading authors, speakers, researchers, and colorful 

personalities (and yes...sometimes celebrities). You'll find entertaining and revealing shows on LIME 

about healthy foods, personal growth, stress management, the environment and sustainability, physical 

fitness, and complementary medicine. 

http://lime.com 
Tags: collaboration 

 

Building the World's Largest Dictionary LingoZ is an online community dedicated to the 

building of the world's largest dictionary, and providing a community resource for language questions. 

Users are allow to add new terms, definitions and translations, glossaries, comment, rate and to 

collaborate with others on any content item. LingoZ is a service by Babylon, the world's leading provider 

of translation software. 

http://lingoz.com 
Tags: knowledge,answer,question,community,collaboration,Israel 

 

Relationships Matter Your professional relationships are key to your professional success. LinkedIn 

mission is to help you be more effective in your daily work and open doors to opportunities using the 

professional relationships you already have. 

http://www.linkedin.com 
Tags: community,share 

 

Profile Aggregator + Reputation System linkmybox is a shareable Profile Aggregator that lists all 

your personal Websites, Social Networks, Blogs, Contact Info, Photo Albums and other Profiles in a box. 

Plus: People can leave a message in your box (this is something between a guestbook and reputation 

system). 

http://www.linkmybox.com 
Tags: share,aggregator,network 

 

Emowering Human Networks LinkYa platform enables all members to find professional people, 

opportunities and privileges through their discovery capabilities and advanced contact management 

tools. Use LinkYa on the job or in your daily private life. 

http://www.linkya.com 
Tags: business,community,tool,management 

 

Sensible Copyright Solutions Lisensa is a provider of copyright transaction solutions for user-

generated content. The initial release of Lisensa platform allows bloggers to define the terms of use for 

commercial republishing of their RSS feeds. Subsequent releases will enable licensing of specific posts, as 

well as other forms of digital content such as photographs and documents. 

http://www.lisensa.com 
Tags: copyright,RSS,feed,deadpool 



 

Create, Collaborate and Share Lists with anyone on the Web ListAfterlList allows people 
to quickly and easily create and share lists of all types and subjects. Whether it’s lists of bests, 
worsts, how-to, facts, opinions and more you can find thousands of lists covering over twenty 
broad-based categories including news, sports, politics, entertainment, travel, autos, jobs, 
love, local, and money (to name just a few.) Anyone can see and share lists with friends, and 
Listers can create their own personal lists as well as collaborate on all wiki lists. 
http://www.listafterlist.com/ 
Tags: list,create,build,share,collaboration,wiki 

 

Listal Social Network List and rate, get recommendations from other users, connect with friend and 

meet new people who match with your ratings and have similar interests as you. 

http://www.listal.com 
Tags: social,network,share 

 

Get Relevant Resources Quickly By using Web 2.0 features such as AJAX, folksonomy (tagging), 

social elements such as voting/commenting and the listible's listonomy (listing), resources can be sorted 

in a way that will be digestible. You can search what you need quick. You can contribute your resources 

easier. All of these technologies are powered by LAMP and Symfony PHP framework.. 

http://www.listible.com 
Tags: bookmarking,social 

 

Popular Web 2.0 Applications Listio is a community based directory of web 2.0 apps and services. 

You get to vote for your favorite applications and services. You can also leave comments for other 

members to read about your favorite features of any application. Build your own list of applications 

when you register and share them with friends and coworkers. Subscribe to RSS feeds so you can get 

notified when new apps get added. 

http://www.listio.com 
Tags: community,list,rate,build,create,share,tool 

 

Create and Share Community Powered Lists, databases and Atlases Listphile is a free 

website that enables anyone to create collaborative lists, atlases, databases and more. Lists can be broad 

and ambitious (like a List of All Baseball Players Who Played in the Majors) or niche, or quirky or 

ridiculous. You can collaborate with other people to share, create, and make something that will benefit 

humanity. 

http://www.listphile.com 
Tags: collaboration,list,create,share 

 

A Social Network for Small Businesses LittleEngine is not so much a web presence as it is an 

online community that is driven by the very people that take part in it’s experience. The goal of 

LittleEngine is to simply replicate the very actions that people demonstrate on a daily basis: locating 

small businesses that can provide them with the products or services they need. 

http://www.littleengine.com 
Tags: business,social,network,community 

 

Simple, Secure Document Sharing from within Microsoft Office You create documents 

using Microsoft Word and Excel and share them with others using e-mail. That is the easy part... 

http://www.live-documents.com/ 
Tags: microsoft,share 

Organizing your Favorite Webcams Livelook is an outdoor webcam and live video sharing 



 

website with a large listing of geolocated live webcams. Save your favorites in a personal dashboard. 

http://livelook.com 
Tags: video,webcam,discover 

 

The Social way to Learn a Language Livemocha is an online language-learning community. With 

fun and interactive lessons that move at the right pace for you. You can access their team of passionate 

language tutors and start track your progress to reach your goals. 

http://www.livemocha.com 
Tags: e-learning,community,language 

 

Change the way you Think about Online Video Advertising LiveRail is a unique online 

video advertising platform that lets you promote your business with measurable results and predictable 

costs, by only paying when someone chooses to watch your ad. LiveRail can help you distribute your 

video content online and monetize it with unobtrusive, relevant advertising. (for advertisers and 

publishers) 

http://www.liverail.com 
Tags: video,advertising,business,blogging 

 

Your Ultimate Video Destination on the Web LiveVideo is where you want to be to find 

original and exclusive content, weekly video contests, and great videos. Essentially, LiveVideo is your 

ultimate video destination on the web. LiveVideo are a customizable video streaming community that 

allows users to watch, upload, search and share videos, allowing you to have a completely interactive 

video sharing experience. 

http://www.livevideo.com 
Tags: share,community,video 

 

All you Social Networks in One Page LiveZuu collects all your social network accounts and 

combines them to generate a lifeStream about your activities in the web 2.0. Follow your friends‘ 

activities and never miss new information. Integrate your liveZuu profile into your homepage or any 

other beloved community. Show the world what you are doing in the web. 

http://www.livezuu.com 
Tags: social,network,community,content 

 

A Place for Close Friends and Family LivingMemory is for everybody to use everyday. It is a 

robust online world that allow their Members to create an online memory of their existence on this 

planet in an ongoing and easy manner. 

http://www.livingmemory.com 
Tags: create,share,photo,family,tree 

 

Project and Team Management LetsProve VO is a web-based collaboration environment for 

project & team management. VO solutions steamlines project planing, task management ,resource 

management, document management, Issue management, team collaboration, time tracking and 

analytics to help you maximize your productivity and returns. 

http://www.letsprove.com 
Tags: management,track,task,collaboration 

 

Share Common Interests with your Neighbors Localconnections was created to help you easily 

communicate with neighbors in your city, zip code, neighborhood, and building. The platform is fun 

and simple to use for your convenience.  

http://www.localconnections.com 
Tags: social,community,communication,create,share,sell 



 

Locate your Photos locr allows to automatically add georeferences to photographs. This makes it 

easier to organize photographs. The geographical position is displayed on digital maps, aerial and 

satellite pictures. Photographs can also be uploaded to the locr community and shared with friends and 

family. 

http://locr.com 
Tags: photo,organize 

 

Fast, Easy & Secure Remote Access, Backup, and Support Solutions LogMeIn, Inc. 

(formerly 3am Labs, Inc.) offers a suite of remote access and support solutions that provide instant, 

secure connections between remote PCs over the web. Powered by the LogMeIn Gateway, the service 

has applications for desktop remote control, data backup, file sharing, remote system administration, 

and on-demand customer support. 

https://www.logmein.com 
Tags: helpdesk,secure,desktop,remote 

 

Location-Based Search and 'Virtual GPS' Loki pinpoints your exact physical location and then 

uses that location to make the web revolve around you, wherever you are. With Loki you'll always know 

where you are, make sure that others know where you are too, never get lost and always be able to find 

stuff nearby. 

http://loki.com 
Tags: search,share 

 

Instant Searchable Bookmarks in your own FREE and PRIVATE on-line Archive A way 

to easily and quickly store private bookmarks to interesting links found while browsing. -Bookmark 

links, pages or images -Automatically save context with each bookmark -Search in titles or context or 

browse by date or site -Tag bookmarks and import your existing tags -No software to install, just a 

bookmarklet -Integrates with del.icio.us, Google, eBay and more 

http://www.looklater.com 
Tags: bookmarking,deadpool 

 

New Way of Watching Videos on the Internet LoomTV grants you full video entertainment 

combined with a fast growing online-community that provides you with the freshest video stuff - and 

yet better: LoomTV runs smoothly, is commercial-free and also free of charge. You can search easily for 

your favorite videos, collect them in your own channels and discuss them with your friends. 

http://www.loom.tv 
Tags: video,TV,community 

 

Fast and Easy Way to Create Funny Pictures Online LoonaPix is going to beautify your life. 

First of all you should upload your photo. After your photo is uploaded, you should choose a frame you 

like. From the very begining LonnaPix propose you 9 highest rated frames. But you can easily select one 

of the other frames, that are divided into categories and sub categories. Use tools to make your photo the 

best one. 

 

 

http://www.loonapix.com 
Tags: photo,edit,tool,create 

 

Notifications 2.0 - Your Way Subscribe to topics that you care about. Receive alerts anyway you 

choose: email, IM, text, and RSS Keep your identity private; your information is never revealed Create 

topics for the things you want to promote. 



http://loopnote.com 
Tags: alerts,create,share,note 

 

All your Friends in one Place Build a successful internet startup by following best practices. 

http://www.loopster.com/ 
Tags: network,social,connection 

 

Find your Friends Fast! See where they are & what they're doing. Show your friends where you are 

and what you're doing. 

https://loopt.com/ 
Tags: social,gps 

 

Reviews: Find them, Blog them, Rate them LouderVoice is all about reviews but with a big 

difference.LouderVoice provide the tools that enable you to publish structured reviews to your blog and 

then help everyone else to find your reviews, read them on your blog and then rate them and relate 

them to reviews by other bloggers. 

http://www.loudervoice.com 
Tags: blogging,tool 

 

Two Way Radio over Peer 2 Peer LoudTalks is about voice communication without calls, instant 

messaging without typing. There are no typos, no calling, no busy signals. And, group communication 

with LoudTalks allows everyone to participate at their own pace, without interrupting normal activity. 

http://loudtalks.com 
Tags: communication,group,messaging,download 

 

Leisure time - nightlife - events - venues & community.. Get your free webpage for venues of 

all types. Publish your own events for free. Look at interesting statistics. Let more people know what 

you do. 

http://www.lovento.com/ 
Tags: community,lifestyle 

 

All your Social Networks in one place Lovest.at is about social discovery, helping find people 

just like you. You can use the default 'similar people' list or create your own lists, setting parameters and 

relative importance of the points that matter most to you. Lovest.at draws on all your existing social site 

profiles so there is no need to enter much additional information. 

http://lovest.at 
Tags: aggregator,soical,network 

 

Lovetastic Help you Find Each Other Lovetastic community is independently run by gay men 

who believe in the Lovetastic philosophy: that gay men deserve love and want more than hook-ups. 

http://lovetastic.com/ 
Tags: pride,community,meet 

 

Publish and sell worldwide Lulu is the web's premier independent publishing marketplace for 

digital do-it-yourselfers. It's the only place on the web where you can publish, sell and buy any and all 

things digital — books, music, comics, photographs, movies and well, you get the idea. 

http://www.lulu.com 
Tags: music,media 

A Collaborative Sharing Tool LUNARR is a service that allows people to create and share 

documents in an efficient and convenient way. As a member, once you login you can create or access a 



 

document, and then revise or simply share the document with whomever you like. Share a report with a 

colleague. Change a contract with your attorney. LUNARR makes it fast and simple. 

https://lunarr.com 
Tags: share,tool,document,office 

 

Free Online Calendar Never forget another birthday or anniversary with Luvup.com. Luvup.com is 

the web-based service which allows you to easily set up your private social calendar with all the 

important events in your circle of family and friends. 

http://www.luvup.com 
Tags: track,calendar 

 

Create Free Group Calling Lypp is a free group calling service that uses your existing landline or 

mobile number and requires no additional client software. Calls are initiated using instant messaging (all 

of the major IM networks are supported) and the service also works from the IM clients installed on 

popular mobile devices, such as Windows Mobile and RIM's BlackBerry phones. The web application 

and calling sentry are written in Ruby and an API enables integration of many more group calling 

features with other web applications and services. 

http://lypp.com 
Tags: mobile,group,IM,messaging,share,create 

 

Your Online Business Card lyro aspires to become the world's largest repository of online business 

cards – where everybody who’s anybody can be found. Lyro makes it faster and easier for potential 

customers, business partners, colleagues and acquaintances to search, find, and contact you. 

http://www.lyro.com 
Tags: card,business,communication 

 

Find and Save your Favorite Website Bookmarks In Ma.gnolia you’ll join a welcoming 

community of people and interest groups, all of them showing you what they’ve found on the web. If 

you’ve never tried social bookmarking before, you’re at the the right place to start. 

http://ma.gnolia.com 
Tags: bookmarking,social 

 

Mabber makes Instant Messaging even more simple and more useful Go communicate 

everywhere, anytime. Use mabber either on the web or download the mobile client for your Java-

enabled phone. Chat away with more style and cheaper than using plain old SMS text messaging. 

http://www.mabber.com 
Tags: communication,messaging 

 

What's Hot in the Apple-Mac Community Macmeter is an Apple/Mac focused social-news 

website that allows its member community to submit and PowerUP the hottest industry news. The site is 

based on the concept of user submitted and ranked content. Just as the slashdot-model for sites became 

popular in the late 90's, the digg-model now seems to be the latest trend. 

http://www.macmeter.com/ 
Tags: community,network,social,content,rate 

 

Powers Video Search, Sorting, and Sharing A unique vision of Internet video distribution: as a 

tidal wave of new video content floods on to the Internet, Magnify will help it flow to the diverse 

audiences that will appreciate it, by empowering groups of people who share common interests to 

gather, filter, organize, discuss and share video in a community context. 

http://www.magnify.net 
Tags: share,organize,video,search 



 

Human Powered Search Engine Mahalo is a human-powered search engine that creates organized, 

comprehensive, and spam-free search results for the most popular search terms. Mahalo's search results 

only include great links. All you have to do is install Mahalo Follow and continue to use your current 

search engine. Mahalo Follow will make sure you never miss great Mahalo results. 

http://www.mahalo.com 
Tags: search,engine,discover,share,content 

 

Mahjong Online Game Mahjong Craving is a browser based interactive game that allows 

players to compete against one another. Every time you play on Mahjong Craving you will notice 

that your time and attempts are automatically recorded. When you log in you will also notice that this 

information is used to rank your progress and skill on each of the challenges. 

http://www.mahjongcraving.com 
Tags: game,rate,share 

 

Send large files when email won't, with MailBigFile Many ISP's limit the size of files that can 

be attached to an email, often as little as 10 or 20 MB's is the maximum size. Or perhaps you've received 

a large file by email in the past and found that you have to wait whilst it downloads before you can see 

the rest of your emails? Well, now there's an alternative - and it won't cost you a penny. 

http://www.mailbigfile.com 
Tags: email,hosting,file,storage 

 

Email your Video MailEmotionTV is a free video emailing services that makes it easy to send and 

share videos online. 

http://mailemotion.tv 
Tags: fun,tool,video,email 

 

Single-User Desktop Solution for E-mail Archiving and Backup MailStore Home keeps all 

your valuable e-mail messages in one persistent and safe place. Lightning-fast search, one-click backup, 

powerful export - all information from your e-mail is at your fingertips anytime. Never lose important e-

mail again. 

http://www.mailstore.com 
Tags: email,download,messaging 

 

Foriegn Language Tutorials Mango is a free enterprise language learning course online service. 

Eleven courses are now available in Mango beta release. Each course has 100 lessons available. 

http://www.trymango.com 
Tags: e-learning  

 

View Classified Listings on a Map mapdango is a new mashup application that combines the 

Vast.com API with the Google Maps API to provide an innovative means for users to view classified 

search listings on a map. 

http://www.mapdango.com 
Tags: search,engine,job,car,rent,mapping 

 

Managed Assessment ePortfolio System 

Maps allows students to evidence their capability - includes discussion forums,  

blogs, content players/packages, etc. 

http://www.maps-ict.com 
Tags: management,student,blogging 



 

Places Have Stories MapSkip makes the world a canvas for our stories and photos. It is an ancient 

human instinct to share our life stories with others, as the paintings and hand prints in stone-age caves 

show. Join the MapSkip community in exploring the world through shared stories and pictures about all 

the places in our lives. 

http://www.mapskip.com 
Tags: mapping,explore,discover,share,community 

 

Yahoo! Social Network Mash is a new approach to your profile that brings your people together and 

keeps things interesting. 

http://mash.yahoo.com 
Tags: yahoo,mashup,flickr,social,network 

 

Home of the Feeds By subscribing to the Mashup Feed itself you can get automatically notified of 

mashups as soon as they are added. 

http://www.mashupfeed.com 
Tags: feed,RSS,mashup 

 

Media for the Ineer you matchmine lets you discover a whole new world of music, movies, video 

and other cool stuff that match the tastes of the one-of-kind inner you. Your MatchKey lets you capture 

your personal interests and media preferences and take them with you to get what you want across a 

growing list of partner websites and applications. Creating your MatchKey is easy, anonymous, free and 

you can start using it right away to find media you’ll love. 

http://www.matchmine.com 
Tags: discover,media 

 

Create your own Channel and Share Video Online Maxcast enable you to Create your own 

online broadcast using the most advanced video technology available. Send in your favorite videos to 

broadcast them online. Edit your video programs online and create custom schedules. 

http://www.maxcast.com 
Tags: marketplace,video,share,create,edit 

 

Upload and Share your Ecard Maxtango is an Ecard service created for the design community to 

engage, participate and exchange in the fun of sending Ecards. Ecards are Conversations. 

Communication has become one of the most important and effective entities in digital media, being 

highly effective and indispensable. Ecards carry a message, emotion or feeling. 

http://maxtango.com 
Tags: card,community,fun,communication,share,design 

 

Health Community with a Healthy Attitude Once you or someone you care for was diagnosed 

as being sick, you’ll spare no time, effort or money in order to find out as much as you can about the 

illness and possible treatments. MDjunctions main (and only) goal is to help you and your family 

members achieve better health related decisions. Free, open to all, online information. 

http://www.mdjunction.com 
Tags: health,community,share 

 

Get to know your Blog Measure Map helps you understand what people do at your blog, and what 

influence you are having on the world. -Easily navigate the numbers that matter -Track links to see who 

sends you traffic -Find out what people do at your site 

http://measuremap.com 
Tags: blogging,google,track 



 

Web-Based Video Conferencing Using Mebeam you can instantly setup video conference rooms 

with up to 18 people simultaneously. No registration or sign up is required, just create your conference 

room and invite others to join. 

http://www.mebeam.com 
Tags: webconference,video,chat 

 

Personalized Medical Search MEDgle is an online information and educational service. With the 

thousands of articles and sites available, finding relavent medical information is difficult. MEDgle's goal 

is to make medical information easily and intuitively accessible for the benefit and betterment of 

everybody. Simply: search, learn, and thrive. 

http://medgle.com 
Tags: health,search,engine 

 

Free File Hosting Made Simple MediaFire is truly 100% free and unlimited file host. Unlimited 

uploads, unlimited downloads, unlimited bandwidth, multiple simultaneous downloads and no sign up 

required. 

http://mediafire.com 
Tags: hosting,file,storage 

 

Your Music. Anywhere. MediaMaster lets you store all your music in one place and access it from 

any internet connected computer or stream player. Having your music stored and organized in one 

place has several advantages:  

� Its accessable from anywhere you have an internet connection  

� It allows you to make more room on your computer for other important data  

� Its safe and secure - your music will never vanish with a lost, stolen or damaged machine.  

http://www.mediamaster.com 
Tags: music,playlist,create,widget,storage 

 

Middle East’s Portal for Marketing Communications The world’s first user-generated content 

portal for advertising/media/marketing professionals. 

http://mediame.com 
Tags: media,advertising,marketing,content 

 

Build your own Media Store Mediastores enables anyone to build their own online store for free 

selling their choice of Books, DVDs and CDs and earn 20% commission. MediaStores integrates directly 

with the UK's two largest wholesale suppliers of media to provide a catalogue of over 1 million products 

and next day delivery. 

http://mediastores.com 
Tags: shopping,build,money,media,finance 

 

An ajax based IM client We’re working to bring your IM buddies to you absolutely anywhere. 

Hopefully this lets you get all of your IMing done in one place and makes it easier too 

http://www30.meebo.com 
Tags: communication,messaging,im 

 

Chat with people on your site meebo me is designed for anyone with a home on the web. If you've 

got a web page where you'd like to communicate with your visitors, meebo me allows you to see the 

people who are visiting your web page and chat with them. 

http://www.meebome.com 
Tags: meebo,chat 



 

All Noise Around You Thanks to Meemi you will be able to look for, explore, look at, share texts, 

pictures, ideas, information or anything else you want to put at somebody's disposal. 

http://www.meemi.com 
Tags: media,share,social,search 

 

Community Internet Radio With MeeMix all you need to do is choose one of your favorite songs or 

artists and a playlist based on this input will be automatically built for you. The music will start playing 

(streaming music) and all you need to do is sit back and breathe in the sounds. MeeMix is based on the 

most advanced analysis of personal taste in music. 

http://www.meemix.com 
Tags: music,search,radio,community,Israel 

 

Location Based Mobile Dating MeetMoi has developed a service that allows you to identify your 

location from your cell phones and determine whether there are any other people whose profiles meet 

your search criteria and are within a certain specified distance of you. If MeetMoi finds a match, they 

will send you the person's or persons profiles via SMS. If you like what you see, you can text message 

the person you like anonymously and eventually arrange a meeting. 

http://meetmoi.com/ 
Tags: meet,fun,mobile,discover,SMS,text 

 

Arrange a meeting or event. Work out which day is good for everyone&keep track of 

who is coming Meet With Approval could not be simpler. Fill out the form which creates a meeting 

page. Your friends or colleagues are notified of the event. They visit the meeting page and help decide a 

good date. When you are all happy, Meet With Approval confirms the arrangement and you all meet up. 

http://www.meetwithapproval.com 
Tags: calendar 

 

Find Something to Watch MeeVee is a free online guide for local TV listings. Get show summaries 

and episode trailers for your favorite TV shows on ABC, CBS, NBC, FOX and hundreds of cable and 

satellite channels. MeeVee lets you stay on top of every episode. 

http://www.meevee.com 
Tags: TV,discover,share 

 

Your 3D I-D on the Internet A Meez is your 3D I-D which you create and use to represent yourself 

everywhere you go on the Internet. Hairstyle. Clothes. Eye Color. Everything. You can personalize your 

Meez to look like you do in real life --- or try on a completely new look. It's up to you. 

http://www.meez.com 
Tags: fun,3D 

 

Bringing together People, Opinions and Prizes MegaBuzz is a Web site, where users can ask 

questions, share opinions, and choose sides on hot topics for points and prizes. MegaBuzz fills a gap in 

the social media space by bringing together people, viewpoints, and money. 

http://www.megabuzz.com/ 
Tags: knowledge,social,media,video,share 

 

Rate what you eat Can't find a romantic place for your next date? Tired of your usual watering holes 

for happy hour? Frustrated while finding the best rainbow roll in town? Problem solved - Menuism 

takes the pain and frustration out of deciding where and what to eat. 

http://www.menuism.com 
Tags: restaurant,share,rate 



 

MSN Web Messenger with MessengerFX Web Messenger you can enter to your MSNmessenger 

account from any computer you want without download the software. 

http://www2.messengerfx.com 
Tags: messaging,chat 

 

Serving the World's Best Videos Metacafe helps people discover the world's best videos by 

reviewing over 5000 new video submissions every day. Unlike other video services, on Metacafe every 

new video gets noticed. Over 100,000 dedicated reviewers from around the world filter and rate new 

content. No duplications are allowed and new videos are assessed according to their ability to reach 

wide audiences. 

http://www.metacafe.com 
Tags: video,share,Israel 

 

Find Meaning, Not Just Links.. MetaGlossary harvests definitions from the entire web, the world's 

largest, constantly-updated repository of information. Hence, it surpasses traditional dictionaries, which 

grow more out of date with each passing day. MetaGlossary is as dynamic as the web, offering the most 

current information out there on the most contemporary topics. 

http://www.metaglossary.com 
Tags: search,engine 

 

Weather from People MeteoStone is an experimental project for people to collect and share 

meteorological data about weather all over the world. Everything on MeteoStone, all data and all content 

is provided by users. 

http://meteostone.com 
Tags: weather,mapping,tool,create,share,social 

 

A place for real communities to meet online Smart way to connect with your friends, your 

family, and your communities: Photos, recommendations, email, discussion boards, chat, free internet 

phone calls and classifieds are all integrated. Once you log in to miaplaza, you’ll see at a glance what’s 

new in your plazas and what your friends posted. You'll know instantly what’s important for those you 

value, allowing you to share in better ways with your communities. 

http://www.miaplaza.com 
Tags: community,share 

 

Mobile Internet Made Easy MIME is an easy to use service that enables you to create and 

customise your own mobile internet portal. MIME tried to compile the best mobile sites and to categorise 

them so that it's easy for you to find them. You can also add sites to your portal. What makes the service 

simple is that you can create your mobile internet portal on the web before sending a link to your phone. 

http://www.usemime.com 
Tags: mobile,create 

 

Community in your Pocket MimeCity is a new service that enables you to share and 
exchange content over the web. The service can be accessed from a PC or a mobile phone 
and you can view and contribute content to user-generated events. You can create your own 
event and invite your friends and colleagues to view and contribute. MimeCity events can be 
private and access limited to a list of people that you choose. Alternatively, you can create a 
public event and share it with the connected world. 
http://www.mimecity.com 
Tags: content,exchange,photo,video,create 

MY Modern Architecture Mimoa has dedicated itself to bring Modern Architecture closer to you. 



 

Your Modern Architecture, assembled, compiled and completed, synoptic, swift and always up-to-date. 

With your MIMOA account you can: 

- Publish your projects  

- Place comments  

- Choose your favorites  

- Track projects you´ve already been to. 

http://www.mimoa.eu 
Tags: design,create 

 

Free Online Mind Map Keep track of all your ideas, whether alone, with colleagues and friends or 

working together with the whole world. mind42 is a browser based online mind mapping application. 

With mind42 installing mindmapping tools is no longer needed- for a hassle-free mindmapping 

experience. Just open the browser and launch the application when needed. 

http://mind42.com 
Tags: mindmap,mapping,create 

 

The Place to Learn what others know MindBites is your place on the web to learn directly from 

other real people and share what you know with the world. A self-publishing platform and social 

marketplace for instructional content, MindBites enables people to share their unique knowledge, skills 

and passions through audio and video lessons, earning money for themselves or for charity. 

http://www.mindbites.com 
Tags: video,e-learning,knowledge 

 

Our Product, Your Vision Capture, collaborate and communicate. Mindjet visual mapping makes it 

easy to capture and share your ideas, manage the flow of information and share your vision. 

http://www.mindjet.com 
Tags: mapping,share,collaboration,visual,mindmap 

 

Don't Lose those Good Thoughts.. Mindjot let's you capture experiences in the real world using 

your cell phone, so that you can access them later on from your computer. Mindjot's proprietary system 

combines unique identifier codes (mCodesTM) with 'quick-view' web pages (mCode Pages) that are 

viewed through personal portal pages. 

http://mindjot.com/ 
Tags: mobile,content,management 

 

Think Together MindMeister is a collaborative online mind mapping tool - you can capture your 

thoughts and share them instantly with friends and colleagues. 

http://mindmeister.com 
Tags: collaboration,tool,share,mapping,visual,mindmap,business 

 

Online Mind Mapping Tool Mindomo is a versatile Web-based mind mapping tool, delivering the 

capabilities of desktop mind mapping software in a Web browser - with no complex software to install 

or maintain. Create, edit mind maps, and share them with your colleagues or your friends. 

http://www.mindomo.com 
Tags: mapping,share,create,visual,tool,mindmap 

 

Teamwork Made Easy Mindquarry supports teamwork. Mindquarry allows you to share files, 

exchange ideas and definitions, manage tasks for yourself and your team, and organize talk via e-mail, 

instant messenger or real-world meetings. Mindquarry is Open Source Software, meaning you can 

download, use and redistribute it free of charge. 

http://www.mindquarry.com/ 
Tags: download,share,organize,file 



 

Web 2.0 Dating Mingle2's intuitive design allows you to quickly and easily able to find, contact, and 

mingle with other people. This site is not a popularity contest and it's not intended to be somewhere you 

collect a massive friends list of people you don't know. It's simply a way of efficiently connecting those 

who are interested in dating, making new connections, or just being social. 

http://www.mingle2.com 
Tags: communication,date,meet,social 

 

Your Life Online MingleNow connects your offline life with your online life by allowing you to 

connect to the places you go and the people who go there. The places you like to go define you. 

MingleNow enables you to meet other people who are attracted to the same places. You can also use 

MingleNow to discover places in other cities and areas that attract the type of people and have the type 

of vibe you're looking for. Most importantly, MingleNow has a built in calendar to organize your 

weekend without having to wade through calls, emails and IMs. 

http://minglenow.com 
Tags: community,meet,share,discover,social,network,calendar, 

 

A Showroom of Nice Looking Simple Downloadable DHTML and AJAX Scripts 

MiniAjax is a free gallery of AJAX scripts. This site has some excellent DHTML and AJAX code you can 

download. Under Drag and Drop it even has the basics of an AJAX homepage. 

http://www.miniajax.com 
Tags: gallery,tool,build 

 

The Net's RSS Magazine MiniBoxs is a vivid RSS aggregator that offers a new approach to surfing 

the Internet and presents its users with a simple way to get updated with news and content from around 

the globe in a wide variety of topics. MiniBoxs is an easy way to familiarize yourself with a handful 

websites, from the most popular portals and blogs to various Internet magazines, social networks, 

web2.0 sites, leading video and image sharing communities and other top rated gems that are often 

missed by the general surfers community. 

http://www.miniboxs.com 
Tags: aggregator,RSS,feed,content 

 

A Web Text Network The MiniMob Chat Messenger works on all web pages including: MySpace, 

Friendster, Facebook and more. Simply create an account, choose a mobile phone, then copy some 

special code onto your site or profile page. 

http://minimobs.com 
Tags: mobile,text,SMS,share,network 

 

The Super Easy Gallery minishowcase is a small and simple php/javascript online photo gallery, 

powered by AJAX that allows you to easily show your images online, without complex databases or 

coding, allowing to have an up-and-running gallery in a few minutes. 

http://minishowcase.frwrd.net 
Tags: gallery,photo,photo,download 

 

Refreshing Money Management Mint allows you to view all of your banking and credit card 

transactions side-by-side, making identifying all of your transactions much easier and faster than ever 

before. Mint makes it easy for you to track down erroneous charges or bank fees, and keep a closer eye 

on your money. 

http://www.mint.com 
Tags: money,track,management,finance 

The World's Largest Parent to Parent Advice-Opedia Minti is a virtual place where parents 



 

can visit anytime to share and gain valuable advice on parenting. Get your own family page, keep a blog 

and make friends with other members. Advance through the minti ranks by contributing advice, rating 

articles and writing comments. 

http://www.minti.com/ 
Tags: parent,community 

 

User Generated History Miomi is a revolutionary new way of organising and viewing the Internet 

on the basis of time, allowing you to travel back to the dawn of time, or forward into the distant future. 

Miomi contains content from thousands of information sources, from encyclopaedias, newsrooms, 

reference books and some really left-field sources. 

http://www.miomi.com 
Tags: content,community,share 

 

Social Bookmarking Tool Mister Wong is a social bookmarking site with portals in 6 languages. It 

offers you an 

interesting way to save all of your favorite websites in a personal 

account, which you have access to online no matter where you are, 

whether it's at work, home, on your laptop, at university, internet 

cafés, and even on your cell phone. With the use of tags, you can 

organize your favorite bookmarks comfortably and individually. You 

decide whether you you want to make your bookmarks private, so that only 

you can see them, or public for all to see. 

http://www.mister-wong.com 
Tags: bookmarking,discover,organize,list,share,social 

 

Create Mixes and Share them Online Mixaloo brings the art of the mix-tape into the digital age. 

Freely explore Mixaloo's library of over three million songs and arrange unique music mixes that express 

your complex self. At no cost to you, mixes can be easily embedded on your personal pages (such as 

Facebook, MySpace and Blogger) to sell and earn cash, along with points toward ubercool Mixaloo 

merchandise. 

http://www.mixaloo.com 
Tags: mix,create,share,sell 

 

Create Great Books with your Friends Mixbook allows you to create books with your friends and 

family about memorable events, the everyday moments and all the things that are important in your life. 

You can collaborate with others to design custom books that Mixbook will print and ship right to your 

door - for you to keep or to give as a gift. Mixbooks can be shared online or as coffee-table quality 

printed books. 

http://www.mixbook.com 
Tags: book,create,collaboration 

 

Want to Meetup Tonight? Mixd is about going out. Coordinate last-minute meetups, share pictures 

and videos from your phone, and remember last night on a website we create for you, automatically. 

How? Mixd is group texting and photo & video sharing. No downloads or installs required. Just text 

445566 and you're off and running. 

http://mixd.yahoo.com 
Tags: meet,yahoo,share,group,deadpool 

 

Create. Mix. Network MixerCast is led by software and business experts from Yahoo!, Microsoft, 

and arguably too many other Internet startups. MixerCast building an environment for everyone – to 

enjoy, create, publish and network your media everywhere. 



http://www.mixercast.com 
Tags: mix,share,media,create,network 

 

Mix Your Media. Max Your Potential Mixpo helps individuals create multimedia portfolios so 

they can tell and promote a more compelling story on their own websites or other online sites they can 

publish to – simply and on their terms. 

http://www.mixpo.com 
Tags: media,create,tool,video 

 

Giving you a Better Way to Show Off Mixxter is a new breed of social networking, aiming to 

create a better online community environment for our generation. Music, video, blogs and more, all 

mixxed into one unique place made by you. 

http://www.mixxter.com 
Tags: social,network,community,share,media,deadpool 

 

Boost your Music Mixzik is the place to share your videos with your friends, family and everyone 

else: 

To watch a video/ heard a music: make a selection from most recent, most popular, filter with tags or 

owner to play the selection. To share a music/video: register over here on Mixzik, upload the 

music/video to our site and come up with appropriate tags (keywords) so that other users can find your 

music/video. 

http://www.mixzik.com 
Tags: music,mix,fun,tool,player,share,create 

 

Where to Go on the Go MizPee finds the closest, cleanest toilet and gives you entertaining reading 

material once you get there. Since the service is cell phone-based, it's always with you, when you really 

need it. 

http://www.mizpee.com 
Tags: mobile,discover,SMS 

 

MP3 Ringtones and SMS Alerts mjelly is a mobile music thing where you can download bare 

amounts of free mp3 ringtones to your phone. 

http://www.mjelly.com 
Tags: SMS,audio,mobile,download 

 

Online Accounting for Real People mo.neytrack.in is a free online webapp that allows you to 

track all your expenses and income easily and without effort, thus allowing you to have a clear view of 

your financial situation. It intends to be a simple yet powerful online budget management tool. 

http://moneytrackin.com 
Tags: management,money,tool,track 

 

Multimedia Comment System MobaTalk is a multimedia comment system which allows you to 

send and receive comments in the form of audio, video, and text. The MobaTalk system offers the 

integration of audio comments, video comments, dial-in comments, MMS comments from cell phones, 

and comments via email with audio and video files attached. 

http://www.mobatalk.com 
Tags: comment,share,media 

 

Internet Made Mobile Get your free page analysis and Mobi Ready score 

This report tests the mobile-readiness of your site using industry best practices & standards. 

http://mr.dev.mobi 



Tags: mobile,track 

 

Access your Bookmarks from your Mobile Device Mobilicio.us is a mashup that combines the 

del.icio.us or Ma.gnolia (or Wieza) online bookmarking services with Google Mobile. This allows you to 

browse through mobilized versions of your bookmarks from your phone browser or other limited-

display browsers. 

http://mobilicio.us 
Tags: bookmarking 

 

Create Mobile Bookmarks At Mobiseer users can build their own Mobile Web space with a list of 

their favorite mobile websites and view this on their mobile phone wherever they are. Even if they 

change their phone they can still view their own personal Mobiseer page. 

http://www.mobiseer.com 
Tags: mobile,bookmarking,social 

 

Low cost mobile Internet with RSS-feeds Mobispine delivers personalized RSS-feeds to mobile 

users. Users can add feeds directly from the mobile phone and browse them from anywhere, anytime 

and stay updated. The service is carrier-independent and works globally. 

http://www.mobispine.com 
Tags: mobile,RSS,feed 

 

View & Publish Video, Chat and Meet Friends Moblr is a content and contact community 

available on both mobile and web. View, publish, chat and meet for free. While on the move or at home. 

http://www.moblr.com 
Tags: video,mobile,community 

 

Make Wallpapers for Cell Phones moboPic is a free service for creating wallpapers for cell/mobile 

phones. Just three easy steps and your wallpaper is ready. Upload any picture (we support JPG, PNG 

ang GIF files up to 2Mb), choose your phone model and enjoy new wallpaper. 

http://www.mobopic.com 
Tags: mobile,photo,share,create 

 

Get your Video to go Mobunga is a community-driven site designed to help video fans find the best 

mobile video content that's available on the Web. Mobunga is your guide to video downloads for 

iPod,PSP, and mobile phones. 

http://www.mobunga.com 
Tags: mobile,video,iPod,community 

 

Your Guide to Video Downloads for iPod, PSP, and Mobile Phones Mobunga is a 

community-driven site designed to help video fans find the best mobile video content that's available on 

the Web. Most people have mobile, active lives, and they shouldn't be forced to restrict their videos to 

the desktop. 

http://www.mobunga.com 
Tags: mobile,phone,video,iPod,PSP,community 

 

The Daily Buzz MobuzzTV wants to raise of the current type of vlog in two ways. Firstly, in terms of 

content: they aim to produce more highly structured, informative daily clips. Secondly in terms of 

format: while MobuzzTV is accessible online, it is specifically formatted for use on a mobile phone. 

While changing the concept of the vlog in these ways, it is still important to MobuzzTV to maintain the 

interactive aspect of the vlog, allowing users to comment on their programs and in that way adapt it to 



their tastes. 

http://dailybuzz.mobuzz.tv 
Tags: TV,video, 

 

Your Mobile Address Book Online Mobyko is a simple and easy way to save all your names and 

numbers to one safe place. So now if you lose your phone, your life doesn't go with it. Your numbers 

will never be used. 

https://www.mobyko.com 
Tags: mobile,addressbook 

 

Share your Links Mockatoo aims to be an online service to manage structured data and a lot beyond 

that. Currently you are experiencing the first beta version of Mockatoo, which offers the most basic 

features of the eventual product. In this sense it is actually no more than a sneak preview of what 

Mockatoo will bring in the future 

http://www.mockatoo.com 
Tags: share,bookmarking 

 

Shopping Community for Sharing Deals Modoshi is a next generation shopping community 

that helps consumers by channeling their collective intelligence towards saving money. Modoshi make it 

easy to share shopping related information. 

http://modoshi.com 
Tags: shopping,community,share,deadpool 

 

Mobilize your Website or Blog MoFuse allows content publishers to create RSS driven mobile sites 

and gives the users the ability to control almost every aspect of the design using some of our AJAX 

features. 

http://www.mofuse.com 
Tags: RSS,mobile,build,tool 

 

Discover what your Friends are Discovering Mogad allows people to share information on what 

is consuming their attention. It depends on a browser plugin. Once you're a user, you can add your own 

trackers for your favorite sites (e.g. Slashdot, Yelp!, DailyMotion ... etc) by visiting your settings page. 

http://www.mogad.com 
Tags: track,tool,browser 

 

Live Broadcast With Mogulus, you can blend your webcam, video clips from YouTube, and your own 

original content into your own unique TV program - and you call all the shots. When you’re not 

broadcasting live, turn on the auto-pilot and let it drive your playlist. Mogulus gives you a wealth of 

broadcast graphics including ticker, bumper, lower third name, and logo bug. Additionally, you can 

customize these graphics using your own logos and colours. 

http://www.mogulus.com 
Tags: webcam,TV,video,create,share,mix 

 

Video in your own Words Get more out of your online media with the unique Mojiti experience. 

Transform a passive viewing experience into one that is engaging and exciting - allowing you to be in 

control of and interact with what you are watching.. 

http://mojiti.com/ 
Tags: video,share,create,media,deadpool 

The Evolution of the Yellow Pages Whether you´re searching for a good restaurant, car mechanic, 

dentist or other local businesses the video, pictures and written reviews from members of MojoPages can 



 

help guide you to the best. MojoPages is a local business review community where you are empowered 

with more creative ways, like video & pictures, to bring a business review to life and express how 

businesses are truly treating you.  

http://www.mojopages.com 
Tags: community,search,engine,business 

 

Share your Life in Real-Time with your Cell Phone Use your mobile phone to begin recording 

your life. mojungle allows you to save and share your memories. 

http://www.mojungle.com 
Tags: share,mobile,record 

 

Canadian Moms Grops MommyClub is one of the most comprehensive parenting networks in 

Canada. This free site empowers Canadian moms to connect, learn and play, both locally and nationally. 

Canadian moms can exchange support, encouragement and wisdom which inspires them to reach their 

full potential as mothers and as individuals. MommyClub is Everything Mom and is now available to 

moms across the country, for free. 

http://www.mommyclub.ca 
Tags: family,community,social,group,mom 

 

Compare Cheap Flights Across Sites Momondo is a search tool that helps you find the cheapest 

flight tickets on the net for flights in Europ. Your request goes out to more than 600 airlines in Europe 

through airline websites and on-line travel agencies. The network is constantly expanding. 

http://www.momondo.com 
Tags: travel,search,tool 

 

Web Site Monitoring for Everyone mon.itor.us provides 24 x 7 network and website monitoring 

service with personalized interactive interface, where you can add server performance and availability 

tests, get uptime reports, add contacts to get the alert notifications. Tests will be performed from 

geographically distributed servers. 

http://www.mon.itor.us 
Tags: management,track 

 

Find me. Book me. Pay me. Rate me Monetime is a free online directory for services with 

integrated e-commerce features available on demand for very low fees. It's an online presence for sellers 

with detailed information about their services in a directory that is spiderable by search engines, 

advanced e-commerce features that allow buyers to book their services direct from the seller's profile 

page and pay online, and more. 

http://www.monetime.com 
Tags: e-commerce,discover,sell,buy,share,create 

 

Your To-Do List for things you want other People To-Do Create a monkey for each task you 

want to delegate to someone else. The person will get an email reminders about the task, and you'll get 

an email reminder when the deadline for the task has expired. 

http://monkeyon.com 
Tags: to-do,create,collaboration,email 

 

Printing your World Wide Web MOO is a new kind of printing business. MOO dreams up new 

tools that help people turn their virtual content into beautiful print products. 

http://www.moo.com 
Tags: print,flickr,business 



 

Flash your Media Quickly and easily enhance your profiles and blogs. With Moonk you can create a 

slideshow from your favorite pictures; a videoshow from your best videos; and a jukebox from your 

greatest music hits. These players can then be integrated into pages like MySpace, Hi5, Friendster, 

Yahoo360, and Blogger or used for your own personal website. 

http://www.moonk.com 
Tags: create,media,blogging,music,photo,video,tool 

 

Create Mosaics from your Flickr Photos With mosaickr you can create beautiful mosaics from 

your flickr pictures, and even print them on posters. Creating a mosaick is easy and it's free. 

http://www.mosaickr.com 
Tags: flickr,photo,tool 

 

Adopt A Monster Visitors to MoshiMonsters can adopt their very own pet Monster, give it a name 

and design its color scheme. Each Monster has a lively personality that develops the more it is played 

with. Monster owners can make new friends and connect with existing friends through a wide variety of 

safe social networking features such as Monster blogs, Newsfeeds, pinboards and buddy lists. 

http://www.moshimonsters.com 
Tags: virtual,kids,fun,e-learning 

 

People Powered Mobile Search Mosio is a mobile community enabling you to text any question 

from your phone and have it answered by real people (other Mosio members). It's totally free. 

http://www.mosio.com 
Tags: mobile,ask,question,answer,SMS,text 

 

Social Filesharing and Chat for Facebook 

Mosoto is a new way to share and connect with your facebook friends. With Mosoto you can easily share 

files, chat with friends and discover people and media in your social network. Because Mosoto is built 

ontop of Facebook your friends and social network are already here. Mosoto is streaming social media. 

http://www.mosoto.com 
Tags: chat,share,tool,discover,social,media 

 

Nearby Motels and Accomodations MotelPoint is a vertical search engine for motel 

accommodation in United States. Find out which motel to stay in when you are traveling. 

http://www.motelpoint.com 
Tags: hotel,search,travel,mapping 

 

A Place to Gather Together with Fellow Moms and for Special Interests MothersClick, 

providing new tools for all moms to safely connect online, to interact and share knowledge, and to learn 

from each other. By joining together, MothersClick creating a powerful resource exclusively for mothers. 

http://www.mothersclick.com 
Tags: share,mom,tool 

 

Where your Passion Parks Motortopia brings motor enthusiasts and the information they desire 

together in one place. Whether you are into cars, bikes, boats or planes, Motortopia enables you to share 

your passion with others. On Motortopia your "garage" is where you show your vehicles. Sharing photo 

albums and posting journals are among many features you will find. Find and sell parts, view and rate 

other vehicles, participate in challenges, leave comments, and more. 

http://www.motortopia.com 
Tags: car,share,create,community,sell,buy 



 

Web-Based Second Life MovableLife allows Second Life users to log in to Second Life using only a 

web browser. MovableLife allows you to chat, IM, search, teleport, manage friends, groups, and much 

more. If you just want a quick and easy SecondLife experience without all the 3D graphics, then 

MovableLife is exactly what you are looking for. 

http://movablelife.net 
Tags: 3D,network,communication 

 

The Most Popular Platform for Professional Blogging Movable Type is an extensible platform 

with many robust features already built in, and thanks to our active developer community we have 

hundreds of plug-ins to make your Movable Type blog even more powerful. More businesses choose 

Movable Type than any other platform, from independent professionals to the Fortune 500. 

http://www.sixapart.com/movabletype/ 
Tags: sixapart,blogging,share,business 

 

Music Videos Aggregator With MuviBee platform, you can watch your favorite music videos 

online, browse your favorite artists and albums and build your own album and video lists. 

http://www.muvibee.com 
Tags: music,video,search,aggregator 

 

Powering Mobile Life Mozeo gives people the power of getting information anytime, anywhere via 

their mobile phone. It's your own mobile chat room, invite who you want and get going. Speak your 

mind to the world, and let people hear what you have to say right on their mobile phone. 

http://www.mozeo.com 
Tags: mobile,chat,text,SMS 

 

Mp3 Search Engine Mp3Realm is an evolving search engine focused distinctively on audio in Mp3 

format. Mp3Realm allows you to search for your favorite songs and clips, and filter them out by file 

duration. Your searches can be based on artist, title, genre or album. Mp3Realm also index's lyrics, so 

you can sing along to your favorite songs. The service also provides easy copy&paste HTML for your 

blog or site. Supported languages. 

http://mp3realm.org 
Tags: search,engine,audio,song,lyrics 

 

Where Hiring Happens Mployd helps job seekers search for employment and leading the 

employers wanting to recruit, hire and provide opportunities. It's where hiring happens. 

http://www.mployd.com 
Tags: job,search 

 

Msgme Shifts Mobile Keywords into Overdrive Msgme is a mobile messaging platform that 

gives content owners the ability to add mobile interactivity to their current marketing - online, print, 

broadcast, or in-venue. The easy-to-use web interface makes self-publishing effortless and gives content 

owners the power to create flexible mobile campaigns, customize their content delivery and send 

broadcast messages to their fans, customers, constituents, and friends. In seconds, Msgme can help you 

create a mobile presence for your company, brand, organization, political campaign, or band. 

http://www.msgme.com 
Tags: mobile,messaging 

 

Your Messenger msgr is a web service you can use to create your own instant messenger. Setup a 

messenger for your group of friends, e-group, orkut community, visitors to your website, or even your 

intranet. You can use msgr for free if less than 25 members signup for the messenger you create. If you 

have a larger member base you can always upgrade. 



http://www.i-msgr.com 
Tags: messaging,community,tool,group,create 

 

Smart Tools for Music People Mubito is a new online music platform combines music and the 

Internet in a new way, creating a powerful hub of online promotion and distribution for musicians and 

record labels. Mubito offering a tool for musicians and labels to create and manage their official music 

websites - including an in-built member community, online shop, news, live events, and streaming 

media. 

http://www.mubito.com 
Tags: music,record,tool,organize,community,media 

 

Show Off what you're doing Online Mugshot makes it easy for you and friends to keep track of 

one other online. Show a list of sites you belong to, like MySpace, and LiveJournal. Display photo 

streams from your Flickr account. Share what you're browsing and listening to, using Web Swarm and 

Music Radar. Your Mugshot page also includes friends recent web activity. Keep up with everything on 

one convenient page. 

http://mugshot.org 
Tags: social,network 

 

Make your Music Collection Even Better Muiso (pronounced MOO-EE-SO) is a good way to 

enjoy music on your computer or mobile player. Muiso is made up of two parts - the website at 

muiso.com and the desktop companion software. When you run the companion software, you will see a 

music videoish popup that shows all kinds of interesting things like: -Artist news (concerts, blogs, 

magazine articles) -Album reviews and thumbnails -Similar artists and tracks -People near you who love 

the same music -Personalized recommendations -Local popularity - find the newest LOCAL bands -Lots 

of statistics, social networking fun, and so much more 

http://muiso.com 
Tags: music,mobile 

 

One Home for all of your Stuff Multiply gives you an easy way to share all kinds of digital media, 

including photos, blogs, videos, music and more, all in one convenient place: your own personal web 

site. With Multiply, you can share and discuss your stuff with everyone in your "social network," and 

also be alerted whenever they have something new. 

http://multiply.com 
Tags: social,network,share,photo,music 

 

Share - Support - Succeed Mumspaceaims to give mums every opportunity to succeed, both 

personally and financially, and embrace the challenges that come with motherhood. Founded by mums, 

mumspaceis a service designed to bring together the fantastic technology today's web has to offer, and 

make it easy for your average mum to use. And while they're using it, they can band together with other 

mums within the mumspace community. 

http://mumspace.net 
Tags: community,share,mom,social,network 

 

Music Happiness Centre Musana offers access to my music anywhere, legally storing my digital 

music, getting music recommendations according to my own taste as well getting into existing services, 

sharing my experience with my friends. 

http://www.musana.com 
Tags: music,storage,community,share,create 



 

Conten Engagement Platform MuseStorm has pioneered end-to-end enterprise-grade solutions 

that empower publishers and marketers to engage their target audiences through syndication of highly 

interactive rich media content. 

http://www.musestorm.com 
Tags: content,widget,marketing,Israel 

 

Let Users Easily add your Content to Blogs and Social Networks MuseStorm provides 

services that are built on top of dynamic Web data such as RSS feeds and Web APIs. We believe that the 

Internet is radically changing and that data driven Web applications are going to revolutionize the Web 

as we know it. 

http://musestorm.com 
Tags: widget,RSS,social,blogging 

 

A Cool way to fimd New Music Musicmobs is all about letting people know what kind of music 

you're into. What better way to show off your collection then display everything you've ever listened to? 

With Musicmobs it's surprisingly easy. 

http://www.musicmobs.com 
Tags: music 

 

Charting a Course Through the Wilderness of Online Music MusicStrands develops social 

recommendation technologies to help people discover and enjoy new music. MusicStrands uses 

statistical machine learning, collaborative filtering, complex network-based analysis, among others, to 

provide music recommendations based exclusively on the listening behavior of individuals and social 

networks. 

http://www.musicstrands.com 
Tags: music,chart 

 

Global Music Relationship Engine MusicIP's unique music matching technology defines 

relationships between sets of music based on acoustic traits and characteristics. With the goal to know 

about all the music in the world, MusicIP creates products and services to increase listener enjoyment 

and artist recognition through a one-of-a-kind music discovery experience. 

http://www.musicip.com 
Tags: music,engine,visual 

 

Find Related Music Artists MusicMesh - Music in mesh network. Concatenate and discover a new 

song. Mashup with youtube video for chosen tracklist, wikipedia and Amazon. 

http://www.musicmesh.net 
Tags: music,network,track,create,visual,mapping 

 

Music Subscription Service for Mobile Phone MusicStation transforms the phone giving the 

consumer all the playing functionality and user experience of a standard MP3 player - along with all the 

browse, search, celebrity playlist features of a desktop program - plus community features and 

personalized news and views. MusicStation provides a simple connected user interface - with all 

functionality available on the move. Download, searching and community features are available during 

music play. 

http://www.omnifone.com 
Tags: music,search,mobile,community 

 

Play with Whoever you Want Musigy lets you plug in your guitar, keyboard, mike or whatever 

you use to make music, and jam with anyone over the Internet, as if you were in the same room. With 

high-quality sound and ultra-low delays. 



http://www.musigy.com 
Tags: music,share 

 

Mix Photo and Music into Video muveeMix allow users to create their own short personal videos 

from raw footage, music and pictures. The result, called a muvee, can then be embedded in your blog or 

shared with your friends via email. The service comes free of charge (for limited accounts), though 

registration is required. 

http://www.muveemix.com 
Tags: mix,video,photo,music 

 

Diagrams that Just Work - Everywhere Leveraging the latest in browser and web technologies, 

mxGraph is the ultimate solution for drawing diagrams in a browser. Using open standards, mxGraph 

does not depend on any third-party plugins and proprietary software. mxGraph works straight out of 

the box, no client configuration, no plugin installation, no platform dependencies. 

http://www.mxgraph.com 
Tags: visual,create,diagram,mapping 

 

The Best Audio with all the Music the Web has to Offer With MXPLAY, you find music 

while you browse the web. Or explore the MXPLAY website to find cool bands, music blogs, and content 

created or discovered by other users. You can create mashups with videos from YouTube, save songs 

from a music blog to an online playlist, or post your playlists and mashups on your social network page. 

http://www.mxplay.com 
Tags: music,audio,discover,create,video,mashup 

 

Global Solutions for Local Publishers MyAdSource has been created to give publishers the 

ability to provide an online marketplace where consumers can search online ads, as well as, all print 

classified ads. This solution provides Newspapers, local and nationwide, the ability to regain the 

classified industry, which they once owned exclusively. 

http://www.myadsource.com 
Tags: advertising,marketing 

 

Quick and Easy Way to Catalog all your Anime MyAnimeList is simply a useful way to keep 

track of your anime, as well as integrated forums for discussion of the most recent animes. 

http://myanimelist.net 
Tags: list,track,art,share,create 

 

Your New Startpage myAOL is your home on the Internet. It’s your personal home page that will 

welcome you every time you start your browser, and the place you’ll come back to over and over again 

to check out what’s happening, check in with your friends, and check the pulse of your world. myAOL 

puts you back in control, giving you access to all the information and fun you want, and helping you 

avoid the things you don’t want. It makes you more productive by offering great new ways to store, 

manage, and discover lots of great stuff, including feeds, bookmarks, content, and applications from all 

across the Web. 

http://beta.my.aol.com 
Tags: startpage,bookmarking,feed,RSS,organize,AOL 

 

For all This Talk of a Global Conversation Throughout the Blogosphere MyBlogLog is a 

communities service to empower authors and readers to operate at the same level. For the first time, 

everyone who reads a web site or blog can learn about and engage with one another, and in the process 

take the conversation to a whole new level. 

http://www.mybloglog.com 
Tags: community,blogging,track,share 



 

Bloop Network Download your own music and videos at Bloop: A Great portal for media sharing. 

http://www.mybloop.com 
Tags: media,share,music,video 

 

Access your Data from any Computer With MyBooo, you have the possibility to store and 

centralize your data. MyBooo also allows you to share and exchange data with the MyBooo community. 

Not only that, MyBooo lets you view your multimedia images, sound and video. In addition, you have 

the possibility to access your own RSS feeds This is available to you easily. 

http://mybooo.com 
Tags: desktop,tool 

 

A Place for Cats MyCatSpace is a site for all cats and cat lovers. It's a new place for a cat community! 

There are many social communities for people - it is about time that cats have their own place on the 

internet too. A place to let the world know that Cats are IT. 

http://www.mycatspace.com 
Tags: community,social,pets,share 

 

Find, Connect and Grow your Church Community MyChurch.org is a free online tool for 

churches to outreach and build community by networking their congregation. Amongst some of its 

features are a library for sermons and media, a social network, a classifieds board, a collaborative blog, a 

photo sharing app, and an event calendar for you and your church. 

http://www.mychurch.org 
Tags: community,share 

 

Community Driven Decision Engine MyDecide is designed to help adults make smart, well-

informed, decisions about major lifestyle issues such as health, wealth, career, education and family. . 

http://mydecide.com 
Tags: community,engine,share,tool 

 

Community Network for Dogs With MyDogSpace you can share your dog pictures, write blog 

posts about dogs and communicate with other dog lovers, all in a very lovely community. 

http://www.mydogspace.com 
Tags: pets,community,social,share 

 

Online Drawing MyDrawings provides you with a huge and never ending virtual canvas to draw on. 

Its also a great way to browse other drawings. Simply scroll around the canvas to the left and find a 

place you'd like to draw. Then just right click and choose edit to begin your drawing. 

http://mydrawings.com 
Tags: draw,virtual,share,create 

 

Check all your Email accounts for Free! MyEmail.com allows you to manage your existing 

POP3/IMAP email accounts from any computer, anywhere in the world. 

http://myemail.com 
Tags: email 

 

A Flexible Way to Store, Manage, Share and Link your Personal Media Online A unified 

personal content/media management app. Combining the best of online storage, sharing and linking in a 

application that has the depth, feel and power of a client app. 

http://lite.myfabrik.com/ 
Tags: storage,share,file,media 



 

Create a Private Family Website myfamily is providing private family web sites to help millions of 

people stay connected with those who matter most. Continuing that tradition, myfamily.com 2.0 beta 

introduces a new generation of free family web sites for sharing photos, stories, news, and more. 

http://www.myfamily.com 
Tags: share,photo,create,family 

 

Create a Private Family Website myfamily 2.0 is a great place on the web to connect and share 

with the most important people in your life, in a private, secure environment. myfamily2.0 currently 
running in beta, but great family sharing site, video, picture, even voice recording capability to 
narrate the pics/videos.  
http://www.myfamily.com 
Tags: blogging,social,network,community,share,create 

 

The Social Newspaper myFeedz uses an innovative way to show you personalized news based on 

your reading habits. It learns from what you like and helps you keep up with your interests. myFeedz 

constantly watches a number of feeds for new content and automatically tags new articles as they are 

published. Feeds are added in myFeedz by the users that add them to their profile or upload an OPML 

file. AdobeLab Project. 

http://www.myfeedz.com 
Tags: adobe,feed,RSS,content,news 

 

Play and Create Online Games Create your very own games in less than 2 minutes. It´s easy and 

fun, all you have to do is upload a photo, adjust it and then publish it to the world. 

http://www.mygame.com 
Tags: game,share,create,build 

 

Custom Home and Start Page Mygetgo's fully customisable home or start pages where YOU 

decide on the content, and the look. You can add your favourite website links and customise how the 

page looks allowing you to easily get the best start into the internet. 

http://mygetgo.com 
Tags: startpage,create,tool,design 

 

At Home on every Computer Online desktop. Your hard drive on the web. All data can be saved 

directly online, always secure, accessible any time. myGoya include, file manager, calendar, mail 

management, flickr widget, chat box and more. 

http://www.mygoya.de/us 
Tags: desktop,calendar,email,management,media,tool,widget 

 

Create Family Tree - Genealogy MyHeritage allows you to have your face recognition for your 

photos and to create family tree for free. MyHeritage are providing a bunch of tools for researching your 

heritage and sharing it on the Internet. 

http://www.myheritage.com/ 
Tags: family,tree,create,photo,Israel 

 

Myligo Social Network Look up people around you. See how people know each other. Make 

groups and events with your friends. 

http://www.myligo.com 
Tags: social,network,share 

Personalize your Blog, IM and Skype profile! MyMe is a web based service aiming to provide 

an exciting and fun way for web users to create a visual identity for their blog, MSN, Yahoo, Flickr, 



 

Skype and Xanga profile and many more. MyMe allows users to create a personal identity to personalize 

a web profile. 

http://www.my-me.com 
Tags: identity,im,skype 

 

A Web Calendar with SMS/Text Message and Email Reminders myMemorizer.com is free 

to use but max 3 free SMS/Text message reminders/day, it is possible to buy extra SMS/Text Messages. 

http://www.mymemorizer.com 
Tags: calendar,SMS,email,reminder 

 

Record and Track your Miles.. With MyMileMarker you can track you gas mileage by entering the 

odometer reading, the number of gallons purchased, and the price of the gas at each fill up. You can do 

this by text messaging My Mile Marker through Twitter. 

http://mymilemarker.com 
Tags: track,car,money,mobile 

 

The Web DataBase Myowndb is a web application with the goal to let you manage your data easily. 

You can view it as a database with which you get an interface to enter, modify, delete and search data 

once you've define its structure. 

http://www.myowndb.com 
Tags: search,file,content 

 

Create your own personalized Pick List and share it with your friends MyPickList.com lets 

you share & recommend things you love with the whole world. Create your own personalized Pick List 

and email it to your friends, publish it to your Blog, or let anyone searching MyPickList.com find out the 

products & services you love. You will even earn a commission from everyone who buys something 

from your Pick List. 

http://mypicklist.com 
Tags: community 

 

Need A Picture for your Social Network? Try mypictr. Upload and crop your photos right from 

the web. No download or registration needed. 

http://mypictr.com 
Tags: photo,tool 

 

Discover Presentations and Slideshows Online With MyPlick you can upload your 

presentation documents in a variety of formats such as powerpoint, pdf, openoffice odp, etc. If you need 

to add narration or sound effect to your presentation, you can upload an audio file and have the option 

to synchronize the audio with your slides using our online easy-to-use sync tool. Once a presentation is 

made, you will have the choice to either publicly share with everyone or only share it within a small 

private group. You will also be able to find out how users are viewing your plick, for example, how 

much time people stayed on each slide. 

http://myplick.com 
Tags: discover,presentation,share,tool,community,network 

 

Meeting has a New Meaning MyQuire is an online project management tool with an integrated 

social network. It allows you to stay up-to-date with your friends and colleagues, as well as manage 

your personal and professional activities. With an online calendar, Word-compatible text editor, Excel 

and Power-Point viewer, unlimited file storage and real-time chat, staying productive and connected 

wherever you are has never been easier. 

http://www.myquire.com 
Tags: management,tool,social,network,file,storage 



 

Real Estate Community MyRealPlace is the complete, realty resource for buyers, sellers, investors 

and realty professionals alike. This site exist to help you buy and sell properties, to learn about trends in 

your area, to ask questions of the professionals, to search out realty professionals and to provide a 

meeting place where you can engage with each other. 

http://www.myrealplace.com 
Tags: realestate,community,sell,buy,shopping,marketplace 

 

A Place to Share your Recipe MyRecipe.org is a cooking community website. It's a place to share 

your food recipes. It is FREE and easy to add your own recipes to myrecipe.org. 

http://www.myrecipe.org 
Tags: community,recipe,share 

 

Find Special Offers and Discount Codes MyRetailCodes is an easy way to find and share online 

discount codes, special offers and promotional codes. Saving you money when you shop online. 

MyRetailCodes is updated a few times each day, with the hope of bringing you the latest and best deals 

on the internet. MyRetailCodes offers you online discount codes, link based coupons, product discount 

news and sale announcements. Many of the deals you find here are only found at MyRetailCodes. 

http://www.myretailcodes.co.uk 
Tags: shopping,money,share,discover,search,finance 

 

Update all your Friends with one Phone Call mySay is a phone service for staying in touch with 

friends. It's a single phone number that lets you: 

- Record updates for your friends to hear 

- Listen to updates from your friend 

- Stick a widget on your blog or web page so your friends can hear you when they visit 

http://www.mysay.com 
Tags: communication,mobile,social 

 

Organize Your School Life Online mySchoolog is an online service that primary, high school and 

university students can organize their school life online. They can save their notes, to-dos, files and 

schedule. They can export data and carry with them. Also students can access their mySchoolog account 

from home, school and everywhere... It's all comfortable usage and practical navigation designed for 

students. Mobile access is available too. 

http://www.myschoolog.com 
Tags: note,student,knowledge 

 

An online community that lets you meet your friends-friends Create a private community 

on MySpace and you can share photos, journals and interests with your growing network of mutual 

friends! See who knows who, or how you are connected. Find out if you really are six people away from 

Kevin Bacon. 

http://www.myspace.com 
Tags: community,audio 

 

Sticky Notes for the Web MyStickies allows you to place little yellow squares of digital paper 

anywhere and everywhere you feel like in the whole wide web. Along with the ability to put sticky notes 

on webpages mystickies offers a powerful interface to browse, search, sort, edit and generally have a 

wonderfull time with your sticky notes from any computer that has internet access. 

http://www.mystickies.com 
Tags: note,stickies 



 

Create Music Channels MyStrands.tv feeds your eyes as well as your ears with music that you love 

by creating your very own channel based on your musical tastes. Your MyStrands.tv channel is as 

diverse as the music you listen to - as your musical preferences evolve, so will your channel. 

http://www.mystrands.tv 
Tags: channel,music,TV,video,create,share 

 

Everything You Need To Enjoy What You Own We all have things - consumer electronics, 

valuable furniture, collections, or collectibles. Whether you have a household of stuff, a collection of 

great art, wines, comic books, or sports memorabilia - you name it, MyThings provides a safe, easy-to-

use place for you to catalog it and track it online. 

http://www.mythings.com 
Tags: share,create,track,organize 

 

Plan, Blog and Share your Travels 

MyTripBook is a place for people who love to travel to share diaries and reviews, photos and videos 

about the places they have been, to find travelmates and trips or simply to browse to find inspiration 

and information about different places around the world. 

http://www.mytripbook.com 
Tags: travel,blogging,share,media 

 

Goodbye Passwords With a single login to the web, security becomes even more important, and 

myVidoop actually gives you the tools you need to keep your identity secure. In addition to being 

backed by the ground-breaking Vidoop Secure technology, myVidoop includes a set of security 

monitoring, notification, and management features unrivaled in the world of OpenID. 

https://myvidoop.com 
Tags: secure,tool,management 

 

Easy to Save and Share Bookmarks My Web 2.0 is your home for everything you find interesting 

online. It allows you to find, save and share knowledge on the Web. -Save your bookmarks in a place 

where you can always find them. -Share your bookmarks with family, friends and colleagues. -Discover 

new things by browsing what's popular or interesting to you. 

http://myweb2.search.yahoo.com 
Tags: bookmarking,social,yahoo 

 

Community for Teens - Created by Teens myYearbook is a new community for teens. It is a 

great social playground where you can communicate with school friends, upload pictures, stories, 

videos and do just about what every other teenage do - Fun! 

http://myyearbook.com 
Tags: social,community,photo,video,communication 

 

Instant Virus Scan NanoScan is an online antivirus that detects virus, spyware, Trojans and other 

types of malware in about 1 minute. Moreover, Panda allows you to place a NanoScan widget into one 

of your favorite personalized home page (Netvibes, iGoogle or Pageflakes), for an easy use. 

http://www.nanoscan.com/gadgets 
Tags: scan,widget,tool 

 

Translates your Feed into Foreign Languages Nativetext will grab your RSS feeds every few 

hours and that will make the information available to your multilingual readers that want and are 

willing to translate your feeds. 



http://nativetext.com 
Tags: language,RSS 

 

Your Music Video Nayio lets you to create "your own" music videos with the free, intuitive Nayio 

Studio. With the Nayio Studio, recording vocal remixes of your favorite popular songs, adding videos to 

your performances and publishing them to the Web has never been easier. 

http://www.nayio.com 
Tags: music,video,create,share,record,deadpool 

 

An NBC Universal Digital Venture The explosion in consumer digital video streaming has 

created a growing demand for online video content. Content licensors, website publishers and 

advertisers now have unique opportunities to capitalize on this development. 

http://nbbc.com/ 
Tags: video,deadpool 

 

Send and Track Email Campaigns Newsberry helps companies and individuals deliver email 

campaigns with clarity and control. It´s easy to use and full of only those features necesary to improve 

email marketing results. 

http://www.newsberry.com 
Tags: email 

 

Nenest Web Application Framework Nenest is a form-based Web Application Framework , 

which enables anyone to easily build internet software supporting large databases such as Online 

Survey, Contact Us Form, Web Notebook, Online Storage, Online Store, and many many more... No 

programming! No HTML scripting! No database designing. 

http://www.nenest.com 
Tags: form,create,storage 

 

Answers to Everyday Pesonal Finance Questions NestEggr is your trusted place to find advice 

& suggestions for all your financial decisions. With NestEggr you can get stock & investment 

information from all over the web, Share stock & mutual fund research as well as ratings, Ask questions 

and share your financial knowledge. Search across all financial blogs, Build your financial reputation in 

the NestEggr community. 

http://www.nesteggr.com 
Tags: community,search,money,answer,question,finance 

 

Participative Web Technologies Netcipia specializes in participative web technologies. Netcipia is 

the first participative suite available on the Internet. For its first beta version, Netcipia gives you both a 

blog and a wiki in a single package, accessible through the same interface, with the same great tools and 

features. 2GB of data, 100% free unlimited time. 

http://www.netcipia.com 
Tags: wiki,blogging 

 

A Custom Made Web 2.0 Home Page Solution To create a personalized page with the content 

they like. To put together data feeds and services from web 2.0 with a very simple interface. To access 

your page anytime and from any computer . 

http://www.netvibes.com 
Tags: desktop,RSS,feed,startpage 

Write Once, Run Everywhere UWA (stand for Universal Widget API) by Netvibes, has been 

relesed today. 



 

This product enable you to have all your Netvibes widgets available on every widget platforms or blog 

systems like: Google IG, Apple Dashboard and many more. 

http://dev.netvibes.com 
Tags: widget,startpage,desktop,blogging 

 

Weather for your Site or Blog Want to attract and keep more visitors to your site or readers to your 

blog? Now you can have dynamic weather right on your site or page with netWeather v2.0. 

AccuWeather.com netWeather v2.0 is free, and easy to add to any page or blog. 

http://www.netweather.com 
Tags: weather,widget,blogging 

 

Easily Create your Network Bar Network Bar Generator dot com was created to help network 

owners and webmasters provide a quick and easy way to create and manage network bars. Network Bar 

Generator enable you to organizing large networks of sites on one bar and get sites indexed faster in 

search engines. 

http://www.networkbargenerator.com 
Tags: network,generator,create,tool,blogging,link 

 

Developp your Contacts, Build your Future Neurona is a free online business network tool 

designed to expand your personal and professional contacts and find new professional opportunities 

through the people you know and trust: work colleagues, relatives and fellow alumni. 

http://www.neurona.it 
Tags: business,network,social 

 

Delivering the News that People are Interested in Most Newgie uses the attention given to 

each news story by its readers to determine which stories are the most newsy. News still comes from the 

same reputable news sources that people are accustomed to using, but rather than viewing news as pre-

packaged by the media, Newgie users view their news based on its newsiness, as determined by their 

peers. 

http://www.newgie.com 
Tags: feed,RSS 

 

Make A Free Newsfeed for your Website or Blog MewsFeedMarker Web-based application lets 

you adjust the feed options quickly and easily. After choosing your content options, simply choose your 

export format, from HTML, JavaScript, RSS, and more. For each news feed, you get your unique feed 

URL and can immediately start with the implementation. 

http://www.newsfeedmaker.com 
Tags: feed,create,share,content 

 

Newshutch is a Newsfeed Reader What's great about this is that you don't have to visit 20, 30, or 

100 of your favorite sites every day, hoping that something new has been posted. Instead, you go to 

Newshutch and you see only what's new. 

http://newshutch.com 
Tags: RSS,feed,reader,deadpool 

 

Free and Easy Online Groups Nexo was created to simplify your life by providing an online 

service that lets you coordinate communications and collaborations with all your different groups of 

friends, colleagues, neighbors, teammates and community. Nexo provides a website, email 

communications, real-time updates and social networking all in one. Nexo makes it easy to keep 

everyone up-to-date and makes it fun and easy to participate. 

http://www.nexo.com 
Tags: collaboration,blogging,community,group 



 

Real Life, Real People, Real Time Next2Friends combines the best of all of these great services 

and will deliver an enriched online and mobile social experience. Next2Friends offers you a 

revolutionary new approach by bringing Social Networking on to your handset and into your 

immediate environment. 

http://www.next2friends.com 
Tags: mobile,social 

 

Text. Chat. FREE Nimbuzz is a little piece of software that you install on your mobile phone. 

http://www.nimbuzz.com/ 
Tags: chat,text,mobile,phone 

 

Making Hard Searches Easy nirvan.us is new search engine with advanced search features: You’ll 

be able to save your searches, keep histories of each page you’ve visited, see alternate keywords related 

to your search and more. 

http://www.nirvan.us 
Tags: search,engine,deadpool 

 

Make Every Computer Yours! Nivio is your personal Windows desktop on any computer in the 

world. All you need is 

a web browser and internet access, and you'll find all your files and software just as you left them. 

http://www.nivio.com 
Tags: desktop 

 

Intelligent Podcast Audio Web Player noisely is a web based podcast player. How it works? It's 

easy, just enter the kind of audio you would like to listen and Noisely will select some podcasts to play 

continuously. The selection is done based on an algorithm that takes into account different aspects like 

podcasts that match your selection, publication date, listening times, duration etc. 

http://www.noisely.com/ 
Tags: podcast,audio,search,engine,player,deadpool 

 

Your Word on the Street Nook is a new place on the street. It’s a place where you get to meet those 

in the neighbourhood and join a collection of streaming conversations by the people who know your 

area best – locals. At Nook everyone has a voice – speak up and share what you will with others. 

http://nook.com.au 
Tags: conversation,share,community 

 

The Place to Store and Share your Class Notes Notecentric is a web based note taking 

application. Notecentric keeps your notes organized and readily available online. Your notes are always 

in one place, so you don't have to worry about synchronizing them. 

http://www.notecentric.com 
Tags: storage,share,note 

 

Collaborate to Graduate NoteMesh is a free service that allows college students in the same classes 

to share notes with each other. It works by creating a wiki for individual classes that users can edit. 

Users are free to post their own lecture notes or contribute to existing lecture notes. The idea is that users 

in the same class can collaboratively create a definitive source for lecture notes. 

http://www.notemesh.com 
Tags: note,college,student,share 

Take Notes Online - Stay Organized NoteSake allows you to completely do away with tattered 

three-ring binders and coffee-stained loose leaf. These obsolete resources only seem to take you one 



 

more step away from total productivity. With NoteSake, you can take your notes during class, share 

them with a friend, or groups can work together on the same note, all through your laptop. 

http://notesake.com 
Tags: note,student,share,collaboration,organize 

 

Write your and Save your Notes - Share them through the web in a "blogish" style - Send them to 

your or your friends' cellphone or email (coming soon) - Schedule reminders (SMS/Email) for those 

important notes (coming soon) - Many more cool features to come 

http://www.nottr.com 
Tags: note,organize,create 

 

Easily Convert your RSS Feed into an Email Newsletter Nourish is a simple web application 

which allows you to take any RSS feed from content you publish (like a blog), and convert it into an 

automated email newsletter your readers can subscribe to. 

http://nourish.railsrumble.com 
Tags: blogging,RSS,feed,content,convert 

 

Ask a Question - Get an Answer via Mobile Email New service called NowNow (partnered 

with Amazon company) allows mobile users to find answers to any question via mobile email. 

http://nownow.com/ 
Tags: mobile,answer,email,amazon,question,knowledge 

 

Web Based Voice Mailing NowPos is a great service that brings in a new paradigm in e-mailing, of 

using voice-recorded, encrypted, delivered and retrieved in a unique way, making the 'sound files' on 

NowPos the smallest in size in the Internet space. 

http://canvas.nowpos.com 
Tags: email,voice 

 

Snap, Share and Store NowThen is a free, addictive and easy way for you and your family & friends 

to share pictures back and forth on your cell phones. You can automatically broadcast your pictures 

straight to your site, blog or Myspace, show family and friends what you’re up to when you travel for 

business or vacation, follow your friends updates - receive them directly to your phone, and more. 

http://www.nowthen.com 
Tags: mobile,tool,share,photo 

 

Simply Get Things Done 

Nozbe will help you get things done. Thanks to Nozbe you will have access to all your to-dos, projects 

and next actions on any computer connected to the Internet.  

http://www.nozbe.com 
Tags: organize,to-do,note 

 

Easy, Sharable Web Spreadsheets Num Sum is a web site that brings you online, simple, sharable 

web spreadsheets. In other words, you can now create social spreadsheets. All you need to join in is a 

modern web browser. Track your records, lists and data online, Share with everybody or with just your 

close friends and Connect with folks who have similar interests. 

http://numsum.com 
Tags: spreadsheet,share,track,social,create 

Instantaneous Collaboration with anyone on your Project Team Numbler - The web based 



 

spreadsheet that enables instantaneous collaboration with anyone on your project team. With Numbler 

multiple users can work with a spreadsheet, view changes in real time, and discuss changes. 

http://numbler.com 
Tags: collaboration,spreadsheet 

 

Search the Web - Take Notes - Manage To-Do's Nutshell helps you search the web, take notes, 

and manage your to-do list quick and easy. Search Google, YouTube, Wikipedia and all your other 

favorite websites with one super-powered search box. Quickly write down phone numbers, groceries, 

that song on the radio and other stuff you need to remember. Remind yourself of what you should be 

doing and get things done with the best task manager in town. 

http://www.gonutshell.com 
Tags: management,search,note,to-do 

 

Free on-demand e-learning Nuvvo is your way to teach on the web. Everyone knows a little bit 

about something, and this free, AJAX-enhanced eLearning web service is designed to bring out the 

teacher in all of us. Sign up and build a course in minutes; advertise your course on our eLearning 

Market to get the word out. Get teaching with Nuvvo, Web 2.0's answer to eLearning. 

http://www.nuvvo.com 
Tags: e-learning 

 

Your Personal Baby Name Assistant Nymbler is a new baby name web site that allows you to 

search for baby names based on popularity, styles and origins as well as your personal tastes. Nymbler 

allows you to find your favorite names and share them with your friends and family. 

http://www.nymbler.com 
Tags: family,baby,search,discover,tool 

 

An Innovative way to Date Online Oasis Active delivers compatible matches to you. Chat 

instantly with quality singles. It's free to join. Just a few easy steps. 

http://www.oasisactive.com 
Tags: date,meet,share,chat,community,social 

 

Money Transfer by Cell Phone or Web Use any mobile phone to get, send, or spend money. Text 

message, use your phone's Internet browser, or download Obopay onto your phone. 

https://www.obopay.com 
Tags: money,text,SMS,mobile 

 

Advanced Online Collaboration Octopz is a online service that facilitates online collaboration, in 

either synchronous or asynchronous environments through the use of digital media, web conferencing, 

VoIP and content management technologies. 

http://www.octopz.com 
Tags: business,collaboration,management,media,share 

 

Odeo is a creative way to record and share audio Odeo giving more people powerful tools for 

the creation and distribution of media. You can create recordings from your browser—or your phone, 

Make shows that people can get with iTunes, Hear friends, favorites, or something new. 

http://www.odeo.com 
Tags: audio,podcast 

Voice your Content 

Turn readers into listeners, and transform your blog into a high quality, ad-supporting broadcast that 



 

can vastly expand your audience reach. Odiogo empowers you to convert your blog posts into high 

quality audio files.  

http://www.odiogo.com 
Tags: blogging,audio,file,content,share,create,podcast 

 

Where are you OFF2? OFF2 is a fully functional Travel website encompassing social networking at 

its core. OFF2 Offering Dynamic & Package Holidays, Hotels and Car Hire as its core products it will 

also be adding a unique twist to the travel and tourism market by allowing users and businesses to list 

their own events and products. 

http://www.off2.com 
Tags: hotel,travel,social,network 

 

Free Anywhere - Anitime Virtual Office Create a virtual office for your office, family, church, 

school, club, or anytime you need to share information with others. You can do it in just minutes with 

OfficeZilla. The system has ten essential parts, calendars, contact manager, message forums, knowledge 

base, link / url sharing, file sharing, chat room, task manager, and phone message pad. 

http://www.officezilla.com 
Tags: office,create,virtual,file 

 

Open Source Audio Tours and GPS Guides OGGtours is a complete resource for those looking 

for audio tours 

and GPS audio points of interest. Many of these tours are open source 

making it possible for anybody to modify or remix content. 

Hundreds of tours to destinations around the world can be downloaded 

from OGGtours with many more being created and added daily. 

http://www.oggtours.com 
Tags: GPS,mapping,audio,travel 

 

Open Source Social Storage Platform Store your files online, share your stuff and browse what 

other users store in the world's largest multimedia library: The Omemo peer-to-peer virtual hard-drive. 

http://www.omemo.com 
Tags: P2P,social,storage,download 

 

Search for Discussions Across Thousands of Online Forums Omgili is a search engine 

designed to index web-based discussion forums. Omgili's unique algorithm analyzes forums not as a 

simple web page, but as an active discussion with a title, topic and replies. 

http://omgili.com 
Tags: search,engine,forum,Israel 

 

File access anywhere, anytime and from any platform Omnidrive is what you expect hosted 

storage to be - easy to use, accessible from anywhere and unrestrictive. Omnidrive will make your life 

easier by allowing you to store, access and stream your files from almost any web connected platform. 

http://www.omnidrive.com.au 
Tags: hosting,file,storage 

 

Free and Secure Image, Text and Audio Hosting OneDump is a straight-forward image, text 

and audio hosting solution that makes uploading and sharing files easy as never before. OneDump has 

got Lovely galleries, beautiful eye catching slideshows, simple interface to upload and manage your 

data. OneDump lets you host and link files, run stunning galleries/sheets and slideshows on your 

webpage with full freedom. 



http://www.onedump.com 
Tags: storage,file,photo,text,audio,share 

 

Send Teasing Messages Send great teasing messages (love, birthday greetings, invitations, ...) to 

your friends & relatives in a second. 

http://www.onesens.com/ 
Tags: messaging,fun,tool,share,creat 

 

Golfer Network oobgolf is a virtual representation of that golfer network. It provides golfers with 

access to the proven tools and concepts of social networking and consumer submitted/edited content. On 

the surface, it is the most accurate listing of the world’s courses and the statistics of every individual that 

plays them. Dive deeper and one will find a living social organism that is self-editing, self-policing, and 

growing exponentially. 

http://www.oobgolf.com 
Tags: golf,game,network,community,social 

 

Publish your Work Oondi is a place for writers to publish their work, without having to worry about 

anything else. This allows them to focus on the writing itself instead of having to build a website, find 

visitors, find a reliable host, monetizing the traffic and so on. Readers get free and easy access to all this 

information. 

http://www.oondi.com 
Tags: share,discover  

 

Talk Face to Face ooVoo is a free program that uses technology to bring affordable and high-quality 

voice communications to people all over the world. ooVoo is a great way to connect with friends, family, 

and colleagues using full video and sound. Organize a family get-together, share breaking news, or 

heckle your friends during your favorite sporting event. 

http://www.oovoo.com 
Tags: chat,audio,video,communication,organize,download,Israel 

 

Official Government Information OpenCongress brings together official government data with 

news and blog coverage to give you the real story behind each bill. OpenCongress is a free, open-source, 

non-profit, and non-partisan web resource with a mission to help make Congress more transparent and 

to encourage civic engagement.  

http://www.opencongress.org 
Tags: news,content,politics  

 

An Open, Decentralized, Free Framework for User-Centric Digital Identity OpenID has 

emerged as the de-facto user-centric identity framework allowing millions of people to interact online. 

Developers of Open Source projects are rapidly adding support for OpenID in order to enable their 

communities. The OpenID framework provides the means for users to share other components of their 

digital identity. By utilizing the emerging OpenID Attribute Exchange specification, users are able to 

clearly control what pieces of information can be shared by their Identity Provider, such as their name, 

address, or phone number.  

http://openid.net 
Tags: community,identity 

 

The Mashup Builder’s Community openkapow provides free and open access to the visual 

scripting tools that create mashups, built around the concept of software Robots. As a member of the 

openkapow community, developers can share their own expertise and even their Robots and mashups, 

with other members of the community, accelerating adoption of this breakthrough technology through a 



grass roots movement . 

http://openkapow.com 
Tags: share,robot,community,build,mashup 

 

Be Known, be Trusted Founded in 2002, Opinity is the first online personal reputation services 

company. Based in San Jose, California, the company's management team has 40 years of combined 

experience in high technology. Wongyu Ted Cho, chief executive officer, and Doyon Kim, chief product 

officer, founded successful Internet start-ups Dialpad Communications and Serome Technology, 

growing large-scale web services from inception to acquisition. 

http://www.opinity.com 
Tags: community 

 

Moms Know Best OpMom - short for Operation Mom - is a free lifestyle management system and 

social community for moms. OpMom members enjoy sharing the latest event ideas, travel plans, recipes, 

and service provider referrals with each othere. 

 

 

http://www.opmom.com 
Tags: family,management,community,mom 

 

A Computer Desktop - on A Homepage ORCA is an online system designed to resemble any 

standard PC desktop while making it accessible from any where in the world. It is designed to reduce 

costs, improve productivity, and enable users to work mobility-centric. 

http://orcadesktop.com/ 
Tags: desktop,startpage,deadpool 

 

Your Communication Integrated Manage and organize your internet communications! All your 

email accounts, IM accounts, chat, SMS, video conferencing and more, integrated in one interface. 

http://www.orgoo.com 
Tags: email,chat,IM,messaging,communication 

 

Create Organization Charts Fast OrgPlus LIVE is a web-based organizational charting service 

designed to make it easier to create, maintain and share organizational charts. You can create org charts 

from scratch, or import existing data from Excel – orgPlus wizard will guide you along. 

http://www.orgpluslive.com 
Tags: office,chart,share,create,tool,mapping 

 

An online community that connects people through a network of trusted friends We are 

committed to providing an online meeting place where people can socialize, make new acquaintances 

and find others who share their interests. 

https://www.orkut.com 
Tags: community 

 

New Intuitive Visual Search oSkope is a search assistant with a highly intuitive visual interface. 

oSkope lets you browse quickly through a large number of images and preview information with 

minimal paging. In its beta version, oSkope allows to search for products and images on popular web 

services like Amazon, Ebay, YouTube or Flickr. 

http://oskope.com 
Tags: search,visual 

The Wikipedia of Buildings ourbania is the place to discover the buildings that shape our cities 



 

worldwide - innovative existing and future projects, from bridges to scyscrapers. It is for people who 

want to connect with like-minded people, those who are at the forefront of making it happen – 

financiers, designers, architects, builders. 

http://www.ourbania.com 
Tags: design,community 

 

What's Hot in Toronto City In OurFaves you’ll meet a whole community of other urban-savvy 

folks who love Toronto city like you do, and discover the things and places that have them talking. Get 

creative and add a profile and faves of your own, or enjoy exploring your city through the eyes of other 

people with faves to share. 

http:/www.ourfaves.com 
Tags: community,discover,lifestyle,meet,fun,social 

 

Do you want to Remember this Moment? OurStory is here to help you build and enrich your 

relationships and connections by guiding you (and others in your circle) to recall, write about, and 

illustrate life’s most important memories. In one easy-to-use, organized place, and in a rich environment 

that celebrates all of the stories – big and small – with the words, photos and voices that help tell about 

your journey, at the same time honoring your choices regarding privacy.

http://www.ourstory.com 
Tags: organize,share,photo 

 

Real Estate Landing Pages Outlandish helps you easily deploy targeted landing pages resulting in a 

better return on your advertising spend. Managed and tracked under one central location, Outlandish is 

the missing link between your current website and your next advertising campaign. 

http://out.landi.sh 
Tags: marketing,money,lending,search 

 

Add your Thoughts to Video Have you ever wanted to customize an online video by adding your 

own comments or subtitles in any language, or wanted to send a custom video postcard? All of this is 

possible with Overstream: using their online Overstream Editor, you can easily create and synchronize 

your subtitles online video, store them on the Overstream server, and send the link to your friends. 

http://www.overstream.net 
Tags: video,social,comment 

 

Online Vitual Office Suite Ovosuite is a secure Information, group calendars , shared files and 

information dissemination are integrated in a hosted, secure collaborative environment. 

http://www.ovosuite.com 
Tags: office,collaboration,calendar,group,storage,secure 

 

Your visual Internet search engine Pagebull's sophisticated search process gives you actual 

screenshots of the search results. Most search engines simply list the site. You have to click on them to 

find that the site is not quite what you wanted. With Pagebull, you can see the front page, allowing you 

to sort out the most helpful pages for you. And Pagebull helps you to avoid harmful content, so you can 

surf the Internet more secure. 

http://www.pagebull.com 
Tags: visual,search,engine 

Your Personalized Internet 

You can add what you like and remove what you don't like - and it's totally simple. Lots of standard 



 

modules ("flakes") that allow you to read blogs, do web searches, create a to-do list, check your Gmail 

account and read the latest news.

http://www.pageflakes.com 
Tags: desktop,RSS,feed,startpage 

 

Hotel Booking System Never before it has booking a hotel been so simple. Fresh design combined 

with the newest internet technology make to a perfect online platform which will satisfy your high 

requirements for a hotel booking system. 

https://www.paguna.com 
Tags: hotel,search 

 

Social Matchmaking Paird is social matchmaking, essentially a social dating site with a bit of a twist. 

No registration is needed to participate, simply visit Paird and start matching people. As you create 

these "pairs" each user will have the person they were matched to placed in an "inbox" for them to give a 

thumbs up or a thumbs down too. It is as simple as that. 

http://paird.com 
Tags: date,meet,social 

 

Connecting Business Travelers PairUp is about empowering the business traveler to reinvent 

his/her business trip by introducing the concept of connected travel, allowing businesspeople for the first 

time to easily share travel plans and instantly search for potential business connections at their next trip 

destination or industry event – across companies and across booking engines. 

https://www.pairup.com 
Tags: search,business,travel,discover 

 

The Speaking World As an international community, palabea connects people around the world 

who share the same interest in learning languages and discovering different cultures. 

http://www.palabea.net 
Tags: community,language,e-learning 

 

Make the Right Call Palore is an innovative Internet service that lets you call, rate and share local 

businesses for free. Palore believes that people should be able to make an informed decision before 

calling a local business such as a restaurant or a plumber. Thats why they show you the average business 

ratings and how many people called each business. Oh, and they also thought it would be cool to let you 

call business phone numbers for free. 

http://palore.com 
Tags: phone,download,business,rate,share,Israel 

 

Find People Talking About any Subject Live with Voice & Video Paltalk is the ultimate 

online communications tool. Paltalk enhances the traditional instant message and chat room 

functionality you know and love with state-of-the-art voice and video that you'll enjoy with all your 

senses. Whether you want to chat with friends or meet new ones, Paltalk is your one portal to all things 

talkative. Paltalk is compatible with AOL, Yahoo! and ICQ messengers, and connects you to a world of 

buddies. 

http://www.paltalk.com 
Tags: messaging,IM,chat,voice,video,download 

 

Send and Receive Large Files Pando is free personal P2P software that makes sending and 

receiving large files and folders a breeze. Need to email large attachments, IM a folder or publish your 

downloadable videos to the web? Meet Pando. 



http://www.pando.com 
Tags: email,hosting,file,storage,download,Israel 

 

Discover New Music you Love With Pandora you can explore to your heart's content. Just drop 

the name of one of your favorite songs or artists into Pandora and let the Genome Project go. It will 

quickly scan its entire world of analyzed music, almost a century of popular recordings - new and old, 

well known and completely obscure - to find songs with interesting musical similarities to your choice. . 

http://pandora.com 
Tags: music,radio,discover 

 

Create Your Own Streaming Internet TV Channel Panjea TV allows anyone to create, organize 

and customized channels of video content from video services across the Web with a few clicks of the 

mouse. You can have content from YouTube, GoogleVideo, Metacafe, Grouper and more. Users can 

instantly share their channel with friends or place it on their own site, blog, Myspace, Facebook, etc. 

http://www.panjea.com 
Tags: mix,video,organize,TV,create,tool 

 

Community of Geolocated Photos Panoramio allows you to locate photos exactly over the place 

they were taken. Every photo is linked with the place where it was taken both physically and in your 

memory. Panoramio helps to link photos and places. You can store up to 2 Gb, aproximately 2000 photos 

with 4 Mega Pixels camera. Your photos are stored at your personal area in their original size and 

quality. 

http://panoramio.com 
Tags: photo,share,community,storage,mapping 

 

Connecting Families on the Go Parentography is a vibrant online community for parents who 

want honest advice, tools, tips and ideas for family excursions, whether they plan to travel across town 

or across the country. 

http://www.parentography.com 
Tags: community,tool,family,share,create 

 

Intelligent Parking ParkWhiz to help people park their cars quickly and efficiently by providing 

them with the tools to make an informed decision. Instead of driving around to find parking, you can 

use ParkWhiz to get the best parking to suit your needs. 

http://www.parkwhiz.com 
Tags: parking,tool,drive,car 

 

Find Good Times This site makes it easier to locate bars, clubs, and liquor stores throughout the U.S. 

with Google Maps, tags, and user reviews. This will hopefully help you and your friends plan your 

night out quicker without the hassle. 

http://www.partygps.com 
Tags: GPS,mapping,discover 

 

PartyStrands is Music, Mobile and Fun partyStrands allows you to have fun and interact with 

your friends and other partygoers by using your mobile phone. PartyStrands is part of the MyStrands 

community. 

http://www.partystrands.com 
Tags: mobile,fun,party,music 

Connect, Create, Explore With more than 4 million members Passado is Europe's largest social 

networking community. Passado has developed to include new features and functions designed to give 



 

their members lots more ways to interact with one another such as blogging , photo sharing , forums and 

broadcasts. Today Passado have a vibrant community of people expressing their opinions , sharing 

information and having fun getting to know each other. 

http://www.passado.com 
Tags: community,social,discover,share,network,media 

 

Free, Secure Online Password Manager Just think of how many forums, chats, emails and 

personal pages you visit. Remembering the login and passwords for all of them isn't easy. Keeping 

copies on your computer isn't safe (they'd be targeted by viruses and spyware). Always using the same 

password is an even worse idea (if a hacker gets one - he gets them all). But if you had a safe place to 

store them all, that you could access from anywhere in the world, anytime you want - now that would 

be a solution. PassPack does just that. 

https://www.passpack.com 
Tags: password,secure 

 

Promote Your Website PayPerPost is an automated system that allows you to promote your Web 

site, product, service or company through the PayPerPost network of bloggers. Advertise on blogs to 

create buzz, build traffic, gain link backs for search engine ranking, syndicate content and much more. 

You provide the topic to Payperpost blog advertising network and their bloggers create stories and post 

them on their individual blogs. 

https://payperpost.com 
Tags: blogging,network,money 

 

Widget Distribution Marketplace PayPerWidget is a marketplace that uses the Snipperoo widget 

management application to bring publishers and widget producers together. Widget producers will set a 

price for installed widgets and any blogger or other site owner can choose to install that widget and be 

paid the set rate. 

http://payperwidget.com 
Tags: widget,snipperoo,marketplace,blogging 

 

Online Collaboration and Project Management PBwiki Small Business Edition is perfect for 

small businesses and small teams/groups in larger companies looking for an easy, secure way to 

collaborate at work. Plus, you can make and use a PBwiki as easy as a peanut butter sandwich – no IT 

required. 

http://pbwiki.com 
Tags: business,collaboratione,management,office,wiki 

 

Web-Based PDF Editor PDF Hammer is a tool that enable you to edit PDF files online. No need to 

download anything to your computer, just upload a PDF document to the site and edit it inside your 

browser. Once you start, you will be able to upload one or more PDF files into your project, arrange the 

pages in any order you wish, and delete any pages you don't want. 

http://www.pdfhammer.com/ 
Tags: PDF,tool,organize 

 

Enable PDF Form Saving... Free! PDFescape Express allows website and blog owners to 
embed PDF forms into their websites, enabling form saving and other advanced features. 
PDFescape Express if Free for use. 
http://express.pdfescape.com 
Tags: PDF,storage,blogging,file 

Convert any PDF File into a Graphical Images PDFfiller converts any pdf file into a graphical 

image and allows the user to add text anywhere. This web site is designed to allow you to fill out any 



 

pdf form on-line.  

The process is really simple. Just upload the file or specify the location of the form. When the file is 

loaded, simply click on any place on the form and start typing. You can enter text anywhere. 

http://www.pdffiller.com 
Tags: PDF,file,convert,text,tool,office 

 

People Search A PeekYou profile helps other people find your websites, social-networking pages, 

photos, or anything else about you online. You can also create a profile for friends or relatives to ensure 

that they may also be easily found online. 

http://www.peekyou.com 
Tags: social,network,search,engine,identity 

 

Stay in the Loop Never miss a hot track again. Peel is an MP3 blog reader and player rolled into one. 

Subscribe and stream music the minute it becomes available. Peel searches for direct links to MP3 files 

on web pages. 

http://getpeel.com 
Tags: music,search,iTunes,track,blogging 

 

Online Office and Maps Peepel is an Online Office Suite of applications and tools that includes 

Peepel WebSheet, a powerful online spreadsheet, Peepel WebWriter, an online word processor and 

Peepel Desktop, a virtual desktop running in a web browser. 

http://www.peepel.com 
Tags: virtual,spreadsheet,office,tool,desktop 

 

Make a Long Url Short Peqno its a tool to reduce long URL`s in short and have others simples e 

useful tools. Fast mail, now its not necessary enter in your e-mail to send a message to your friends our 

clients. 

http://www.peqno.com 
Tags: create,share,tool 

 

A new web-based application for managing and sharing prayer requests Store and 

categorize your prayer requests online, access them from any Web browser. Allow friends and 

communities access to view your requests, leave comments, and be notified when your requests are 

updated. 

http://www.people2pray.com 
Tags: collaboration 

 

People Search Engine Looking for an old friend, lost love or former classmate? PeopleFinders 

master database searches dozens of databases with billions of records to provide you with possible 

current contact information for the person you are searching for. It is always free to search. 

http://www.peoplefinders.com 
Tags: search,engine,social 

 

A Democracy of Trust PeopleTrusted helps bring credibility and social reputation to products, 

services, and companies doing business on the web. We do this by aggregating feedback from people 

just like you. At the heart of PeopleTrusted is democracy. Each and every vote counts. 

http://www.peopletrusted.com 
Tags: rate,share,link,social,community,discover 

The Pet Portal PetSide. is the premier online source for pet owners and pet enthusiasts like you. Their 

number one priority is to give you all the reliable information you need to keep your cats and dogs 



 

happy and healthy. In PetSide daily news, you'll find up-to-date articles on topics ranging from safety to 

socialization. You'll also find the latest in pet products, trends and fashion as well as a wide range of tips 

and advice. 

http://www.petside.com 
Tags: pets,social,network 

 

Online Photo Editor Phixr is a web-based images editor that you can access from any computer. You 

simply need to upload your pictures and make all the changes you want. After editing your images, 

Phixr enables you to upload them to Flickr, Fotopic, Livejournal, Photobucket, 

http://www.phixr.com 
Tags: photo,edit 

 

phlingcasting community Listen to music while mobile, review and submit song ratings, browse 

each other's phling! profiles, discover new music, and exchange your views on what's hot and what's 

not! 

http://www.phling.com 
Tags: mobile,share,community,music,rate 

 

Social Photo Discussion Phoja is a free "social photo discussion" service, where users can share 

photos and discuss about them with the rest of the community. You may post photos on Phoja from the 

web site or your mobile phone. The photos can be about something interesting you saw, something you 

need advice on, and even something amusing. You can also post photos taken from your mobile phone 

camera or a digital camera, along with a relevant question, and seek advice from other like-minded 

Phoja users. 

http://phoja.com 
Tags: photo,group,community,mobile,social 

 

Create and Download Free Ringtones Phonezoo makes it easy for you to make free ringtones and 

share them with others. With Phonezoo simple for you to turn the music you already own into custom 

ringtones and get them on your phone. You can also explore the ringtones other members of the 

Phonezoo community have created and rate them, comment on them and get them for yourself. 

http://www.phonezoo.com 
Tags: mobile,audio,fun,download,create 

 

A Way to Share and Preserve Memories of Daily Life Organizing photographs and thoughts 

neatly by date, users can save special moments in their life to share or look back on years down the road. 

http://photoblog.com 
Tags: photo,share 

 

Free Image Hosting PHOTOlinko provides free image and photo hosting. Upload any image from 

your computer and get instant html linking codes for your images. You can share your images with 

friends, post them on blogs, forums, social networking sites like myspace, tagworld, friendster and 

more. Create your online photo albums and slideshows. 

http://www.photolinko.com 
Tags: photo,album,create,share,blogging,deadpool 

 

Share Photos in Real Time Photophlow is a fun way to share flickr photos in real time. invite your 

friends, search together, chat and comment all at once. 

http://www.photophlow.com 
Tags: photo,search,share 



 

Make your own PhotoShow Upload photos from your computer, any MySpace account, or photo 

URL. After uploading photos, you can customize your music, captions, transition styles, and more. 

http://beta.photoshow.com 
Tags: photo,music,create,video,share 

 

The Online, Anywhere Photobooth Phozi is a fun way to take photobooth pictures by yourself or 

with friends. You can send photos to your friends or post them to your myspace profile or website using 

codes. You can use the phozi photobooth to create fun snapshots with your webcam, photos from your 

computer or using the camera on your mobile phone. 

http://phozi.com 
Tags: photo,mobile,webcam,fun,tool 

 

Recolor Your Graphics -Creates breath-taking color schemes from images effortlessly -Seamless 

integration with GenoPal Online for individual color exploration -Easy HTML setup -FREE! 

http://www.pic2color.com 
Tags: color,photo,tool 

 

Google Web Album Picasa Web Albums is Picasa’s newest feature, designed to help users post and 

share their photos quickly and easily on the web. With picasa can now upload and share video's for free. 

http://picasaweb.google.com 
Tags: google,album,video 

 

Share Your Videos and Photos Together Pickle is a new online service that lets you upload and 

share not just photos, but also videos with friends and family over the Internet. Pickle is different not 

just because of its extensive support for both photos and videos, but also because Pickle blends web and 

e-mail-based sharing to create a service that lets people manage and share the way they actually want to. 

http://www.pickle.com/ 
Tags: photo,video,share 

 

Show your Sport Knowledge Picktastic brings the excitement of sports betting to casual and avid 

sports fans by challenging them to prove that they know their sports. Members of the site, aptly referred 

to as "Pickrs," pick which professional and collegiate teams will win for upcoming games, and score 

points based on their accuracy. These points are used to help boost their rankings against their friends 

and other Pickrs. Points can also be wagered against opposing Pickrs prior to a game beginning. 

http://www.picktastic.com 
Tags: sport,knowledge,game 

 

Online Photo Editing Made Fun With Picnik you can quickly edit all your online photos from one 

place. It's the easiest way on the Web to fix underexposed photos, remove red-eye, or apply effects to 

your photos. 

http://www.picnik.com 
Tags: photo,create,fun,tool,edit 

 

Your Visual Assets Always Come First PicScout deploys advanced technologies to improve 

business of visual assets owners and users. PicScout innovative solutions are based on proprietary image 

recognition technology, text analysis, Internet crawling and content delivery infrastructure. 

http://picscout.com 
Tags: photo,advertising,Israel,copyright 

Make your pictures dance, magically A cool web based flash application which can make any 

figure that you sketch, dance, automatically. 



 

http://roxik.com/pictaps/index.html 
Tags: draw,sketch,paint,fun 

 

Create Free Games for Myspace and your Blog PictoGame is a unique place to create mini-

games based on your digital pictures. In a few clicks, Pictogame enables you to make your own game 

widgets and share them easily by email, on your blog, on your MySpace profile, or on any social 

network. 

http://www.pictogame.com 
Tags: game,widget,fun,create,myspace,blogging 

 

Photo Sharing for Events Upload all the photos from your wedding or event to one site.  

- Everyone can upload photos to the same place 

- Share photos, create albums and slideshows 

- Order prints, photo books, CDs, DVDs, and more 

- Great for weddings, parties, kids, reunions and travel. 

http://www.pictoma.com 
Tags: photo,event,share 

 

Annotate and Share your Photos and Videos PictureSync is a convenient utility that simplifies 

annotating and batch uploading your photographs and video clips to online services—directly from 

your albums in image management applications, or files, and whilst preserving metadata. 

http://picturesync.net 
Tags: photo,management,share,video 

 

Photo Sharing / Teen Social Network Piczo has created a space that gives teens around the world 

the freedom and tools to express themselves and connect with friends in a safer social networking 

environment. 

Piczo allows its users to create fully customizable personal websites that do not require any 

understanding of html code. Users share their life stories with friends by designing their sites with 

multiple pages featuring photos, graphics, guest books, comment boards, music, and more. Each site can 

be linked to other friends sites and users can interact with them and their friends, and meet new people 

online. 

http://piczo.com 
Tags: photo,share,network,social,tool,meet 

 

Share your World, Explore another Pikeo think that pictures tell better stories when you can give 

people some idea of where they were taken. Pikeo lets you look at your pictures along with a map 

showing the scenes of your crimes. Pikeo also helps you organise your pictures in smart albums based 

on what, where and who information (called tags). You can decide which of your pictures you want to 

share with your family, friends and everyone else, and which ones you want no one to see. 

http://www.pikeo.com 
Tags: organize,share,photo 

 

Pimp your Image pikipimp is a web based service that allows you you to edit your image online. No 

registration require. 

http://www.pikipimp.com/ 
Tags: photo,fun,tool,design,edit 

Live Groups PikSpot is organized by collaborative communities. For example, the YouLaf 

community is where people publish, view, and share everything funny and UndoTV is where 

people publish, view and share original technology content. 



 

PikSpot members can vote and collaborate in PikSpot "any format" communities which accept 

audio, video, picture, text and even webcam submissions.  

 
http://www.pikspot.com 
Tags: group,collaboration,communication,share,community 

 

The Talking Social News Site PimpMyNews scours the web 24/7 for text news and blogs 
you love and instantly converts them to MP3s that you listen to on your iPod, iPhone or your 
computer, anytime, anywhere. 
http://www.pimpmynews.com 
Tags: blogging,news,ipod,audio 

 

Web site monitoring the easy way Pingdom is an easy-to-use yet powerful online control panel 

that has been developed in house to offer a tailor-made fit to their services. With no installation required, 

you can set up your sites for monitoring in just a few simple steps. With Pingdom you get: 

- Notifications via SMS and e-mail 

- Uptime and response time reports 

- Multiple global check locations 

- High check resolution 

- Several check types 

http://www.pingdom.com 
Tags: secure,money,track,finance 

 

Instant Voice Messaging Pinger is instant voice messaging for your mobile phone. With Pinger you 

send voice messages directly to someone instantly no ringing, no greetings, no lengthy prompts. Pinger 

is fast and efficient like email, but with your voice. It's mobile like text messaging, but with more 

personality. 

http://www.pinger.com 
Tags: messaging,mobile,voice 

 

Easily Track All Your Deals & Prospects. Get Your Sales Team Organized Manage your 

deals and prospects in simple easy to use notebook format. Organize your files, notes, people, 

documents, and everything else you can think of for your prospects and deals. 100% web based. No 

software to install or implement. 

http://pipelinedeals.com 
Tags: track,note,organize,calendar 

 

Simple CRM Sales Tool PipelineDeals is about delivering on the promise of providing the 

minimum necessary software to make a company’s sales process as efficient as possible. PipelineDeals is 

about simple CRM for Big Business. Whether you are a big business or aspire to be one, Pipelinedeals 

can help you manage and track your sales pipeline resulting in more closed deals. 

http://pipelinedeals.com 
Tags: business,tool,management 

 

Aggregated News Alerts Pipes is an interactive feed aggregator and manipulator. Using Pipes, you 

can create feeds that are more powerful, useful and relevant. Get news from Yahoo!, Google, MSN, 

Findory, Bloglines, and Technorati on any topic, all fed to you in one feed. 

http://pipes.yahoo.com 
Tags: aggregator,yahoo,RSS,news 

Search People on the Web There are various reasons why you might need to search for people, you 



 

may need to find a lost relative, an old flame, a classmate or a business contact. Pipl's query-engine will 

help you find deep web pages that cannot be found on regular search engines like Google and Yahoo. 

http://www.pipl.com 
Tags: search,engine,social,track 

 

Make your Photos Come Alive Pix.ie provides you with a safe place to upload, share and 

permanently store your photos. The service have loads of cool features to make photo sharing on the 

Internet fun, safe and easy. Right now Pix.ie offers a massive 500MB upload limit per month. That's up 

to 6GB per year for free. 

http://pix.ie 
Tags: share,photo,create,fun,tool 

 

Adobe Photoshope Plug-in for Uploading your Photos on Flickr FlickrShop is a plug-in for 

Adobe Photoshop that allows you to upload images to Flickr photo sharing website directly from Adobe 

Photoshop. No need to save your image to a temporary file, no more switching between applications - 

just open your image, tweak it in Photoshop and share it with the world via Flickr. 

http://www.pixelnovel.com 
Tags: flickr,adobe,share,download,photo,tool,design 

 

Photo Made Easy A quick and easy way to design and edit your image online. 

http://pixenate.com 
Tags: photo,design,edit,create,share,tool 

 

Need a Quick Fix for your Photo? pixer.us is a web-based application that will allow you to fix 

and edit your photo online using only your browser. 

http://pixer.us 
Tags: photo,photo,tool,edit 

 

Photos and Videos Sharing Made Easy pixlis make photo/video-sharing easy to do, fun to share 

and profitable for you. With their service, when you upload your pictures, you control who gets to see 

them. You share them the way you want to. 

http://www.pixilis.com 
Tags: photo,video,share 

 

Your Profile Picture you like it Pixoo.us is a profile picture enhancement service for social 
networking sites (LinkedIn, Facebook), instant messaging applications (MSN Messenger, 
Skype) and anywhere else you need your best profile picture. It's all possible thanks to a 
global team of professional digital stylists that improve your photo to make it the exact image 
you want for your digital communities. 
 
http://www.pixoo.us 
Tags: profile,photo,social,network 

 

Share your Photo Event Pix-Yu is an online virtual space where a user can share life experiences, 

events, journeys, holidays, meetings and much more, by uploading (unlimited) pictures.  

Pix-Yu members can communicate together through the internal messaging system that allows speaking 

and exchanging messages, and receiving notifications via e-mail. 

 

 

 

http://www.pix-yu.com 



Tags: photo,event,community 

 

Spend Money Wisely With Plan2Spend, a friendly and totally free tool, you can perform several 

simple tasks which will help you understand the dynamics of your expenses: 

- Organize your bills and payments 

- Track your daily expenses 

- View summary and detailed budget 

- Learn to manage money from the Plan2Spend community 

- Learn to budget your monthly spending 

http://budget.10try.com 
Tags: money,track,community,tool,organize,Israel,finance 

 

A Ribbon of Images to Surround the World PlanetFesto is a collaborative, group-created site 
about the environment and individual action.Take some action and be a part of planetfesto's 
ribbon around the world. 
http://www.planetfesto.org 
Tags: lifestyle,green,group,create,collaboration,health 

 

Open up your Website to the World with Planet MiniBox MiniBox is a range of free, 

remotely hosted website-extensions to promote and improve your website and to obtain and retain 

constant traffic. Advanced CSS-design, comprehensive yet easy-to-use control panels and extremely easy 

usability makes MiniBox the most advanced remotely hosted shoutbox system available. 

http://www.planetminibox.com 
Tags: hosting,communication,messaging 

 

A new way to plan your life Planzo is an exciting new online calendar that makes planning your 

day simple and easy. 

http://planzo.com 
Tags: calendar 

 

Keep In-Touch and Up-To Date Plaxo, keeps people connected by solving the common and 

frustrating problem of out-of-date contact information. Plaxo provides a free service that securely 

updates and maintains the information in your address book. Plaxo is the universal digital assistant; 

available to you wherever and whenever you need it to keep you organized, on top of your life and in 

touch with those you care about. 

http://www.plaxo.com 
Tags: communication,management,secure,business,track,share,create,organize,addressbook 

 

Who What Anywhere join playtxt mobile friends network free, set your location and create your 

profile. playtxt is different because you can use it online PLUS you can use it anywhere in the world 

from your mobile phone via SMS, WAP (mobile internet) or download our free Java. 

http://www.playtxt.net 
Tags: mobile,network,social,create,download 

 

Plazes Location Enables your Digital Life The Plazes website automatically detects your location 

and connects you to people and places nearby. See people in your area, discover other locations and 

follow the whereabouts of your friends. Plazes is not only a web site, it is a service you can use to add 

location awareness to other applications you frequently use. Display your location in your favorite 

messenger or set your Skype mood message. 

http://beta.plazes.com 
Tags: community,mapping 



 

A Pliable Tree of Interesting Links, Cultivated and Pruned by Everyone Plime is a social 

news aggregator that brings people interested in similar topics together. The site matches up users based 

on how they use it. Users have total control over the website’s content, structure and look and feel. It’s 

also completely democratic. Users have total control over each other and who has more or less power to 

make changes on the site. 

http://plime.com 
Tags: social 

 

Free Photos for your Web Pages Instant, free photos for your web page, no downloads or uploads 

just copy/paste. Free for personal and commercial use. Create backlinks and traffic for your web page. 

Photographers set your photos viral, exposing them and generating traffic for your gallery and web site. 

http://www.plinkme.com 
Tags: photo,create,gallery 

 

Write Screenplays Online. Together. Plotbot is online screenwriting software. You can write with 

as many or as few people as you like, all from your browser. No installation, it's free, and it's easy to use. 

You can create private projects to work alone or with invited friends, or you can create public projects to 

find new friends. All changes are tracked to each writer, and you can revert to prior versions at any time. 

http://www.plotbot.com 
Tags: collaboration,create,share 

 

RSS Marketing Campaigns Ploud is a tool for creating RSS campaigns. Ploud allows you to queue 

up a stream of RSS posts to be delivered on a subscriber by subscriber basis. Ploud manages feeds, posts, 

subscriptions and more. 

http://www.ploud.com/ 
Tags: management,RSS,tool,create 

 

Products for Social Media Pluck provides Social Media products for publishers, media sites and 

portals. Pluck products help customers achieve their goals around site traffic generation, user loyalty 

and community building by leveraging the power of community publishing, open news and content 

aggregation and user interaction within the site’s brand. 

http://www.pluck.com 
Tags: social,media 

 

Discover, Enjoy and Share your Favorite Shows Discover podcasts based on your interests and 

the interests of others. Listen to podcasts online, download them to your PC and listen to them, or 

download them to your MP3 player (e.g. iPod, Creative Zen). Share your opinions on podcasts by rating 

and reviewing them. Share your favorites with friends, family, and colleagues. 

http://www.pluggd.com 
Tags: share,audio,podcast,discover 

 

Music Search and Mashup Pluggedin helps music fans discover and enjoy the best videos, audio, 

photos, blogs, news and more from artists that matter most to them. Fans can promote their taste in 

music, see what others are. With PlggedIn you can: 

- Explore Artist Profiles 

- Collect Your Favorite Stuff 

- Create Playlists on the Fly 

- Share Them w/Anyone 

http://www.pluggedin.com 
Tags: music,mix,share,playlist 



 

Chat Instantly and Directly from your Messenger with the Visitors of your Website On 

your blog, personal webpage or e-sales site, you set up a Plugoo. Visitors on your site can see the Plugoo 

and type a message in it to send it to you. This Plugoo is directly connected to your Instant Messenger 

and forward you in real time all the messages your visitors send you. You answer to the visitor directly 

from your Instant Messenger, LIVE ! 

http://www.plugoo.com 
Tags: messaging,chat,widget 

 

First you google, but then what? collect and share what matters Plum lets you put all the 

stuff you care about, stumble across or need in one place. Collect and save from the web, your email, or 

your computer. Then personalize and share it with others (if you like). You can even discover other 

collections like yours and collect them too. 

http://www.plum.com/ 
Tags: community 

 

The Web - To Go Plusmo lets you do cool stuff from your mobile phone. For example, you can locate 

the nearest Starbucks, find cheap gas nearby, read your friend's MySpace blog, read movie reviews, 

check out neat photos, download popular blogs like Engadget, or keep track of the top iTunes hits all 

from your cell phone or PDA. Plusmo offers a great mobile experience because personalized content 

from websites is downladed to your device in advance and browsing is local and fast. 

http://plusmo.com 
Tags: management,mobile 

 

Be Part of NewYork Buzz PMbuzz was built for the nightlife community. It’s where the out late 

crowd mixes it up with clubs, DJs, promoters and entertainers. Get the word (pictures, music and video) 

on the street from the people making the scene. 

http://www.pmbuzz.com 
Tags: community,fun,meet,social 

 

Podcast Stations Podango enables podcast stations that deliver the best podcasts on niche areas of 

interest. The podcasts are combined into stations by passionate, independent Station Directors who 

recruit leading podcasters in their area of expertise. Podango's social interaction tools enable rich 

conversations around the subjects of the podcasts within the listener communities they serve. 

http://podango.com 
Tags: podcast,social,audio 

 

Podcast Bands coming to your Town Podbop provides a simple, revolutionary way to discover 

concerts worldwide. The site matches legitimate MP3s with upcoming shows. Users can stream city 

event MP3s or subscribe to them as a podcast feed for on-the-go discovery. 

http://podbop.org 
Tags: music,band,podcast,discover 

 

Your Online Podcasting Studio PodcastPeople is a simple web-based service that allows 

individuals to create audio and video episodes, write blog posts, and interact with their audience. 

There’s no software to download and nothing to install, PodcastPeople takes care of everything for you 

on the web. It’s that easy. 

http://www.podcastpeople.com 
Tags: create,audio,podcast,blogging 

Get Conversational with Podcasting Podcast Spot is the best place to get conversational with 

podcasting! Create a podcast and share it with your friends, family, or even the world. Just send Podcast 



 

Spot your media file and we'll do the rest. Podcast Spot is a hosting service (a place for podcasters to 

store their files, and for listeners/viewers to download them from) with powerful features for both 

podcasters and their audience. 

http://www.podcastspot.com 
Tags: podcast,share,create,media 

 

Find a friend or date - ipod+dating Tried other friend or dating sites only to be disappointed? You 

know the drill. You go on the site, you see a HOT picture, you talk and then... You meet in person. Turns 

out that "HOT picture" was a glamor shots photo from 6 years ago and besides it was just a head shot 

anyways. 

http://www.poddater.com 
Tags: community 

 

Automated Video Podcast Production and Delivery Podesk is a unique solution for video 

capture, encoding and podcast delivery. Everything is automated : A single drag’n’drop publishes your 

video straight to your web site, iTunes or iPod. Podesk includes a utility that can be installed on Mac 

OSX or Windows XP. Record directly from your webcam, and Podesk will take care of the 

http://www.podesk.com 
Tags: video,podcast,record,iTunes,iPod 

 

E-Mail Unleashed Podmailing is a free peer-to-peer email solution to send large files to 

your contacts without clogging your inbox. No need to register, to change your usual email account and 

to worry about how large your file is : there is no storage limit. 

Podmailing's main innovation is its solution to mix both peer-to-peer 

and centralized servers to benefit from the advantages of both and 

achieve the most efficient service. 

 

 

http://www.podmailing.com 
Tags: P2p,email,storage,file,share,tool 

 

The Initiative to Bring you a Better Podcast Experience and Delivery One-click subscribing 

to podcasts. Make it really easy to find podcasts. Create an integrated experience for listeners. 

Synchronize your personal podcatchers over multiple locations/systems. 

http://www.podnova.com 
Tags: podcast 

 

What's on your Mind? Podobo is about ideas and thoughts. It's about finding out what people are 

thinking and, linking them together. It is a A sort of micro-blog, mini-blog, blog-lite environment... 

http://podobo.com/ 
Tags: community,share,note,knowledge 

 

The easiest place to create, find, send podcasts To expedite podcasting's transition from fad to 

mainstream, our goal is to drop these barriers of entry for people interested in producing podcasts. 

PodOmatic, Inc. is the leading provider of free, web-based tools and services that enable anyone to easily 

find, create, distribute, promote and listen to podcasts and videocasts. 

http://www.podomatic.com 
Tags: audio,podcast 

Create free Polls anywhere Online with Polldaddy PollDaddy is a free online tool, which 

allows you to create polls and place them on your website or blog, or anywhere online that you can 



 

paste a bit of HTML! You can also place links to PollDaddy polls in your emails etc. 

http://polldaddy.com 
Tags: poll,create,share 

 

The World is Dying to Answer your Questions PollsBoutique is a media-crushing platform for 

brainstorming over silly or crucial matters, with friends, or with people from the other side of the globe. 

http://www.pollsb.com 
Tags: poll,question,answer,ask,community 

 

Connect your Family through Photos, Movies, and Stories Pongyow care deeply about 

helping people tell and share their experiences, and work their hardest to make this possible. They bring 

experience in building high-quality web services from our past work at Google, HP, Xerox, and Stanford 

University. Pongyow team chose the name "Pongyow" because it's derived from a Chinese word 

meaning "friend". 

http://pongyow.com 
Tags: family,photo,movie,share 

 

Where you are the Critic PopCurrent is all about discovering the good media online. People are 

posting music, videos, talk shows, images, and books in massive quantities. Finding good stuff is only 

getting harder every day. That's where PopCurrent comes in. By allowing people to vote for (or Pop) the 

best entries, the good stuff finds its way to the top. The more Pops an entry gets, the higher up on the 

front page it will be featured. That way, you know lots of other people before you have sampled the 

media and liked it. PopCurrent is a forum where the best-as decided by the people-are noticed and 

highlighted.  

http://www.popcurrent.com 
Tags: media,video,search,social,rate,discover 

 

Poperti previously GookBox A desktop POP3 client providing enriched user experience for 

categorised messages in your inbox. Currently Poperti supports messages in music category. For music 

messages enriched user experience would mean being able to list, select and play all your music 

messages. It shows you a music player console and also provides a playlist. You can play your music 

right off your inbox! In the future we have plans for various useful categories, one such category is 

photos. 

http://www.poperti.com 
Tags: music,download 

 

Express Yourself Popfly is the fun, easy way to build and share mashups, gadgets, Web pages, and 

applications. Popfly consists of two parts: 

- Popfly Creator is a set of online visual tools for building Web pages and mashups. 

- Popfly Space is an online community of creators where you can host, share, rate, comment and even 

remix creations from other Popfly users. 

http://www.popfly.ms 
Tags: share,rate,storage,mashup,create,build,visual,tool,microsoft 

 

Affiliate Power Tools That Everyone Can Use PopShops is a searchable collection of affiliate 

products (over 10 million and growing) that spans all of the major networks. With PopShops 

Shopbuilder tool, you can easily create customized storefronts and widgets (referred to collectively as 

"shops") to put any of these products on your website or blog to earn commissions. Pick the products 

you want with a quick keyword search, customize the look of your shop, and then pop it into your site. 

http://www.popshops.com 
Tags: shopping,tool,collection,search,blogging,sell 



 

Want to Know Every Things on Your Favorites Celeb? A place to learn, love and follow the 

lives of your favorite celebrities. 

http://popsugar.com/ 
Tags: celebrities 

 

Create your own free Protopage Use it to catch up with news from hundreds of sources (including 

the BBC, CNN, Reuters, New York Times, London Times, CNET, ESPN) Put color coded sticky notes, 

todo lists and reminders on it. Keep your frequently accessed bookmarks on it. Name it (e.g. as 

www.protopage.com/yourname) Share parts of your page with friends, or keep it private. Use it to share 

photos. Set it as your browser 'start page' for easy access. No registration required.

http://www.protopage.com 
Tags: desktop 

 

Create your Social Buttons List for your Blog Postli allows bloggers and website owners to 

replace list of buttons useful to post to social sites with a single link that allows to post to every major 

social site. 

http://www.postli.com 
Tags: social,blogging,network,create,tool 

 

Send Letters using Email Postful's mission is to be the bridge between the digital and physical 

worlds. Sending letters is now as easy as sending e-mail. For the times when you need to send a quick 

letter, Postful is there. Postful connects the 65 million Americans without email access to the modern 

communications network. Messages can be delivered to them as easily as they are to anyone already 

online. 

http://postful.com 
Tags: email,communication,messaging 

 

Search your Local Area Povo is a wiki-based, collaborative tool that lets everyone in the community 

come together to create, evolve, and maintain city-wide and local neighborhood knowledge. You can 

search or browse information in several ways - by business, block, or neighborhood. 

http://povo.com 
Tags: collaboration,tool,mapping,business,search 

 

Automate Photo Sharing PowerSnap allows you to Automate Photo Sharing – it’s a new product 

that’s Flickr friendly. Send pictures privately to your friends or send them a subscription of your tags or 

albums. Anytime you upload a new photo your friends get the photos instantly. It's a slick, rich, 

beautiful flash application to manage your photos, send and receive subscriptions and sync with Flickr. 

http://www.powersnap.com/ 
Tags: flickr,photo,share,download 

 

Send Stuff to your Friends Pownce is a way to send messages, files, links, and events to your 

friends. You'll create a network of the people you know and then you can share stuff with all of them, 

just a few of them, or even just one other person really fast 

http://pownce.com 
Tags: network,share,media,exchange,discover 

 

Share your Light PrayAbout is a place where people make prayer requests online. Christian prayer, 

Islamic prayer, Jewish prayer - it doesn't matter. Thousands join with you in prayer, no matter what 

you're praying about today. Feel the love and support of people world-wide as you pray for healing, 

love, peace, children...anything that you want to make a request for. 



http://www.prayabout.com 
Tags: social,community,discover 

 

Enhance Search, Monetize, and get Powerful Analytics PredictAd is an interactive search tool 

that helps you generate additional revenues for your blog or website by displaying contextual 

advertisements alongside auto-complete suggestions. 

http://www.predictad.com 
Tags: search,tool,Israel 

 

Create and Share Presentations Online Preezo is an Ajax web application that gives you the 

power to create and share professional quality presentations over the web without software or plugins. 

http://preezo.com 
Tags: presentation,create,build,share 

 

The best way to upload and optimize photos to Flickr Preloadr offers professional tools to 

optimize your photos for free! Use Graduation Curve, Histogram, Layers and more like pros do. 

http://preloadr.com 
Tags: flickr,photo 

 

Create Online Presentations Prezentit is a community where you can create (alone or with others), 

share and show your presentations. With Prezentit, your presentations are always available, anywhere, 

anytime and from any place, for viewing or editing. 

http://www.prezentit.com 
Tags: presentation,create,community,share 

 

Social Music Experiment Project Playlist enables you to create a free playlist for you myspace 

account, create and share with friends and listen to other myspace playlists. You can also share your 

playlist in other social networks, such as Facebook, hi5, your blog/site and more. 

http://www.playlist.com 
Tags: music,playlist,create,player,share 

 

Get Online. Get Together. Get it Done. Project360 is the online organization tool you’ve been 

looking for. They developed Project360 to help us manage our projects, communicate with our clients, 

and collaborate with our colleagues—in the office, across town, and around the world.

http://www.project360.com 
Tags: collaboration,organize 

 

Web Based Project Management Solution Projectoffice is designed to decrease the level of 

hierarchy in the organization; reduce the number of e-mails exchanged between team members; reduce 

the possibility of data loss, misunderstandings and data inconsistency. Invite other people to join your 

project; at the same time providing automatic data update by using ProjectOffice cross-referencing 

function, wikis and Unicode support. 

http://projectoffice.net 
Tags: management,office,collaboration 

 

Supporting Bands, Fans and Local Music Everywhere Project Opus is an online music 

community designed to support artists, fans and local music. It is a single point of contact for discovery 

of new music. 

http://www.projectopus.com 
Tags: music,community 



 

Online Collaboration Made Easy ProjectSpaces, a simple, secure and powerful web-based 

workspace to help your project teams, workgroups, committees, partners, and others quickly and easily 

connect, share and collaborate. 

http://www.projectspaces.com 
Tags: collaboration,share,file 

 

Control your Website Promotion Promometer offers website owners the best tool to control their 

own online promotions by placing them easily anywhere on their site and measure performance. The 

easy to use promotion editing tool allows you to get promotions created and displaying on your site 

quickly and easily in three steps - Sign-up, Create, Plug-in. 

http://promometer.com 
Tags: track,tool 

 

Web Based Mail-Box Pronto! Unifies all forms of Internet communications - from e-mail and IM, to 

chat, voice, rich media, and groupware - in a sleek, easy-to-use, easy-to-manage client interface. 

https://talktoip.com 
Tags: email,IM,communication,media 

 

Human News Aggregator Propeller is a social news portal programmed by you - the audience. All 

of the stories on Propeller are submitted and voted on by the users themselves. Propeller is part of the 

AOL Network. 

http://www.propeller.com 
Tags: social,bookmarking,content,AOL,news 

 

Realty Search, Made a Breeze PROPERTY MAPS is a powerful searching tool that combines 

complete  

Multiple Listing Service (MLS) access with the revolutionary and easy-  

to-use interface of Google Maps. Soon we will offer full national  

coverage of the United State including Guam and the Virgin Islands,  

as well as parts of Canada." 

http://www.propertymaps.com 
Tags: search,mapping,tool,mobile 

 

The Online Marketplace for People-to-People Lending Prosper, America's first people-to-

people lending marketplace, was created to make consumer lending more financially and socially 

rewarding for everyone. The way Prosper works is intuitive to people who have used eBay. Instead of 

listing and bidding on items, people list and bid on loans using Prosper's online auction platform. 

http://prosper.com 
Tags: marketing,money,lending 

 

Maximize Revenue and Minimize Complexity with PubMatic PubMatic is focused on 

serving the needs of publishers by providing an industry leading platform that allows publishers to 

maximize their revenue while simultaneously reducing complexity. 

http://www.pubmatic.com 
Tags: advertising,network,management,track 

 

Use PureVideo to find any Video on the Web PureVideo Networks Inc. is Los Angeles based 

media and technology company that helps people find, watch, share and create compelling videos. The 

site is designed to both harness and satisfy the passions of a specific user community. 

http://www.purevideo.com 
Tags: video,share,search,engine 



 

Make Online PlayLists PureVolume allows you to create desirable PlayLists in just about few clicks. 

Your PlayLists will saved on the web and you be can listen to them of course, whenever you want to. 

PureVolume is also a big Social Media Network that lets you upload and download music that you like, 

meet people with the same interest as you do, make comments on your friends music, read others blogs, 

send private messages and more. 

http://www.purevolume.com 
Tags: music,community,discover,playlist 

 

Better Maps for Professional Apps The Pushpin platform simplifies and speeds up the 

development and deployment of sophisticated online mapping applications. Pushpin gives you highly 

flexible, highly controllable maps with custom layers that you don't have to host. The result is 

unmistakable: an information-rich user experience with the high cartographic integrity and sophisticated 

interactivity that's easy for anyone to use. 

http://www.pushpin.com 
Tags: mapping 

 

Today's Breaking News Puzzr to allow people to have fun while being informed. With 

PuzzR, you get an easy access to the information on a more intuitive way. Indexed by the 

most important topics, PuzzR redirects the information to you on a way never yet 

experienced.  
http://www.puzzr.com 
Tags: content,search,engine,tool 

 

Your Online Desktop and Web Collaboration Solution Pytagor mission is to allow users to 

access and manage all types of information, whether it is a file, an Internet address, a contact or others, 

to publish and discover new information with their friends or their social network and finally to search 

reliable information in the collective intelligence of the community. 

http://pytagor.com 
Tags: community,search,share,desktop,collaboration 

 

Streaming Video right from your Phone Qik enables you to share moments of your life with 

your friends, family and the world - directly from your cell phone. Keep your world in the know, share a 

laugh, tell engaging stories. Just point your cell phone and stream video live to your your friends on 

Twitter, Facebook, Blogs, etc. Or use your cell phone like a camcorder and stream hours and hours of 

video without worrying about storage on your cell phone. 

http://www.qik.com 
Tags: mobile,video,live,blogging 

 

capture it. share it. qipit. qipit is an online service of Realeyes3D. simply take a photo of any written 

document with your camera phone or digital camera send it to qipit via your phone or email, get back a 

high-resolution, easy-to-read PDF of the document in seconds! 

https://www.qipit.com 
Tags: fax,cameraphone,mobile,scan,share 

 

Express your Creative Self QlipBoard enables you to make narrated slide shows of your vacation. 

Show off your home for sale. Get help with your homework. Invite someone to a party. Talk to your 

friends in other countries without having to wake up at odd hours. The possibilities are endless. 

http://www.qlipmedia.com 
Tags: create,download,share,presentation,fun,tool,draw 



 

Powered Music Search on Social Networks Qloud uses the power of community to enable you 

to find exactly the tunes you’re looking for. You’re participation in Qloud will be reflected in the 

growing number of Qloud Points you amass along the way. 

http://www.qloud.com 
Tags: music,search,community,soical 

 

The Ultimate Sales Tool Qoof allows the user to easily upload Usermercials onto the Qoof.com 

website through its seamless, easy-to-use backend software platform. Each Usermercial is linked with a 

simple 'click to buy' button that is associated with that user’s affiliate code, enabling them to make a 

profit off of each purchase generated from their lead. 

http://www.qoof.com 
Tags: sell,tool,marketing,marketplace,video,advertising 

 

Users creating content and selling products Qoop make tools to help web users, web partners, 

and developers customize content into products. 

http://www.qoop.com 
Tags: e-commerce 

 

Quantcast - An Open Internet Ratings Service Quantcast is the world's first open internet 

ratings service, creating a common language for publishers and advertisers to discuss audiences and 

advertising opportunties. 

http://www.quantcast.com/ 
Tags: track,rate,create 

 

QUEEKY - Draw online! QUEEKY is a Web 2-Tool for people who like drawing and people who 

love to view sketches. But QUEEKY can do even more: pictures that are painted on queeky can be 

replayed by the visitors. So you have the possibility to check out how an intersting picture is made.. 

http://www.queeky.com/ 
Tags: tool,fun,draw,share,paint,chat 

 

Powerful Online Survey Creator, Simple and Free questionform is a complete solution for 

your web surveys or forms, no HTML or programming knowledge required. Creating and publishing 

complex, multi-page, multi-lingual surveys has never been so easy. 

http://questionform.com 
Tags: form,create,storage,tool 

 

One World, Many Answers Quibblo is about people who are similar to you and about people who 

are totally different. It is about friends and strangers and content and knowledge. It is a place for you to 

create and interact with quizzes, polls, surveys and content around the topics that are of interest to you. 

Test your trivia knowledge, survey your fellow web surfers for their opinions or quiz your friends to see 

how well they really know you. 

http://www.quibblo.com 
Tags: knowledge,ask,question,share,poll 

 

Private File Sharing Quickeo is an application for people who want to share their private digital 

photos, videos, music and other files with their friends, family and community – not the whole world. It 

simplifies the transfer of private multi-media files for both the sender (no uploading to a server 

necessary) and the receiver (no downloading necessary). 

http://www.quickeo.com/ 
Tags: email,share,file,media,download 



 

Create your own quickToons 

http://www.quicktoons.com 
Tags: comics 

 

Quintura - Visual Find Engine Quintura is the next-generation web search with a mission to make 

Web search easier and faster by adding context or meaning to keywords and visualizing search. 

http://quintura.com/ 
Tags: search,engine 

 

A Tool for Learning Vocabulary You enter words and their definitions and Quizlet gives you a 

specialized learning mode, flashcards, randomly-generated tests, and collaboration tools for classmates 

to help you study those words. 

http://quizlet.com 
Tags: knowledge,collaboration 

 

Desktop blog editor Qumana combines a powerfully simple interface, as easy to use as email, with 

features that make your posts look better, get more traffic, and make you money. Features such as easy 

image insertion, simple Technorati tagging, and advertising insertion. Qumana's ease of use and added 

features make it is the preferred publishing tool for all bloggers - new and experienced. 

http://www.qumana.com 
Tags: blogging,download 

 

Help me with.. Qunu is about RIGHT NOW! Not in 5 minutes or two hours or 3 days. It is about 

finding and talking to someone who most likely knows what you don't. Qunu was originally dreamt up 

as a way for people to get free, live chat tech support for products, direct from those who were most 

passionate about those products -- the users themselves. 

http://qunu.com 
Tags: search,engine,social,answer,knowledge,question 

 

Quotiki Lets you Quickly find and Enjoy Quotes As quote lovers, Quotiki wanted to create a 

site that balances quickly finding quotes with sharing and having a little fun with quotes too. You can 

search through our entire quotes database from the home page or filter by quote, author, or tag to find 

quotes from literature, speeches and media. 

http://quotiki.com 
Tags: quote,share,create,search,fun 

 

Just Ask Qwizzy is a new communications tool for sharing knowledge, information, and opinions. The 

premise is simple: each user has their own web page where friends, family, fans, or complete strangers 

can ask questions. Once a user decides to respond, the questions and answers are shared on their 

Qwizzy page and around the Web through Qwizzy widgets and external applications. 

http://www.qwizzy.com 
Tags: communication,community,connect,social,share,ask,knowledge 

 

Your Health Home Page Revolution Health’s objective is to give consumers more choice and control 

over their health care, enabling all of us to live healthier, better lives. 

http://www.revolutionhealth.com 
Tags: community,health,tool 

 

Show and Tell Shoot cameraphone pictures and immediately share them with your friends. Show 

them what you're doing and what's on your mind. It's easy, and it works with any cameraphone. 

http://radar.net 



Tags: mobile,share,photo,cameraphone 

 

Save Your Favorite Tracks and Build-Up your Playlist Radio.blog is the first stand-alone 

player that lets you stream sound on your website. 

http://www.radioblogclub.com 
Tags: radio,music,playlist 

 

Your Guide to Radio Finding radio is easy. RadioTime has a unique RadioGuide that provides 

listeners with a quick and easy way to find radio content from 36,000 global outlets. RadiTime monitor 

more than 50,000 programs, 100 networks and 800 sports teams to offer the most comprehensive 

RadioGuide. Great way to find radio, works with recorder to timeshift to your ipod. 

http://radiotime.com 
Tags: iPod,radio,content 

 

radiusIM is All About Location It’s a free web service that shows you who’s around and let’s you 

IM them. 

http://www.radiusim.com/ 
Tags: chat,IM,mapping 

 

Powerful online collaboration... made simple Unfortunately, it has become so. The software 

landscape is littered with innumerable over-complicated applications with poorly designed user 

interfaces that make it almost impossible to accomplish your goal without losing a little part of your 

sanity. flip180 was born out of this frustration to create clear, simple and easy-to-use software that still 

maintains a powerful set of features. 

http://www.rallypointhq.com 
Tags: collaboration,deadpool 

 

Sales Rank Tracking and Analytics for Publishers Rankforest is aimed at authors and small to 

midsize publishers who want to monitor the performance of their titles. It can also be used to track just 

about anything off Amazon. See charts of your sales rank performance, compare your items to other 

items, view the current sales rank of items that were purchased by people that also bought your item, 

export rankings, stay up to date using RSS. 

http://www.rankforest.com 
Tags: marketplace,track,money 

 

Rapidshare Search Engine Rapidshare1 search engine, search rapidshare files, free unlimited 

rapidshare download and search. Rapidshare1 search on sites, forums, message boards for Rapidshare 

file links. 

http://www.rapidshare1.com 
Tags: search,engine,file 

 

Reputation Lookup and Email Search Look someone up by their email address to view their 

reputation related information, profile stats, and social networks. Leave feedback on others and they will 

be encouraged to rate you back. Use Rapleaf to build, promote, and manage your online reputation. 

http://www.rapleaf.com 
Tags: email,search,track,social,engine,tool 

Trade and Home owner Community Rated Tradesmen is really a community site putting home 

owners in touch with tradesmen. With Rated Tradesmen, you can find recommended local tradesmen 

for a better quality of service at a fair price, with real ratings from real customers for every job they do. 

Fast, free and easy to use. 



 

http://www.ratedtradesmen.com 
Tags: comment,share,rate,job 

 

Rate and review your placement experiences 

RateMyPlacement aim to become the best resource for all prospective/current Industrial Placement 

students, by building up a comprehensive database of placement information. 

http://www.ratemyplacement.com 
Tags: rate,student 

 

People Powered Ratings RatePoint is a place for you and your friends to rate and review your 

favorite places on the web. RatePoint changes the way you look at ratings by personalizing them based 

on your likes and dislikes, connecting you with like-minded people who share the same interests. 

http://www.ratepoint.com 
Tags: rate,share,discover 

 

Sweeten Your Content RawSugar is a place to save, share and discover your favorite content in an 

organized and highly flexible way. You can save and tag content (any URL) to your account in 

RawSugar. You can access your bookmarks anywhere in the world with just a web browser and an 

internet connection. You can share your bookmarks or keep them private. 

http://www.rawsugar.com 
Tags: bookmarking,share,link,content,organize 

 

The Platform for Social Good Razoo is a community united around making a positive difference in 

the world. Where passion leads to action, and a whole lot of collective good comes from individual 

contributions. 

http://beta.razoo.com 
Tags: community,group,donation 

 

Start a Ringtone Revolution Razz is an audio platform which includes carrier-class telephony, 

content and web systems enables consumers to mix their voice with sound clips and music to create 

personalized and entertaining communications. Razz allows consumers to interject their user-generated 

sound content into live phone conversations, turn it into custom ringtones or post to personal web 

pages. 

http://www.razz.com 
Tags: mobile,fun,create,mix 

 

Make your own Software Appliance in Three Easy Steps There's nothing to download. All 

you need is your web browser. With rBuilder 2.0, software developers can easily create and maintain 

software appliances for their customers. 

http://www.rpath.com/rbuilder 
Tags: business,create,download 

 

Stay in Touch with your Friends Find out when your friends post new pictures, write in their 

blog, post a video, and more. Readr works with most blog, photo, and video services. See your friends 

updates on your News Feed. Get email alerts when there's something new. 

http://readr.com 
Tags: track,tool,discover 



 

Style your Myspace Page RealEditor is a simply yet rich Myspace editor that allows you to style 

your Myspace layout in few minutes. 

http://www.realeditor.com 
Tags: design,myspace,edit,fun,tool 

 

A Social Network for Video Gamers This site is a Gaming Social Networking portal for people 

just like you. Thesite offers video game forums, video game news, video game blogs, tournaments, clean 

pages, clean finders, tutorials, cheats, walk through and more. 

http://www.recruitinggrounds.com 
Tags: network,social,game,share,blogging 

 

A Source for What's New and Popular on the Web - Personalized for you Your votes train 

a filter, so let reddit know what you liked and disliked, because you'll begin to be recommended links 

filtered to your tastes. All of the content on reddit is from users who are rewarded for good submissions 

(and punished for bad ones) by their peers; you decide what appears on your front page and which 

submissions rise to fame or fall into obscurity. 

http://reddit.com 
Tags: bookmarking 

 

Your Rection to Bad Design RedesignMe is site where anyone can post video, photo and text of a 

product with usability problems. You can also add comments to other people’s postings, ratings, and 

most importantly, post your own design solutions in image or video. 

http://www.redesignme.org 
Tags: design,video,community 

 

The Easy way to Manage your Email, Contacts, Documents, and Activities Relenta CRM 

turns familiar software product categories upside down by integrating the functionality of business-class 

email, contact management, calendar, and email newsletter marketing software into one elegant Web 2.0 

application. 

http://www.relenta.com 
Tags: email,business,contact 

 

Write your story from Wherever your are Rememble is a 'washing line' for your digital bits and 

pieces. Thread together texts, photos, videos, sounds, scribbles, scans, notes, tweets... so they're not 

drifting in a digital wasteland. 

http://www.rememble.com 
Tags: media,share,create 

 

Spending Time with People you Already Know Renkoo is about giving you the Internet 

experience you want to have. The service lets you use the Web, IM, text messages, and email to 

communicate with your friends wherever you are and however you like. 

http://renkoo.com 
Tags: group,meet,communication 

 

Easy Image ResizerWork ResizR is a nifty, free and very useful little helper. ResizR allows you to 

resize an image from your local computer or the web. 

http://resizr.lord-lance.com 
Tags: resize,photo 

Fast, Beautiful Resumes The idea of Resolio is to create a web tool that makes it fast and easy to 

make a good looking resume for the web. So a user logs in, enters their resume information, make a few 



 

design choices, and get a nice looking web resume. 

http://resolio.com 
Tags: create,resume,form,design 

 

Share your Memories Respectance is the place to instantly create a personalized Tribute where 

family and friends come together to share their favorite memories and relive those irreplaceable 

moments. 

http://www.respectance.com 
Tags: share,family 

 

Matching People and Electronics 

Retrevo can find you product reviews, manuals and support for laptop computers, digital cameras, gps, 

cell phones, printers, camcorders, and more. A real-time independent Web service aggregates, 

comprehends and summarizes important information on electronics products from experts, users, PDF 

manuals and other web pages and presents answers in easily digestible and actionable form that average 

consumers can understand and use to find, buy or use electronics products.  

http://www.retrevo.com 
Tags: shopping,buy,search 

 

All Things Retro Retroland is a social networking site developed to unite people over the common 

bond of treasures from our youth. You can poke about and enjoy our original content as a guest, but 

becoming a site member opens up all kinds of fun doors. Members can contribute to the Retropedia, post 

on the discussion boards, and recreate a virtual scrapbook of all their favorite things (heavy on the Pac-

Man and bell bottoms; light on the cream-colored ponies and crisp apple strudel.) 

http://retroland.com 
Tags: network,community,fun,content 

 

Real Estate Search Engine Retrove is a national vertical real estate search engine that allows you to 

search all types of real estate listings such as MLS listings, FSBO, foreclosures, classifieds and other types 

of property listings across the nation. Retrove provide you real estate search results that take you 

directly to the real estate listing source. 

http://www.retrove.com 
Tags: realestate,search,engine,shopping,marketplace 

 

Read, Review, Share An exciting new book review site launching in early 2007. To receive occasional 

updates about revish's progress, and to learn about opportunities to help Revish test the site, enter your 

email address and be the first one to know when Revish will be alive. 

http://www.revish.com 
Tags: share 

 

Generate Revenue and Feature Content Revlayer offers bloggers and web site owners the ability 

to generate revenue and feature content on the videos they embed. Revlayer takes seconds to add to 

your site and you could be earning more revenue today. Works with GoogleVideo,YouTube, Veoh, 

Viddler, Revver, Myspacetv and many more. 

http://www.revlayer.com 
Tags: advertising,blogging,generator,video 

 

What if creativity could pay the rent? If you like to create or share video, Revver was made for 

you. Every time someone watches a video that you've uploaded or shared, you could earn money. Best 

of all, we protect your rights as an artist. 



http://one.revver.com 
Tags: create,share,video,money 

 

Powerfully Simple Reservations Rezgo is a complete system for tourism companies who want to 

accept bookings online. Manage products, receive online payments, view reports, update customer 

information, customize your website, all in one place. 

 

http://www.rezgo.com 
Tags: travel,business 

 

Spanish and English RSS Reader Rezzibo allows you to have al your news sites and blogs on just 

one page. Browse through thousands of feeds from international news sites and blogs, and subscribe 

with just one click. 

http://www.rezzibo.com 
Tags: RSS,feed,blogging,content 

 

Individually Targeted Mobile Ads Rhythm is enabling ad-supported mobile content with a broad 

suite of mobile advertising solutions for operators. Rhythm's technology enables advertising that has 

broad reach, sharp targeting and precise frequency management. Rhythm automates key business 

processes and enables measurement and reporting to each member of the mobile advertising value 

chain. In addition, Rhythm sources content and sells advertising on behalf of operator customers. 

http://www.rhythmnewmedia.com 
Tags: business,marketing,advertising,mobile,marketplace 

 

Never Forget the Important Stuff Again Easy voice and text reminders to your phone. 

http://www.rminder.com 
Tags: phone,mobile,text,reminder 

 

Mobile Promotion for Musicians Ripple9's mission is to enable musicians to reach the broadest 

audience possible, and to be appropriately rewarded. Ripple9 helps you promote your music as 

effectively as possible in a digital world: get your music in your fans pants, remind fans to come to your 

gigs, accelerate and manage the growth of your fan list. The service takes advantage of the fact that 

every one your fans, or fans-to-be has a mobile phone in their pocket , and that they know how to send 

and receive text and picture messages. 

http://www.ripple9.com 
Tags: music,mobile,band,fan,media,text,community 

 

New Approach to Read the Internet News RiZE-it is the new way to be informed about 
what’s happening in the world everyday and have fun at the same time. Indexed by the most 
important topics, you can read, comment and RiZE every day’s breaking news. There is also a 
cell phone and email alert functionality for everyone to be informed automatically on a daily 
basis.  
http://www.rize-it.com 
Tags: comment,discover,search 

 

FEED your Inbox RSS Simply put the URL of the RSS feed in the first input control, your email 

address in the second input control and click on the Subscribe button. You'll get an email explaining how 

to activate your subscription. 

http://www.r-mail.org 
Tags: feed,RSS,email 



 

Get Noticed! Roll A Name lets you maximize your friends network. The bigger your network is, the 

higher you and your profile are listed and visible. Use this visibility to start promoting yourself, your 

business, events, websites, parties, books, blogs, video and audio and much more... Be Creative 

http://www.rollaname.com 
Tags: identity,network,discover,tool,share,social 

 

Let People to Remember You It's a free Service, that creates an Internet version of your 

business cards.  

Your business cards get a unique address (URL) that can be used by your customers, partners, 

prospects etc. to quickly download and store your business cards as vcards (.vcf files). 
http://www.rolobiz.com 
Tags: card,business,create,share 

 

Promotion Network of Blogs and Consumer Generated Videos Romllmio is an online 

promotion network where video commercials are made and spread by consumers for word of mouth 

promotions. 

http://www.rollmio.com 
Tags: network,video,advertising 

 

Organize your Employees Working Schedules Rota Board Is an employee schedule maker that 

allows you to create working schedules the easiest way. This is a very powerful and useful tool that you 

can use over and over again to help you organize your employees schedules at your business or if you 

are the employee your self it makes it real easy to track your working hours or to see if you can switch 

shifts with others employees. 

http://www.rotaboard.com/ 
Tags: create,organize,track,share 

 

What are your Neighbors saying about you? Rotten Neighbor is the first real estate search 

engine of its kind allowing you to rate and review good and bad neighbors before and after you move so 

you can make a smart real estate decision. 

http://rottenneighbor.com 
Tags: realestate,search,neighborhood,community 

 

Find or Post a Job Roundpegs is a unique job matching website, that matches compatible job seekers 

and employers. Once matched, Roundpegs.com enables conversations between the two parties. 

http://roundpegs.com 
Tags: search,job,conversation 

 

Music Distribution & Licensing RouteNote is an online music licensing and distribution service 

providing artists instant access to a large proportion of the online market, and delivering an innovative 

licensing service to the creative media industry. Designed and built to take advantage of the shift 

towards independent and self-publication through online and mobile music outlets, and the consumer 

switch to online purchasing as outlined by the success of iTunes, Myspace and Pump Audio, RouteNote 

is partnered with some of the biggest retailers on the web to give artists massive and immediate 

availability for their tracks. 

http://routenote.com 
Tags: music,marketplace 

Intelligent Image Resizing Rsizr is a Flash application that lets you resize JPG, PNG, and GIF 

images on your computer. With rsizr, in addition to normal image rescaling and cropping, you can also 

resize images using a new image resizing algorithm called seam carving that tries to keep intact areas in 



 

your image that are richer in detail. 

http://rsizr.com 
Tags: resize,tool,photo,design,create 

 

Get your Favorites RSS Feed by Email The perfect solution for sites and blogs that don't provide 

you with the option to subscribe them by Email. 

http://www.rssfwd.com 
Tags: feed,RSS,email 

 

reStructuredText to Anything Create your document in plain text - a format that can be read and 

written anywhere, anytime, on any computer. Share your work - in plain text that can be read and edited 

anywhere, in HTML, the universal language of the web, or in PDF, a format created for documents you 

want to print out and hold in your hands. 

http://rst2a.com 
Tags: PDF,text,share,create 

 

Manage and Organize your Poker Events and Leagues. RubyChip is the best in poker event 

and league management. Manage contacts, locations, leagues, events, points, track player responses, 

player comments, etc. Easy reporting with graphs for point distribution. Anyone running poker leagues 

professionally or for fun would find this a great tool. 

http://rubychip.com 
Tags: game,management,track,event,fun,tool 

 

A Community for Runners RUNNER+ is a site for runners and joggers who want to achieve more 

through community and technology. RUNNER+ provides a thriving forums area, groups, member tips 

& advice, videos, a blog with the latest news, and more. If you use running systems such as the Nike+ 

iPod Sport Kit, then you will benefit even more. 

http://www.runnerplus.com 
Tags: sport,community,group 

 

Ryze Helps you Expand your Business Network Ryze helps people make connections and 

grow their networks. You can network to grow your business, build your career and life, find a job and 

make sales. Or just keep in touch with friends. 

http://www.ryze.com 
Tags: business,network 

 

Add and Organize your Bookmarks Online sabros.us is a CMS to put your bookmarks online 

with folksonomy support; just like del.icio.us, but the big diference is you will have the complete control 

of the source code. Add and organize your bookmarks online, Access your bookmarks from anywhere, 

Share and discover other interesting websites. 

http://sabros.us 
Tags: bookmarking,share,organize,discover,download 

 

Your World at a Glance Saki Mobile is quickly redefining the communication and entertainment 

landscape.  

Saki is a new way share and access exclusive content such as photos, videos, music, movies, news, 

weather, sports, E-mail, IM and more - all in one place! Use Saki to manage your social network, find old 

friends, map favorite locations, create party invitations, express your opinions or even chat via Avatar 

IM. 



http://www.sakimobile.com 
Tags: mobile,communication,IM,share,media 

 

Connecting People, Pay and Performance Salary builds on-demand software around a deep 

domain knowledge in the area of compensation to help customers win the war for talent by simplifying 

the connections between people, pay and performance. Salary's cutting edge technology is integrated 

with actionable data and content, empowering customers to make the best decisions about pay and 

performance and help them to attract, motivate, reward and retain top performers. 

http://www.salary.com 
Tags: knowledge,download,money,business 

 

The Internet Salary Calculator SalaryBase allows people to know their true market worth and to 

shift compensation information power to employees. SalaryBase aggregates anonymous and 

comprehensive up-to-date salary data and share this knowledge back to the community. 

http://www.salarybase.com 
Tags: money,aggregator,work,community,share,calculator 

 

Negotiate with knowledge SalaryScout is a network of users seeking fairness in compensation and 

benefits. Discover your true value in the marketplace and demand what you're worth. 

http://www.salaryscout.com 
Tags: e-commerce,marketing,network 

 

Create your Web the Way you Want 

Sampa allows you to easily create a blog and a site. You can upload pictures, have multiple blogs, lists 

and integrate content from YouTube, Flickr, Blogger, Del.icio.us and more without any programming, 

giving you great flexibility to integrate all your web content into a single place. Sampa also allows you to 

define any level of privacy and protection to your content and create your own social network so your 

friends and family join your site, not a generic social network. 

http://www.sampa.com 
Tags: blogging,community,mashup,share,social 

 

The Answer to the Time Reporting, Task Managing and Billing Needs of your 

Business SantexQ (or just the 'Q') is a web based tool created to assist businesses in the detail-driven 

world of time and task management. Designed to enhance team efficiency, the Q keeps the critical 

information close by: the progress reports, deadlines and time budgets for all of your projects. All 

available at a glance. 

http://www.santexq.com 
Tags: management,business,tool,invoice,track 

 

Let your Fans and Friends hear from you! SayNow's voice services are being used for marketing, 

entertainment, and educational purposes by a broad spectrum of users, including musicians, actors, 

actresses, sports teams, politicians, inspirational figures, and high school students. Anyone with an 

audience can use our broadcasting service to communicate with fans, get instant feedback, and sell 

merchandise. Fans are using SayNow to send voice messages and to hear from their favorite people in a 

way that's easy, personal, and direct. 

http://saynow.com 
Tags: messaging,music,share,audio 

Skins, Themes and Showcase for Flex and Adobe AIR ScaleNine is a collection of skins and 



 

themes created for Flex and Adobe AIR (formerly Apollo), as well as a showcase of other apps using 

these frameworks. Some involve graphical skinning and others are purely CSS. 

http://www.scalenine.com 
Tags: create,collection,tool,download,search,discover 

 

Your Life, Digital - Photo Scanning ScanDigital gives you your photos on CD/DVD as well as in 

your own free and unlimited online gallery. You can organize your photos, share with loved ones and 

order reprints and other great photo products. ScanDigital offers free Shipping, free digital optimization 

using our proprietary process, and the fastest turnaround time, Guaranteed. 

http://www.scandigital.com 
Tags: photo,organize,gallery,storage,scan 

 

scanR Turns Paper into Useful Digital Information Scan, copy and fax with your camera 

phone or digital camerascanR develops applications that make it easy to capture information using 

camera phones. scanR's services are based on proprietary image processing and data refinement 

technology and are designed to work with any mobile phone platform. 

http://www.scanr.com 
Tags: fax,cameraphone,mobile,scan 

 

Any Meeting, Anytime, Anywhere ScheduleOnce is a simple service that helps you find a time for 

your meeting with absolute accuracy across all time zones and daylight saving changes. The service is 

specifically designed for those hard-to-schedule meetings with multiple time zones, many invitees and 

different calendar systems. 

http://www.scheduleonce.com 
Tags: meeting,management,calendar 

 

StartPage with Benefit Schmedley offers channels data that is diverse and sometimes hard to get at, 

and organizes it into one clean, easy-to-use interface. In many cases schmedley becomes a content 

provider, dedicated to offering an innovative way to carry out different web searches and perform 

specific tasks while gathering data from various sources. Even greater functionality is achieved by giving 

users the ability to store and manipulate personalized data relevant to each task at hand. 

http://www.schmedley.com/ 
Tags: widget,tool,startpage 

 

Classroom Organizer, School Websites & Educational Game SCHOOPY is a place for 

students, teachers and parents to connect with all the 

necessary online gadgets for school life. 

http://www.schoopy.com 
Tags: share,community,student,teacher,parent,widget,tool,e-learning 

 

Science Connected SciLink is an online community with the goal of helping you to discover 

scientists, authors, and relationships. SciLink takes away the tedium of traditional networking. With 

over 104 million relationships mined from the literature, SciLink already knows who you're connected 

to. 

http://scilink.com 
Tags: community,connection,mapping 

 

New Modes of Scientific Dissemination SciVee created for scientists by scientists, SciVee 

provides synchronization tools and resources that connect science publications to media rich online 

video communication for scientific research communities. 

http://www.scivee.tv 
Tags: video,community,connection 



 

Broadcast your Skills Sclipo is a website to share videos about everyday knowledge among 

everyday people. Sclipo makes finding them that little bit easier in the current tidal wave of online video 

content, but keeps the whole process dynamic, fun, and completely user generated and assessed. 

http://sclipo.com 
Tags: knowledge,video,create 

 

Create Personal Libraries from your Favorite Services on the Web Second Brain allows you 

to create private or public libraries and collections from your favorite services on the Web such as: Flickr, 

Del.icio.us, Youtube, Picasa web, GoogleDocs, Blue dot and Zoho. Also, you can upload your documents 

and files to your library and share them as well. (you'll get 1 GB of free storage to start with) 

http://www.secondbrain.com/ 
Tags: create,storage 

 

Don't Throw Old Stuff Away Scoodi is a "free to list" and "free to trade" service that helps you and 

your community get the most out of the things you own and the things that people around you own. 

Scoodi does this by connecting you locally and giving you some great trading tools. 

http://www.scoodi.com 
Tags: marketplace,community,tool,garage 

 

Play and Rate Videos and Podcasts Scouta provides you with personal recommendations for 

video and podcasts that suit your interests and tastes. It does this based on your favorite online videos or 

podcasts that you bookmark in your My Scouta account. Scouta also works with iTunes, taking into 

account all the podcasts and vodcasts that you watch or listen to in iTunes, on your iPod, Apple TV, or 

iPhone, by using the Scouta Agent. 

http://www.scouta.com 
Tags: video,podcast,iPod,rate 

 

Create A World for your Pictures If you love sharing photos, you'll love Scrapblog. With 

Scrapblog, you can easily create stunning multimedia scrapbooks featuring your photos, videos, audio 

and a bunch of creative elements. We made Scrapblog drag-and-drop-easy so that everyone can tell their 

stories and share them online or turn them into high-quality photo books and DVDs. Best of all, it's free 

and there's nothing to download. 

http://www.scrapblog.com 
Tags: photo,presentation,video,audio,create,share,fun,edit 

 

Create Screncasts Easily Screencast-O-Matic is the free and easy way to create a video recording of 

your screencasts and upload it for free hosting all from your browser with no install. 

http://screencast-o-matic.com 
Tags: create,share,storage,video 

 

Save your Breath Scribe.it is a text messaging service which makes group communication fast, easy, 

and cheap. The service is free, works from any cell phone, and enables groups of people to share 

experiences while away from the computer. 

http://www.scribe.it/ 
Tags: mobile,share,text,group,communication 

 

Your Online Whiteboard Scriblink is a free digital sketchpad that users can share online in real 

time. Sorta like pen and paper, minus the dead trees, plastic, and the inconvenience of being at the same 

place at the same time. 

http://www.scriblink.com 
Tags: share,draw,paint,create,sketch,collaboration 



 

User Generated Mobile Content Platform ScrOOn as the first B2B user generated content 
platform in Europe that converges web and mobile. ScrOOn is a 'Grey Label' web and mobile 
platform that enables download/upload of video, photo and music content. Providing state of 
the art Web 2.0 features in sharing content and social networking tools, ScrOOn is an easy 
integrated B2B platform for media partners. 
 

. 
http://scroon.com 
Tags: mobil,social,community,media,share,deadpool 

 

Simple Solutions for age old Problems Scrybe is a groundbreaking online organizer that caters 

to today´s lifestyle in a cohesive and intuitive way. 

http://iscrybe.com 
Tags: calendar,organize,share 

 

A Search Visualization Tool searchCrystal is dedicated to enabling you to perform powerful 

searches visually. searchCrystal enables you to see the big picture, gain new insights and interact 

with search results in new ways 

http://www.searchcrystal.com/ 
Tags: search,engine,visual 

 

Smart Search Searchles is the intelligent social search platform that gets smarter every time you use it. 

Searchles take popular Internet tools like bookmarking, tagging and sharing content and fully integrate 

them with in-depth search features. 

http://www.searchles.com 
Tags: search,engine,social 

 

SearchMash Lets you Search the Iinternet in New Ways Search engine wite benefits. Check 

out searchmash features page from time to time to see what has changed.

http://www.searchmash.com 
Tags: search,engine 

 

Amazon+SeeqPod - Music Recommendations Mashup SeeqPod is an online web based 

service that will allow you to make playlist, save them on the web and listen to them through their 

player, whenever you like. 

http://www.seeqpod.com 
Tags: player,playlist,music,amazon 

 

Watch Videos with your Buddies Use SeeToo to share your movies with your buddies. Now you 

can see together movies you created using your camcoder, digital camera or cellular phone with a click 

of a button.Your videos can be viewed immediately by your friends and family. 

http://www.seetoo.com 
Tags: collaboration,video,Israel 

Send Large Files. Professionally SEND6 is a professional service for fast and reliable file delivery 

on the Internet. SEND6 solves typical problems with sending large digital files online including: 

- Size limitations when sending or receiving email attachments 

- Complicated FTP setup and account management 

- Blocked transfers through Firewalls, Routers, or NATs 

- No tracking to guarantee delivery of critical files 



 

SEND6 also provides a private label business solution that allows companies to easily integrate a custom 

branded file delivery service into their company website. 

http://www.send6.com 
Tags: file,share,storage,business 

 

The Guaranteed Way to Send Purchase Orders SendPO is a web service that was designed to 

help small and mid-size companies send, confirm and track purchase orders. 

 

 

http://www.sendpo.com 
Tags: business,track,office 

 

Tools to Track your Buzz Serph is a search engine that you can use to find out what people are 

saying on the web right now. It was created to allow you to find the buzz about whatever and 

whomever you want, whether it be you, your company, a competitor, your favorite brand, 

http://serph.com 
Tags: search,engine,tool,track 

 

Where Drivers and Service Click ServiceBeacon is a free and easy way to keep track of your car 

and what service is due. ServiceBeacon is designed for the average car owner – someone who cares 

about their car but is probably not a car fanatic and as a result would not necessarily know what sort of 

service should be done on their car or when to do it. 

http://www.servicebeacon.com 
Tags: car,track,mapping 

 

You Make the Music You have recorded your music and now want the world to know about it. This 

is where sessionsound.com steps in: 

- Set up your musician profile in the greenroom 

- Play around with your photo gallery, blog, gig guide, and other cool features 

- Upload your music and set your retail prices, for either digital download or physical CD sales. 

And many more.. 

http://www.sessionsound.com 
Tags: music,record,share,sell,blogging,create 

 

Leverage your Community SezWho is a social-media service that enables site owners to increase 

engagement with their community and to drive traffic by cross-connecting islands of content based on 

community participants. 

http://www.sezwho.com 
Tags: comment,social,media,community 

 

Social Bookmarking and Community Search tool Creates your View of the Web 

Shadows is a social bookmarking service for discovering, sharing and managing information on the web. 

Shadows supercharges this information with a Shadow Page — a community blog for any web page that 

includes views, ratings, tags, and comments by you, your friends and the Shadows community. . 

http://shadows.com 
Tags: bookmarking,social,community,deadpool 

 

Adobe's SHARE beta “Share” beta is a web-based service that allows you to upload and share files. 

You can distribute the URL for the file to a selected number of users, post the link for the URL on a 

website, or embed the code for previewing the file in a web page. You have the option to allow recipients 

to invite others to view your shared files or limit access to only the specified recipients. 



https://share.adobe.com 
Tags: file,storage,share 

 

Share your Lifestyle Sharea is an online community. It's a place to meet new people as friends, 

colleagues, and who knows - perhaps even lovers; share your favorite audio, images and videos online; 

send instant messages, record media Blogs and create a simple way to stay in touch with friends who are 

far away. You can do all this, while retaining complete control of your privacy, from one easy to use, 

great fun place. 

http://www.sharea.com 
Tags: share,community,meet,social,network 

 

A Pic Sharing Site that Gives Back Shareapic is a free service that allows its users to upload and 

host images on our servers. What makes us different from the rest? Shareapic has a unique revenue 

sharing model that compensates users for directing their friends and family to see their hosted images. 

When a member hosts a gallery, they can then show this gallery to others. Each time this is done, the 

member is paid. 

http://www.shareapic.net 
Tags: photo,storage 

 

The Future of Internet Publishing ShareNow (powered by izimi desktop technology) lets you 

instantly share any files on your computer with anyone else on the web - without the need to have to 

upload them to anyone’s servers - You remain in control of your media; you own it; you keep it.  

http://www.sharenow.com 
Tags: storage,file,media,share,network,social 

 

Share Anything. To Anyone. Anywhere. With the sharethis browser plug-in you can share your 

web favorites with your friends  

faster than ever. ShareThis reshaping the way people interact with each other online and across their 
mobile devices by providing a quick new way to share digital stuff - including photos, videos, text, Web 
pages and music - in one simple step. 
http://sharethis.com 
Tags: share,browser,download 

 

Share your Travel Experiences Sharetrip members are sharing stories, insider tips, news from the 

most popular destinations, and unique advice to prepare, and be ready for your future trips. Sharetrip 

offers you the opportunity of writing your own blog related to travel. You can also publish and share 

your travel photos and videos. 

http://www.sharetrip.com 
Tags: blogging,travel,video,photo,share 

 

Share Your Style with the World ShareYourLook is an online community for fashion addicts, 

trendsetters, shoppers, and designers from around the world to share looks and ideas about personal 

style. See how people in Tokyo, Stockholm, or Idaho are putting their own spin on the latest trends. 

Discover what men and women in London and New York are coveting this season. Best of all, discover 

how other people’s style can influence your look. 

http://shareyourlook.com 
Tags: shopping,community,share 

 

Shoe-Lovers Community ShoeTube will feature a mix of broadcast-quality programming, user-

generated videos/photos, and sponsor-created content. You'll also find articles on what's going on in the 

footwear industry, professionally-penned blogs and tons of community features that give every woman 

who is crazy about shoes a place to express their inner "soles." 



http://www.shoetube.tv 
Tags: lifestyle,video,TV,community 

 

Add your products, accept credit card payments, track and respond to orders, all 

without needing a geek in the family… Shopify features a global as well as a local search engine 

for products. As a result, Shopify will drive traffic to your page automatically. All Shopify products will 

also be registered with Froogle, Google's product search engine. We will also help our users hit the 

ground running by using Google's Adwords or Yahoo's Overture to improve marketing. 

http://www.shopify.com 
Tags: e-commerce,marketing 

 

You'll Never Shop the Same Way Again.. Shop It To Me will sends you clothing that matches 

your size and brand preferences as soon as it goes on sale. Just select your favorite apparel brands and 

sizes and shopittome will scour the websites of leading retailers and email a daily or weekly summary of 

which new items go on sale in your size. 

http://www.shopittome.com 
Tags: shopping,clothing 

 

your Cellphone. your Media. your Way With just one click your photos and videos are on the 

Web - while you (and your phone) are still at the beach, the concert or trade show. 

http://www.shozu.com 
Tags: mobile,photo,video 

 

Job Tracking, Invoicing, Reporting and Project management Software With Side Job Track 

you can quickly and easily manage your side jobs with simple, straightforward project tools. Side Job 

Track's flexible data entry lets you to decide how to best fit your specific needs. If you have access to a 

web server, you can even create completely customized estimate and invoice templates. 

http://www.sidejobtrack.com 
Tags: management,business,tool,invoice,track,job 

 

Searching and Browsing at the same time Sidekiq have a new way of searching and browsing 

together. It's a nice searching service that lets you search just about everything, from multiple sites. 

Sidekiq shaped like a simple sidebar and the navigation while you're searching is helfful and very easy 

to use. 

http://www.sidekiq.com/ 
Tags: search,engine 

 

SideKlick is TV for IM While you IM SideKlick gives you the most popular new videos that match 

what you talk about! If your buddies have Sideklick you can share and watch videos back and forth. 

http://sideklick.com 
Tags: IM,video,share,TV,chat,deadpool 

 

Find Cell Phone Signal Find user-generated cell phone signals by major service providers. Find 

dead spots, and compare signal strengths. you can add multiple signals to one map. 

http://www.signalmap.com 
Tags: mobile,discover,mapping 

 

Business Made Easy SimplifyThis is an intuitive web-based service to easily invoice your customers 

and get paid faster online.No more forgotten invoices, no software to install and no help manuals to 

read. Use this from home, from the library, or from any in the world. 

http://www.simplifythis.com 



Tags: business,invoice,money,track,organize,finance 

 

Seating Charts Made Simple SimpleSeating.com is a fastest and easiest way to make seating charts 

online. Experience the power of expensive desktop seating chart applications on the web without the 

learning curve. Create, preview, and print your seating charts in just a few simple steps. 

http://www.simpleseating.com 
Tags: chart,create 

 

Connect your iTunes Simplify Media software connects people directly from within their favorite 

desktop applications, without having to upload and download files via a website or learn a new user 

interface. The first version of Simplify Media lets you listen to your home music from any computer or 

browse and play your friends' music over the Internet, all within iTunes. software connects people 

directly from within their favorite desktop applications, without having to upload and download files 

via a website or learn a new user interface. 

http://www.simplifymedia.com 
Tags: iTunes,music,share,playlist,download 

 

Simple, Powerful Invoice Management Simplybill brings simple invoice management to all. 

Instead of wrestling with overly complex accounting software or trying to mash-up a spreadsheet into 

some sort of design, begin sending attractive invoices in minutes. 

http://simplybill.com 
Tags: money,invoice,management 

 

Job Search Made Simple Simply Hired is a vertical search engine. Simply Hired building the largest 

online database of jobs on the planet. Their goal is to make finding your next job a simple yet effective, 

enjoyable journey. 

http://www.simplyhired.com/ 
Tags: search,engine,job 

 

Tag. Search. Share Simpy is a social bookmarking service. With Simpy, you can save, tag and search 

your own bookmarks and notes or browse and search other users' links and tags. You can be open and 

share your links with others, or keep them private. 

http://www.simpy.com 
Tags: bookmarking,social 

 

A More Convenient Way to Share Links and Videos Siphs is a dead-simple way to send/share 

links via email. It is a free service that lets you share, store, and keep track of links you send to your 

family, friends and colleagues. 

https://www.siphs.com 
Tags: share,link,video,email,storage,track 

 

Simpler and Faster than Email Siphs is a fast, easy, and more convenient way to forward links to 

articles, videos, and other websites to your family, friends and colleagues. Siphs lets you email links 

privately to an individual or a group or share them publicly on your link blog with the rest of the 

community. Siphs automatically bookmarks anything you send so you don't have to waste time trying to 

find it again. 

https://www.siphs.com 
Tags: share,email,bookmarking 

Instant Site - Just add Content SiteKreator is a complete and easy-to-use solution for building and 

maintaining impressive, Web 2.0-ready business or personal Web sites. An all-inclusive Web publishing 



 

service, SiteKreator can help you launch and manage an engaging and robust Web site for your business 

or organization, artist portfolio or professional CV, personal blog or family photo gallery. 

http://www.sitekreator.com 
Tags: business,create 

 

Create your Website Site Mighty is an Affiliate Site Builder. The purpose of the Affiliate Site Builder 

(ASB) project is to build a platform that will enable users to manage and publish their own affiliate 

marketing websites, which will provide a content management system for managing offers on their 

websites. 

http://www.sitemighty.com 
Tags: create,marketplace,management 

 

If your think blogs are mportant to business, we've got your number Six Apart, provider of 

the blogging software and services chosen most often by individuals, organizations and corporations 

worldwide, has partnered with Bokee, the leading blog hosting company in China, to make it easy for 

Chinese businesses to communicate with their customers and for employees to communicate internally 

through blogging. Under an agreement announced today, Bokee will localize and distribute Movable 

Type, Six Apart’s leading web publishing platform, to Chinese businesses and educational institutions, 

beginning in Q2.. 

http://www.sixapart.com 
Tags: community,blogging 

 

Easy Comparison Tool Sizeasy allows you to compare dimensions of items you find described on 

the web often. Many online stores show the dimensions of items. Sizeasy allows you to take this size 

information and see it drawn out to scale next to everyday items so you get a real feel for its size. 

http://www.sizeasy.com 
Tags: size,comparison 

 

Business Process Management Made Easy Skemma is a 100% on demand BPM software 

(Business Process Management Tool) that allows companies to improve their overall performance by 

automating communications between internal areas, clients, vendors and existing systems. 

http://www.skemma.com 
Tags: business,management,download 

 

Easy to Make Everday Plans Sdobee goal is to grow Skobee into a place people turn to when 

looking for something to do. There are a number of great sites out there for finding a good restaurant, 

meeting new people to hang out with, or searching for large events like concerts or lectures. However, 

when you looking to go out on a Friday night or get something together for the weekend, you'll still find 

the Internet to be a poor resource and this is where Skobee can help cure the boredom problem. 

http://www.skobee.com 
Tags: calendar 

 

A Web Whiteboard Skrbl is a web whiteboard. Just start skrbl, give your skrbl URL to your friends, 

and instantly start sharing online. Write notes, see & edit each others notes... Everyone sees the same 

screen, everybody stays on the same page. 

http://www.skrbl.com 
Tags: collaboration,note 

 

Search and Play Audio Files SkreemR is a search engine for locating audio files on the web. 

SkreemR crawls the internet for audio tracks and then provides the information for you to listen, 

download, or find out more about audio that you are interested in. 



http://www.skreemr.com/ 
Tags: music,audio,blogging,share,create,discover 

 

Talk and Manage Your Calls with Your Buyers SKY-click was developed by ADS-click. ADS-

click provides Internet-based real-time contextual solutions, audience management systems, keyword 

marketplaces, VOIP & Wireless solutions. 

http://www.sky-click.com/ 
Tags: advertising,business 

 

Skype — the clobal telephony company Skype aims to delight you by offering free global 

telephony, to make unlimited, superior quality voice calls via its next-generation peer-to-peer software. 

Skype’s mission is providing a simple, reliable and friendly communications tool that just works. We 

aim for people to communicate with friends, families, and colleagues more flexibly, more cost 

effectively, and with better sound quality than ever previously imagined. 

http://www.skype.com 
Tags: communication 

 

Web Hosting that's Easy to Manage Slamdot web hosting is all about simplicity. Slamdot takes 

the pain out of web hosting. Your account, billing, help desk, hosting control panel, and domain name 

management are all integrated into one dead-simple, web-based tool. That means you only need to 

remember one username and one password for everything. 

http://www.slamdot.com 
Tags: management,tool,hosting,storage,bill,organize,track 

 

Send emails with your voice Emailing with text is really good. Adding voice makes it better. Try it. 

It's often faster and easier to say it than write it. You can convey emotion with your voice. The recipient 

of a slawmail will know that you are just kidding when you talk about his mom. 

http://www.slawesome.com 
Tags: communication,deadpool 

 

Turn your images into Slide Shows Slide delivers your favorite digital content to your desktop or 

Web site in the form of a simple, sleek Slide show. Whether you want personal photos, stuff to buy or 

news and entertainment, Slide brings it all to you. 

http://www.slide.com/ 
Tags: presentation,create,share,photo 

 

Presentation Management Platform SlideAware is a Presentation management platform designed 

for individuals and teams to manage the entire lifecycle of presentations. 

http://www.slideaware.com 
Tags: presentation,create,blogging,share,management 

 

The Horizontal Photo Slideshow for Flickr Slideoo providing a clean, horizontal slideshow tool 

for Flickr accounts. To create a slideshow enter a Flickr username to harvest images. After customizing 

the slideshow width, image size, and number of pictures, Slideoo quickly compiles the images into a 

scrollable format. Finally, quickpost or embed code into the platform of your choice - most popular 

social networks and major blog platforms are represented. 

http://www.slideoo.com 
Tags: photo,tool,flickr 

Create, Manage, and Share Presentations on the Web SlideRocket is a web application that 

provides everything you need to design professional quality presentations, manage and share libraries 



 

of slides and assets, and to deliver presentations in person or remotely over the web. 

http://sliderocket.com 
Tags: presentation,create,share,organize 

 

Create Online Slideshows Slideroll is a photo slideshow maker that you can use to create cool slide 

shows with your digital pictures. Upload your photos to Slideroll and publish slide shows on the 

internet, make MySpace slideshows, and e-mail them to friends 

http://www.slideroll.com 
Tags: presentation,create,share 

 

Share & Discover Slideshows Upload your slides, share with a link, embed in a blog, discover 

interesting slideshows, tag, comment and have fun. 

http://slideshare.net 
Tags: presentation,share,discover 

 

Share What's Happening Slifeshare is an activity network for you and your friends where you share 

your live computer activities, such as videos you watch, music you listen to, web pages you find 

interesting and much more as a way to stay in touch. It's easy, it's free and it's fun. 

http://slifeshare.com 
Tags: network,social,share,media 

 

Tagging the New World Sloog is a bookmarking service for Second Life residents. It allows users to 

save favourite places and avatars and search for them later, both in-world with a simple plug-in (HUD) 

or via the web browser. 

http://www.sloog.org 
Tags: bookmarking,share,search 

 

Get on the Local Web. List your free Webcard Posting today Create Webcards to promote 

your business, announce a local event, swap recommendations, list a classified and participate in a 

discussion. Tap into your town's local knowledge. Smalltown Webcards will change how you think 

about connecting with your town. 

http://smalltown.com 
Tags: business,create,webcard 

 

Explore the World with Free Maps on your Mobile smart2go is a compact programme for your 

mobile that allows you to load maps from around the world. Discover interesting places with ease, 

highlight them and get the route. 

http://www.smart2go.com/en 
Tags: mobile,discover,mapping,download 

 

Create SmartSets for your Flickr Photos SmartSetr is a site that allows you to create SmartSets for 

your flickr photos. SmartSets are fully managed by the SmartSetr site. SmartSets are sets on Flickr that 

are updated for you in an automated way. For example, if you have a SmartSet based on the tag 

"flower", anytime you add photos to flickr tagged with "flower" they will automatically be added to your 

flower set for you (after you click refresh on SmartSetr). 

http://ericappel.net/smartsetr 
Tags: organize,create,photo,flickr 

Changing the Way Business Professionals Organize and Track Their Work Smartsheet is 

flexible and familiar like a spreadsheet, but is the only organizational tool designed to help you organize 

and track your work. It's an online service that allows teams to create lists of activities and tasks, share 



 

them online and update them via e-mail. We are built on an open-source stack and have created our own 

AJAX toolkit for the rich user interface. 

http://www.smartsheet.com/ 
Tags: business,advertising,spreadsheet 

 

Generate, Manage and Track New Leads. Get in touch with your inner-marketing powers with 

SmoothStart. You don't even need a website! Just sign up for an account, create a custom landing page 

and start generating leads today with our fully integrated campaign manager. What's more, you can 

qualify your new leads using SmoothStart lead mashup and track your success with their real-time 

Funnel Vision. 

http://www.smoothstart.com 
Tags: management,track,tool 

 

Free Group SMS GupShup is a free group sms service to connect with your friends and follow your 

passions over SMS. Send messages to a group of friends or share your thoughts with the world, and 

receive messages from friends or groups that interest you. 

http://www.smsgupshup.com 
Tags: group,SMS,text 

 

SMSconnect = mobile 2.0 Taking mobile to the next stage. Turnkey applications are configured in 

minutes, program briefs are automatically submitted to carriers and you can start generating important 

revenues with more than 300 million European mobile subscribers. SMSconnect's online console enables 

you to track your service's performance, manage your subscribers and configure new services in a 

couple of clicks. 

http://smsconnect.com 
Tags: mobile 

 

Photo Sharing and Organizing Smugmug is a service that you can easily add and share photos. 

Smugmug use new technology to make life easier: - Ajax to organize photos quickly. - Tags to find 

photos of favorite topics. - RSS Feeds to notify friends of new photos. - GeoTagging to see photos on 

Google maps. - PhotoRank to find the most popular photos. 

http://www.smugmug.com 
Tags: photo,share,album 

 

Snap Preview Anywhere Snap Preview Anywhere enables anyone visiting your site to get a 

glimpse of what other sites you're linking to, without having to leave your site. By rolling over any link, 

the user gets a visual preview of the site without having to go there, thus eliminating wasted trips to 

linked sites. 

http://www.snap.com 
Tags: visual,stickies,note,search,widget,photo 

 

Store-Share-Print SnapGalaxy is an online digital photo printing and media social networking 

service. It lets users send photos to any destination in the world. Besides, providing premium quality 

prints SnapGalaxy offers loads of features such as : 1. Unlimited Photo Space. 2. PhotoFolio - show your 

talent personalizing your photos - e.g. 3. VirtualPhoto - Link your photos to blogs, forums & websites. 4. 

PhotoThemes - choose an appropriate theme for photos. 5. Free Photo Sharing with friends & family - 

share it, tag it, comment it and have fun. 6. Photo Greeting Cards. 7. Referral Bonus. 

http://www.snapgalaxy.com 
Tags: photo,print,share,social,network 

Myspace design editor SnapLayout has a simple way to customize and control your MySpace 



 

profile. Edit your MySpace layout, drag on videos, slideshows, and add applications. 

http://www.snaplayout.com 
Tags: profile,design,myspace 

 

Your Web Album snapmania is the ultimate online photo manager. Securely saved photos, practical 

editing, clever organization, uncompromised useability. And all of this without any software installation 

on your computer as snapmania is online! 

http://www.snapmania.com 
Tags: photo,album 

 

Rethink Online Applications SnapPages is a collection of online tools designed to make your life 

easier. You can quickly organize and share your life with friends and family, and do it all online! 

http://www.snappages.com 
Tags: design,tool,create,photo,calendar,social,share 

 

Your Voice. Your Phone. Your Friends Use the Snapvine Voice Player to connect with your 

online friends anytime, anywhere, using any phone. Also Get voice comments from your friends on your 

social network page. 

http://www.snapvine.com 
Tags: player,voice,mobile,share,social 

 

Publish your Online Research SNiPiTRON is a tool for capturing, formatting and sharing content 

with other people. You can use SNiPiTRON as a way to store all of your online bookmarks. As you dig 

deeper, you'll see that you can start to build research projects based on the web pages you capture. Then 

you can expand your research to collegues, friends, co-workers, etc. and start a discussion thread based 

on the content. 

http://www.snipitron.com 
Tags: bookmarking,search,share,tool 

 

Widgets for your Site. Made Simple If you use widgets or want to use widgets to add interesting 

stuff to your site, Snipperoo lets you collect and use them without hacking code. 

http://snipperoo.com 
Tags: widget,blogging 

 

SNOCAP your Tracks SNOCAP has a vision for the digital music marketplace: to bring more music 

to more people through more outlets. Through the SNOCAP proprietary Digital Registry, artists and 

labels are empowered to easily promote and sell their music through digital retailers or through their 

own unique artist store. In turn, these retailers have a growing inventory, offering more music to more 

music fans. 

http://www.snocap.com 
Tags: music,share 

 

Wine Search Engine Snooth is a very comprehensive wine database, featuring millions of reviews 

and hundreds of thousands of wines. It offers both casual and aspiring wine drinkers personalized wine 

recommendations, ratings & reviews, as well as a wine information search tool that seamlessly connects 

users to the websites of top online merchants and wineries worldwide. 

http://www.snooth.com 
Tags: wine,search,engine,community 

Wake Up Call Snoozester is a company to provide scheduling and notification services. Snoozester’s 



 

initial focus was to develop a state-of-the-art, presence-aware communications platform that would be 

capable of delivering notifications and reminders in innovative ways. This platform is now known as the 

'Snoozester Engine'. 

http://snoozester.com 
Tags: reminder,communication,engine,mobile,text 

 

Broadcast to your Friends Social·fm enables social music discovery and recommendations through 

connections with your friends, family and Social·fm users with similar musical preferences. We are 

building innovative products and services that leverage Internet broadcasting, social networks and user-

contributed content to enable you to enjoy your favorite media anytime, anywhere. 

http://social.fm 
Tags: music,organize,radio,search,engine 

 

Social Network Search Engine and Profile Tracker Socialgrapes is your 1-stop shop for social 

browsing.  

The best part about Socialgrapes is the profile tracking. You have the ability to set alerts and keep track 

of any member, of any social network, anywhere. 

http://socialgrapes.com 
Tags: search,engine,social 

 

Social Bookmarking Service Social bookmarking is a powerful tool in promoting a website. But 

going through all of those social bookmarking sites is very time-consuming and downloading all 

toolbars is madness. That's where SocialMarker comes in, the free service designed to reduce the time 

and effort needed to socially bookmark a website. Social Bookmarking helps you spread a link on 31 of 

the best social bookmarking 

http://www.socialmarker.com 
Tags: social,bookmarking,tool,share 

 

Share Your Stock Picks and Research SocialPicks is a community for stock market investors to 

share investment ideas, exchange market research, and track peers investment performance. SocialPicks 

also tracks picks by gurus (e.g. Warren Buffet & Jim Cramer), professional analysts, and various financial 

bloggers so you can see how well you perform against them. 

http://www.socialpicks.com 
Tags: marketing,money,social,stock,community 

 

Get your Digital Life in Order socialthing! is a digital life manager that puts what you do online 

into one place. See everything that's going on with your friends in all the sites you use, post stuff to 

multiple places at once and more. 

http://www.socialthing.com 
Tags: social,media,organize 

 

Discover your Favorite Software Socially Softicana is social software directory where items are 

posted, tagged and rated by the visitors. In Softicana software links are grouped into multiple categories 

helping users to easily discover applications they need most. 

http://softicana.com 
Tags: list,discover,rate,social,network,software 

 

SolidCasts Podcast Management System SolidCasts is a powerful, user friendly Podcast 

Management System that can help you easily upload, publish and manage your Podcasts. Fill out a 

simple form, upload the file and then place the link we generate for you on your blog or website. 

SolidCasts handle the rest. It's that simple. And you can get started right away. Free. 



http://www.solidcasts.com 
Tags: podcast,audio,management 

 

Web 2.0 Solitaire Game An online web based game that offers you a free Solitaire challenge every 

day. Each day a new Solitaire challenge will be randomly generated. You can play the latest challenge or 

you can browse through existing ones. 

http://www.solitairecraving.com/ 
Tags: game 

 

Create, Access, Edit, Share, Collaborative edit Documents & Projects Create a document 

right in your browser. Edit on any machine you can find anywhere. Create a project for your group. 

Invite members to read or edit the project. Share your document with your friends. Do a simultaneous 

editing with your friends. Upload your existing documents to Solodox's site. Download documents as 

HTML/RTF/Word/Text file to the machine of yourself. 

http://www.solodox.com 
Tags: collaboration,file,share,edit,create 

 

Play Music - Play the Web Songbird is a desktop Web player, a digital jukebox and Web browser 

mash-up. Like Winamp, it supports extensions and skins feathers. Like Firefox,it is built from Mozilla, 

cross-platform and open source. 

http://www.songbirdnest.com 
Tags: music,desktop,player 

 

Upload, Listen and Rate your Favorites Songs Songrio developed a community for anyone to 

post the information of good, yet mostly unheard songs for everyone else on the internet to be able to 

see, and as well as have the ability to rate. 

http://www.songrio.com 
Tags: music,rate,tool,community,share,deadpool 

 

The Music Search Engine and Internet Jukebox Songza allows you to find songs, share them 

with your friends, and even create playlists. 

http://songza.com 
Tags: music,search,engine 

 

Share Playlists with Thousands of your Closest Friends SonicSwap offers music playlist 

sharing built around social networking and collection analysis. Patent pending search technology 

returns playlists based on your ability to play them. Members run a software accessory called BOINK in 

parallel with iTunes to connect with friends through music. 

http://www.sonicswap.com 
Tags: music,share,iTunes,social 

 

Soundtracks for your Digital Life With Sonific you can find the music you like, create your 

playlists, make your widgets, grab the code and add it to your profile page, site, blog or photo album. 

http://sonific.com/ 
Tags: music,playlist,widget,blogging 

 

Your Contacts - Everywhere you Need Them Soocial intends to make your life easier by 

simplifying contact management. Todays average person uses so many different communication 

devices, all of them using their own pool of contacts. Soocial aims to create a solution to unobtrusively 

synchronize them behind the scenes. 

http://www.soocial.com 



Tags: mobile,social,management,contact 

 

Start Dragging Stop Typing SortFix is a young and innovative search technology company, 

devoted to enrich your search experience. SortFix created an intuitive graphical interface that isn’t only 

cool and fun to use but also boosts your search skills and abilities. 

http://www.sortfix.com 
Tags: search,engine,Israel 

 

Work and Collaborate Online Sosius is a new, powerful way of managing the digital information 

in your life without the need for lots of different, complicated services and providers. Your Sosius 

account provides you with a 200 MB workspace that you can use to store, organize and share 

information with whoever you want, wherever they are. 

http://www.sosius.com 
Tags: collaboration,office,storage,management 

 

SoundPedia Music Community Listen to music online, share videos, meet users with the same 

interest as your and much more. 

http://soundpedia.com/ 
Tags: community,share,music,video 

 

Share Free Sound Effects and Loops Soundsnap is a free online sound library and community for 

sound designers and producers. People can upload sounds and share them with the world. Soundsnap 

is mainly for Sound designers/recordists and music producers, filmmakers, web designer's and video 

game developers. It can also be useful to hobbyists for their home videos, people looking for ringtones 

and anyone else that needs sounds. 

http://www.soundsnap.com 
Tags: audio,share,community,design 

 

3D Browsing Experience Search Google, YouTube, RSS, eBay, Amazon, Yahoo!, Flickr and Images 

all in one 3D space. 

http://spacetime.com 
Tags: 3D,search,discover,download 

 

Evaluating Bias in the Media Sparkmeter is a site that brings together the entire spectrum of 

political thought and ideology. It provides a platform for users to react to political punditry and identify 

news as leaning-left, leaning-right, and objective. Rather than simply reading the same like-minded 

websites/blogs everyday, it gives users the opportunity to easily explore other viewpoints. User's 

comments are also rated by other users as leaning-left, leaning-right, and objective and aggregated into 

each user's overall profile statistics. 

http://www.sparkmeter.com 
Tags: knowledge,news,community,rate 

 

Spend Analysis SpendView is a personal finance application that empowers you to effortlessly 

analyze, track and manage where you spend your money. You simply login and visualize those boring 

bank/credit card statements in exciting new ways. 

http://www.spendview.com/ 
Tags: business,track,money,visual,finance 

Set IT FREE Spiceworks IT Desktop - Designed, tested and used by 30,000 IT pros in 170 countries, 

Spiceworks lets you easily:  



 

Inventory, monitor and report on the hardware and software on your network.  

Track issues and problems, manage your work and run a help desk.  

Solve problems with the help of IT pros around the world. 

http://www.spiceworks.com 
Tags: desktop,track,management,download 

 

The Best of the Web at a Glance Spicypage lets you post, comment on, vote on, share your favorite 

sites or blogs with your friends and others like you. Discover and bookmark the new and the best sites & 

blogs out there, and connect with people of the same interests as you. 

http://www.spicypage.com 
Tags: share,rate,discover 

 

Create Creative Mashup The vision behind SpicyPipes is to create innovative and creative Mashup 

that will be useful for your daily life, and SpicyPipes would allow its user to create personalize online 

Mashup in seconds, where they can use the created Mashup for personal use and to share it others 

through web 2.0 tagging. 

http://www.spicypipes.com 
Tags: mashup,create,tool 

 

Innovation Evolved Spigit is a platform that provides professionals the ability to showcase new 

ideas and innovations and in the process build their professional network. Companies and 

Entrepreneurs can obtain feedback-contributions-ratings from employees, partners and customers. 

Through Spigit proprietary simulation they can build and refine an idea, find the right resources to 

contribute, create buzz, and calculate a multitude of targeted metrics to provide insight into viability and 

simulate the likelihood of success. 

http://www.spigit.com 
Tags: business,game,network,build,create 

 

Take Content Anywhere Spinlets run inside a webpage, they allow anyone to create their own 

website 'mash-ups' by embedding content from one site into another site. Spinlets are completely based 

on browser technologies such as HTML, Flash, etc. It’s not a desktop widget, like the ones provided by 

Apple and Yahoo. 

http://www.spinlets.com 
Tags: widget,mashup,desktop,blogging,content,feed,RSS,startpage 

 

Voice into Text SpinVox is a service that can be accessed from any phone. Speak Freely and SpinVox 

will convert your words into text and send them wherever you decide: mobile, inbox, TV screen, blog 

and more. 

http://www.spinvox.com 
Tags: voice,text,mobile,convert 

 

Multiple Image Editing Splashup, formerly Fauxto, is a powerful editing tool and photo manager. 

With all the features professionals use and novices want, it's easy to use, works in real-time and allows 

you to edit many images at once. Splashup runs in all browsers, integrates seamlessly with top 

photosharing sites, and even has its own file format so you can save your work in progress. 

http://www.splashup.com 
Tags: photo,edit,create,share 

Create, Customize and Share your Calendar Sponecell allows you to easily create and share 

calendar. you can customize your calendar to be your own, share your calendar by having Spongecell 

spread your events through email, blogs, web pages, iPhods, and cell phones. Use Spongecell to make 



 

your event a success. It spreads the word quickly and in ways people are familiar with - no new web 

sites or software required. 

http://spongecell.com 
Tags: calendar 

 

New Web-Based Music Player A great new online music player called Spool.fm, allows you to 

search for all your favorites music and easily to make playlists from the results of that. You'll be able to 

hear those playlists over and over on the Web. Spool.fm includes drag & drop to create playlists, AJAX 

everywhere and a lot of sexy features such as similar artists recommendations and the great feature 

“listen with a friend” which allows you to listen in real time to what a friend is listening to. 

http://spool.fm 
Tags: music,network,share,create,playlist,build 

 

The Online Destination Built for and By Sport Fans The site is first and foremost about 

sharing our passion and opinions with sport fans around the world, hearing their views and reading 

their copy as fan journalists. 

http://sportingo.com 
Tags: sport,news,Israel 

 

Sports News Made Easy SportSnipe a sports news aggregator that combines over 1,300 sports feeds 

from around the world and organizes them by sport, source, and team.  

SportSnipe is completely user customizable, users can make a Mypage where they can add any RSS feed 

of their choice, has full user comments on page, a SportSnipe widget that can be displayed on any 

website or blog, and much more. 

 

 

 

http://www.sportsnipe.com 
Tags: sport,feed,RSS,organize 

 

Personalized News Spotback is a new breed of personalized news service. It is designed to quickly 

learn each user's fields of interest and style by analyzing how users rate and interact with news 

information. It then offers users the most interesting, relevant and hard to filter news information 

personally tailored to their taste. Spotback uses sophisticated algorithms that analyze social behavior. 

These algorithms are designed to harness the power of the entire community for the benefit of the 

individual user. 

http://spotback.com 
Tags: personalize,Israel,rate,news 

 

What People Read Most Today Spotplex is the only online content aggregation service that 

dynamically provides an instant, impartial ranking of popular Web content. With Spotplex, Internet 

users are not required to change their behavior to generate content rankings. By eliminating tagging and 

voting, Spotplex more accurately reflects what people read most today. 

http://www.spotplex.com 
Tags: share,community,discover,link,content,rate 

 

Meet - Present - Share - Train Spreed is a web meetings and on-demand meeting rooms. With no 

up-front costs, no servers to maintain, and no software to install or support. With just a web browser and 

no need for a telephone, you can start using spreed today. Whether you need to hold a quick project 

meeting, meet with thousands participants simultaneously, train online, or support remote customers, 

you can do it all-simply and cost-effectively. 

http://spreed.com 



Tags: webconference,tool,meet 

 

Presentations for New Web Spresent is free Web-based presentations application built with Flash. 

Create and edit high-quality Flash presentations online. You can send presentations via e-mail or publish 

on your web site or blog. 

http://www.spresent.com 
Tags: presentation,create,blogging,share,photo 

 

Talk your emails Springdoo allows you to easily record audio message onto our secure servers, so 

you and / or other people can replay the message over the Internet. 

http://www.springdoo.com 
Tags: audio,record 

 

Code Together, Show your Results Instantly and Make the Next Leap Springloops is a 

unique source code management tool focused on web development teams. It allows you to code in 

parallel and share your code safely concentrated on results, not on lost changes or overwritten files. You 

get rapid collaboration in protected space. Thanks to the project management perspective it serves the 

getting things done attitude. Moreover, Springloops reduces repeatable activities in your day-to-day 

work. It makes great things simple. 

http://www.springloops.com 
Tags: management,tool,collaboration,create,share 

 

Build Up Wiki Notes Springnote is a service that has captured the essence of wiki. It works as a 

representative service of the web as a platform and the writable web. It has an easy Springnote editor 

with plug-ins and templates and it's simple to create various mashups using the Open API. 

http://www.springnote.com 
Tags: wiki,note,opensource 

 

A Widget Engine for the Desktop and the Web SpringWidgets is a little windows into the web. 

Now you can stay up to date without wasting time searching! You can drag them around your desktop, 

open multiple versions of the same widget, and even Dock them against the side of your screen so that 

they stay open while you work! SpringWidget Engine allows you to pop our widgets from sites that 

offer them. Once you have the program installed, every time you come across a SpringWidgets button, 

just click it and you'll be able to download that widget to your desktope. 

http://www.springwidgets.com 
Tags: widget,download,desktope,tool,create 

 

Free on-line Bookmarking Service and Search Engine Spurl.net is a free on-line bookmarking 

service and search engine. It allows you to store and quickly access again all the interesting pages you 

find on the web from any Internet connected computer. 

http://www.spurl.net 
Tags: bookmarking 

 

A Clean way to Search Sputtr is a cool search engine that is built from a collection of all your 

favorite search engines and all the social sites that out there, that help you find things faster and only 

from places you want. With a nice icons map interface, all you need to do is to write your keyword, then 

just click on the service you want to find information for. 

http://www.sputtr.com 
Tags: search,engine,social 

Easy to Surf Mobile Phone - Without Typing Squace is a fast, easy-to-use service for navigating, 



 

storing, and personalizing your mobile device's content. 

http://www.squace.com 
Tags: mobile,content,tool 

 

Group Greetings for the Office, Classmates, Family, and Friends SquidNote is an online 

group greeting service that help you create a card and then circulate it to other people (around the office, 

around friends/family, etc) to have everyone sign the card before it gets delivered to a lucky recipient. 

http://www.squidnote.com 
Tags: card,create,fun,group,tool 

 

Find handbuilt, recommended, relevant information fast Squidoo is an online platform that 

makes it easy for anyone to build lenses on topics they are passionate about. These lenses help you find a 

unique, human perspective on things that interest you... fast. Not only can Lensmasters spread their 

ideas, get recognized for their expertise, and send more traffic to their Web sites and blogs—they could 

also earn royalties. 

http://www.squidoo.com 
Tags: knowledge 

 

Find Independent Music Stage.Fm goal is to help you find music you like, easily. This means 

organizing music conveniently into genres, advanced search functionality, and a radio suggest system 

that can optionally play songs based on what Stage.Fm computers think you will like. Stage.Fm charts 

are easily sortable by popularity, they also track plays in several different ways. Stage.Fm pages are 

designed to be simple and load quickly and not slow your system down. 

http://www.stage.fm 
Tags: music,network,share,create,playlist,build 

 

Changing the Face of Recruiting Standout Jobs will help you produce a video job ad, something 

quick and easy, that will do more to show candidates about your company than anything else. In a two 

to four minute video, you’ll be able to show people why they should work for you, demonstrating your 

culture, your team and what your company is all about. 

http://standoutjobs.com 
Tags: advertising,video,job,search 

 

Your PaperDoll Heaven Stardoll is a paper doll dress-up community site for everyone who enjoys 

fun, fashion and making friends. At Stardoll you can create your own doll or choose from our always 

growing collection of celebrity dolls and dress them up in our virtual fashions. Every celebrity doll has a 

wardrobe full of unique clothes and outfits, each month there are new and there are new dolls released 

every week. 

http://www.stardoll.com 
Tags: fun,kids,community,virtual,clothing 

 

would you Like People to Rate your Site? Just a little copy-paste (script code) star rate widget 

that will help you to see what others think about your site/blog. 

http://star.recompile.net 
Tags: widget,rate,deadpool 

 

A Social Bookmarking Site Startaid give you the ability to make a custom homepage where you 

can have all your Bookmarks at your finger tips. With Startaid you can you Category and/or Tag filing 

systems. Startaid has a powerful Ajax interface to help make the managing of your bookmarks fast and 

easy. 

http://www.startaid.com 
Tags: bookmarking,social,content 



 

Organize, Manage, Measure and Share your Financial Potrfolios SteamStreet exists to 

provide the best tools for passionate individual investors to manage and discuss their portfolios. That 

means improving the portfolio management workflow, providing better visibility into portfolio 

performance, and allowing investors to share their insights and actions with others. 

http://www.steamstreet.com 
Tags: ,management,business,track,money,organize,finance 

 

Your Secured Online Space 

With Steekr you can: 

-Store your music ,your pictures, your videos and all your personal files online.  

-Play and listen to your digital files directly in your browser.  

-Share your files with your friends or relatives.  

 

http://www.steekr.com 
Tags: music,secure,share,file,photo,organize 

 

The Conversation is Everywhere Stickis brings into your browser what you care about, wherever 

you are on the web, letting you create commentary, conversation and community everywhere you 

browse. Read notes from your friends and favorite blogs about what you’re browsing. Talk back 

everywhere! Write notes wherever you browse, for yourself or for your crowd. 

http://www.stickis.com 
Tags: note,discover,blogging,community,share,create,stickies 

 

Your Personal Wiki, at Your Service StikiPad is officially a hosted wiki provider that lets you 

collaborate online - unofficially, it's a blank piece of paper where you decide its use. 

http://www.stikipad.com 
Tags: wiki,collaboration 

 

News Network - Digg Content Sticky News Network highlights the more interesting online news 

and sites by slapping headlines onto a pile of sticky notes. To visit the link mentioned in the post, move 

your mouse to the bottom right corner of the note and click the 'go' that appears. 

http://stickynews.net/ 
Tags: stickies,content,share,network 

 

The TAG stands for Type And Go StickyTag allows you to make sticky notes which are accessible 

from any web enabled PC. Use it as you would notepad or to copy and paste text as you browse the web. 

The best part is now you don't have to bother with files and flash drives to transfer ideas from one 

computer to another. 

http://stickytag.com 
Tags: note,organize,share,stickies,deadpool 

 

Little Yellow Notes that Think Stikkit will make organizing your daily details as simple as jotting 

down a note or firing off email. Stikkit's "little yellow notes that think" talk to the productivity 

applications you already use, as well as to friends, coworkers and family, giving you a universal remote 

for your life. 

http://stikkit.com 
Tags: note,organize,share,stickies 

Share Stixyboards with Friends Stixy helps users organize their world on flexible, shareable Web-



 

based bulletin boards called Stixyboards. Unlike most personal productivity or project management 

software, Stixy doesn’t dictate how users should organize their information. Users can create tasks, 

appointments, files, photos, notes, and bookmarks on their Stixyboards, organized in whatever way 

makes sense to them. Then they can share Stixyboards with friends, family, and colleagues. 

http://www.stixy.com/ 
Tags: share,organize,management,photo,edit,file,storage 

 

Track, Evaluate and Improve Your Stock Trading Performance Stockalicious lets you 

compare your portfolio against market, Embed your portfolio in your blog/website, See how correlated 

your portfolio returns are to the market, Compare the number of price-up days to price-down days and 

many more widgets for a better understanding your site/blog performance. 

http://stockalicious.com 
Tags: blogging,stock,marketplace,share 

 

Keep your Story Forever Story of My Life is the world’s largest collection of online Stories of 

people’s lives. With easy to use tools, privacy and access settings, you create social circles and bonds 

with all of the people important to your life. The Story of My Life site helps you build an interactive and 

rich, 360-degree view of who you are: your accomplishments, your feelings and thoughts, your narrative 

– the essence of who you are and what you will leave behind. 

http://www.storyofmylife.com 
Tags: share,create,discover,family 

 

Exposing the Social Web Streakr is new engine lets you search the profiles on the major networks 

(MySpace, Hi5, Bebo, and Facebook) as well at it’s own social network. Discouver, rate and share 

common interests with other communities around the world. 

http://www.streakr.com 
Tags: search,engine,rate,discover,music,social,network,myspace 

 

25GBs FREE storage A web service that allows users to easily send, store, move, receive and access 

their digital files. (video, photos, music) 

http://mediamax.streamload.com/index.aspx 
Tags: storage,file 

 

Read, Share and Discuss the Web with your Friends At Streamy the home page is divided into 

topical sections and pretty much resembles to Digg, but then via the wisdom of the Streamy crowds you 

get personalized recommendations on other stories and publications. Streamy aggregate stories to your 

homepage so you don't have to collect them. You can then easily share your favorites stories with your 

friends. 

http://www.streamy.com 
Tags: aggregator,share,bookmarking,discover 

 

Save your Web Videos StreamYard is a simple tool to help you save all your favorites videos that 

you watch on the Web to your computer. Just enter the video link (youtube, ifilm, blip.tv, etc..) and click 

on the download button. 

http://www.streamyard.com 
Tags: download,tool,video 

 

The best place to study online! Are you tired of writing hundreds of note cards by hand? 

StudyBuddy virtual note cards can help you prepare for your next quiz, test or exam quickly and easily! 

StudyBuddy helps you make the most of your study time by using a combination of study methods to 

efficiently quiz you on your material. 



http://www.studybuddy.info 
Tags: collaboration,deadpool 

 

Live Visual Showcase Stukt is live photo social network. Stukt provides a quick, classy, and stable 

service that enables simple sharing and publishing of visual content online. Since photo/video sharing is 

widely popular right now - Hundreds of thousands of great visual content are published every minute 

on the internet. So obviously searching for them from site to site can be very frustrating. Stukt bring all 

these amazingly awesome photos, videos, products and books in front of you Live. 

http://www.stukt.com 
Tags: social,network,community,share,media,deadpool 

 

Explore the Social Web StumbleUpon is an intelligent browsing tool for sharing and discovering 

great websites. As you click Stumble!, you'll get high-quality pages matched to your personal 

preferences. These pages have been explicitly recommended (rated I like it) by friends and other SU 

members with similar interests. Rating these sites shares them with your friends and peers – you will 

automatically 'stumble upon' each others favorites sites. 

http://www.stumbleupon.com 
Tags: bookmarking,social 

 

What's Hot. Right Now The Stylehive is new kind of website - a collaborative shopping community. 

It is a place where contributors can work together to share and discover the hottest stores, designers, 

trends, and must have products. 

http://www.stylehive.com 
Tags: shopping,community 

 

Personalizes Product Recommendations StylePath’s visual search technology matches people to 

products based on their personal taste, and creates social networks for people of all styles. This patented 

process simplifies online shopping by offering more accurate product recommendations. 

http://www.stylepath.com 
Tags: lifestyle,shopping,search 

 

Profit from your Content The SubHub Solution is all about empowering you to easily design, build 

and launch your own website based on your knowledge, experience or expertise. Within a couple of 

weeks you could be the proud owner of a professional website, making money from your content. 

SubHub provides you with everything you need to fast-track your website launch and then they will 

manage your site going forward so you can concentrate on what you do best, creating content. 

http://www.subhub.com 
Tags: build,design,create,knowledge,content,track 

 

Play Sudoku Online Sudokular is a place where you can play Sudoku online, face up to the sudoku 

challenge, get listed in the hall of fame, play in different game modes on so on. 

http://sudokular.com 
Tags: game,fun 

 

Monitor and Share your Blood Sugar Glucose Levels With SugarStats you can track your 

blood sugar glucose levels along with the elements that effect those levels such as medication, food 

intake and physical activity. You can then easily share this information with your health care 

professional, family and friends to get further consultation and advice to better your health. 

http://www.sugarstats.com 
Tags: track,health,share 



 

The Enterprise 2.0 Suite, Powered by Intel SuiteTwo is a rich set of interconnected services that 

combine to improve productivity and enable high-engagement marketing. SuiteTwo includes the most 

trusted platforms for blogs, wikis, RSS feed reading, and RSS feed management, all under a single 

management interface. 

http://www.suitetwo.com 
Tags: feed,RSS,create,share,management 

 

Summarized Product Reviews Shopping search engine that compiles ratings for a product and 

includes reviews in search results. Search for a product, see how many people rate it positive or negative 

and then read the reviews left on Amazon. 

http://www.summize.com 
Tags: search,engine,shopping 

 

Gang of Girls Sunsilk ‘Gang of Girls’, primarily targeted at girls between the ages 

of 15-24 years, provided a platform for girls to connect with each other, in the 

process becoming India’s largest online community. The site allows girls to 

interact with one another and have a lot of 'girly' fun that includes virtual 

makeovers, uploading cool videos or simply hanging out with their gang by 

participating in Gang Wars or scribbling on the Gang Blog. 

http://www.sunsilkgangofgirls.com/ 
Tags: fun,tool,community,girl,create,share 

 

Information for Engineers and Buyers on Today's Popular Electronic Components The 

SupplyFrame quoting system for parts components sourcing allows users to easily upload and manage 

parts lists. The lists can be uploaded in various formats and can be saved for reuse. The SupplyFrame 

system automatically assigns parts to suppliers based on line cards. SupplyFrame tracks the status of 

suppliers and reports progress on a single screen. Furthermore, the SupplyFrame parts components 

sourcing system analyzes all quote information by comparing and contrasting to find the most 

competitive bid. 

http://www.supplyframe.com 
Tags: management,organize,search 

 

An Easy Way to Find What you Want on the Web As surfers find their way around Surf Tail 

enabled websites they leave a trail that you can follow. Just look for the Surf Tail box on a website and 

you can see how many other people have been looking at the same site and what other sites they have 

just been looking at, the more visitors that have gone to the related site, the higher it is in the list. 

http://www.surftail.com 
Tags: bookmarking 

 

The Voice of Today's Customer Sutori is a place where customers can rate companies, share 

experiences, build consensus and reach companies to affect positive change. 

http://sutori.com 
Tags: rate,share,e-commerce 

 

Social Bookmarking of Free Cideo Lessons SuTree is an online index and library for free video-

based lessons, tutorials, lectures and how-to's. Being a community site, SuTree depends on you and 

other dedicated members to contribute to the inventory of free video lessons. 

http://www.sutree.com 
Tags: share,community,video,knowledge,Israel 

Trading Items Online Swaptree is a new and innovative way for people to easily trade the books, 



 

CDs, DVDs and video games they are finished with, for the ones they want, all for free. With swaptree, 

your collections stop gathering dust and can be used to acquire other items you want. By offering to 

trade a single item, you can choose from thousands of books, CDs, DVDs, and video games that you can 

receive in exchange. Best part: everything is free, you only pay shipping. 

http://www.swaptree.com 
Tags: shopping,exchange,sell,marketplace 

 

A New Way to Browse the Web Swarm is a graphical map of hundreds of websites, all connecting 

to each other. It updates itself every second with where people are going and coming from. As sites 

become more popular, they move towards the center of the swarm. 

http://www.swarmthe.com 
Tags: search,search 

 

A Search Engine that Learns from your Community's Search Behavior. Automatically A 

swicki is new kind of search engine that allows anyone to create deep, focused searches on topics you 

care about. Unlike other search engines, you and your community have total control over the results and 

it uses the wisdom of crowds to improve search results. This search engine, or swicki, can be published 

on your site. complete with its very own buzz cloud that constantly updates to show you what are hot 

search terms in your community. 

http://swicki.eurekster.com 
Tags: community,search,blogging,tool,engine 

 

A sourcelabs Project SWiK is a community driven resource for open source software. Try starting a 

page about your favorite project, syndicating a blog for a topic, or browsing through tags people have 

added to projects or pages. 

http://swik.net/ 
Tags: community,blogging,wiki 

 

Givin Internet a New Face On the Swoot portal you will find every browser on any subject. You 

have to install a one time plug-in and then you can easily access all these browsers. Just use the subject, 

tag clouds or search bar to explore the many cool browsers. Look around, open the browsers and find 

everything you’re looking for in a fun and fantastic online experience.  

http://www.swoot.com 
Tags: browser,desktop,share,discover,download 

 

Simple Way to Search the Internet Symbaloo if for people that looking for a simple way to search 

the internet. Users can easily find information about: traveling, phone numbers, translations, flight 

tickets, recopies, traffic, music, TV, medical, movies, weather, and many other useful things that users 

look for on their daily internet session. Now it is accessible within a single click. 

Also, users can add their own content links to Symbaloo, such as: blog feeds, news pages, media 

services, etc. 

http://www.symbaloo.com 
Tags: search,engine,discover,RSS,feed 

 

Online Social Address Book You can use Tabber to manage your contacts, look up an address, or 

watch live information about your contact as they update it. Tabber is here to organize your social life, 

and make it easier to find exactly what you're looking for. 

http://www.tabber.org 
Tags: addressbook,organize,social 

Your Photos. Your Words. Put them Together with Tabblo and Tell your Sory A tabblo is 



 

a collection of photos and words brought together by a stylized template that can be customized to your 

heart's content. A tabblo lives at a permanent URL and can be private, accessed by whoever you invite, 

or public for the whole world to see. 

http://tabblo.com 
Tags: photo,gallery 

 

New Way of Searching Tafiti, which means "do research" in Swahili, is an experimental search front-

end from Microsoft, designed to help people use the Web for research projects that span multiple search 

queries and sessions by helping visualize, store, and share research results. Tafiti uses both Microsoft 

Silverlight and Live Search to explore the intersection of richer experiences on the Web and the 

increasing specialization of search. 

http://www.tafiti.com 
Tags: search,engine,discover,create 

 

Tag Search Simplified TagBulb aims in syndicating content from multiple sources and provide 

users with a dashboard to search all tags. 

http://www.tagbulb.com 
Tags: search,engine,content,deadpool 

 

All your Tags in one Place TagsAhoy lets you search all your tags, across different sites, from one 

location. 

Just sign up, enter your account information for the sites where you use tags, and you're done, you can 

search all your tags from one place. Supported sites include del.icio.us, Flickr, Gmail, Squirl, 

LibraryThing and Connotea. 

http://www.tagsahoy.com 
Tags: search,share 

 

Tag Based Interactive Slideshow TagSlides is an interactive search engine that allows you to 

conduct a search by tags. Right now you can search these services: Google, Yahoo, Amazon, Del.icio.us, 

and Technorati. 

http://searchslides.com 
Tags: search,engine 

 

The web wiki TagTooga is the Wiki for categorizing the web. Anybody may contribute and edit. You 

may also find it useful for keeping your bookmarks online. 

http://www.tagtooga.com 
Tags: bookmarking 

 

The Best Place to Meet New People TagWorld enables you to create your own website and share 

it with your friends. Personalize your site with music and video. Share your photos in customizable 

slideshows. Style your site with different backgrounds and themes. Discover new music and video. Meet 

new people that share your tastes. Stay tuned in to what all of your friends are up to. All within a point 

and click interface thats simple to use. 

http://www.tagworld.com 
Tags: community,meet,share,create,discover,social,network 

 

Tracking the Hottest News in the Blogosphere Tailrank is a memetracker which finds the 

hottest posts from thousands of blogs so you don't have to. Tailrank find the hottest stories by tracking 

conversations between bloogs. Tailrank takes into consideration linking behavior, the text of the post, 

links in common with other users, search relevance, and various other factors for recommendations. 

http://tailrank.com 
Tags: track,blogging 



 

The Talent Community TALICIOUS is a talent community website that allows talented people to 

share their talents, communicate with other interesting people and be discovered by scouts or agencies 

who can easily search the site. Anyone who has a talent can upload a media (videos, pictures, audio files 

or word documents) to show his or her talent. Talents get rated by the users. 
http://www.talicious.com 
Tags: community,discover,rate,search,media 

 

Audio Chat Instantly This free, technology-enabled service lets people easily find, join, create, 

manage and promote voice conversations - among many participants - over the Internet.  

It allows users to interact with other people on the topics they care about - they can invite others to join 

them to talk about issues of mutual interest, or they can join other ongoing conversations. 

http://new.talkr.com 
Tags: chat,voice,create,audio,widget,conversation 

 

Calls from Mobile to IM The Talkster service is the first of its kind to let anyone make calls from 

their mobile phones to IM services - from free. 

- Use your existing mobile phone to call your instant messaging buddies 

- No downloading or installing of software needed on your phone or PC 

- Get international calling rates as low as 2 cents per minute 

http://www.talkster.com 
Tags: messaging,mobile,IM,tool 

 

The Discussion Network Tangler is an innovative group interaction and communication platform. 

It's fun, interesting and really useful. It's an instant messaging and communication app that is based 

around a concept they call ‘instant grouping’. 

http://www.tangler.com 
Tags: group,network,communication,messaging 

 

Record. Review. Revise Tapefailure lets you record your users' browsing sessions and play them 

back, just like a tape, as well as view numerous useful statistics about 

your users. Tapes can be viewed online or downloaded for later, offline, 

viewing. Statistics include percentage of page scrolled, distance the 

mouse has been moved, average number of clicks per page, user sight 

focus, and general paths, and numerous others. 

http://www.tapefailure.com 
Tags: record,player,track,deadpool 

 

Group Task Manager In TaskBin you are always part of a group. These groups define the context of 

the tasks. Once you are a part of a group, the other group members can add tasks to your list or edit it. 

So in a sense, all your tasks are "shared". TaskBin is not like a calendar or a scheduler, and there is no 

need to enter specific dates. Tasks can have the following priorities: Now, Today, Tomorrow, Sometime 

This Week and Sometime Soon. All your tasks have email notifications, which can be turned off. 

http://www.taskbin.com 
Tags: group,task,share,to-do 

 

Website Task Management Made Easy Taskee is a hosted website task management tool for 

small and medium size webdesign companies. Taskee simplifies website task management 

communication process and makes it easier and cheaper to collaborate during website testing process. 

http://www.taskee.com 
Tags: management,task,communication,collaboration 



 

Website Testing Communication Made Easy With Taskee you can do the following: 

- See a list of URLs that have tasks assigned 

- Click on a URL to see tasks related to it 

- Assign and manage tasks related to the URL you are viewing 

- Comment on tasks 

- Write a new comment to all users of Taskee 

- Switch between projects directly in Taskee 

- Users are notified about new tasks by email 

http://www.taskee.com 
Tags: management,to-do,share 

 

Feed your Addiction - Food Directory Tastespotting has a great visual way to look at food. 

Images link to variety of sources with the relevant article. share what delicious dishes, posts, images, 

products, ingredients, etc. inspire great tastes. 

http://www.tastespotting.com 
Tags: food,photo,share,visual,discover,lifestyle 

 

Manage your Sports Team Website TeamSnap is a unique way to manage your sports team. 

Anybody who's coached or played on a recreational adult sports team or youth sports team knows how 

hard it can be to keep track of all the players, games, and team payments. TeamSnap takes the headache 

out of team sports by making it simple to manage your sports team online. 

http://www.teamsnap.com 
Tags: sport,game,organize,create 

 

Project Manager made Easy Teamwork Project Manager is an easy-to-use online project 

management solution that helps managers, staff and clients work together more productively. 

http://www.teamworkpm.net 
Tags: collaboration,management,office,tool 

 

Providing the Latest User-Generated and Aggregate Technology News TechAddress is a 

user-generated news, blogging and community website that is built on WordPress' personal publishing 

platform with some extra bells and whistles. It has been developed to empower maximum 

communication and exposure for a company's product or service while providing a feedback, voting and 

opinion environment for users. If you want to post your company's latest news, or perhaps save, 

comment, vote on, or share an article with a friend, then TechAddress is the place for you. 

http://www.techaddress.com 
Tags: community,blogging,content,rate,share 

 

Tracking Web 2.0 TechCrunch is a weblog dedicated to obsessively profiling and reviewing new 

Internet products and companies. In addition to new companies, TechCrunch will profile existing 

companies that are making an impact (commercial and/or cultural) on the new web space. TechCrunch 

is edited by Michael Arrington, who also writes a companion blog, CrunchNotes. 

http://www.techcrunch.com 
Tags: blogging,network 

 

Explore the blogosphere Technorati is the authority on what's going on in the world of weblogs. 

The power of weblogs is that they allow millions of people to easily publish their ideas, and millions 

more to comment on them. Blogs are a fluid, dynamic medium, more akin to a 'conversation' than to a 

library — which is how the Web has often been described in the past. With an increasing number of 

people reading, writing, and commenting on blogs, the way we use the Web is shifting in a fundamental 

way. Instead of being passive consumers of information, more and more Internet users are becoming 

active participants. Weblogs let everyone have a voice. 



http://www.technorati.com 
Tags: community,blogging,engine,navigation 

 

Say what you want and See it Tellme by Mobile is an application that lets you find any business in 

America by talking or typing. You can either say a category or name on your mobile phone and see the 

results on your screen. 

http://beta.tellme.com 
Tags: mobile,business,text 

 

Instant communication and collaboration Tello offers the first instant communication service 

that enables business users to locate and collaborate with key contacts beyond their enterprise 

boundaries and across multiple platforms - including phones, mobile devices and PCs. 

http://www.tello.com 
Tags: communication,deadpool 

 

Every Bit on Real Estate Terabitz is a comprehensive and customizable real estate Web site that 

fundamentally changes the online real estate industry by helping consumers make smart decisions 

before, during, and after the property transaction in ways never before possible. We, at Terabitz, realize 

that every home exploration is unique. 

http://www.terabitz.com 
Tags: realestate,search,mapping 

 

Personalize it. Map it. Share it Terabitz is a comprehensive and customizable real estate Web site 

that fundamentally changes the online real estate industry by helping consumers make smart decisions 

before, during, and after the property transaction in ways never before possible. 

http://www.terabitz.com 
Tags: mapping,realestate 

 

A New Way for People to Exchange Information Txtms makes it fun, fast, and easy to exchange 

information with people in real-time. All you need is a mobile phone. No software download required. 

http://www.txtms.com 
Tags: mobile,text,share,create 

 

Text Messaging Headquarters TextHQ allows you to send text messages from your PC to mobile 

phones in over 150 countries and over 550 mobile operators worldwide. Send text messages to one 

phone or group or phones instantly. Upload pictures to your gallery and send them to mobile phones 

worldwide. Find out whether your text message arrived or not and receive replies to your text message 

via email. 

http://www.texthq.com 
Tags: mobile,SMS,messaging 

 

Simple Content Management and Syndication Texty was born from the concept that simple 

text elements on any website should be very easy to edit for anyone. Like this text element for example, 

it can be changed through this site - without ever opening a FTP connection, editing a block of HTML, or 

testing for code issues. 

http://www.texty.com 
Tags: management,text,share,blogging,tool 

Sharing Opinions 

Tezaa is an online community that is driven by polls. Any member can create, modify and participate in 



 

a poll. It aggregates public perception and opinions allowing everyone to benefit from information 

sharing.  

http://www.tezaa.com 
Tags: share,create,poll,rate,community,aggregator 

 

Shopping Search Reinvented TheFind.com is focused on delivering a dramatically new search 

experience that is specifically tailored for shopping. 

http://www.thefind.com 
Tags: search,share,e-commerce 

 

Set the Truth Free The GORB is an index that reflects the ratings that people provide about others' 

conduct from a personal and a professional perspective. All the ratings are aggregated, weighted, and 

processed using GORB Math (a patent-pending algorithm). The GORB uses a scale that ranges from 1 

(lowest) to 10 (highest) 

http://www.thegorb.com/ 
Tags: search,engine,rate,aggregator 

 

3D Online Mall The Mall Plus committed to enhancing your shopping experience, so that you get the 

fun of real shopping combined with the convenience of online shopping. Explore virtual stores and 

purchase products. 

http://www.themallplus.com 
Tags: shopping,virtual,3D,buy 

 

The Stage is yours The Sims On Stage is a new online community from the people who make The 

Sims games at Electronic Arts. Here you can sing and record your favorite songs karaoke-style as well as 

write and perform your own comedy sketches, poetry and stories. You can even create movie "mashups" 

by mixing your own recorded performances with video clips from The Simsgames. Whether you want to 

write or perform, rate and review other people's work or just be entertained, The Sims On Stage is a fun 

place to hang out. 

http://thesimsonstage.ea.com 
Tags: music,karaoke,community 

 

Helping your to do Better Buys The Youpers will help you find the best products to buy. All you 

need to do is to tell Youpers what you're looking for. The Youpers do all the hard work, talking about 

the products and services, making and finding reviews and showing the best options. 

http://www.theyoupers.com 
Tags: shopping,buy,discover 

 

Groups Made Easy, Fun and Simple Groupvine is for active people who join campus groups to 

get things done and enact change on campus. 

http://www.thegroupvine.com 
Tags: student,college,campus,group 

 

Get your design powered by WordPress in minutes! ThemesPress is a service that allows you 

to automatically convert your HTML and CSS based design into a WordPress blog theme, allowing you 

to take full control of the look of your blog without having to know or bother with PHP. 

http://www.themespress.com 
Tags: wordpress,design,convert,blogging 

A Music Adventure thesixtyone is a music discovery game that rewards those who help others listen 



 

to good new music. Any artist can add their music to thesixtyone in a process that's fast and simple. 

Thesixtyone is Digg alike service. Musicians upload music and listeners decide which songs go on the 

homepage. 

http://www.thesixtyone.com 
Tags: discover,music 

 

What People are Clicking on Today THEWEBLIST gives you a digest of the latest links other web 

users are visiting right now.The site pulls RSS feeds from some of the best websites to create a webpage 

full of interesting info, Including - Digg - Del.icio.us - Google News - Reddit - Furl - Shoutwire - 

Netscape - News.com - The Register and more in 1 place.  

http://theweblist.net 
Tags: RSS,feed,content,tool 

 

Your Cause. Your Effect Think is your community where you, your friends, and your favorite 

celebrities can get informed, get heard and take action on the issues that matter to you most. 

http://think.mtv.com 
Tags: community,music,video,social 

 

Talk with your Hands Thinkature brings rich communication to the web by combining an instant 

messaging system with shared, visual workspace. Use it as a collaboration environment, a meeting 

room, a personal web-based whiteboard, or something entirely new. 

http://thinkature.com 
Tags: share,visual,collaboration,meet,tool 

 

Your Online Office on the Web ThinkFree is the leader in next-generation office productivity 

solutions for platform independent, anytime, anywhere-computing. ThinkFree usability extends beyond 

PCs and is perfect for Internet-connected devices, including thin client and mobile computing platforms. 

http://www.thinkfree.com 
Tags: media,office,WORD,share 

 

Real Recommendations from Real People ThisNext is a shopcasting network where you can 

recommend, share and discover great products. Every product on ThisNext is picked by the ThisNext 

community (That means you!). You can organize your picks into product playlists we call shopcasts. 

http://www.thisnext.com/ 
Tags: shopping,network,discover,community,organize 

 

Social News and Culture Site Thoof will show you interesting news, websites, videos, and other 

links, personalized to your individual tastes. Just click on the stories that interest you, and let Thoof do 

the rest. If you don't like the way a story is described, just click edit and propose a change to it. 

http://thoof.com 
Tags: discover,news 

 

Trendy, Stylish, Flexible and Free image Hosting Thumbq is a straight-forward image hosting 

solution that makes uploading and sharing images easy as never before. Lovely galleries, beautiful eye 

catching slideshows, the most simple interface to upload and manage your images, Thumbq has got 

them all. Thumbq lets you host and link images, run stunning transitions and slideshows from your 

webpage with ease. 

http://thumbq.com 
Tags: photo,hosting,share,deadpool 

Simple Help Ticket Tracking Ticketish is a simple web-based system for managing help tickets. 



 

With an emphasis on more benefit, and less mess, Ticketish is perfect for small to medium-sized teams 

who need something that will get the job done and get out of the way. 

http://ticketi.sh 
Tags: organize,track,ticket 

 

Track Time - Hit Budgets Tick is a simple and friendly time traking application focused on helping 

you hit your budgets. 

http://www.tickspot.com 
Tags: track,invoice,money,finance 

 

Share Files Made Easy With Tiles you don't have to distinguish between photos, videos, music, 

messages, movies or animations. Everything becomes simply a "Tile". When you upload a piece of media 

to TileFile it gets automatically turned into a Tile and added to your library. This way everyone shares 

one format for organizing and combining their experiences. 

http://tilefile.com 
Tags: share,file,media 

 

Web-Based Timekeeping and Invoicing for Independent Professionals With Time59, 

recording billable hours is quick and easy. Just sign in, select a client and a project, and enter your hours. 

You're done, and you won't have to re-type that time record when you invoice. Time59 generates 

invoices based on the time you've already entered. There's no typing or manual calculations involved. 

https://www.time59.com 
Tags: money,invoice,business,finance 

 

Personal Scheduling Manager TimeBridge is the first Personal Scheduling Manager, a faster, more 

effective way for busy professionals to schedule their time. TimeBridge one-step scheduling is the best 

way to set up meetings with individuals or large groups, across time zones, calendaring systems and 

companies. 

http://www.timebridge.com 
Tags: meet,group,outlook 

 

Find a Time Without Wasting Any TimeToMeet is a web-based tool for finding a common 

meeting time with other people without the tedious back-and-forth of scheduling over email. It uses a 

quick and visual way of gathering when everyone is available and finds the best times that work for all. 

http://www.timetomeet.info 
Tags: meet,time,visual,tool 

 

A Free Online Timesheet for People and Teams Use timeXchange.net to create a secure 

business community of workers, employers and clients to easily manage, route, collect and approve time 

& expenses. 

http://www.timexchange.net 
Tags: organize,business,community,money 

 

Human search engine Tinfinger is a search engine about humans. Tinfinger is for you to find 

Internet content about humans. 

http://www.tinfinger.com 
Tags: community 

 

Easily Upload Anywhere Tinyload is a simple file upload distribution service. It's free file host that 

uploads to sites like MegaUpload, MediaFire, DivShare, Amazon and more. 

http://tinyload.com 



Tags: file,storage 

 

Tape It Off The Internet TIOTI keep tabs on loads of download sources across the interweb and 

glue that together with TV guide and episode data. Filter all that through a list of your favourites and 

TIOTI can keep you notified of when a new episode becomes available somewhere. 

http://www.tioti.com 
Tags: TV,download,discover,share 

 

Webcam Collaboration Tjoon makes it really easy to create split screen videos online by just using 

your webcam. 

Until now you needed special movie editing software to create those movies but not anymore, With 

Tjoon you can record your own stories, song or (birthday)wishes directly with your webcam and invite 

others to fill in the spots. 

http://www.tjoon.com 
Tags: create,record,webcam,video 

 

Organize your Individual and Group Projects Easily and Quickly Toggl is online time and 

meeting tracking software. It provides users with a secure and convenient way to track their individual 

and team work hours and meetings. With Toggl, there is no limit to the number of projects or users; this 

basic functionality is free. Users can invite as many people to Toggl as they wish with no charge. 

http://www.toggl.com 
Tags: group,meet,track,secure 

 

Create Polls and Vote for Free Toluna is a community website dedicated to providing your online 

voice. Make your opinion heard through your polls and opinions directly on Toluna. Let other people 

know what you think, and find out if people think the same as you by including your polls and opinions 

in your own personal blog. 

http://www.toluna.com 
Tags: poll,community,rate,Israel 

 

Creat and Edit Presentations in your Browser -Store and share your existing presentations 

online. Upload any Microsoft PowerPoint 97-2003 presentation. -Create and edit presentations in your 

browser. Rich graphical editor loads and saves PPT files-no plugins required! -Present your ideas using 

simple conferencing tools. Initiate a conference for any presentation with two clicks. -Save to your 

desktop. All presentations are automatically exported to PDF. 

http://beta.tonicpoint.com 
Tags: presentation,share,create,tool,deadpool 

 

A To-Do List to Organize your Tasks Having a single place where all your to-dos are 

permanently stored and easily accessible will allow you to relax, knowing that you won't forget 

anything. Toodledo's hotlist, email reminders and sortable to-do list will help you remember to complete 

tasks on-time. 

http://www.toodledo.com/ 
Tags: to-do,create,organize,management 

 

A Fun Site for Kids ToonDoo is a cool, comic-creating tool. ToonDoo is a unique place for free and 

customizable online games of educational value for children of all abilities. You can now just drag-drop 

or click to create comic strips that express your views, opinions, angst or to just have fun. 

http://www.toondoo.com 
Tags: kids,tool,draw,fun,comics,create 



 

Your Town. Your News. Your Take Topix is the world’s largest community news website. You 

can read, talk about and even edit the news on over 360,000 of our news pages. Whatever your interests 

are, Topix have a news page for you. Topix is also a place for you to post your own news stories, as well 

as comment about stories you've seen on the Topix site. Each story and every Topix page comes with the 

ability to add your voice to the conversation. 

http://www.topix.com 
Tags: content,create,community,news 

 

Discover the Relationships Contained in Popular Information Sources Visualization goes 

beyond lists to reveal larger scale patterns. With TouchGraph ou can easily see how the results that you 

get within your search are relate to each other. 

http://www.touchgraph.com/ 
Tags: map,create,visual,tool,discover 

 

Stay Informed without Getting Distracted Track your favorite sites and apps Alerts appear on 

your desktop. 

http://www.touchstonelive.com/ 
Tags: RSS,feed 

 

Free social networking & personal apace features Find & Link with Friends Create & 

Participate in Communities Personal Journal Photo Album Discussion Area Testimonials Reviews 

Webmail 

http://www.towncrossing.com 
Tags: community 

 

Design collaboration for creators & clients TracBac is an online, web based design collaboration 

service for designers, advertising agencies, creative professionals and clients. 

http://www.tracbac.com 
Tags: collaboration 

 

Making Movies Out of your Photos Tracking Shot to help you create videos that you will want to 

share with your friends and family. Essentially all you have to do is click upload and then select the 

photos and music that you want to use. 

http://trackingshot.com 
Tags: photo,music,create,video,share 

 

GPS Tracking Use trackr! to let people know where you are and where you have been. All you need 

is the Internet, a GPS receiver and your mobile phone (or a mobile phone with an internal GPS receiver). 

Download the application to your mobile phone, create a friendslist and let your friends know where 

you are. 

http://trackr.nl 
Tags: social,mobile,lGPS,track,download 

 

Your Friendly, Personal, Everything Tracker Keep track of almost anything with Tracks / 

databases that combine columns of money, numbers, words, paragraphs and yes or no. 

http://www.trackslife.com 
Tags: track 

Free Real Time Traffic Maps, Alerts, and Jam Factor Reports for the Routes you Drive 
Save your daily trips to work or wherever you go, and get personal traffic reports. Receive traffic 

updates on your favorite news reader. MyTraffic users get their own MyTrafficNews feed. Get reports or 



 

alerts about traffic problems when you need them. Show traffic flow information and incidents for the 

entire city. 

http://www.traffic.com 
Tags: alerts,traffic,mapping,drive 

 

Place Comments on any Web Page Trailfire is an easy way to organize and share content you find 

on the web. Mark a page that interests you with your own comments and content. Stitch your marked 

pages together to form "trails". Share your trails with friends, family, and colleagues. 

http://www.trailfire.com 
Tags: comment,organize,share,download 

 

Reach your Weight Loss & Fitness Goals Motivation, Support and Accountability are the keys to 

achieving a weight loss and fitness goal. Traineo mission is to create the most effective weight loss and 

fitness community on the web by combining the latest software technology with sound information and 

services from the world’s leading health and fitness experts. 

http://www.traineo.com/ 
Tags: health,community,share 

 

A Travel Video Site Travelistic is a travel video site. Their tag line, "Watch Where You're Going," 

pretty much explains the concept. Travelistic want to be useful, as well as fun.

http://www.travelistic.com 
Tags: travel,video 

 

Unbiased Hotel Reviews, Hotel Ratings, Resort Reviews TravelPost.com is the premier 

source for relevant hotel reviews, hotel ratings, travel blogs and advice from real travelers truly like you. 

TravelPost have over 269,448 hotel reviews & hotel photos from real travelers. 

http://www.travelpost.com 
Tags: travel,blogging,hotel,rate 

 

Write your own Travel Blog On Trayle you can start a travel blog and make an interactive map of 

all the places you have visited. It works like any other travel blog that you know. But when you write 

about a place you have visited you can add it to your personal travel Trayle. The places you have visited 

show up on your personal interactive map. 

http://www.trayle.com 
Tags: blogging,travel,mapping 

 

The First Current Events Stock Exchange Trendio is a stock exchange where words from the 

news are the stocks. The value of the words is calculated according to their presence in the media. It 

makes it possible to visualize trends in the media and try to predict what will make the headlines 

tomorrow in a cool community-based game. 

http://www.trendio.com 
Tags: community,game,exchange,lifestyle 

 

Social Community for Sharing Files Tribler is a social community that facilitates file sharing 

through a so called peer-to-peer (p2p) network. A p2p network is structural different to a server-

computer structure, where every user downloads its files from one central server. Within p2p the 

user/downloader becomes also an uploader to the next user. In this way there is no central computer that

provides every file to all users. 

https://www.tribler.org 



Tags: file,P2P,share,community,social 

 

Originality. Democracy. Revolution. Communities thrive on networking. The first step of 

networking is finding others to network with. Trig has a good browse page, where you can add more 

browse categories if you think any of them are important. It’s an easy way to find exactly what, or who, 

you are looking for. 

http://trig.com 
Tags: media,create,network,share 

 

Get Paid for Creating Content Triond is a comprehensive publishing service that enables users to 

publish quality content of any type while maximizing its revenue-generating potential. The Triond 

vision is to support quality user-generated content online by allowing authors to earn royalties for 

publishing their work on the Web. 

http://www.triond.com 
Tags: content,money,create,finance 

 

Travel your Way Tripbase is a travel website that gives you unbiased recommendations about where 

to go on your next trip based on what you like. Tripbase will find you places based on your rank. 

http://tripbase.com 
Tags: travel,discover,search 

 

Trip Planner and Online Travel Guide Whether you're taking a family vacation, traveling on 

business, or driving cross-country, TripCart gives you all the tools you need to plan a memorable 

experience, whatever your budget. No more endless Internet searches or wading through masses of 

articles and travel books. TripCart is designed by travelers for travelers. TripCart sort through the world 

of travel information to make it easy for you to plan the best possible trip. 

http://www.tripcart.com 
Tags: travel,blogging,family 

 

When you are away from Home Tripim shows you travelers who are in the same country you are 

in right now, or where you are planning to visit, so you can contact each other, get together, share 

experiences, exchange tips and more. 

http://tripim.com 
Tags: travel,community,communication,Israel 

 

Your Trip is their Specialty With Tripology you can tell where you want to go (say, to South 

Africa) and what you want to do while you're there (say, an adventurous safari in Tanzania). Tripology 

then send your request to travel agents who specialize in exactly the type of trip you're interested in. 

Usually within 24 hours, you'll receive an email or phone call (your choice) from three travel agents who 

can help you plan your trip. Choose the one that you like best, and go ahead and book with them 

directly. 

http://www.tripology.com 
Tags: travel,discover,search 

 

The Easiest Way to Plan your Group Trip Triporama provides a free web site designed to make 

leisure travel planning easier for friends and family group travel. Triporama's Group Trip Planner 

reduces the substantial burden faced by groups by simplifying the process of collaborating on all aspects 

of planning a trip, including sharing travel research, determining travel dates, and coordinating on 

travel details. 

http://www.triporama.com 



Tags: travel,group,discover,collaboration,search,share 

 

Make your own Map Trippermap is a web service that allows you to put a flash based world map 

on your own website or blog. Trippermap will then automatically search your photos at Flickr for 

location information and plot the photos on your own Trippermap, on your own website. 

http://www.trippermap.com 
Tags: flickr,mapping,create 

 

Social Travel Network TripUp is an interactive travel community that connects people from all over 

the world through a social network with a travel twist. Whether you are interested in meeting locals or 

fellow travelers during a trip or finding a 'trip buddy' so you don't have to travel alone, TripUp gets you 

connected before you depart. Plus, as a TripUp member you can create Trip Flicks, Trip Blogs and Trip 

Albums to share your travel videos, journals and photos. 

http://www.tripup.com 
Tags: travel,community,blogging,meet,social,network 

 

Trip Planner Platform TripWiser is a social site that offers trip planning and itinerary building and 

sharing capabilities to baby boomers traveling within or to the United States . TripWiser believes that 

baby boomers are smart and keen on planning quality trips - not just cheap ones. And also believes that 

travel is about having fun, learning new things, making lifelong memories, and sharing experiences with 

others. 

http://www.tripwiser.com 
Tags: management,travel,build,social 

 

European Travel Sites, Based on User Generated Content At trivago you can find useful 

information to help you plan your next vacation or business trip. You will find reviews from other 

people who have already visited your destination or stayed in the hotel, holiday home, etc., that you are 

looking for. 

http://www.trivago.com 
Tags: travel,community,discover,hotel 

 

Direct Answers to Human and Machine Questions True Knowledge is an internet search 

company based in England. Their unique technology represents general knowledge in a form that 

computers can understand and process. Simply ask True Knowledge search engine your desired 

question in the most natural way and it will produce a direct response. 

http://www.trueknowledge.com 
Tags: search,engine,social 

 

A Personalized way to Express yourself Trugo is a social networking service that allows its users 

to communicate, create and share user-generated content using a mobile phone or a desktop computer. 

http://www.trugo.com 
Tags: social,network,communication,mobile 

 

Real Estate Search - Empowering Real Estate Consumers, Agents and Brokers A 

residential real estate search engine that helps consumers search for homes for sale, trends, 

neighborhood insights and other real estate information directly from hundreds of thousands of real 

estate broker Web sites. You can create your own custom search by price, number of bedrooms, 

neighborhood and more - without having to submit a lead form, provide personal information or wait to 

get contacted by a lead qualifier who may not handle the property listing. 

http://www.trulia.com 
Tags: broker,engine,sell,trade 



 

Redefines Website Calendars Trumba enables customers – from small businesses to large 

organizations – to connect key audiences with their events, transforming those events into unique and 

highly valued marketing and communication opportunities. 

http://www.trumba.com 
Tags: calendar 

 

Where YOUR friends suggest what's BEST Trusted Opinion is the 1st Social Recommendations 

Engine - the most personalized and trusted rating system ever. A unique service that considers only 

your friends and their friends' recommendations and then structures and prioritizes it into your 

personally relevant list of most recommended items. 

http://www.trustedopinion.com 
Tags: engine,social,movie,rate,Israel 

 

Real People. Real Places Trustedplaces is a community of real people, who all have opinions on 

places they have experienced in their daily lives. By being part of the community you can share your 

opinions on places that you know, trust and recommend - or even avoid - with all of your friends and 

their friends too. Discovering great new places is both fun and easy as you tap into all the 

recommendations shared by the community - it is also great value as you enjoy special offers from 

participating businesses. 

http://trustedplaces.com/ 
Tags: community,social,discover,share 

 

Mobile Instant Messaging trutap allows you to take your online social life where you go. You can 

send group messages, SMS and email from your mobile phone for free. You can also chat with your 

friends on IM (e.g. MSN) and post to blogs, photo-sharing accounts and social networks - all from your 

mobile phone 

http://trutap.com 
Tags: messaging,social,mobile,chat 

 

Watch Full Screen, On-Demand TV on Your Web Browser Tubecast.tv makes a successful 

attempt at merging traditional (passive viewing) television broadcasting with the active nature of the 

web. Essentially, this means that you can sit back, relax, and enjoy whatever is showing next on the 

channel of your choice. The active nature comes into play with the 'opportunity' to rewind, fast forward, 

pause or skip the current show. 

http://tubecast.tv 
Tags: TV,channel,video,discover 

 

Online Video Tracking and Analytics TubeMogul is a free service that provides a single point for 

deploying uploads to the top video sharing sites, and powerful analytics on who, what, and how videos 

are being viewed. 

http://www.tubemogul.com 
Tags: track,video 

 

Connect Instantly Tubes is a revolutionary PC+web application designed to let you create instant 

personal sharing networks of friends, family, classmates, colleagues, or your own devices. Tubes lets you 

instantly share photos, music, video and documents with everyone you know and have them share their 

stuff with you through the same tube. With online backup and automatic syncing capabilities, Tubes is 

an effortless way to share, access and experience digital content across all your devices with all your 

communities. 

http://www.tubesnow.com 
Tags: share,network,media,download 



 

Peer to Peer Job Search Community TugLink.com is an online peer-to-peer job search community 

where members help each other land interviews for desired jobs. It's a new powerful job search and 

recruitment tool with all the necessary privacy measures, financial incentives, and maximum freedom of 

choice. 

http://tuglink.com 
Tags: job,search,engine,community 

 

Tumblelogs are Scrapbooks 

Tumblelogs are a refreshingly new and simple way to share anything you find, love, hate, or create. To 

make a simple analogy: If blogs are journals, tumblelogs are scrapbooks. You can also look at tumblelogs 

as slightly more structured blogs that make it easier, faster, and more fun to post and share stuff you 

find or create. 

http://www.tumblr.net 
Tags: blogging,hosting,create,tool 

 

Merchandising and Advertising Network Tumri is the an integrated merchandising and 

advertising network that can intelligently deliver targeted products to your online customers. Tumri’s 

patent-pending technology combines offer intelligence and targeting to deliver a precisely selected set of 

products and offers an interactive ad unit called the Tumri AdPod which converts browsers into buyers. 

http://www.tumri.com 
Tags: advertising,marketplace,widget,business,marketing 

 

Easy to Browse Radio Stations TUN3R is a virtual AM/FM dial complete with [orange] tuning 

needle. Simply by dragging the Needle around the Dial, you can instantly hear [reduced] audio samples 

from hundreds of stations around the world. TUN3R is also equipped with powerful search features to 

help you guide you browsing by: Song & Artist; Language; Genre (e.g. pop, rock, talk); and even the 

contents of the stations home page. 

http://tun3r.com 
Tags: music,audio,radio,tool,discover 

 

Find Songs you've Heard on Television or in Movies with your help, TuneFind will become 

the Internet's most comprehensive list of television and movie music and songs. 

http://www.tunefind.com 
Tags: music,movie,TV,search 

 

The Place for Music TuneSquare is a new type of online music community where unsigned bands 

and artists are making money while listeners around the world are downloading their songs for free. 

By downloading songs from TuneSquare, you get to discover new and exciting music from great 

unsigned acts, while you, at the same time, are supporting them economically. 

 

http://www.tunesquare.com 
Tags: music,discover,community,download,money 

 

Search and Filter Content that Match your Interests Turtilla is an online service which allows 

you to search and filter content related to your interests. This content is captured from a large variety of 

sources. The generated results can be converted to an RSS feed containing a number of items, with each 

item representing a channel of interest. 

http://www.turtilla.com 
Tags: content,aggregator,search 



 

Automtic Targeting, Bidded CPA ad Network Turn to deliver the most effective advertising in 

the world. Whether you're an advertiser or publisher, all you have to do is submit your ad or URL. Turn 

will automatically analyze it and select the most relevant and effective placement. Turn eliminates the 

complexity of manual targeting and managing keywords and bid prices with technology that 

automatically selects the best graphical or text ads for any placement. 

http://www.turn.com 
Tags: text,advertising 

 

Easy Creation and Delivery of Elearning Customise your landing page to show one or more 

channels of elearning - Computing, School Education, Languages, Business and Finance or Misc. Search 

for courses or lessons. Rate them. Subscribe to courses or take free courses. Charge for your own courses 

or make them free. Easily create new courses, with new lesson types added often. Wikis, forums, chats, 

web pages, links to external content, quizzes and many more. Use project management tools to manage 

workflow. Wikis, forums and chat also allow for collaboration between admins, teachers etc. 

http://www.tutorom.com 
Tags: knowledge,collaboration,e-learning 

 

Making Video Content Smarter and Richer Tvinci provides services to video content owners, 

broadcasting channels and publishers while always keeping their users in mind. Tvinci offers platform 

to manage media while making the content smarter and richer. Tvinci can improve the Internet TV 

viewing experience. 

http://www.tvinci.com 
Tags: TV,video,social,content,media,Israel 

 

Search for Hotel Videos in Europe Tvtrip is a new kind of website that uses video to provide 

travelers with the transparency they need when planning a trip. All of the videos available on the site 

have been shot by a team of professionals. 

http://www.tvtrip.com 
Tags: travel,video,discover 

 

The Evolution of Web Search TWERQ will take your search experience to higher level. With their 

unique search tool you'll get each results within your search in a different tab! Tabs can be individually 

closed or closed all at once. This is similar to tabbed browsers only it is integrated directly into the web 

interface. 

http://www.twerq.com/ 
Tags: search,engine 

 

Create Polls, Vote and Share Twiigs is the place to get the pulse of the world on any topic. Vote on 

the polls that interest you, or post one of your own. The inspiration for polls is everywhere, in politics, 

sports, pop culture, business, and our everyday lives. Discover the way the world thinks about the topics 

that interest you. The results will be enlightening. 

http://www.twiigs.com 
Tags: poll,rate,discover,create 

 

Tie it all Together Twine is a new service that intelligently helps you share, organize and find 

information with people you trust. In Twine you can safely share information and knowledge, and 

collaborate around common interests, activities and goals. Twine helps you better leverage and 

contribute to the collective intelligence of your network. Use Twine to share more productively with 

friends, colleagues, groups and teams 

http://www.twine.com 
Tags: group,collaboration,share,organize 



 

A Twitter Directory TwitDir enables you to find statistics of the Top 100 followers, Top 100 followed, 

Top 100 favoriters and Top 100 updaters. It also works as a search engine for Twitter users, which mean 

you can find any user information by searching his name. 

http://twitdir.com/ 
Tags: twitter,tool,search,track,identity 

 

What are you Doing? A global community of friends and strangers answering one simple question: 

What are you doing? Answer on your phone, IM, or right here on the web. 

http://twitter.com 
Tags: community,answer,question,share 

 

Send Twitter Tweets from your PC Twitteroo is a Windows Desktop client that allows you to 

monitor your Twitter account and update your status without logging into twitter. If you haven’t joined 

Twitter yet, go to twitter.com and sign up for an account. 

http://rareedge.com/twitteroo/ 
Tags: share,download,create,fun,tool,track 

 

An easy way to send Twitter Messages TwitThis is an easy way for people to send Twitter 

messages about your blog post or website. When visitors to your website click on the TwitThis button or 

link, it takes the URL of the webpage and creates a shorter URL using TinyURL. Then visitors can send 

this shortened URL and a description of the web page to all of their friends on Twitter. 

http://twitthis.com/ 
Tags: messaging,blogging,fun,tool 

 

Share your Playlist Twones is the the ultimate way to make friends and find music. Sync your 

iTunes and iPod library with Twones and discover new music and friends. share your playlist & share 

your identity. 

http://www.twones.com 
Tags: music,community,discover,playlist 

 

The Only Blog Service Worth Paying for you Want a great looking blog? Start with one of 

TypePad professional designs and customize it over time. You have complete control of your design. 

Want an active community of readers and commenters? TypePad has the tools you need to manage the 

conversation. 

http://www.typepad.com 
Tags: blogging,sixapart 

 

Multimedia Social Network Uber is a good way to organize your multimedia life online. For 

designers working in many mediums, it’s also the perfect way to showcase your portfolio, since photos, 

video, audio, text, blogs and links can coexist peacefully within Uber’s. 

http://www.uber.com/ 
Tags: organize,media,share,visual 

 

Host your own Live Internet Talk Radio or Music Show Ubroadcast is an online broadcasting 

community. You can listen with their player software to ubroadcast original channels, as well as LIVE 

broadcasts by independent broadcasters who use the station manager software. 

http://www.ubroadcast.com 
Tags: music,download,community,share,create 

Online Course Authoring Udutu is an online collaborative elearning tool. his system is perfect for 

corporate trainers, software trainers, human resource managers, orientation trainers, etc. You can 



 

provide orientation training for new staff, brief managers on new product launches, create simulations 

for customers, provide customer or patient training, offer online learning opportunities for customers, or 

create preparation courses for face to face training, post training support resources, quick reference 

modules, etc.. 

http://udutu.com 
Tags: e-learning,tool,discover,create 

 

It's about what U and I Know UiKnow is a free plug-in for Internet Explorer that helps you find, 

organize, create and share information. Find - for many searches, a visual representation of your search 

results is superior to a list of links. Add background images, replace pages with icons, add graphics, 

label information and more – all with a click of the mouse. Create an entirely new way to share your 

knowledge, thoughts, likes and dislikes on the Web. The possibilities are limitless. 

http://uiknow.com 
Tags: organize,create,share,knowledge 

 

Search Engine which Personalizes its Results According to Your Center of Interests 

UJIKO offers five unique and novel functions: 

1. The first search engine which evolves with your expertise, 

2. Regroup search results by thematic on an intuitive circular map, 

3. Offer an innovative and advance information management system, 

4. Offer personalization of results according to thematic and previous searches, 

5. Propose different visual skins to change the way your UJIKO applet looks 

http://www.ujiko.com 
Tags: search,engine,visual,mapping 

 

Keeping Students in the Loop Uloop empowers students to buy, sell, promote and trade with their 

classmates. Thousands of students are using Uloop to sell their textbooks, find roommates, events, 

housing, campus jobs and even rides home. 

http://www.uloop.com 
Tags: buy,sell,student,share,shopping,discover 

 

Publish and Share Personal Video Clips and Pictures Made with your Camera Phones 
Umundo aims at providing consumers a unique service, subscription-free with their cell phones: 

instantly send video clips direct from the phone to popular sites such as MySpace, my Yahoo, Google, 

iTunes for easy viewing and sharing by family members and friends of the sender. 

http://umundo.com 
Tags: video,photo,cameraphone,share 

 

Share your Fortunes A fun little project called, unFortunate allows you to view, create, share and 

print your own fortunes. 

 

http://www.itsunfortunate.com 
Tags: create,share,print,note,fun,tool 

 

Online Community for Cats Unitedcats lets you view photos of cats, pat the ones you like, search 

them by breed, size, name, country and more. You can browse and pat thousands of cats and kittens all 

day, everyday. 

http://www.unitedcats.com 
Tags: share,community,fun,pets 



 

Online Community for Dogs Uniteddogs lets you view photos of dogs, pat the ones you like, 

search them by breed, size, name, country and more. Just register and upload it to instantly create your 

dog's very own webpage and connect with buddy dogs - the dogs you know. 

http://www.uniteddogs.com 
Tags: share,community,fun,pets 

 

Connecting People from all around the Globe UnLtdWorld is an online platform that aims to 

connect social entrepreneurs and enable them to share content and build collaborative value, raise the 

visibility of ideas, issues and projects, and help generate greater positive impact in the real world. 

http://unltdworld.com 
Tags: social,network,knowledge,share 

 

Share the Joy of Unpacking Stuff Unpackd is where you can get a glimpse of what is in that box. 

You know, whenever a box arrives with that new thingy you've ordered, you get excited to see what's in 

it. Heck, even when the box isn't for you, you're curious to know. Unpackd want you to share it with 

them, and the rest of the world ofcourse. 

http://www.unpackd.com 
Tags: share,fun,community 

 

Find the Best, Find the Worst, Vote Your Opinion, Create Your Own Lists If you want to 

see the community consensus on what's the best or the worst, the scariest or the funniest, the tastiest or 

the dumbest, UnSpun provides the right amount of structure to make that possible. 

http://unspun.amazon.com 
Tags: amazon,rate,create,share 

 

Play Music. Meet People. Discover New Songs. A Simple way to meet people and find new 

music just by playing songs on your computer and your iPod. Download the software and uPlayMe 

finds people who are playing the same music and shows you what they're listening to. You can chat with 

them, visit their pages on other sites like MySpace, or just find new music to listen to. 

http://www.uplayme.com 
Tags: download,music,share,iPod,discover,meet 

 

One on One Private Communication on the Web UrbanSeeder lets you anonymously entice 

someone to move away from a public space and into a private web corner, designated for the two of 

you. Urbanseeder is all about Seeds. A Seed is a private box you share with just one other partner you 

invite. It is a private space for two that you both maintain, exchanging events, music, photos or whatever 

you wish; An opportunity to grow something together. 

http://www.urbanseeder.com 
Tags: community,meet,social,share,fun,communication 

 

URBIS Creative Community Urbis is a community of creative people that offers sophisticated tools 

to help advance creativity and expose it to an audience. 

http://urbis.com 
Tags: community,meet,tool 

 

The Web Standard for Live Communication Userplane is the premier provider of 

communication software for online communities. Five hosted web apps comprise the application suite – 

each adding core, must-have features to thriving websites. The apps are robust yet lightweight, cross-

platform with no user installation, and customizable for a site’s specific needs. 

http://www.userplane.com 
Tags: community,chat,search,AOL,communication 



 

User centered help desk software The unique design and workflow enables your support staff to 

solve problems the first time and easily manage many requests from multiple sources. Beyond simple 

help desk software, HelpSpot is an entire web based help desk portal; providing your customers with 

powerful self-help functionality that drives down cost and improves the customer experience. 

http://www.userscape.com/ 
Tags: helpdesk 

 

The Online Marketplace to Buy and Sell your Stuff uShops allows anyone to open a online 

shop in less than 5 minutes and start listing products to sell online. Buyers get a huge variety of 

selection, discounts and powerful ways to search and buy throughout the online marketplace. 

http://www.ushops.com 
Tags: shopping,marketplace,search,buy,sell 

 

Shoppers Helping Shoppers USuggest provides a helpful community allowing you to discuss, 

suggest, and purchase the best products online. 

http://www.usuggest.com 
Tags: shopping,community,social 

 

Your Mobile Life on your Page Utterz is the first way you can instantly blog your experiences, 

thoughts and ideas, anywhere, using all the capabilities of your mobile phone. Utterz mashes together 

the voice, video, pictures, and text you call or send in and creates an 'Utter' that can immediately update 

your existing web pages on sites like Blogger, Facebook, LiveJournal, MySpace and more. 

http://www.utterz.com 
Tags: blogging,media,mobile 

 

Save and Organize Videos, Clips and Links from Anywhere all in one Place Uvouch web 

site allows users to collect videos from any video 

hosting websites. Users simply add our button to their browser and 

click on it when they want to save a video from a particular website. 

Users can also create playlists of their favorites and organize their 

video collection. 

http://uvouch.com 
Tags: organize,video 

 

Webvideo Made Easy V.UP is a high-end and affordable solution for the uploading, management, 

and publishing of video on the Internet. With V.UP, you control the branding, programming and 

distribution of your video and rich media content. With V.UP, browsing and viewing web video is a 

lasting experience. Using standard web technologies, V.UP successfully delivers on-demand video to 

your audiences without delay or interrupted signals. 

http://www.vuponline.com 
Tags: management,share,media,video,tool 

 

Manage your Digital Assets, Don't let them Manage your V3RSION - A platform for 

freelance creatives and small agencies to effectively manage and share digital assets. 

http://www.v3rsion.com 
Tags: management,share,deadpool 

 

Create your own 3D Virtual World VastPark is a virtual content platform that enables you to 

create and deploy your own 3D virtual world within minutes. Play with ideas, add physics, trial 

concepts and publish them online. You might not have used 3D before, but you can do this easily with 

Vastpark. 



http://www.vastpark.com 
Tags: 3D,virtual,create 

 

International Travel Solved Vayama is a travel site focused on international travel. The site puts a 

nice visual to traveling abroad in letting you see the different flight routes. In addition to that, there's a 

3D seat map to help choosing seats. 

http://www.vayama.com 
Tags: travel,search,mapping,3D 

 

Download Online Videos This service allows you convert an Online Video like 'YouTube videos' to 

more popular formats like wmv, mov, mp4, mp3, 3gp etc. vConvert.net converts FLV to the selected 

format faster and less lossy than a typical transcoder. 

http://vconvert.net/ 
Tags: convert,file,video,iPod 

 

Boost your Business Veetro is for small and medium businesses who want access to best practice, 

business management software, without the cost or complexity of traditional systems. 

http://www.veetro.com 
Tags: business,management 

 

From home videos to premium internet television content Veoh is a Web site that’s headed 

for your TV. It’s also the name for a suite of applications for collecting, publishing, and watching a vast 

selection of HD-quality video programming. Veoh is a diverse, virtual community of indie publishers 

coming together with their new audiences. And it’s also a few offices in Southern California full of 

entertainment industry insiders, outsiders, and technologists. 

http://www.veoh.com 
Tags: video,create,share,playlist 

 

Video that Clicks Make your video and audio files more informative and convenient for your 

audience: -Place clickable tags and comments anywhere within a video or audio file. -Divide video and 

audio files into chapters and segments. -Let your audience see what's coming up, and jump to the parts 

that interest them most. 

http://www.veotag.com 
Tags: video,text,comment,audio 

 

Where People Speak Before they Meet Connect with photos, tags, email, and voice - Free. 

http://verbdate.com 
Tags: email,voice,skype,photo,date,mapping 

 

Sell Online Easier and Fast vFlyer is a classified ad creation, management and submission platform 

that enables online sellers to quickly and easily create attractive classified ads or "virtual flyers" that can 

posted on dozens of leading online marketplaces in a few simple clicks. vFlyer goals is to make classified 

ads as easy and effective as possible for individuals and businesses selling online. 

http://www.vflyer.com 
Tags: advertising,marketplace,mobile,business,marketing,management 

 

Discover the Difference! Transform Your Ads vFlyer is a classified ad creation, management 

and submission platform that enables online sellers to quickly and easily create attractive classified ads 

or "virtual flyers" that can be posted on dozens of leading online marketplaces in a few simple 

clicks.vFlyer goal is make classified ads as easy and effective as possible for individuals and businesses 

selling online. 



http://www.vflyer.com 
Tags: business,advertising 

 

Viable Volume ViaVol is a free web service to provide a unique place for people to manage their 

shopping needs and web favorites online. ViaVol enables individuals to post their specific shopping 

needs to deliver values to both individuals and businesses. 

http://www.viavol.com 
Tags: shopping,business,organize 

 

See What's Happening Vibely create a fun and interactive way for people to socialize by discovering 

what’s around them. Whether it’s to meet new people, hang out with friends, or to find the hotspots in 

town. 

http://vibely.com 
Tags: photo,share,social,network 

 

Upload, Enhance and Share your Videos Viddler is a fresh, creative web application that lets you 

upload, enhance, and share digital video quickly and easily inside your web browser. 

http://www.viddler.com 
Tags: share,media,video 

 

Blogging: The Next Generation 

Viddyou offers the opportunity to take the online interaction experience to a new and more personal 

level. Viddyou users can create a personal network of video blogs (“vidds”) centered around real-world 

friends and similar interests. After completing a quick registration process, users can post their own 

vidds as well as watch and reply to those of their friends. 

. 

http://viddyou.com/ 
Tags: video,blogging,share,create 

 

Life Explained on Film Covering relationships, health, lifestyle, work, finance, fun and much more, 

VideoJug is the complete visual guide to all human life. Whatever you want to know, VideoJug will have 

the answer. Initially, VideoJug offering thousands of: How to videos, but they also developing guides 

offering deeper insights into more detailed subjects such as planning a wedding or learning a new 

business skill. 

http://www.videojug.com 
Tags: knowledge,share,video 

 

The Free Video Encyclopedia that anyone can Edit Vidipedia is the first wiki on the internet to 

feature unlimited, streaming video as a media option. Users can edit any page or video they like, 

creating an organized archive of digital media. 

http://www.vidipedia.org 
Tags: wiki,video,media,organize,blogging 

 

Increase your Social Media's Exposure Vidmetrix allows you to automatically and reliably 

syndicate your videos to every major video network across the Internet, and get detailed insight into 

your video viewership, feedback, and viewer engagement. See which sites are generating your video 

traffic. 

http://new3.vidmetrix.com 
Tags: video,track,social,media 

Professional Online Presentations, Photo Albums and Portfolios Viewbook.com is an 



 

online service that helps you to create and share professional clean looking presentations, portfolios and 

photo-albums on your viewbook domain (yourusername.viewbook.com). Viewbook is simple, clean and 

refined in its user interfaces and presentations. Viewbook aims at professional users such as 

photographers, designers, artists and anyone who wants to present images without fuzz. 

http://www.viewbook.com 
Tags: presentation,create,share,photo 

 

A Facial Recognition Powered Digital Media Platform Viewdle is a facial-recognition 

powered digital media platform for indexing, searching and monetizing video assets. Viewdle 

automatically looks inside the video, frame-by-frame, to create a real-time index of true on-screen 

appearances with unrivaled accuracy and relevance. 

http://www.viewdle.com 
Tags: identity,video,search 

 

A Global View on Real Estate Viewr.com is a world wide web tool and service of viewr 

Corporation, based in San Diego, California. viewr is the first Globally Integrated Real Estate Web Site 

where anyone in the world can explore real estate and possibilties for living throughout the globe. 

http://www.viewr.com 
Tags: mapping,tool,buy,explore,sell,buy 

 

Product Review Digest ViewScore provides online shoppers with a comprehensive shopping 

decision-making tool. ViewScore's product search-engine provides shoppers with aggregated product 

reviews and simple and easy-to-follow product recommendations, aiming at helping potential shoppers 

answer the essential question of "what to buy". 

http://viewscore.com/ 
Tags: shopping,aggregator,Israel 

 

Wine and Food Social Network With vinix you can : 

- add contact and run direct mail marketing for free 

- open a blog 

- archive wine and restaurants reviews 

- archive photos 

- publish announces 

- comment everything 

http://www.vinix.it 
Tags: blogging,wine,network,social,marketplace,lifestyle 

 

Your Wines and You- -Describe the wines you taste with tags. -Store, search, sort and share your 

testing notes. -Check out which wines your friends are enjoying. -Create or join tasting groups. 

http://www.vinorati.com 
Tags: wine,share,search,group,lifestyle 

 

Tracking Viral Commercials Worldwide ViralTracker is a smart, powerful technology that is 

easy to use. ViralTracker measures the reach and response of viral internet commercials (QT, Flash, 

WMD) at millions of weblogs, forums, websites, communities, social networks and over 140 video 

portals (including YouTube, Google Video, MSN Video, MetaCafe, Tudou and many local video 

portals). In real-time and worldwide. 

http://www.viraltracker.com 
Tags: business,advertising,video,track 



 

The Web's Most Shared Videos Viral Video search the top Web video sites for the most popular 

videos, so you don't have to. 

http://www.viralvideos.com 
Tags: video,search 

 

A One-Stop Cool People Shopping Network. Virb puts all the things that make you you — 

photos, videos, playlists, blogs — in one place, so you can make friends (and keep them). 

http://www.virb.com 
Tags: music,playlist,video,photo,shopping,blogging,network 

 

A tool for people who think visually New York-based Thinkmap, Inc. develops and markets 

software that uses visualization to facilitate communication, learning, and discovery. Visualthesaurus 

specialize in user interfaces and visualization mechanisms that allow end-users to more effectively 

browse and understand complex information. 

http://www.visualthesaurus.com/?vt 
Tags: visual,e-learning 

 

Broadcast your Skills Visuarios is a website to share videos about everyday knowledge among 

everyday people. Visuarios believe that the beauty of online skill-videos is discovering the really hard to 

find answers to those quirky bugs that life throws at you. Visuarios makes finding them that little bit 

easier in the current tidal wave of online video content, but keeps the whole process dynamic, fun, and 

completely user generated and assessed. 

http://www.visuarios.com 
Tags: fun,video,share,create,knowledge 

 

When it is Vital to get Things Done Vitalist is perfect for anyone who is need of getting things 

done in their everyday life. Vitalist is an excellent choice for managers, accountants, IT professionals, 

salesmen, contractors, consultants, attorneys, you name it. Basically, if you need to get things done, 

Vitalist can work for you. 

http://www.vitalist.com 
Tags: organize,to-do 

 

Motivation + Goals + Circumstance = Success Viva La Fitness (formally LouisDorman.com) is a 

fitness driven social content website. So, What does that mean? Basically, everything on 

VivaLaFitness.com is submitted by the community. Members help other members achieve their own 

fitness goals. 

http://www.vivalafitness.com 
Tags: health,social,community,deadpool 

 

Take polls. make polls. see what the world thinks Vizu is a free resource to help people 

understand issues, from serious to silly, that are a matter of opinion. Vizu uses interactive polls to 

quickly aggregate opinions on numerous issues and presents the results clearly. 

http://www.vizu.com 
Tags: collaboration,poll 

 

Unique Network of Women Vocalpoint is a unique marketing brand powered by the Procter & 

Gamble Company that helps companies do a better job developing products and services that moms 

care about and want to talk about. 

https://www.vocalpoint.com 
Tags: community,share,group,create,discover 



 

The Easiest Way to Find Voices Online Voices.com is a web 2.0 company and the industry and 

technology leader that connects clients with professional voice over talents and voice actors. Radio and 

television stations, advertising agencies, marketing executives, casting directors and voice talent 

agencies rely on Voices.com to easily search for and hire language service providers such as translators, 

narrators and professional voice over talents. 

http://www.voices.com 
Tags: search,engine,voice,audio 

 

See how far your Vois can Carry VOIS is a free online business social networking platform from 

where its members can conduct business interactions and commerce transactions with other members 

inside their multiple communities of interest. Join and get access to VOIS social networking groups, 

community, blogs, classified ads, and much more. 

http://www.vois.com 
Tags: network,music,social,business 

 

Create Animation Version of yourself Voki enables users to express themselves on the web in 

their own voice using a talking character. You can customize your Voki to look like you or take on the 

identity of lots of other types of characters: animals, monsters, anime etc. Your Voki can speak with your 

own voice which is added via microphone, upload, or phone. 

http://www.voki.com 
Tags: fun,tool,animation,create,audio 

 

Contest for Everyone Votigo is a community that allows any business or individual to create 
and share their own customized video or photo contest. Use contests to promote your band, 
business, event, club or just for fun. 
http://www.votigo.com 
Tags: video,share,rate,create,community 

 

Vox is Blogging for the Rest of us Vox is made with you in mind. Your friends. Your family. 

Beautiful design. The most powerful, flexible privacy features available anywhere. Integration with 

YouTube, Flickr, Photobucket, Amazon, iFilm and iStockphoto. Plenty of storage space for everything 

you care about. 

http://www.vox.com 
Tags: sixapart,blogging,share 

 

Send A Private Video Message Voxlite allows you to easily send private video messages to anyone 

your want. The service is free, all you need is a webcam. 

http://www.voxlite.com 
Tags: video,webcam,communication 

 

3D RSS Reader Voyage is an RSS feed reader with a difference. It's been carefully designed around 

the content it displays. Add RSS feeds from your favourite sites and let Voyage pull all the information 

together for your reading pleasure. 

http://rssvoyage.com 
Tags: 3D,RSS,feed,content 

 

Free Online Text To Mp3 Converter VozMe is a simple online application which converts a block 

of typed text into an accompanying sound file (MP3). You can also add the vozMe plug-in to your 

website or blog and allow your visitors to easily hear your posts. 

http://vozme.com 
Tags: text,file,convert,blogging,voice 



 

Mobile Video Sharing Vringo is a video sharing community which allows you to share video 

ringtones (or Vringos) with your buddies each time you call them. You choose the clips you'd like your 

buddies to see and they choose the clips they'd like you to see. Vringo clips can contain either licensed 

content from the best of movies, TV and music, or user generated clips that are created on your own 

mobile phone. 

http://www.vringo.com 
Tags: video,community,create,mobile 

 

Music Virtual World vSide is an impressive, interconnected virtual city environment where you can 

hang out, listen to music, chat, dance, and make friends. The 3D virtual club features everything from 

DJs to bands to celebrity appearances. Come in and meet bands like Maroon 5 and All-American Reject, 

gain exposure to up-and-coming artists like Kevin Michael or just hang with your friends. vSide is your 

non-stop entertainment destination 24/7. 

http://www.vside.com 
Tags: music,community,virtual,3D 

 

Say it with Video vSocial, powered by vCONNECT, is a social networking for video platform that 

enables content owners, site operators and online marketing organizations to custom brand, target, 

virally distribute and monetize their message via video. 

http://vsocial.com 
Tags: social,network,video 

 

A Library Search Portal for Academic OPACs VuFind is a library resource portal designed and 

developed for libraries by libraries. The goal of VuFind is to enable your users to search and browse 

through all of your library's resources by replacing the traditional OPAC to include: 

- Catalog Records 

- Digital Library Items 

- Institutional Repository 

- Institutional Bibliography 

- Other Library Collections and Resources 

http://www.vufind.org 
Tags: book,knowledge,search 

 

Slideshows Creator VUVOX is an online service that can enable you create personal, collaborative & 

emotive slideshows using your own digital media - including video, photos, music and text. 

http://www.vuvox.com 
Tags: create,build,presentation,share,media 

 

Free, browser-only web meeting Vyew is a web service provided by Simulat, inc., a California 

coporation located in berkeley.CA Simulat provides leading edge technology in network simulation and 

product replication. Its customers include Microsoft, RSA Security, SurfControl. 

http://vyew.com 
Tags: communication,collaboration  

 

Software Gone Social With Wakoopa you know what software you've been using, and how long 

you've been using it. But you also get updated when a new version comes out, or somebody writes a 

review about your software. 

http://wakoopa.com 
Tags: tool,track,discover,share 

Walk. Explore. Have Fun An interesting way to explore the web visually by walking through sites 



 

and their links. 

http://walk2web.com 
Tags: visual,mapping,discover,tool,fun 

 

Find A Great Neighborhood Walk Score helps people find walkable places to live. Walk Score 

calculates the walkability of an address by locating nearby stores, restaurants, schools, parks, etc. 

http://www.walkscore.com 
Tags: mapping,discover,neighborhood 

 

Social Experience Where it's Easy to be Yourself and Connect with Friends you Choose 
Wallop redefines the social networking experience and unlocks the potential of self-expression online. 

Express yourself by uniquely customizing Wallop with your own pictures, music, animation, and a 

growing number of exciting mods. Best of all? No coding required. 

http://www.wallop.com 
Tags: social,network,share,photo,music,microsoft 

 

Share photos, blog, and interact with your friends Wallop is a research project of the Social 

Computing Group at Microsoft Research, exploring how people share media and build conversations in 

the context of social networks. We are currently conducting a small, real world trial of Wallop with small 

friendship groups. Therefore, membership in Wallop is limited to study participants until the trial is 

over. 

http://mywallop.com 
Tags: community,blogging,deadpool 

 

Track your Spending Waltproof is a quick and easy to use tool that enables you to track your 

spending, and set monthly budgets for yourself. Walletproof is designed to help you track what you 

spend you're money on, regardless of how your bank accounts are structured. Simply enter your 

monthly income in "Recurring income" and your rent, water and heating bills etc. in "Recurring 

expenses" and your day to day expenses in "This month's expenses". You will know how much you have 

left to spend. 

http://www.walletproof.com 
Tags: management,money,track,bill,finance 

 

IM, Groups and Media Sharing - Faster and Easier Wambo is a new Instant Messaging 

program that makes it easy to have private group discussions with circles of friends about interests, 

events or group projects. Group conversations happen in real-time, but unlike IM the dialog doesn’t end 

abruptly as friends go offline. Rather, group messaging can continue overnight, since all messages are 

automatically archived. 

http://wambo.com 
Tags: IM,chat,group,media,share,download 

 

Simple way to Meet New People Wannago helps you discover fun local events and activities 

ranging from concerts and sporting events to small get together. More importantly, the site helps you 

meet others interested in attending the same event. Have fun with real people in the real world. 

http://wannago.com 
Tags: meet,discover,social,date,fun,community,Israel 

Let anyone Name your Tune WatZatSong is a community website that allows you to name a song 

of which you have the tune stuck in your head but neither know the artist nor the title and name the 

other members songs and thus climb the ranking up. More generally, WatZatSong is a music discovery 



 

and sharing website based on helping each other. 

http://www.watzatsong.com 
Tags: music,community,share,record,discover 

 

Love email but hate typing? Free WaxMail lets you talk instead of type! Your voice messages are 

attached to Outlook emails (as MP3S) ready to send to any email address. Recipients do not need 

WaxMail in order to hear your message. 

http://www.waxmail.biz 
Tags: communication 

 

Interactive Podcasts Waxxi is a presenter and producer of live and archived interactive podcasts. The 

invitation is open to anyone who wants to be a part of the experience, and have the chance to ask our 

guests a question, or comment on something relative to the topic. Hundreds globally will participate. 

http://waxxi.us 
Tags: podcast,ask,share,comment,group 

 

Where are you Now? WAYN helps you to keep track of all your contacts from around the world and 

make new friends based on where you are now, where you have been and where or are going. Join 

WAYN's vibrant community and discover how easy it is for you to keep in touch, meet people from 

around the world and keep your friends and family informed of your whereabouts movements and 

activities. 

http://www.wayn.com 
Tags: community,discover,meet,track 

 

We are Smarter than Me The central premise of We Are Smarter Than Me is that large groups of 

people ("We") can, and should, take responsibility for traditional business functions that are currently 

performed by companies, industries and experts ("Me"). 

http://www.wearesmarter.org 
Tags: social,tool,community,business 

 

Live Weather, Forecasts, Webcams and Mapping Weather Bonk is a mashup that lets you view 

real time weather information on a map. This can provide some very interesting information. The data 

comes from a combination of personal weather stations that are run from homes and schools as well as 

national weather services. 

http://www.weatherbonk.com 
Tags: weather,mapping,tool,webcam,social 

 

Set of Free Web 2.0 Badges and Badge Generator They are probably one of the most popular 

trend in Web 2.0 time. They might have various round or square corners and eye-catchy colors. They 

immediately attract visitor's attention, it's most over-used trendy little design technique in our days. 

Badges can be used for display a big 'Beta' message on your website or emphasize a price or a 

promotion. Generate your favorite badge. 

http://www.web20badges.com 
Tags: generator,tool,blogging,create 

 

Fast, Simple, Search Engine Friendly Ecommerce Finally, ecommerce stores for next generation 

Web merchants that are fast, easy to use, user friendly and search engine friendly. More simply, Web 2.0 

Stores is the platform you use when you want to work with your ecommerce software, not against it. At 

last, a unique blend of popular ecommerce store and shopping features mixed with popular Web 2.0 and 

SEO features. 

http://web2.0stores.com 
Tags: search,engine,e-commerce,shopping 



 

The Best of Web 2.0, Right in Your Browser 

http://www.web20toolbar.com 
Tags: search,search,download,tool 

 

A PDF Creation Widget for your Website Web2PDF Online is a free HTML to PDF Conversion 

service for your websites that allows your visitors to quickly save useful information in your blogs and 

websites to PDF files. Web2PDF Online also keeps track of all the PDF conversion activities in your site, 

providing you with a metric to measure the importance of your site contents. 

http://web2.pdfonline.com 
Tags: PDF,convert,blogging,widget,create 

 

A Suite of Online Web Services you Need Every Day WebAsyst is a suite of online services 

for group or personal use. All services are tightly integrated and can be accessed from one account that 

requires single login. 

http://www.webasyst.net 
Tags: management,track,document,task,storage,file,secure,email 

 

Active collaboration tool WebBrush can be used in educational purposes (on-line multiuser 

consultations, lessons or in solving some tasks). Also WebBrush will be useful for those who provides 

technical support service. 

http://www.stanfy.com 
Tags: collaboration 

 

the Web the Way you Want WebJam aim is to give users the power of create, share, aggregate, and 

publish personalised content through a disruptive bottom-up approach to web media publishing. 

http://www.webjam.com 
Tags: create,content 

 

Playlist Community WebJay allows users to publish their music playlists on the web. 

http://www.webjay.org 
Tags: music,yahoo,community,playlist,deadpool 

 

Meet Others who Browsing the Same Page at the Same Time Weblin is our virtual presence 

on the internet. Weblin is what makes people visible on the internet. With Weblin people who are on the 

same webpage can see and communicate with each other. 

http://www.weblin.com 
Tags: fun,virtual,meet,share,search,chat,download 

 

The Email Hosting Company Webmail.us is the leading provider of email hosting services to small 

and geographically dispersed businesses. The company and its private-label reseller partners provide 

thousands of businesses with enterprise-class email hosting that eliminates the need to purchase and 

manage email-related software, hardware, and security services. 

http://www.webmail.us 
Tags: hosting,email 

 

Ajax-Based Website Builder WebNode delivers an innovative way of creating and editing websites 

that redefines the industry with website building technology that is easy to use. Users can create active 

content (articles, polls, FAQ, dynamic lists, e-commerce, site maps and photo galleries) via drag-and-

drop from the toolbar, wherever the user wants them to display on the page. 

http://www.webnode.com 



Tags: create,blogging,tool,storage 

 

Access all your Media Anywhere, Anytime WeBot is the solution to the escalating problem of 

too many computers with your photos and music and devices scattered all over the place. WeBot brings 

it all together and lets you be in control of your media and how you view and share it. No matter where 

you find yourself. 

http://webot.com 
Tags: media,remote,download 

 

Original Auto Media The videos you see on WebRidesTV are original. They shoot the footage, They 

design the graphics, and they cut the content. All to prove that auto content can be informative without 

being boring.  

http://webridestv.com 
Tags: video,media,content,car 

 

Ajax Loading Gif Generator Web script lab, translate your ideas into script. provide ajax loading 

gif generator,ajax web,ajax application,ajax script. Create your own ajax lading gif easily just select the 

type of indicator you want, select the beckground and front color of indicator you want and select the 

speed of indicator you need. 

http://www.webscriptlab.com 
Tags: tool,generator,create 

 

Webshots Desktop, A Free Photo Management Application Webshots Desktop, a free photo 

management application, combines wallpaper and screensaver functionality with tools for managing 

and sharing photos. The application offers slideshows, one-click photo uploads from digital cameras to 

online photo albums, and a feature that allows users to track and view the photo albums of their friends 

and family. Over 120 million copies of the Webshots Desktop client have been downloaded to user PCs, 

decorating computers worldwide with stunning photos. 

http://www.webshots.com 
Tags: desktop,photo,album,management 

 

Free Polls for your Website or Blog Create a sample poll in seconds. FreeWebsitePolls-polls are 

quick and easy to create, fun to use, and best of all, cost nothing. No technological knowledge is required 

- the code is created for you in seconds. You merely cut and paste into your website or blog. 

http://www.free-website-polls.com 
Tags: poll,create,share 

 

Converting Bookmarks to Slideshows WebSlides is a new way of organizing, sharing, and 

presenting web content: 

- Create a guided tour for any website 

- Show a list of houses to real estate clients 

- Review a list of job candidates found online 

- Bundle important course resources for students 

http://slides.diigo.com 
Tags: organize,presentation,share,create,bookmarking 

 

Personalized Start Page A very well designed, Ajax based start page. Webwag will allow you to 

gather all your personalized page and search in one place. Webwag helps you to {{wag}} your web 

experience and to get the best use out of it. 

http://www.webwag.com 



Tags: desktop,RSS,feed,startpage 

 

Make your own Wedding Map Wedding Mapper was built to make it fun, easy, and affordable for 

you to map out your wedding, ensuring that everyone from your guests to your photographer have all 

the information they need for your wedding. You can also use your Wedding Mapper map to save on 

custom designs for invitations! 

http://www.weddingmapper.com 
Tags: share,create,mapping,organize 

 

Play TV shows online Interactive online classic TV games that recreated the look and feel of the 

original versions, with original material recorded by the original hosts. WeDigTV currently hosts a 

growing portfolio of the world's most popular shows and through their unique TV2 format they are able 

to place the user into the heart of the video experience. 

http://www.wedigtv.com 
Tags: TV,video 

 

Web Creation Made Easy Weebly is the easiest way to create, upload a website, and share it with 

the world for free. From personal to professional sites, Weebly will enable you to spend your time on the 

most valuable part of your site, its content. 

http://www.weebly.com 
Tags: create,tool,share,storage 

 

The World's First Multiplatform Visual Identity The WeeMee is the world's first multiplatform 

visual identity. WeeMee put a friendly face on the internet by giving you a graphic alter-ego that allows 

you to express yourself, communicate and have fun with old and new friends both online and on your 

mobile phone. 

http://www.weeworld.com 
Tags: create,fun,share 

 

WiFi Anywhere. Friends Everywhere WeFi makes it easy for you to find and connect to WiFi 

networks. With WeFi, each user contributes to the rest of the community by using the client and 

discovering more networks around. All this is reported to a centralized server and shared seamlessly 

among all users, resulting in easy connection. With WeFi software you can also map your favorite 

hotspots, find your friends, share your WiFi with other WeFi members and do many other cool things. 

http://wefi.com 
Tags: network,share,community,WIFI,discover,download,Israel 

 

Show your Game WeGame is a service that allows gamers to record video of what they do in 
PC games and instantly publish it online.he WeGame client is tightly integrated with the 
WeGame site, so all it takes is a simple click of your mouse and your video is online for 
gamers around the world to watch. 
http://www.wegame.com 
Tags: video,game,download 

 

Travelers Community Wegor is a community site for travel experience sharing. You can share your 

travel photos, describe your experiences in the travel blog, and mark your journeys on the map.  

You can also browse thousands of interesting stories and photos of other travelers.  

And it's free of charge. 

http://wegor.com 
Tags: travel,blogging,photo,explore,discover,share 



 

Get and Share Valuable Skills Everyday, knowledge seekers and experts from around the globe 

meet on wengo marketplace and share their experiences through live conversations. 

http://www.wengo.com 
Tags: knowledge,share,marketing,chat,download 

 

Take Control of your Money Wesabe makes it easy to better understand how you spend your 

money and links you to a community of people dedicated to helping each other make better financial 

decisions. 

http://www.wesabe.com 
Tags: money,community,finance 

 

The Best Videos Everywhere WeShow brings a human-powered approach to filtering and 

organizing content. Each day, WeShow uses technology and a global team of category experts to scour 

more than 15 video repositories such as YouTube, MetaCafe, Google Video, MySpace, Dailymotion and 

many others in search of the best quality and delivers the most entertaining videos. WeShow delivers 

content to consumers through a comprehensive channel system, targeted newsletters distributed to 

registered users and a WeShow TV program that highlights daily the best world wide video content 

available. 

http://www.weshow.com 
Tags: video,content,search 

 

Market your Time WeSquare aims to help Skype Prime users who want to sell their service with 

more flexibility. With their web application, users can: 

- Sell without paying high commission. 

- Use any version of Skype to provide their service. 

- Use other online communication providers, like GTalk, Msn, to provide service. 

- Your clients don't need to register before using the service. 

http://www.wesquare.com 
Tags: business,marketing,communication,sell 

 

Free Click and Type Websites you can Share with Like Minded People Wetpaint powers 

websites that tap the power of collaborative thinking. The heart of the Wetpaint advantage is its ability 

to allow anyone, especially those without technical skill to create and contribute to websites written for 

and by those who share a passion or interest. To do this, Wetpaint combines the best aspects of wikis, 

blogs, forums and social networks so anyone can click and type on the web. 

http://www.wetpaint.com 
Tags: share,blogging,social,wiki 

 

Get Answers What Should I Say? Is a new question and answers site that uses YUI, JSON, and other 

libraries to subtly use Ajax throughout. 

http://whatshouldisay.com 
Tags: ask,question,answer,share,community 

 

What's Open Right Now? Finding what's open search is easier. Just type in what you're looking for 

(example: "pizza" or "starbucks" or "lamborghini dealership") and then type in your location (example: 

"92663" or "Newport Beach, Ca") and click "find it!". Immediately, depending how our servers are 

feeling, you should be taken to a virtual mapwith results to relevant results. 

http://www.whatsopen.com 
Tags: mapping,search,engine,discover 



 

Free WIFI Everywhere It’s a software application that you install on your computer and helps you 

get free WiFi access all around the world. Additionally it offers a range of tools and services that will 

take your wireless experience to a new level. 

http://www.whisher.com 
Tags: share,tool,download,WIFI 

 

Free Web-Based Project Management Software WhoDoes is a fresh and intuitive web-based 

project management system. WhoDoes is designed to assist you and your team in planning projects of 

different complexity, from the small project to the biggest one. With WhoDoes you can manage your 

activities and share information with your team, whether you are in the same office or distributed all 

over the world. 

http://whodo.es 
Tags: management,office,business 

 

Who's Linking to you? WhoLinked Displays root URLs of sites/blogs that has linked to your blog. 

Set up for WordPress, MT, Blogger, TypePad, and others. A good way to show a realtime display of sites 

linking to you from all over the Web. 

http://wholinked.com 
Tags: blogging,widget,tool 

 

Express your Passion WhoseFan gives you an excellent chance to express what you are a fan of. But 

WhoseFan does more than that. You can post messages and participate in discussions as well as add 

links to different web sites that relate to a particular entity. Everything you can be a fan of is called an 

Entity at WhoseFan. 

http://www.whosefan.com 
Tags: share,community,discover 

 

The Onlind Staff Holiday Planner WhosOff is a place for companies to look after their staff 

holiday planning and tracking, sharing the classic office wall planner with all their staff securely online. 

http://www.whosoff.com 
Tags: office,tool,management 

 

The First Personal Job Referral Exchange whototalkto bring job seekers together so everyone can 

share and exchange the inside scoop. 

http://www.whototalkto.com 
Tags: search,job,share 

 

Social Discovery for the Real World With Whrrl, your friends and the places and events they 

"touch" light up so you can pick what's interesting to you. You control your privacy to share what you 

want with only the people you select. 

http://www.whrrl.com 
Tags: social,event,discover,mapping,mobile 

 

Widgetizing the Web Widgetbox is an online directory of web widgets for blogs and other web 

pages. They work with TypePad, WordPress, Blogger, MySpace and most any other blog, sidebar or 

website. No plugins needed. And they're free! 

http://www.widgetbox.com/ 
Tags: widget,tool 

your Ultimate Widgets Resource Widgipedia is the ultimate cross-platform resource for both users 

and developers of widgets and gadgets. You will find here widgets and gadgets to download - many of 



 

them not to be found anywhere else. But there is much more: you can upload here your creations 

without restrictions, as well as find tutorials, code samples, libraries or learn from other developers or 

share knowledge with them. 

http://www.widgipedia.com 
Tags: widget 

 

Mobilize your Web With WidSets you can get traffic alerts, news, blogs, gossip, restaurant reviews, 

weather reports and loads of other stuff that you would normally get through a web service. And if you 

can't find web services you're interested in, WidSets provide you with tools that you can use to create 

your own services and access them directly from your cell phone. And it's so easy, you'll be able to do it 

without breaking a sweat. 

https://www.widsets.com 
Tags: mobile,widget,tool,discover,create 

 

Sharing is Good A wiki is an easy to use and versatile tool that allows you to share information and 

collaborate among friends and family, coworkers, members of a club, researchers, teachers and students, 

and just about any group. With wik.is, people can create, edit, share, store and search documents, 

emails, images and files on the same workspace anytime they like. 

http://wik.is 
Tags: wiki,share,create,edit,collaboration,group 

 

Create and Share Eeb Pages A web site that makes it simple for anyone to create and share web 

pages, images, and much more in an instant. If you can browse, you can wiki! 

http://www.wiki.com 
Tags: wiki 

 

A Collection of Communities with Websites that you can Edit Wikia are wiki communities 

creating free content with the MediaWiki software. These are hosted for free by Wikia, Inc., the company 

which runs the project. Anyone is free to start a new Wikia in accordance with the creation policy and 

terms of use. 

http://wikia.com 
Tags: community,wiki,create 

 

Open Source Social Search Engine Wikia's search engine concept is that of trusted user feedback 

from a community of users acting together in an open, transparent, public way. 

http://alpha.search.wikia.com 
Tags: search,engine,opensource 

 

Mindmap Wikipedia Content WikiMindMap is a tool to browse easily and efficiently in Wiki 

content, inspired by the mindmap technique. Wiki pages in large public wiki's, such as wikipedia, have 

become rich and complex documents. Thus, it is not always straight forward to find the information you 

are really looking for. This tool aims to support users to get a good structured and easy understandable 

overview of the topic you are looking for. 

http://wikimindmap.org 
Tags: wiki,mindmap,tool,content,mapping 

 

You are the Media Wikio is a user managed news search engine. It watches, real time, thousands of 

news sources, gathers hundreds of thousands of stories every day and classifies them by their topics in a 

multi millions documents database. information classification is based both on its relevancy and on its 

members popularity who vote, discuss or even write new stories. 

http://www.wikio.com 
Tags: engine,search 



 

Wikis for Everyone Create simple web pages that groups, friends, and families can edit together. 

Signing up and creating your own wiki space is fast, free, and easy. 

http://www.wikispaces.com 
Tags: wiki,group 

 

The Wikipedia About You WikiYou allows users to create or claim a profile, then operates much 

like any other social network, with one catch: the main area of the profile is reserved for stories about the 

person, which anyone can edit. 

http://www.wikiyou.com 
Tags: identity,wiki,create,share 

 

Software for Association Management and Non-Profits Administration Wild Apricot is a 

new generation web software that automates daily administrative routines for not-for-profit 

organizations - website management, member database, donations, event registrations. Access it from 

your home or office to update your webpages, organize meetings, keep tab on registrations and 

donations, and manage your membership database. We worked hard to make it easy to use. 

http://www.wildapricot.com 
Tags: organize,download, 

 

Keeps A Record of Wines that you have Tried When you venture to try a new type or variety of 

wine, you are taking the risk that you will either love it or hate it. WineLog provides you with a free way 

to track your preferences on new wines, including the specific information about the wine, as well as 

personal and public comments and one to five-star rating. 

http://www.winelog.net 
Tags: community,wine,track,lifestyle 

 

Social search engine Wink is a search engine that gives you the most relevant and interesting results 

as found by people. Wink offers world class machine-powered search from Google and applies Wink's 

PeopleRank (tm) technology to deliver sites that people think are the best for your search. 

http://www.wink.com 
Tags: community,engine,social,navigation 

 

Podcast Receiving Made Easy WinPodder is a free program for Windows XP that makes listening 

to audio podcast or watching video podcasts easier than ever. With a simple click of a button, you can 

subscribe to any podcast you want. No complicated procedures - just click and go. 

http://www.winpodder.com 
Tags: podcast,audio,download,management 

 

Make Better eBay Listings WipBox enables sellers to create better, richer listings through deeper 

knowledge gathering and better preparation. Users can learn which categories and for how much they 

should list items based on each product's basic info. WipBox shows high, low and average prices for 

items as well as concentration of like items in categories on eBay. 

http://www.wipbox.com 
Tags: ebay,knowledge 

 

Free your Mind Never forget your ideas again. Wirdea allows you to save them as you have 

them. 

Create categories and organize your ideas. Create brainstorm sessions with your friends. Use 

wridea as a basic project management tool. Create a page for each project and different 

categories for each work type. 
http://www.wridea.com 



Tags: create,organize,share,management 

 

Online Photo Editor Wiredness is an image manipulation application. Upload a photo or grab from 

any URL, to resize, change exposure, fix red-eye, rotate, colorize, change brightness and contrast, and 

much more. 

http://www.wiredness.com 
Tags: photo,edit,resize,tool,share,create,storage 

 

Question Everything wis.dm is an online community where you ask questions to the wis.dm crowd 

and get back useful answers. It is for people who are looking for something more meaningful than they 

get from “popularity” based social networks. It’s a place to engage around asking, sharing, growing and 

learning. It’s where you get to question everything 

http://wis.dm/ 
Tags: question,answer,ask,community,share,social,discover,knowledge 

 

Visual Thinking Evolution Wise Mapping is the web mind mapping tool that leverages the power 

of Mind Maps using new technologies like vectorial languages (SVG and VML). No pluggin required. 

http://www.wisemapping.com 
Tags: mindmap,mapping 

 

Let the World know what your Desire Wishlistr's simple and easy to use interface lets you edit, 

delete and sort your list items without ever reloading the page. Let friends and family subscribe to your 

wishlist via RSS. As soon as you make any changes to your list they will know about it. 

http://www.wishlistr.com 
Tags: to-do,share 

 

Make your Wishes Come True Wishood provides the inspiration and tools for verbalizing and 

exchanging wishes between close people, enabling them to get even closer. The community of wishers is 

helping Wishood build what is aimed to be the world’s biggest Wishes Reservoir for the inspiration of 

everyone. Get ideas and go wish. 

http://wishood.com 
Tags: share,community,social,Israel 

 

Save and Share your Favorites Products Wishpot is a free social shopping service that makes it 

easy to save and share interesting things you find in stores and online. Items are easily collected online 

or from stores and organized using simple online lists. Lists and items can be kept private or shared with 

others. You can collect and discover products you like, recommend your favorite stuff, share and explore 

gift suggestions or ask for opinions and advice. 

http://wishpot.com 
Tags: social,shopping,discover,buy,sell,e-commerce 

 

Social Shopping Wists is short for weblists, shareable image bookmarks for any page on the web. 

With wists, your wishlists are not limited to a particular store such as Amazon. Sign up and install the 

Wists button in your browser, to automatically create picture bookmarks, like the ones below, for any 

page and without having to upload anything 

http://wists.com 
Tags: shopping,social,create,bookmarking 

Make Free Flash Web Content in Minutes Wix is an online application for creating and 

publishing stunning Web content in Flash.  

With Wix you don't have to be a designer or programmer to create gorgeous Websites and embeddable 



 

Web objects. Wix's drag & drop interface easily adds audio, video, images, text, animation, decoration, 

and so much more. 

http://www.wix.com 
Tags: flash,management,fun,content,build,Israel 

 

All your Media Stored in one Place Wixi is a social media network where users interact with each 

other by privately watching, posting, and sharing content of all media types, including photos, audio, 

and video. The site offers a unique interface, where media can be managed in the same way files are 

organized on a computer desktop –Uploaded files automatically convert to be played in high definition 

with one universal flash player, that can be privately used or shared with friends, fellow Wixi members, 

through email, IM mobile phones, or embedded on blog or Web sites. 

http://www.wixi.com 
Tags: network,social,media,blogging,organize 

 

Anyone can teach and learn live, online WiZiQ is a free online collaboration platform for 
teachers and students: 
- Build teacher and member profiles, network and interact 
- Collaborate for synchronous teaching and learning through the virtul Classroom 
- Upload and share tutorials 
- Use the Virtual Classroom with external LMS like Modle 
- Access recorded sessions for asynchronous learning 

http://www.wiziq.com 
Tags: knowledge,teacher,discover,tool,college,virtual,e-learning 

 

Collaborative Page Highlighting Wizlite is a tool allowing users to collaboratively highlight 

important passages on pages on the Internet. Users can organize in groups and attach notes to their 

selections. Wizlite is activated by a bookmarklet or Firefox toolbar extension. Wizlite is great for many 

applications, such as topic discovery (e.g. for talks) or reviewing. 

http://wizlite.com 
Tags: collaboration,organize,tool 

 

Your Social TV Platform woho.tv to create environment where you can easily connect all your 

video media, run your private show and export it to your personal blog or webpage. 

http://woho.tv 
Tags: TV,video,blogging 

 

Your Online 1GB Free files storage With Woofiles you can store one or severals files up to 1GB 

online. This is a free service. 

Select a file to upload to our server from your computer by clicking the Add File button. 

http://www.woofiles.com 
Tags: file,share,storage 

 

Enjoy the Minute WooMe bring the speed dating craze online and extends it to let users meet new 

people live in fast, fun and free speed. sessions. Find a session that interest you and meet 5 people in 5 

minuts. WooMe's cutting edge in browser video and voice capability delivers a live interactive 

experience where users meet new people around shared interests. 

http://www.woome.com 
Tags: date,meet,fun,social 

 

Share & store Artworks,Photos, Videos and MP3 Woomp is a unique tool to create, manage 

beautiful galleries, and share artworks, photos and videos online. 

http://mm.cpluv.com 



Tags: gallery,photo,music,tool,create,share 

 

How to Guides for your Business Work.com is a new service from Business.com, the largest 

business-to-business search engine and directory. Business.com and Work.com help small business 

decision-makers solve their most pressing business problems and realize their most compelling 

opportunities. They make it easy to find the most useful business websites, products, and services saving 

the users time and money. 

http://work.com 
Tags: business,search,engine 

 

Find Old Workmates Workedhere was created to allow users to easily find old workplaces and meet 

old work buddies with the help of Google Maps. Can't find an old workplace? You can simply create it 

yourself and invite your old colleagues to join. Users can contribute to workplaces by leaving comments, 

creating or adding to events and uploading photos and videos. 

http://www.workedhere.com 
Tags: discover,mapping,photo,video,create 

 

Online Development Management Workspace is a online development environment that 

facilitates the complete management of your Web-based projects. With a syntax highlighting editor built 

right in, it provides the ability to edit text, PHP, JavaScript, HTML, Java, Perl, SQL and other types of 

files directly on a remote server. 

http://www.createworkspace.com 
Tags: management,create,file 

 

Online Collaboration Tool Wrike saves the time of managers and increases the productivity of 

everyone on the team. Wrike makes collaboration simple-you get things done! Usually when you need 

something to be done you send an e-mail. Dozens of such e-mails per day turn into lengthy 

correspondence, meetings and discussions of the details. Wrike allows you to stop running around and 

secure your objects. 

http://www.wrike.com 
Tags: collaboration,tool,email 

 

Create, Edit, and Share your Sitemaps Online WriteMaps is a free web-based tool that allows 

you to create, edit, and share sitemaps online. As a WriteMaps user, you and your team will be able to 

build and access your sitemaps from anywhere, without having to rely on proprietary desktop apps and 

static files. 

http://www.writemaps.com 
Tags: mapping,create,share,tool,build 

 

Free Web Word Processor for your Blog Create Post Entries for your Blog from right here with 

this advanced word processor. Completely free, no membership required, can Post to multiple Blogs, 

view and edit Posts, works with all major Blog programs. Easy and clean. 

http://writetomyblog.com 
Tags: write,blogging 

 

Online Word Processing Work for Groups With WriteWith you can easily: 

- Upload documents to the web 

- Assign tasks to others and share docs with them 

- Edit together, chat, and see changes as soon as they happen 

- Comprehensive history for each doc 

http://www.writewith.com 
Tags: collaboration,share,edit,group,office,WORD 



 

Making Forms = Easy + Fast + Fun Wufoo is an Internet application that helps anybody build 

amazing online forms. When you design a form with Wufoo, it automatically builds the database, 

backend and scripts needed to make collecting and understanding your data easy, fast and fun. Because 

Wufoo host everything, all you need is a browser, an Internet connection and a few minutes to build a 

form and start using it right away. 

http://wufoo.com 
Tags: form,tool,fun,create,design 

 

Create your Personal Life Path On xakasha, you can create a 3-dimensional life path filled with 

photos, videos and descriptions of different stages & events of your life. Also, you can connect them 

with the lives of your friends and other people who have been part of that event. This will comprise a 

world memory- consisting of individual life paths and events. 

http://xakasha.com 
Tags: photo,video,create,connection 

 

Free Mobile Weblog Xanco allows you to take photos or shoot videos with your camera phone and 

share them with your friends or family anywhere in the world using a lifelog. Add a subject and 

description and simply upload them to Xanco using email or MMS. 

http://www.xanco.com 
Tags: blogging,share,mobile 

 

Better Image Cataloging and Image Management Xcavator is a new and exciting technology 

for searching and sorting images. With all the control granted to you, it makes image searching easy and 

specific. It's very much like text-based searching in Google or Yahoo! 

http://xcavator.net 
Tags: search,photo,tool,discover 

 

Online Business Accounting Software With Xero you can easily monitor your cashflow. 

Collaborate with your team and advisors in real time. Simply login to Xero at anytime from any 

computer in the world. 

- Invite your business partners, your team and your advisors to login 

- Access the same data, at the same time, from any computer 

- Automatically import your bank statements daily 

- Manage multiple businesses with ease 

http://www.xero.com 
Tags: business,collaboration,track,organize 

 

Compose Your Information System XFruits makes possible the Mashup RSS creation in a very 

simple way thanks to the Composer. You can assemble the bricks together so as to build your own feed-

based service. "xFruiter" service's users are referenced 

http://xfruits.com 
Tags: feed 

 

Unique Peple Search XING powers relationships for the world’s business professionals.  

No two people are more than six degrees apart. Put theory into practice and benefit from your XING 

network. 

http://www.xing.com 
Tags: search,engine,business 

Chat and Leave Comments on Any Web Page Exploring the web no longer needs to be a solo 

experience. Xpanity takes your web browsing experience out of the box and lets you join the circle. Chat 



 

on-line with other browsers on the same web page in real time. Leave your comment on the Shared 

Boards linked to every web page. 

http://www.xpanity.com 
Tags: chat,discover,browser 

 

Expense Tracking and Reporting Xpenser help you record expenses as soon as they happen and 

forget about them. you can record expenses via whatever means are available to you quickly and 

painlessly. Send them in via Email, SMS, IM, or voice (call a number and say your expense). Use the Web 

interface to edit and finalize them, and be done with them. No more forgetting your cash expenses, no 

more half-day expense entry sessions. 

http://xpenser.com 
Tags: track,money,finance 

 

The Power of the Community in Sports Betting Xufe is the power of the community in sports 

betting. It’s a tool for clever betting. When you log in at xufe you see a voting panel for a match that will 

take place in the next days. Click on the name of the team you think will win and see what other xufers 

voted. Based on what people vote and what bookmakers think, xufe suggests you the underestimated 

betting offer. 

http://www.xufe.com 
Tags: rate,community,sport,tool 

 

Online Reality Game Its a giant online reality game played for fame and fortune between you, your 

friends, and 1,000,000 other players. 

http://xuqa.com/ 
Tags: game 

 

Management for Teachers and Students With YacaPaca users can create quizzes, surveys, 

tests,and more. Discover modify and share assessments.Set work for the whole class with a few mouse 

clicks, and analyse with tools that improve your teaching. 

http://yacapaca.com 
Tags: e-learning,teacher,student,management 

 

Simply Connected Simplify your connected life the way only YackPack's patented interface can. See 

at a glance who is in the 'office', and hold a conversation as if you're right there - no 'calling', no 

'composing a message', no 'opening a chat window' - just instant, effortless communication. 

http://www.yackpack.com 
Tags: communication,mapping,visual,community,audio,chat,collaboration,health 

 

Enhance your Blog Posts The Yahoo! Shortcuts powered Wordpress plugin is an easy way for 

webmasters to enrich blog posts with great content (maps, finance quotes, news headlines, Flickr photos, 

and much more.) 

http://shortcuts.yahoo.com 
Tags: blogging,plug-in,etid,tool,yahoo 

 

Search the Arabic Web Using the English Letters Yamli is the tool that finally allows you to 

easily access and expand the Arabic Web. Using Yamli is very easy. Simply spell out each Arabic word 

the way you would pronounce it, and Yamli will convert it to the corresponding Arabic word using its 

patent pending technology. 

http://www.yamli.com 
Tags: search,engine,convert,tool 



 

Social Listings Yample allows you to: Bookmark - with one click you can add, store, discover and 

share your bookmarks online, and access these bookmarks from any computer from anywhere. Organize 

- you can use categories, tags, descriptions, comments, maps to organize and remember your 

bookmarks. Share - Social Listings where you can discover & share with friends and strangers what's 

going on in your area. 

http://yample.com 
Tags: bookmarking,discover,organize,list,share,social,mapping 

 

Chat with others on any Website Yaplet turns every site on the web into a social network. Yaplet 

requires no installation and no registration. With the click of a bookmark, you can chat directly with 

other people viewing the same page as you.  

 

 

 

 

http://www.yaplet.com 
Tags: collaboration,chat,tool 

 

Real Time Entertainment YeboTV is a community-based website meant for networking, sharing 

video content, blogging and best of all for promoting live entertainment 

with real time interaction from fans to artist and fan to fan. After 

<script type="text/javascript">the performance on their site meaning additional impressions and a wider 

window of valuable time for fans and new viewers to interact about the 

event and performance. 

http://www.yebotv.com 
Tags: TV,video,share,blogging 

 

Proactive Social Knowledge Search 

Yedda connect people who are looking for knowledge with the people who have the knowledge. Ask 

any question on any topic, and Yedda will search for people with the relevant interests and knowledge, 

and invite them to answer your question. Share your knowledge by answering other people, build your 

reputation and connect with likely minded people. 

http://www.yedda.com 
Tags: knowledge,search,social,community,answer,question,Israel,AOL 

 

Follow me if you can.. With Yelago, your friends know what you do, and you know what your 

friends do. All the time, everywhere… yelago is free, easy and can be installed on your blog. 

http://yelago.com/ 
Tags: communication,mobile,track,share,blogging 

 

More than a YellowPage YellowBot is essentially a local search site for finding and reviewing the 

places you go to in your community (and elsewhere). As an integral part of the site we are building ways 

for patrons and business owners to exchange tips and experiences. 

http://www.yellowbot.com 
Tags: search,engine,discover 

Find, Talk and Review what's great or not so great - in your Area A fun and easy way to 

find, review and talk about what's great (and not so great) in your world. Yelp makes it fast and easy by 

collecting and organizing your friends' recommendations in one convenient place. Yelp is made of 100% 



 

user generated content. Just real people, writing real reviews, and that's the real deal. 

http://www.yelp.com 
Tags: content,social 

 

Dating Site that Learns your Taste You look at pictures of people and select yes, no, or mayB. 

People you like are put into your own private 'blackbook'. YesnomayB secretly put your picture in front 

of those people, to see if they like you too. If they do, the service we'll let you know - and you can then 

make contact. 

http://www.yesnomayb.com 
Tags: community,date 

 

Audio for Fun, Fame and Fortune Yodio is an emerging Seattle-based Internet company offering 

an integrated, one-stop digital audio publishing service and marketplace - a Web community where 

anyone can go to self-record, produce, and buy/sell personal audio recordings (podcasts). 

http://beta.yodio.com 
Tags: podcast,audio,fun,tool 

 

Find Local Businesses Yokl’d is a "Best Of" local business ranking social platform that is 100% 

compiled and commented on by users. The idea is simple - the more times a business gets 

"Yokl’d" (voted) the higher in the rankings it will be listed. 

http://yokld.com 
Tags: business,rate,social 

 

Search for anyone Across Social Networks Sites yoName turns your computer into a private 

detective. Look for anyone you want. You can even look them up by a username or an email address! If 

they're on any of the big-time networks like MySpace or Facebook, yoName will find them. Look up 

friends, family, ex-es. Look up yourself and see if someone's impersonating you. Or just have fun and 

look up celebrities, even if the first five entries for Paris Hilton are all "male, 39, single, in Madison, 

Wisconsin". 

http://yoname.com 
Tags: digg,facebook,myspace,identity,search,engine,social 

 

Connect with People Around you yooGuu provide an exciting social networking platform where 

user can have the most fun, rich and impressive experience when connecting with their family, friends 

and colleagues from all over the world. 

http://www.yooguu.com 
Tags: network,social,bookmarking 

 

Calling all Emails Yoomba, is an open communications experience that allows you to talk through 

your email, for free, globally. Yoomba works based on the first proprietary open peer2peer topology that 

sits on top of all email networks. This patent pending technology developed by Yoomba's team and can 

turns any email address into a phone and messenger. 

http://yoomba.com 
Tags: communication,P2P,messaging,Israel 

 

Collaborative Web Search Yoople! is web search site that gives you the chance to modify the results 

page and share your changes with everybody. You just perform a search, sort (drag&drop) results in the 

way you prefer and later searches for the same term will be affected by your changes. Results of yoople 

searches won't be just returned from a machine but also from the collaboration of the people. 

http://www.yoople.net 
Tags: collaboration,search,engine 



 

The Best Independent Films, Shows, and Videos Online YouAreTV makes sharing your 

video to the world simple and effortless. Through using tags, social networking, and semantic search, 

YouAreTV make it easy for anyone to find the right content they want to see. The focus is on user-

generated content and on enabling the formation of communities around video.YouAreTV believe 

everyone has the ability to produce. 

http://www.youare.tv 
Tags: social,TV,video 

 

Create your own 3 Screen TV YouThreeb is a simple tool to help you create triptyhs of youTube 

videos. 

http://www.you3b.com 
Tags: video,create,fun,tool 

 

Instant Social Networking YouCams is an Instant Social Networking chat site with many great 

features to enhance the chatting environment. Grab our code and use YouCams on your profile page or 

website. 

http://youcams.com 
Tags: network,webcam,chat,share,tool,social 

 

Collaborate. Network. Community Band together with friends and colleagues to exchange ideas, 

network, and collaborate in real time private communities. 

http://www.youfig.com 
Tags: community,social,network,collaboration,Israel 

 

The Online Music Licensing Marketplace YouLicense is an online music licensing marketplace. 

YouLicense has developed a platform which enables artists and those seeking musical content to 

conduct business directly with one another in a safe and secure environment. Their unique search engine 

and standardized contracts allow for a quick and easy process. 

http://www.youlicense.com 
Tags: music,marketplace,business,search,engine 

 

Record Unique Voice Greetings for Anyone who Calls you YouMail is the new voice mail for 

cell phones. Among many features, it allows you to record unique voice greetings for anyone who calls 

you, based on their caller ID. Individualize your voice greetings for friends, family or important callers 

while maintaining a standard greeting for work and unknown callers. 

http://youmail.com 
Tags: mobile,messaging,email,voice,record 

 

Don't Decide Alone YouMeUs is a relationship advice community that allows you to get and give 

simple answers to your dating and relationship questions. Share your experiences; learn from others; 

never waste your time. 

http://www.youme.us 
Tags: date,community,ask,answer,question 

 

Publish Drafts Online Create and share content instantly without registration. The WYSIWYG 

editor allows fast and flexible drafting. You can give others the right to edit or only read your page and 

add replies. 

http://www.yourdraft.com 
Tags: tool,share,create 

Get your Free 2GB storage Capacity for your Photos for FREE Here you can upload, store 



 

and organize your photos. A collection of many tools makes this web service powerful yet easy to use. 

Decide for yourself if you want to make your images public, only want to show them to designated 

members of yourep.com or just want to keep them for yourself. 

http://www.yourep.com 
Tags: storage,photo,photo,deadpool 

 

Text Generator YourGen is a web 2.0 online text generator where users can easily upload their own 

fonts or simply use one of the many existing fonts already on the site. Hit counters are also available in 

any font found on the site. 

http://yourgen.com 
Tags: text,generator,fun,tool,create 

 

Personalized Dashboard of Minis yourminis.com is a personalized dashboard of minis (mini 

applications, also known as widgets) that let you perform specific tasks, and get information and 

features from all over the web in one place. You can configure minis to see your email, check the 

weather, watch youtube videos, search the web, browse flickr photos, read news and rss feeds, save 

notes & to dos, listen to music, and much, much more. 

http://www.yourminis.com 
Tags: widget,desktop,startpage 

 

Connecting Communities YourStreet is a vibrant community of homeowners, buyers and renters 

sharing inside knowledge about their local neighborhoods. Discover a new neighborhood or share 

knowledge about your own. Track local real estate conditions in your area - what's selling and what's 

not. Connect with neighbors across the country and find out what a neighborhood is really like. 

http://www.yourstreet.com 
Tags: realestate,track,community,knowledge,sell,buy,search,marketplace 

 

You send it... They will deliver YouSendIt is the one of the leading digital delivery company 

serving business and individuals on the Web today. Their innovative service enables users to send, 

receive and track files, on-demand. YouSendIt provides a trusted, convenient and smart solution for 

transferring large files over the Internet, replacing the need for FTP transfers, overnight couriers and 

unreliable email attachments. 

http://www.yousendit.com 
Tags: email,hosting,file,storage 

 

Broadcast Yourself YouTube is a place for people to engage in new ways with video by sharing, 

commenting on, and viewing videos. YouTube originally started as a personal video sharing service, and 

has grown into an entertainment destination with people watching more than 70 million videos on the 

site daily. 

http://www.youtube.com 
Tags: video,google 

 

Find a Travel Companion YowTRIP is a social network site that connects you with other world 

travelers in your town or wherever you're traveling. Find people like yourself who are planning to or 

have traveled, live or have lived, anywhere in the world. YowTRIP's goal is to promote cultural 

exchange by connecting world travelers and enabling them to share their travel experiences on this 

online community. 

http://www.yowtrip.com 
Tags: travel,social,network 

Create your own games with the GameMaker Do you want to develop computer games 



 

without spending countless hours learning how to become a programmer? Then you've come to the 

right place. Game Maker allows you to make exciting computer games, without the need to write a 

single line of code. 

http://www.yoyogames.com 
Tags: game,create,share,tool,fun 

 

Learn Magic Tricks YUDOmagic's is a niche community offering a network for magic lovers. Their 

main focus is community produced magic performances and tutorials. This service allows you to watch, 

learn and share cool magic tricks. Community members can share their performances by uploading their 

own magic videos to the site. However uploaded performance videos will be reviewed by site 

administrators prior to availability in the YUDOmagic Player. 

http://www.yudomagic.com/ 
Tags: community,magic,video,fun,share,kids 

 

Easy-To-Use, Free Web Conferencing Yugma is a free web conferencing service that enables 

people to instantly connect over the Internet and to collaborate using any application or software, using 

both Windows and Mac. Online collaboration is great solution for businesses that need to share 

information with their employees and clients, regardless if they are located in another building, state or 

even another country. Yugma offers those companies an opportunity to bring people together in real 

time and on demand. 

https://www.yugma.com/ 
Tags: webconference,collaboration,download,business,share,desktop 

 

Create your own Community Yuku is about communities, discussion, profiles, images and blogs - 

all in one place. You can sign up to Yuku and create a free account. Each Yuku user account can create 

up to five Profiles. And each account can build message boards, a blog or create a gallery. 

http://www.yuku.com 
Tags: community,create,tool 

 

Discover your City's Best Kept Secrets Yumondo is a social recommendation platform that helps 

you get more out of urban living. Yumondo platform links up online what’s always been connected 

offline: People. Places. Events. And all kind of things. People go to places that are run by people who 

hold events that attract people to enjoy their favorite things. You can organize your free time, and 

exchange ideas with other urban trendsetters all over the world. 

http://www.yumondo.com 
Tags: social,network,organize,discover,exchange,mapping,mobile 

 

Connect with People in the World YUNiTi is a play on the word "unity", which is the primary 

principle our site is founded on - to bring everything together. People, languages, features you love. 

YUNiTi goal is to create a central place where you can connect with anyone in the world in every way 

possible. 

http://www.yuniti.com 
Tags: communication,community,connection,social,share 

 

Load i,t Post it, Store it, Share it Yuntaa means alternative. An alternative way to backup, store, 

share and access everything you have on your computer today. Yuntaa created so that you will have an 

alternative way to work with all the stuff you have on your computer and do so much more with it than 

you could if it stayed where it was today. And all this using one simple tool. 

http://www.yuntaa.com 
Tags: storage,share,file,tool 



 

Online Video Bookmarking Yuxt is an online bookmarking tool that allows users to choose among 

three different options to save their favorite video into their personal Yuxt spaces. No installation is 

require. 

http://yuxt.com 
Tags: bookmarking,video,create,playlist 

 

Free Online File Conversion ZAMZAR will allow you to convert any files you want without the 

need of download software to your computer. Just a good, free - web based tool! 

http://www.zamzar.com/ 
Tags: convert,file 

 

Your Life in Real Time ZANNEL is about life in real time - a way for you and your friends to share 

what you're doing, feeling, and seeing as it happens. With Zannel, you post video, picture, or text 

updates from your phone to instantly start conversations. You can also follow friends, meet new friends, 

and watch videos on mobile and the web. 

http://www.zannel.com 
Tags: mobile,community,photo,video 

 

Share your World - Express Yourself - Find Friends Zaplife makes it fun and easy to stay in 

touch with friends and family as well as meeting new people. With a plain and simple layout, Zaplife 

gives you tools to help you easily express and share your photos and thoughts. You can keep your 

material entirely private or public, you decide how you want to express yourself. 

http://www.zaplife.com 
Tags: track,share,create,tool 

 

Internet TV Network Zappr.tv creating an Internet TV Network for niche communities which 

combines user-generated videos with professionally produced programming. 

http://www.zappr.tv 
Tags: TV,video,community,network 

 

Share Stuff with your Friends Zapr is an application which lets you create links to any files on 

your PC. You can then send these links to friends (via email or IM) and they can get the files directly 

from your computer via their browser. It's safe and secure. 

http://www.zapr.net 
Tags: secure,share,P2P,file 

 

TV to Go Zattoo is live TV on your PC - it's the football game as you chat, the news as you email, and 

Lost as you pay your bills. Zattoo is also TV when you don't have a TV - it's the channels you want, 

when you want, where you want. 

http://zattoo.com 
Tags: TV,video,download 

 

Create or Shop for Unique Designs Zazzle is the meeting of your imagination with on-demand 

manufacturing to allow you to create, share and celebrate your unique interests and passions. Zazzle 

combine innovative manufacturing, a robust community, the largest online collection of customizable 

digital images and unmatched personalization tools to empower you to create apparel, posters, cards, 

stamps and more. In addition, you can choose to become a contributor by sharing your unique creations 

in Zazzle's public galleries. Within these galleries, you can browse, comment and connect with others 

who share your interests. 

http://www.zazzle.com 
Tags: share,sell,create 



 

Do It All! from one Place ZCubes seamlessly integrates browsing, searching, editing, painting, 

freehand drawing, cursive hand-writing, audio-video media management, publishing, and much more 

into a pure Browser Based Platform. 

http://home.zcubes.com 
Tags: draw,search,media,management 

 

The Free Trading Community Zecco's reconstructed the mold on traditional web brokerages, 

making it easier than ever for you to get smart and act smart with your money. Think of Zecco as a full 

package upgrade to the typical online investment routine 

http://www.zecco.com 
Tags: money,broker,trade,community,finance 

 

Your Mobile Community zedmo is a mobile community and search engine. Wherever you are, you 

can easily find or be notified instantly of the most up-to-date and unique news - from around the corner 

or around the world. zedmo also gives you the opportunity to create and contribute to feeds and share 

what you know. 

http://zedmo.com 
Tags: mobile,community,share,search,engine 

 

The International Community for Students Find old friends and stay in touch. Make new 

friends and academic connections, or perhaps even meet the love of your life. Create your own 

discussion groups and decide who can participate and who sees what, whether it be for common 

hobbies, a club, or your study group. Send your friends messages and stay up-to-date with the weekly 

newsletter. Share your personal interests, hobbies, and academic goals, and meet people with similar 

interests. 

http://zeeya.net 
Tags: student,community,college 

 

A Photography Hosting Service with Elegant Page Designs and Easy Organization 
Create and customize professional-looking galleries using advanced Web interface. Organize and 

structure your photographs so that you and your visitors can easily find them and view. From 

standards-based IPTC tags to full EXIF support your photographs show every detail including captions, 

titles, file and exposure info, searchable keywords and categories. Zenfolio gives you powerful tools 

allowing you to be efficient and organized. 

http://www.zenfolio.com 
Tags: photo,organize,gallery 

 

Stop Surfing. Start Zooming ZenZui, an independent company with the mission of transforming 

the way people engage, consume and interact with Web content through a revolutionary mobile user 

experience and information ecosystem. ZenZui's Zooming User Interface, a patented Microsoft 

technology, was initially developed by the Microsoft Redmond Research lab. 

http://zenzui.com 
Tags: mobile,microsoft 

 

Shoot, Share and Get on TV Ziddio is a place where users like you create, watch, broadcast and 

share their own videos. More specifically, Ziddio is a user-generated video platform developed by 

Comcast that picks up where other user-gen video websites fall short. Many user-generated video 

websites allow users to shoot and post their personal videos. 

http://www.ziddio.com 
Tags: video,TV,share,create 



 

Be included in the fastest - growing index of professionals Millions of people are searched 

for online every day When someone searches for you, what do they find? At Ziggs we believe you 

should be found with a professional profile that you control. 

http://www.ziggs.com 
Tags: community 

 

The Social Prediction Community ZiiTrend is a user-driven online community for predicting 

future events and trends. Whether you are a casual user, professional or domain expert, ZiiTrend web 

site can help you in predicting future events that are important to you. 

http://www.ziitrend.com 
Tags: community,social 

 

Find, Be Found & Connect Ziki helps you control your online identity and offers a new way to 

search, share, promote and monetize your content. Your Ziki is your place on the web to say who you 

are, what you do, what you want to do and who you network with. 

http://www.ziki.com 
Tags: network,share,search 

 

Free, instant valuations and data for 60,000,000+ homes Zillow.com is an online real estate 

service dedicated to helping you get an edge in real estate by providing you with valuable tools and 

information. 

http://www.zillow.com 
Tags: e-commerce 

 

The Rental Marketplace Zilok allows anyone, individuals as well as professionals, to rent stuff out 

or offer for stuff for rent with a few clicks of the mouse. Whether you need a hand-drill for a weekend, a 

luxury handbag for an evening or a bike for a week, you simply need to select the item for rent at the 

most convenient location available. 

http://us.zilok.com 
Tags: marketplace,rent 

 

Organized. Unfiltered. Useful Information Organize your personal data. Zilzle provides 

unfiltered comments and categorizes useful information. 

http://www.zilzle.com 
Tags: organize,share,meet,deadpool 

 

Make IM Work for you Zimbots are Instant Messaging services that appear as buddies on your 

contacts list. You can now download the application and use it as a messenger to talke to your 

Google/Jabber friends and try out the cool Zimbot features that allow you to turn your account into a 

‘hybrid’ bot. 

http://www.zimbie.com 
Tags: IM,blogging,tool,messaging,download 

 

An OpenSource Server and Cclient Technology for Next-Generation Enterprise 

Messaging Zimbra is an open source server and client technology for next-generation enterprise 

messaging and collaboration. Zimbra delivers innovation for both the administrator and the end-user as 

well as compatibility with existing infrastructure and applications (both open source and proprietary). 

http://www.zimbra.com 
Tags: collaboration,email,messaging 

The Ultimate WebOS Zimdesk has everything you would want from a regular desktop PC. The BIG 



 

difference is that zimdesk runs from a browser, allowing you to access all the applications, Games and 

accessories from any PC anywhere in the world. 

http://www.zimdesk.com 
Tags: desktop,storage,business 

 

Create, Build and Deploy Web Apps Quickly Zimki is everything you love about developing 

web applications plus a whole lot more. Create, build and deploy web apps quickly, cheaply and 

without having to worry about administrative overheads like setting up servers, buying hardware or 

web space. 

https://www.zimki.com 
Tags: design,create,deadpool 

 

Promoting and Enhancing Mobile Communities Zinadoo is a completely free and easy to use 

mobile website creation tool. In minutes anyone can create and publish their very own mobile website. 

Users get to customise their site to their own tastes and add some cool interactive features. Then they can 

use the many sharing features provided to tell everyone about their mobile site. 

http://www.zinadoo.com 
Tags: mobile,community,share,create 

 

Share stuff with your friends Really Simple Sharing. Share stuff with your friends. Pictures, home 

movies, documents. Zingee is an Internet application that makes sharing and accessing content really 

simple for everyone. 

http://www.zingee.com 
Tags: hosting,file,storage,deadpool 

 

Supercharge your Text Messaging Zingku service is designed from the mobile phone, outward, 

allowing you to create and exchange things of interest ranging from invitations to mobile flyers with 

friends in a trusted manner. On the mobile phone, Zingku uses standard text messaging and picture 

messaging features that come with every phone. On the web, Zingku service uses your standard web 

browser and instant messenger. There is nothing to install. 

http://www.zingku.com 
Tags: messaging,mobile,share,text 

 

Find your Neighborhood Garage Sales ZipGarage brings the features of Web2.0 
applications to garage, yard, and estate sale listing services. Simple but enabling features like 
seller-buyer commentary and annotated photos (for information and pricing of sale items), and 
google maps and geocoding are just some of its many tools, to help the weekend bargain 
shoppers and sellers. 
http://zipgarage.com 
Tags: garage,sell,buy,shopping,community,mapping,neighborhood 

 

Local voices, smart choices Zipingo is the fastest way to find the best local businesses based on 

community feedback. (Oh, and it’s free.) Think of it as the yellow pages with customer ratings. 

http://www.zipingo.com 
Tags: e-commerce 

 

What's Good in your 'Hood? Browse a list of the best companies located anywhere in Canada. 

Select your favorite companies from ZipLocal results to learn more about these establishments. 

http://www.ziplocal.com 
Tags: search,engine,event,lifestyle 



 

Zippy Meta-Search Zippy search engine, bringing you results from Google, Yahoo and MSN, as well 

as webmaster-oriented extra information about any URL in our results. 

http://www.zippy.co.uk 
Tags: search,engine 

 

Free Text Messaging Service ZipToPhone is a free text messaging service. Using this tool, you can 

easily send text messages and send MMS messages to a cell phone. This is ideal for sending custom 

ringtones, games, wallpapers, logos, photos, or any other file that your cell phone can process. It's also 

perfect for sending a quick message to a friend when you are without your phone. 

http://ziptophone.com 
Tags: text,SMS,messaging,mobile 

 

Dump your Brain here Zirr.us - An alternative To Do list for the Web. Zirrus combines cutting-edge 

Web interactivity, the power of tag clouds, and the simplicity of a whiteboard. 

http://www.zirr.us 
Tags: to-do 

 

The Semantic Web Search Engine Zitgist is an industry standards compliant Semantic Web 

Search Engine. Its goal is to help Web users locate data, information, and knowledge on the Web. Zitgist 

is based on a new search paradigm: users describe characteristics of their search target, instead of relying 

entirely on content keywords. 

http://www.zitgist.com 
Tags: search,engine 

 

Create an Online Coupon in Minutes for Free ZiXXo provides a web-based coupon creation, 

management and syndication network that enables businesses to reward favorable behavior by local 

consumers. 

http://www.zixxo.com/ 
Tags: coupon,business,create 

 

Platform which Transforms SMS into Colorful Icon Based Experience Zlango developed a 

revolutionary, simple and practical mobile language. It’s made up of over 200 icons neatly divided into 

intuitive and memorable categories. Most important words, concepts or feelings can be expressed by an 

available icon. It’s text-less texting! If you still require text - it can be easily added anywhere in the 

message, just like typing an ordinary SMS. 

http://zlango.com 
Tags: mobile,language,SMS,Israel 

 

Your Very own Shop Zlio helps you start your own online shop in 5 mn. Even if you don't have 

anything to sell. Zlio offers you to choose from an exhaustive catalogue of thousands of products and 

arrange your own ZlioShop without programming anything. 

http://zlio.com/ 
Tags: shopping,create,share,Israel 

 

Your Circle of Trust zMobs your trusted network zMobs mission is to help you buy and sell your 

used goods safely and effectively by leveraging your personal relationships.Using zMobs classified 

service you can carry trusted transactions with your friends and your extended network. 

http://www.zmobs.com 
Tags: shopping,buy,marketplace,social,network 

The Best Office Site and Productivity Tools Online! * Online presentation tool to create, edit, 



 

publish, and show presentations * Online word processor with collaboration features. No download, No 

install. * Online alternative to traditional spreadsheet applications. * Zoho Virtual Office is a web-based 

collaboration groupware. * Project management software to create, manage & collaborate online. * On-

demand & On-premise customer relationship management solution. * Create Online Database 

Applications in minutes. Build Forms, Collect Data and Manage. * Online organizer to maintain your 

todo’s, reminders, notes, attachments etc. And much more... 

http://zoho.com 
Tags: create,tool,office,share 

 

Online Group Chat Made Easy Often times, we need to collaborate with others to make decisions. 

Email, blog, forums & wiki allow us to share information & have asynchronous discussions. 

Conventional chat requires presence of participants. In vocal discussion over phone, the conversation is 

lost, only the decisions remain at the closure. Zoho Chat helps in filling this gap by enabling groups to 

collaborate & make decisions faster. 

http://zohochat.com 
Tags: chat,collaboration 

 

Create, Aggregate and Collaborate Zoho Notebook - the online application for gathering and 

creating multiple types of content that can easily be shared with others. Designed with a simple user 

interface, Zoho Notebook solves the problem of managing multiple sources of information and content 

that is typically spread all over the place: your desktop, e-mail, websites, applications etc. With 

Notebook, you now have a single place to access and share the information that matters to you. 

http://www.zoho.com/notebook/ 
Tags: collaboration,note,create 

 

Go Mobile Zong is a web service that enables you to create and launch mobile services in 10 countries 

in under 10 minutes and generate revenues from each transaction. Through Zong's intuitive interface, 

you will create your service in a few clicks, you will then be able to market it to your user base and make 

money today! Zong is a service of Europe's Mobile Media solutions leader, Echovox, which has direct 

connections and relationships with over 50 mobile operators 

http://www.zong.com 
Tags: mobile,create,marketplace 

 

Where Professionals Connect Zoodango is unique because it allows you to find people online and 

network with them face-to-face. It is a place where people express their lifestyles in relation to their 

professions. 

http://www.zoodango.com 
Tags: social,connection,meet,network 

 

Drive Traffic with your own Email Newslatter Zookoda is an email marketing application 

designed specifically for bloggers. Zookoda enables you to send a daily, weekly or monthly summary of 

your latest blog posts directly into your vistors inbox. Free. 

http://www.zookoda.com/ 
Tags: email,marketing 

 

Inspiring Experiences Zoom And Go is about inspiring travelers about where to go, what to see, 

what to do and where to stay based on the experiences of other travelers or on the recommendations 

from locals around the world. 

http://zoomandgo.com 
Tags: photo,video,travel,discover,share,create 



 

Store, Share and Print Digital Photos at Low Prices ZoomIn is a leading online photo service 

providing customers with unlimited digital photo storage capacity, simple to use tools for uploading 

and sharing photos, and great prices on professional quality prints. 

http://www.zoom.in 
Tags: print,photo,share,storage 

 

The search engine for discovering people, companies and relationships ZoomInfo, the 

premier summarization search engine, delivers fresh, comprehensive information on over 29 million 

business professionals and 2 million companies across virtually every industry. How do we do it? Well, 

at the risk of being boastful, we have incredible technology that this guy and this guy and this guy 

invented. ZoomInfo finds, understands and extracts information from millions of online sources such as 

Web sites, press releases, electronic news services and SEC filings and summarizes the information into a 

comprehensive format. Basically, ZoomInfo creates structure out of the chaos of the Web. 

http://www.zoominfo.com 
Tags: community 

 

Express Yourself in Pictures Zoomorama is for everyone who seeks an easy, quick way to share 

images without overloading anyone's inbox with heavy or non-open able attachments. With Zoomorama 

lost attachments, overloaded inboxes, or endless waits for downloads are a thing of the past.. 

http://www.zoomorama.com 
Tags: photo,storage,art 

 

The Family Network With ZOOOF, the Family Network, you will make an astonishing voyage of 

discovery around the world. Rediscover your close relatives, honor your ancestors, write your own 

biography, share the birth of a child, learn about your family's history and discover the many religions, 

convictions and colours. Find family ties with your heroes, your friends and the past.  

http://www.zooof.com 
Tags: family,tree,network,social,discover 

 

Experience the World Through Photos Zooomr was born to explore the information inside of 

photos. It aims to be not merely another photo sharing service, but something that helps connect people 

together through photos. 

http://beta.zooomr.com/ 
Tags: photo 

 

Business, Music and Personal Blogging Social Network With Zooped you can connect with 

old friends, make new friends and connect with local businesses. Build your own play list up to 15 songs 

for your profile page, musicians can share up to 10 songs with their fans. Zooped is compatible with any 

MSRS, customize your profiles easily. 

http://www.zooped.com 
Tags: social,blogging,network,create,music,business 

 

A Marketplace for Social Lending People lend and borrow money with each other, sidestepping 

the banks. Social Lending is a financial category of genuine and increasing importance. It's been 

happening on a small-scale in a families and social groups for hundreds of years and the internet has 

opened it up to everybody. It's the biggest development in the world of money for decades, as people 

deal directly with other people, cutting out the banks. 

http://zopa.com 
Tags: social,lending,marketing,money 

Get Paid to Search - Search for a Cause zotspot search is an Internet search website that shares its 



 

revenue with you, the user. You can keep your earnings or donate them to one or more causes (e.g., 

charities or universities). zotspot enables you to increase your monthly earnings by referring. 

http://www.zotspot.com 
Tags: search,engine,money,donation 

 

Take your Blog to the Next Level Whether you're a beginner or active blogger, Zoundry helps you 

do more with your weblog: Recommend products. Drop in pictures. Tag your posts. Earn cash rewards 

for yourself or charities when readers buy from your recommendations. 

http://zoundry.com 
Tags: blogging,blogging,download,download 

 

Discuss any Website on any Website You can comment any website on any website with a 

zpeechboard. Just add zpeech.com-in front of any URL (e.g. zpeech.com/google.com). The website will 

then open with a zpeechboard popup on the left hand side of the browser window, in which you can : 

instantly read comments of users regarding that very website (URL) and add your comment to that very 

website after a short and free registration. 

http://www.zpeech.com 
Tags: comment,share 

 

Free Image,Video, Audio, Flash and Flie Hosting With zSHARE you can upload files, images, 

videos, audio and flash for free. Simply use the upload form below and start sharing! You can also use 
zSHARE as your personal file storage: backup your data and protect your files. 

http://www.zshare.net 
Tags: share,storage,file,hosting 

 

Personalized Music Recommendations ZuKool Music provides highly relevant, personalized 

music recommendations. It uses advanced AI to create intelligent taste agents that, through user 

interaction, evolve to embody a user's musical taste profile. 

http://www.zukool.com 
Tags: music,discover,search 

 

Checking Multiple Search Engines With Zuula, it is quick and convenient to get results from all 

the top search engines. Search engines often return very different results for the same terms. So checking 

multiple search engines will give you the best results, and Zuula makes it easy. Currently, Zuula offers 

Web, Image, News, Blog, and Job searches. 

http://www.zuula.com/ 
Tags: search,engine 

 

Find Local Events Fast The place to find out about local events! Zvents helps you quickly find events 

you care about, and gives you the tools to share event information with others. You can search for things 

to do (just like your favorite search engine), or browse categories if you're not sure what you want to do. 

Zvents will help you realize how much is going on right on your doorstep and quickly give you all the 

information you need to find something you want to do. 

http://www.zvents.com 
Tags: event,search,engine,lifestyle 

 

Never Lose any Contacts Again Get a backup of your mobile data and get instant online access to 

your mobile's contacts and calendar with ZYB. By signing up, you'll be able to store, manage and even 

share your mobile's content online with friends within minutes. No cables or downloads needed. 

https://zyb.com 
Tags: mobile,calendar,contact 
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Need Someone to Search the Web for you When you are away from the Computer? 
While most cell phones provide web access, it is hard to navigate the web and find the information you 

need. Zypsy addresses this problem by using a combination of technology and human intervention to 

provide the same relevant information that you would find if you were in front of a computer. 

http://zypsy.com 
Tags: mobile,search,helpdesk,deadpool 
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Order Impact Web Audio right now at the incredibly low price of
only $37 and you’ll be making an impact where it matters the
most ... your bottom line!

“Impact Web Audio”

Is Point-And-Click

Easy. If You Have A

Microphone, And Can

Copy and Paste, You

Can Add Streaming

Web Audio To Your

Website In Minutes!

Impact Web Audio is a

simple Windows™

application that will guide

you through the entire

process of creating and

adding professional quality,

streaming web audio to your

web pages. Simply point,

click, and create ...

It really is that easy!

Click here...

Summary

Web2.0 and the whole social marketing/networking thing is not

going away. As you can see the window is open for you and the

world to expand your business and your self with one or all of the

techniques detailed here.

Remember the old adage “If its meant to be it’s up to me”.

Good luck and good networking.

Sincerely,

Jake McAuley

PS Many of us are using these techniques to build our niche busi-

nesses. My favourite and best income generator is Passport To

Wealth. Check it out here:

http://www.ourprofitsystem.com

Get paid for every visitor to your web site with

NetAudioAds:

http://www.ourprofitsystem.com/NetAudioAds

http://www.ecollab.net/iwa
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3 $17
Get your own branded copy of this ebook for only...

Contact me today.

mailto:hello@jakemcauley.com?subject=Brand_My_eBook_Please

Resources

Auto responders:
FreeAutoBot: http://www.freeautobot.com/

Aweber: Email marketing and AutoResponders

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Unlimited Autoresponders & Newsletters ~ income stream

http://www.aweber.com/?214918

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Web Hosting
Free: http://www.freewebs.com

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Kiosk: Web hosting and Web Conferencing

income streams

http://www.wwkiosk.com/members/eCollab

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Automated lead generation
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Veretekk: THE best lead generation system, period.

http://jakemcauley.veretekk.com

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Free Bonus Resources:
Links to free Telephone services

Get a free USA Telephone number for voiceMail and Fax

http://www.stanaphone.com

iCall anywhere in the USA and Canada free

http://www.icall.com/refer/jakemcauley


